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Preface to “Tsunami Science and 
Engineering” 
In 2013, I was approached by the editorial team of the Journal of Marine Science 
and Engineering to act as guest editor of a Special Issue on tsunamis. I was very 
keen to take on this project given that recent tragic events such as the 2004 Indian 
Ocean Tsunami and the 2011 Tōhoku Tsunami had triggered an increase in 
research activity in this field. The high interest in this Special Issue Tsunami Science 
and Engineering was reflected by the submission of 21 full length articles. A total of 
12 articles were published from 2014 to early 2016 after the rigorous peer-review. 
This book comprises all 12 contributions to this Special Issue. The overall aim 
of this collection is to mitigate the destruction of tsunamis and the negative effects 
they have on us and our environment. The articles cover a wide range of topics 
around tsunamis and reflect scientific efforts and engineering approaches in this 
challenging and exciting research field. 
The first three articles address the generation and propagation phases of 
tsunamis. Heller and Hager (2014) review the significance of the so-called impulse 
product parameter P, which is believed to be the most universal parameter for 
subaerial landslide-tsunami (impulse wave) prediction, and they show how this 
semi-empirical parameter may be instrumental for preliminary hazard assessment. 
Evers and Hager (2015) show with subaerial landslides impacting a water body 
that mesh-packed slides result in similar large impulse waves as free granular 
material. This is very beneficial for a number of reasons including simpler 
experimental handling. Koyama et al. (2015) describe the difference of the 
earthquake activity in megathrust subduction zones around Japan, depending on 
whether an along-dip double segmentation or an along-strike single segmentation 
is encountered. They further show that earthquakes generated by the latter type 
result on average in twice as large tsunamis as earthquakes generated by an along-
dip double segmentation, after identical seismic moments. 
The interactions of tsunamis with the shore region and structures are 
addressed in the following three articles. Barberopoulou et al. (2015) show with 
historical nautical charts and digital elevation models how dredging, expansion of 
land and the creation of jetties modified the San Diego harbor over the last 150 
years and show how these modifications may change the tsunami amplitudes and 
current speeds based on different tsunami scenarios. Drähne et al. (2016) address 
long wave dynamics on coasts and during on-land propagation, based on physical 
model tests in a novel wave facility with numerical simulations. The authors 
further successfully compare some of the findings with established analytical 
expressions. Bremm et al. (2015) investigate the time-history of forces on vertical 
free-surface-piercing structures exposed to long leading depression waves. The 
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authors characterize and describe in detail the flow patterns during both wave 
run-up and draw-down and compare the measured total base force with 
analytically calculated values. 
Two interesting tsunami hazard assessment approaches are then presented. 
Anita et al. (2015) propose a comprehensive and total probabilistic approach, in 
which many different potential source types concur (seismic events, slides, 
volcanic eruptions, asteroids, etc.), to define a total tsunami hazard. The authors 
apply this approach to two target sites namely the city of Naples and the island of 
Ischia in Italy. Alberico et al. (2015) present a GIS-aided procedure using the 
Papathoma Tsunami Vulnerability Assessment model of urban environments and 
use Naples as the target site to illustrate the method. A map shows the 
vulnerability status of Naples and reveals that approximately 21% of the area 
shows a very high tsunami vulnerability. 
Two potential past tsunamis are addressed next. McCloskey et al. (2015) 
present evidence for the occurrence of a large localized tsunami in the Bay of La 
Paz, approximately 1100 years ago, based on a field study and core data. The 
authors suggest that the potential tsunami was triggered by the slumping of an 
island at the eastern edge of the bay and that the tsunami reached up to 3.6 m 
above mean water. Abril and Periáñez (2015) aimed at quantitatively assessing the 
potential role of tsunamis in the parting of the Mediterranean Sea in the context of 
the narrative of the Biblical Exodus, as previously suggested in a number of 
studies. The authors numerically model several “best case” scenarios and 
conclude that it is very unlikely that the investigated tsunamis were the potential 
cause of the parting of the sea. 
The book finishes with two interesting articles showing that seismic tsunamis 
may affect the Earth's thermosphere hundreds of kilometers above sea level. Ma et 
al. (2015) solve generalized ion momentum and continuity equations and 
investigate how seismic tsunamis create an ionospheric dynamo electric field on 
the electron density and total electron content perturbations at an altitude of 150 -
600 km. The authors then apply the solution to two arbitrarily selected locations. 
Ma (2016) conducts similar theoretical work and describes how seismic tsunami-
excited gravity waves may modulate the atmospheric non-isothermality and wind 
shears. 
These brief summaries show the wide range of fascinating topics which are 
covered in this book. I hope that these articles contribute to the mitigation of the 
negative effects of tsunamis and inspire many future research activities in this 
important research field. 
Valentin Heller 
Guest Editor 
A Universal Parameter to Predict Subaerial
Landslide Tsunamis?
Valentin Heller and Willi H. Hager
Abstract: The significance of the impulse product parameter P is reviewed, which is
believed to be the most universal parameter for subaerial landslide tsunami (impulse
wave) prediction. This semi-empirical parameter is based on the streamwise slide
momentum flux component and it was refined with a multiple regression laboratory
data analysis. Empirical equations based on P allow for a simple prediction of wave
features under diverse conditions (landslides and ice masses, granular and block
slides, etc.). Analytical evidence reveals that a mass sliding down a hill slope of
angle 51.6˝ results in the highest waves. The wave height “observed” in the 1958
Lituya Bay case was well predicted using P. Other real-world case studies illustrate
how efficient empirical equations based on P deliver wave estimates which support
hazard assessment. Future applications are hoped to further confirm the applicability
of P to cases with more complex water body geometries and bathymetries.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Heller, V.; Hager, W.H. A Universal
Parameter to Predict Subaerial Landslide Tsunamis? J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2014, 2,
400–412.
1. Introduction
An important class of tsunamis is caused by mass movements including
landslides, rock falls, underwater slumps, glacier calving, debris avalanches or
snow avalanches [1–5]; these are commonly referred to as landslide tsunamis or
landslide generated impulse waves. Landslide tsunamis (impulse waves) typically
occur in reservoirs and lakes, fjords or in the sea at volcanic islands or continental
shelves [2,6–9]. The term landslide tsunami is sometimes also applied to waves
generated in reservoirs and lakes [10] even though the term impulse waves would
then be more correct.
Irrespective of where these waves are caused, they are a considerable hazard
and the total cumulative death toll of Unzen (1792), Ritter Island (1888), Vajont (1963)
and Papua New Guinea (1998) alone is likely to exceed 22,100 [2,4,11]. Fortunately,
landslide tsunamis (impulse waves) may nowadays be predicted with relatively
high confidence (much better than an order of magnitude) by given slide parameters
using both numerical [3,7,12–19] or physical [14,20–29] model studies.
Subaerial landslide tsunamis are particularly challenging to predict because
the mass, initially located above the water surface, impacts the water body and
may entrain a large amount of air. Slide velocities of up to 128 m/s were estimated
1
based on slide deposits [30], generating highly turbulent landslide tsunamis (impulse
waves) if they interact with a water body. Fortunately, susceptible areas are often
monitored, giving prior warning of a potential subaerial landslide tsunami (impulse
wave). An active prevention of the wave generation is difficult to achieve so that
passive methods, including early warning, evacuation, reservoir drawdown, or
provision of adequate freeboards of dam reservoirs, are applied. A prediction of
wave features is essential for the success of these methods, which must be conducted
frequently, particularly in lakes [8,31] and during the planning and operational
phases of reservoirs [6,31,32].
A common method for the assessment of this hazard is to conduct a
physical model study in the laboratory environment. Generic physical model
studies [20–24,26–29] systematically vary parameters (slide properties, hill slope
angle, water depth) and express the unknown wave parameters (amplitude, height,
period) as a function of these “known” parameters. The most relevant parameters for
subaerial landslide tsunamis (impulse waves) are shown in Figure 1. The developed
empirical equations allow for first estimates of future events [8,31,33], and their
application is often the most straightforward method if time is limited. The results
also determine whether a more accurate prototype specific numerical [7,11,19] or
physical [6,32] model study is required; these latter methods are costly and require
considerable more time and resources.
Herein, the significance of the impulse product parameter P is reviewed,
which is believed to be the most universal parameter for generic landslide
tsunami (impulse wave) predictions. Useful analytical derivations based on P are
deduced and it is illustrated how P greatly simplifies hazard assessment through
real-world predictions.
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Figure 1. Definition sketch of subaerial landslide tsunami (impulse wave)
generation (adapted from Heller and Hager [26], with permission from © 2010
American Society of Civil Engineers).
2
2. The Impulse Product Parameter
2.1. Derivation
The semi-empirical impulse product parameter P was developed by Heller
and Hager [26] from subaerial landslide generated impulse wave model tests in
a laboratory wave channel (2D) (see description of method in Appendix A). It is
defined as
P “ FS1/2 M1/4tcosrp6{7qαsu1/2 (1)
Equation (1) includes the slide Froude number F = Vs/(gh)1/2, the relative slide
thickness S = s/h, the relative slide mass M = ms/(ρwbsh2) and the hill slope angle α.
Figure 1 shows all parameters required for these dimensionless numbers, namely
the slide impact velocity Vs, gravitational acceleration g, still water depth h, slide
thickness s, slide mass ms, water density ρw and slide width bs. The parameter P
is based on the square root of the streamwise slide momentum flux component,
involving the bulk slide density ρs and slide discharge Qs, as [24]
pρsQsVscosαq1/2«pρssbsVs2cosαq1/2 “ ρs1/2s1/2bs1/2Vscos1/2α (2)
The expression on the right hand side in Equation (2) was further refined with a
multiple regression data analysis based on hundreds of 2D experiments, resulting
in the establishment of P [26]. This refinement was conducted to minimize the data
scatter in the prediction of the wave parameters. The analysis revealed that the
relative effects of Vs and s are correctly retained in P, as predicted in Equation (2).
Since a vertically impacting slide with cos(90˝) = 0 would result in no impulse wave
action, the term cos1/2α in Equation (2) was replaced by the empirical parameter
{cos[(6/7)α]}1/2 resulting in the smallest data scatter. The relative effect of ρs1/2 in
the slide mass ms = ρs
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2014, 2 402 
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pronounced in the data analysis than predicted in Equation (2).
Figure 2 shows P versus the relative maximum wave height HM/h resulting
from the multiple regression data analysis. The average data scatter is ˘30%, and the
maximum scatter in the order of ˘40% is considerable smaller than in previous
studies [21,23], involving +100/´50 maximum scatter relative to the relati e
wave amplitude a/h or height H/h. In addition, the parameter P considers wider
parameter ranges thereby applying to landslides and ice masses, to hill slope angles
30˝ ď α ď 90˝, and to further conditions (Table A1). Heller and Spinneken [29] (see
description of method in Appendix A) demonstrated that P, originally developed for
granular slides, applies also to waves generated by block slides. Further, the study
of Fuchs et al. [34] used P to describe underwater landslide characteristics. These
diverse conditions under which P applies may establish P as the most universal
parameter for landslide tsunami (impulse wave) hazard assessment.
3
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 Figure 2. Example of prediction diagram based on P: Relative maximum wave
height HM/h versus P for granular slides and best fit HM/h = (5/9)P4/5 (R2 = 0.82,
Table 1) with ˘30% lines including most data points; the red arrows show the
prediction for the 1958 Lituya Bay case resulting in HM = 1.47h = 179 m; data
indicated with * are too low due to non-negligible scale effects (adapted from Heller
and Hager [26], with permission from © 2010 American Society of Civil Engineers).
Table 1. Empirical equations based on P derived in 2D physical model studies by
Heller and Hager [26] and Heller and Spinneken [29]; maximum wave height
HM and period TM correspond to the identical wave and location xM where
the maximum wave amplitude aM was measured; for block model slides the
blockage ratio B = bs/b (0.88 ´ 0.98), the expression φ = sin1/2ϕ (0.71 ´ 1.00)
considering the slide front angle ϕ and the expression Ts = ts/{[h +
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2. The Impulse Product Parameter 
2.1. Derivation 
The semi-empirical impulse product parameter P was developed by Heller and Hager [26] from 
subaerial landslide generated impulse wave model tests in a laboratory wave channel (2D) (see 
description of method in Appendix A). It is defined as 
            co              (1) 
Equation (1) includes the slide Froude number F = Vs/(gh)
1/2
, the relative slide thickness S = s/h, the 
relative slide mass M = ms/(ρwbsh
2
) and the hill slope angle  . Figure 1 shows all parameters required 
for these dimensionless numbers, namely the slide impact velocity Vs, gravitational acceleration g, still 
water depth h, slide thickness s, slide mass ms, water density ρw and slide width bs. The parameter P is 
based on the square root of the streamwise slide momentum flux component, involving the bulk slide 
density ρs and slide discharge Qs, as [24] 
(ρsQsVscos )
1/2
 ≈ (ρssbsVs
2
cos )1/2 = ρs
1/2
s
1/2
bs
1/2
Vscos
1/2  (2) 
The expression on the right hand side in Equation (2) was further refined with a multiple regression 
data analysis based on hundreds of 2D experiments, resulting in the establishment of P [26]. This 
refinement was conducted to minimize the data scatter in the prediction of the wave parameters. The 
analysis revealed that the relative effects of Vs and s are correctly retained in P, as predicted in 
Equation (2). Sinc  a vertically impacting slide with cos(90°) = 0 would result in no impulse wave 
action, the term cos
1/2  in Equation (2) was replaced by the empirical parameter {cos[(6/7) ]}1/2 
resulting in the smallest data scatter. The relative effect of ρs
1/2
 in the slide mass ms = ρsVs, with bulk 
slide volume Vs, was with ρs
1/4
 found to be less pronounced in the data analysis than predicted in 
Equation (2). 
Figure 2 shows P versus the relative maximum wave height HM/h resulting from the multiple 
regression data analysis. The average data scatter is ±30%, and the maximum scatter in the order of 
±40% is considerable smaller than in previous studies [21,23], involving +100/−50% maximum scatter 
relative to the relative wave amplitude a/h or height H/h. In addition, the parameter P considers wider 
parameter range  thereby applying to land lide  and ice ma  e , to hill  lope angle  30° ≤   ≤ 90°, and 
/(sbs)]/Vs}
(0.34 ´ 1.00) considering the transition type are relevant, with ts = characteristic
time of submerged landslide motion.
Wave parameter Heller and Hager [26] Heller and Spinneken [29]
Slide type granular block
Maximum amplitude aM = (4/9)P4/5h (R2 = 0.88) aM = (3/4)[PBφTs1/2]9/10h (R2 = 0.88)
Streamwise distance at aM xM = (11/2)P1/2h (R2 = 0.23) ´ ´
Maximum height (Figure 2) HM = (5/9)P4/5h (R2 = 0.82) HM = [PBφTs1/4]9/10h (R2 = 0.93)
Maximum period TM = 9P1/2(h/g)1/2 (R2 = 0.33) TM = (19/2)[PTs1/2]1/4(h/g)1/2 (R2 = 0.24)
Amplitude evolution a(x) = (3/5)[P(x/h)´1/3]4/5h (R2 = 0.81) a(x) = (11/10)[P(x/h)´1/3BφTs3/4]9/10h (R2 = 0.85)
Height evolution H(x) = (3/4)[P(x/h)´1/3]4/5h (R2 = 0.80) H(x) = (3/2)[P(x/h)´1/3BφTs1/2]9/10h (R2 = 0.89)
Period evolution T(x) = 9[P(x/h)5/4]1/4(h/g)1/2 (R2 = 0.66) T(x) = (13/2)[P(x/h)5/4Ts1/3]1/4(h/g)1/2 (R2 = 0.53)
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Table 1 summarizes the most relevant empirical equations based on P, all derived
from wave channel (2D) tests. This includes the maximum wave amplitude aM (with
its location xM), height HM and period TM (Figure 1) and their evolutions a(x), H(x),
T(x), with distance x from the slide impact point for both granular [26] and block
slides [29]. All these wave parameters simply contain P and the majority of these
empirical equations result in large coefficients of determination R2 > 0.80.
2.2. Analytical Aspects
The parameter P allows for the derivation of theoretical aspects which are as
universally applicable as P itself. The slide centroid impact velocity Vs on a constant
slope defined by α and the dynamic bed friction angle δ may be approximated with
an energy balance between the slide release and impact location [30] as
Vs “ r2g∆zscp1´ tanδcotαqs1/2 (3)
The parameter ∆zsc is the slide centroid drop height distance between
slide release and the impact location. Equations (1) and (3) result with A =
(2∆zsc)1/2s1/2[ms/(ρwbs)]1/4/h3/2 and f(α) = (1 ´ tanδcotα)1/2{cos[(6/7)α]}1/2 in
P “ Ap1´ tanδcotαq1/2tcosrp6{7qαsu1/2 “ Afpαq (4)
Figure 3 shows f(α), for a typical dynamic bed friction angle range of
10˝ ď δ ď 35˝, versus the hill slope angle α. The function f(α) is proportional to
P and as such directly proportional to the maximum wave amplitude aM, height
HM and period TM and their evolutions a(x), H(x), T(x) with distance x (Table 1).
Figure 3 reveals that the hill slope angles resulting in maximum P are in the range
39.1˝ ď αmax ď 65.1˝. As expected, no impulse wave is generated for α < δ where the
slide remains at rest. Further, αmax corresponding to the maximum P value increases
with increasing δ. For a hill slope angle αÑ 90˝ (glacier calving, rock fall), the effect
of the friction angle δ is negligible so that f(α) = 0.47, irrespective of the value of δ.
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Figure 3. f(α) ~ P according to Equation (4) for different dynamic bed friction angles
δ (˝); the typical value δ = 20˝ results in a slope angle αmax = 51.6˝.
The values for αmax are analytically derived by differentiating Equation (4) with
respect to α and set to zero, resulting in
ptanδ{sin2αq “ p1´ tanδcotαqtanrp6{7qαs6{7 (5)
For the typical value δ = 20˝, Equation (5) results in αmax = 51.6˝ under otherwise
constant conditions, which is in agreement with Figure 3. Impulse waves at α « 50˝
were indeed witnessed, namely in the Alps [8]. Mass movements on such steep
mountain flanks, with α close to αmax, in combination with the confined water body
geometries of lakes and reservoirs, contribute to the high relevance of landslide
generated impulse waves in mountainous regions. The probability for landslides is
typically highest at α = 36˝ to 39˝ [35]. Even then, only about 10% smaller waves
may be expected (for δ = 20˝) as compared with the maximum due to the moderate
change of f(α) with α between 35˝ and 75˝ (Figure 3).
3. Real-World Applications
The well documented 1958 Lituya Bay case [1,16,36] shown in Figure 4 is used
to provide an example of a real-world prediction based on P. The T-shaped Lituya
Bay is located near the St. Elias Mountains in Alaska, where the main bay is about
12 km long and 1.2 km to 3.3 km wide, except for the 300 m wide exit to the Pacific
Ocean. On 9 July 1958, an 8.3 moment magnitude earthquake initiated a rock slide
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with a grain density of ρg = 2700 kg/m3 sliding from a maximum altitude of 914 m
above sea level on a slope of α = 40˝ (Figure 4). The parameters in P are taken from
Heller and Hager [26], namely the slide impact velocity Vs = 92 m/s, still water
depth h = 122 m, maximum slide thickness s = 92 m, mean slide width bs = 823 m
and slide mass ms = 82.62 ˆ 109 kg. These result in a slide Froude number F = 2.66, a
relative slide thickness S = 0.75, a relative slide mass M = 6.74, a hill slope angle α =
40˝, so that P = 3.37. The rock slide at Lituya Bay generated an impulse wave with a
maximum run-up height of R = 524 m on the opposite shore at a distance x « 1350 m
and a run-up angle β = 45˝.
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Fritz et al. [36] investigated the Lituya Bay case in a physical model study and measured an  
up-scaled wave height of H = 162 m and a wave amplitude of a = 152 m close to the opposite shore at 
x = 885 m. This wave height is in excellent agreement with the inversely computed value H = 162 m in 
front of the opposite shore computed with the solitary wave run-up equation of Hall and Watts [37] 
and R = 524 m. 
Figure 4. Artist’s impression of 1958 Lituya Bay rockslide generating a tsunami of
~162 m in height destroying forest up to maximum run-up height of 524 m (adapted
from Heller and Hager [26], with permission from © 2010 American Society of
Civil Engineer ).
Fritz et al. [36] investigated the Lituya Bay case in a physical model study and
measured an up-scaled wave height of H = 162 m and a wave amplitude of a = 152 m
close to the opposite shore at x = 885 m. This wave height is in excellent agreement
with the inversely computed value H = 162 m in front of the opposite shore computed
with the solitary wave run-up equation of Hall and Watts [37] and R = 524 m.
The prediction of HM shown in Figure 2 results in a maximum wave height
of HM = 179 m just in front of the opposite shore (xM = 1232 m based on empirical
equation in Table 1) compared to the “observed” wave height of H = 162 m. The small
difference is explained with the lateral spread of wave energy (Figure 4), in contrast
to the laboratory tests, where any spread was prevented by the side boundaries of
the 2D setup. Further, the empirical equation in Table 1 for aM results in aM = 143 m,
which is in good agreement with a = 152 m measured at x = 885 m in the physical
model [36].
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The following examples show that empirical predictions based on P are often
conclusive enough to replace expensive prototype specific physical or numerical
model studies, or at least to provide well founded recommendations on whether a
more expensive investigation is required. Heller et al. [31] provided a generic hazard
assessment methodology based on P applicable in both 2D (Table 1) and 3D, including
wave generation, propagation and run-up on shores or dams. Fuchs and Boes [8]
calibrated and validated this method [31] with a rock fall generated impulse wave
observed in 2007 at Lake Lucerne, Switzerland, and predicted then potential future
waves at the same location. Preliminary estimates based on P for the planned Kühtai
reservoir and hydropower dam in Austria suggested that an impulse wave due to
a snow avalanche may overtop the dam so that a detailed prototype specific study
was recommended. This was realized by Fuchs et al. [32] at scale 1:130, indicating
that the wave only moistens the dam crest without overtopping. Cannata et al. [33]
implemented the method of Heller et al. [31] in the open source GIS software GRASS,
along with a considerable more time consuming shallow-water equation approach.
A comparison of the run-up based on the two approaches for a case study at Lake
Como, Italy, resulted in a general agreement of the wave height magnitude. BGC [38]
predicted the wave parameters in the slide impact zone based on P for slope failure
scenarios in the Mitchell Pit Lake, Canada. The wave propagation and potential dam
overtopping were then numerically modelled with TELEMAC-2D with these initial
predictions as input values. These examples provide evidence that the parameter P is
an efficient tool for first estimates in real-world predictions and for hazard assessment
in general.
4. Limitations
Whereas P was developed for subaerial landslide tsunamis (impulse waves), it
does not apply to submarine landslide tsunamis [5,9,25,39–41]. Although some slide
parameters are significant for both phenomena, other parameters not considered in P,
including the initial slide submergence, are only relevant for underwater landslide
tsunamis. Further, parameters applicable for both cases may not necessarily be
relevant in the same ranges and their relative importance for submarine slides
may also not be reflected by Equation (1). Finally, subaerial slides often result in
considerable air entrainment, in contrast to underwater slides. The application of P
to partially submerged slides is currently not investigated.
The parameter P was thus far mainly tested for wave channel (2D) rather than
for wave basin (3D) geometries. Even though 2D geometries can reflect real-world
cases (e.g. narrow reservoirs, lakes or fjords), the wave propagation is commonly of
3D nature. Transformation methodologies of results from 2D to 3D were presented
by Huber and Hager [20], Heller et al. [31] and Heller et al. [42] in which the two
latter studies already included P. Several 3D real-world predictions were based on
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this transformed form of P [8,32,33]. An ongoing project aims to further investigate
the transformation of 2D results based on P to other idealized geometries, and future
real-world applications are hoped to further confirm the applicability of P to cases
with more complex water body geometries and bathymetries.
5. Conclusions
The relevance of the semi-empirical impulse product parameter P was reviewed,
which is believed to be the most universal parameter to predict subaerial landslide
tsunamis (impulse waves). The parameter P includes all relevant slide parameters
affecting the wave generation process in wide test ranges such as densities heavier
and lighter than water or slide impact angles between 30˝ and 90˝ (Table A1). The
parameter P is based on the streamwise slide momentum flux component and it was
refined with a multiple regression data analysis of granular slide tests conducted
in a laboratory channel (2D) and further confirmed with 2D block model slide tests.
Empirical equations based on P allow for a simple prediction of the maximum wave
amplitude aM, height HM and period TM and their evolutions a(x), H(x) and T(x)
with propagation distance (Table 1). Analytical evidence based on P revealed that the
highest waves occur for a slide impact angle of α = 51.6˝. The landslide probability is
highest for hill slope angles of α = 36 to 39˝ where only about 10% smaller waves
may be expected.
Despite the fact that P was derived under idealized conditions, it is considered
a useful and effective parameter for estimates in real-world cases. This was
demonstrated for the 1958 Lituya Bay case, where a good agreement between the
“observed” and predicted wave heights resulted. Four further real-world studies
conducted by other authors involving rock falls at Lake Lucerne, Switzerland; snow
avalanches in the planned Kühtai reservoir in Austria; rock falls at Lake Como,
Italy; and potential slope failures in Mitchell Pit Lake in Canada, provided evidence
that first estimates based on P are often conclusive enough to replace expensive
prototype specific physical or numerical model studies, or at least provide well
founded recommendations on whether a more expensive investigation is required.
The parameter P applies to subaerial and potentially to partially submerged
landslide tsunamis (impulse waves); however, it does not apply to submarine slides.
A further limitation of P is its derivation for wave channel (2D) tests. Equations
for waves propagating in 3D were proposed based on 2D to 3D transformation
methods including P, and real-world applications showed that these equations result
in realistic values. In the light of this success, the application of P to more complex
water body geometries is the subject of an ongoing research effort.
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Appendix A: Experimental Methodology
The 2D experiments were conducted in two prismatic wave channels, namely
the granular slide tests in an 11 m (L) ˆ 0.500 m (W) ˆ 1 m (H) wave channel at ETH
Zurich [26] and the block model slide tests in a 24.5 m (L) ˆ 0.600 m (W) ˆ 1.0 m (H)
wave channel at Imperial College London [29]. The channel bottoms consisted of
glass sheets and the walls of glass and steel sheets (ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland)
or only glass sheets (Imperial College London, London, UK). The parameter ranges
of both studies are reported in Table A1 and the coordinate origin (x; z) is defined at
the intersection of the still water surface with the hill slope ramp (Figure 1).
Table A1. Limitations of P: Parameter ranges of physical model studies of Heller
and Hager [26] and Heller and Spinneken [29].
Name Symbol Dimension Heller and Hager [26] Heller and Spinneken [29]
Slide model type ´ ´ granular block
Channel width b (m) 0.500 0.600
Still water depth h (m) 0.150–0.675 0.300, 0.600
Slide thickness s (m) 0.050–0.249 0.120
Grain diameter dg (mm) 2.0–8.0 ´
Streamwise distance x (m) 0–8.90 0–17.7
Slide impact velocity Vs (m/s) 2.06–8.77 0.59–3.56
Bulk slide volume
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Equation (1) includes the slide Froude number F = Vs/(gh)
1/2
, th  relative slide thickness S = s/h, the 
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2
) and the hill slope angle  . Figure 1 shows all parameters required 
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The expression on the right hand side in Equation (2) was further refined with a multiple regression 
data analysis based on hundreds of 2D experiments, resulting in the establishment of P [26]. This 
refinement was conducted to minimize the data scatter in the prediction of the wave parameters. The 
analysis revealed that the relative effects of Vs and s are corre tly retained in P, as predicted in 
Equation (2). Since a vertically impacting slide with cos(90°) = 0 would result in no impulse wave 
action, the term cos
1/2  in Equation (2) was replaced by the empirical parameter {cos[(6/7) ]}1/2 
resulting in the smallest data scatter. The relative effect of ρs
1/2
 in the slide mass ms = ρsVs, with bulk 
slide volume Vs, was with ρs
1/4
 found to be less pronounced in the data analysis than predicted in 
Equation (2). 
Figure 2 shows P versus the relative maximum wave height HM/h resulting from the multiple 
regression data analysis. The average data scatter is ±30%, and the maximum scatter in the order of 
±40% is considerable smaller than in previous studies [21,23], involving +100/−50% maximum scatter 
relative to the relative wave amplitude a/h or height H/h. In addition, the parameter P considers wider 
parameter range  thereby applying to land lide  and ice ma  e , to hill  lope angle  30° ≤   ≤ 90°, and 
(m3) 0.0167–0.0668 0.0373
Bulk slide density ρs (kg/m3) 590–1,720 1,534
Slide mass ms (kg) 10.09–113.30 57.23
Slide width bs (m) 0.500 ~0.588, ~0.578, 0.526
Slide front angle ϕ (˝) not systematic investigated 30, 45, 60, 90
Transition typ ´ (´) none none a circular shaped
Hill slope angle α (˝) 30–90 45
Slide Froude number F (´) 0.86–6.83 0.34–2.07
Relative slide thickness S (´) 0.09–1.64 0.20–0.40
Relative slide mass M (´) 0.11–10.02 0.27–1.21
Relative streamwise distance x/h (´) 0–59 0–40
Impulse product parameter P (´) 0.17–8.13 0.16–1.19
Number of tests i (´) 434 144
The granular slide material in the 434 tests at ETH Zurich (Zurich, Switzerland)
was accelerated in a box with up to 8 bar air pressure with a pneumatic landslide
generator [22]. Once the box reached its maximum velocity, its front flap opened,
the slide left the box, slid down on a 3 m long hill slope ramp and generated the
impulse waves. The whole pneumatic landslide generator was adjustable to various
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still water depths h and slide impact angles α and the box height and length was
also adjustable such that various bulk slide volumes Vs and slide heights s could be
investigated (Table A1). The pneumatic landslide generator allowed for a systematic
and independent variation of all governing parameters included in P. The granular
slide materials, made of barium-sulphate (BaSO4) and polypropylene (PP), consisted
of four cylindrically shaped grains of diameter of dg = 2 to 8 mm of densities heavier
(ρs « 1720 kg/m3) and lighter (ρs « 590 kg/m3) than water. Mixtures of different
grain diameters and densities were also included in the test program. However, the
grain diameter and grain size distribution were found to have a negligible effect
on the wave features and are not included in P. A small fraction of the tests was
conducted at a small water depth h = 0.150 m where scale effects relative to the wave
amplitude and height, in comparison with the remaining model tests, may be up to
about 15% [43]. Figure 2 supports this statement showing that these tests resulted
in a slightly smaller maximum wave height than predicted by the corresponding
empirical equation in Table 1. The main measurement techniques included two Laser
Distance Sensors (LDS) [44] to scan the slide profiles (estimated accuracy ˘ 0.5 mm)
at 100 Hz, seven capacitance wave gauges to record the wave profiles (˘1.5 mm)
at 500 Hz at relative distances of up to x/h = 59.0 and Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) [45] for determining the velocity vector fields in the slide impact zone. All three
measurement systems were triggered simultaneously with the start bottom of the
pneumatic landslide generator [26].
The 144 block model slide experiments at Imperial College London (London,
UK) involved a hill slope ramp of constant front angle α = 45˝ (Table A1). The
ramp’s front surface consisted of PVC sheets and a stainless steel guide in the center
matching a groove in the slide bottom to assure that the slide stayed in the channel
center during impact. The four slides, one for each slide front angle ϕ, were also made
of PVC. They were moved in the raised position with a pulley system and released
with a mechanism fitted to the slide surface. The glass bottom in the immediate slide
impact was protected with a 1 m long rubber sheet covered with a thin stainless
steel plate. The slide was either brought to an immediate rest at the slope bottom
with mastic sealant or it run out further over a circular-shaped transition made
of an aluminum sheet bent to an eighth of a circle of radius 0.400 m. The test
program included three specific block model parameters, namely three blockage
ratios B = bs/b = 0.88, 0.96 and 0.98 (varied with PVC additions mounted at the sides
of the slides), four slide front angles ϕ = 30, 45, 60 and 90˝ and two transition types,
in addition to different slide parameters (Table A1). The slide impact velocity Vs was
measured with a LDS [44]. A PVC strip with holes at constant intervals was bounded
on the surface of each slide and this strip was scanned at 128 Hz with the LDS.
The slide velocity was then calculated with the information about the spatial and
temporal intervals between neighboring holes. The wave features (˘1.5 mm) were
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measured with seven resistance type wave gauges at 128 Hz at a relative distances of
up to x/h = 40.0 (Table A1) [29].
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Impulse Wave Generation: Comparison of
Free Granular with Mesh-Packed Slides
Frederic M. Evers and Willi H. Hager
Abstract: Slides generating impulse waves are currently generated using either
block models or free granular material impacting a water body. These procedures
were mainly developed to study plane impulse waves, i.e., wave generation in a
rectangular channel. The current VAW, ETH Zurich, research is directed to the
spatial impulse wave features, i.e., waves propagating in a wave basin. The two
wave generation mechanisms mentioned above complicate this process for various
reasons, including experimental handling, collection of slide material in the wave
basin, poor representation of prototype conditions for the block model, and excessive
temporal duration for free granular slides. Impulse waves originating from slides
with free granular material and mesh-packed slides are compared in this paper.
Detailed test series are presented, so that the resulting main wave features can
be compared. The results highlight whether the simplified procedure involving
mesh-packed slides really applies in future research, and specify advantages in terms
of impulse wave experimentation.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Evers, F.M.; Hager, W.H. Impulse Wave
Generation: Comparison of Free Granular with Mesh-Packed Slides. J. Mar. Sci. Eng.
2015, 3, 100–110.
1. Introduction
Mass wasting including rockfalls, landslides, or avalanches may cause large
water waves in oceans, bays, lakes, and reservoirs. As the kinetic energy is transferred
from the slide mass to the water body these waves are referred to as impulse waves.
They may run-up the shoreline several meters or overtop a dam, endangering thereby
adjacent settlements and infrastructure. Therefore, procedures for assessing the
generation and propagation of landslide-generated impulse waves form the integral
part of an effective risk management strategy [1].
The generation of landslide-generated impulse waves is a complex process
encompassing the interaction of the phases slide material, water, and air. To
reproduce this process within a hydraulic scale model subaerial slides have so
far been mainly represented by either a free granular slide or a rigid block [2].
Free granular slide material was used e.g., by Fritz [3], Heller [4], Mohammed and
Fritz [5], and Viroulet et al. [6]; while e.g., Di Risio et al. [7], Heller and Spinneken [2],
Kamphuis and Bowering [8], Noda [9], Panizzo et al. [10], Sælevik et al. [11], and
Viroulet et al. [12] conducted experiments with block models. Ataie-Ashtiani and
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Nik-Khah [13] and Zweifel [14] presented results comprising both approaches.
Block models are unable to account for the granular slide matrix, whereas
free granular slides imply a significant procedural and temporal effort for the
experimental execution.
Fritz [3], Zweifel [14], and Heller [4] conducted a total of 434 experiments
involving free granular material and a pneumatic landslide generator using the
two-dimensional (2D) wave channel at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology
and Glaciology (VAW). The relevant wave characteristics were among others the
maximum wave amplitude and wave height, as well as their decay along the
propagation distance [4]. The observed wave characteristics were correlated to the
measured slide parameters to establish general design information. These empirical
equations for significant wave parameters are used as a reference for the experiments
presented hereinafter, since they were established on a sound data basis.
As described by Slingerland and Voight [15], Davidson and Whalin [16] also
applied bags containing loose iron and lead elements for generating impulse waves.
Yet their results were not compared to free granular slides. As a prerequisite to
investigate the generation and propagation of spatial impulse waves in a wave
basin, experiments with mesh-packed granular material in a 2D wave channel
were conducted. The focus of these tests comprised only selected wave features
as the wave amplitudes and heights, their decay, and the wave crest celerity.
However, no comprehensive test program involving further test parameters was
attempted, because this will be the purpose of future research. The measured wave
characteristics are compared with the empirical equations derived from the 2D data
resulting from the free granular material to assess whether mesh-packed slides
provide a sufficient reproducibility. The following therefore involves a comparison
between free and mesh-packed slides to investigate whether the simplifications
offered by the latter approach are justified by the experimental data. If mesh-packed
slides would be able to adequately reproduce the former approach, substantial
simplifications in terms of experimental effort, test duration including material
package and collecting from the test facility, among others, would result.
2. Previous Research and Experimental Setup
2.1. Impulse Product Parameter
2D experiments involving free granular material were conducted by
systematically varying the slide parameters to study 2D impulse waves. Heller
and Hager [17] identified the slide (subscript s) impact velocity Vs, the slide thickness
s, the slide mass ms, the still water depth h, and the slide impact angle α as the
relevant parameters for impulse wave generation (Figure 1). A set of dimensionless
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quantities, namely the slide Froude number F, the relative slide thickness S, and the
relative slide mass M, entirely define the physics of impulse waves, namely
F “ Vs{pghq1{2 (1)
S “ s{h (2)
M “ ms{pρwbh2q (3)
Based on these dimensionless quantities, Heller and Hager [17] developed the
so-called impulse product parameter P for describing the 2D characteristics of
landslide generated impulse waves as
P “ FS1{2M1{4 tcos rp6{7q αsu1{2 (4)
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Figure 1. Relevant slide parameters and wave characteristics (adapted from
Heller [4], with permission from VAW).
2.2. Wave Characteristics
To study the reproducibility of waves generated by mesh-packed slides
compared with free granular slides, the maximum (subscript M) wave amplitude aM
and the maximum wave height HM as shown in Figure 1, as well as their decay along
the propagation distance x were analyzed. The governing 2D wave characteristics
include the relative m ximum wave amplitude AM = aM/h and height YM = HM/h
plus their decay A(X) and Y(X) along the relative distance X = x/h measured from the
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location of the free water surface at the slide plane (Figure 1). Heller and Hager [17]
empirically derived these wave characteristics as
AM “ p4{9qP4{5 (5)
YM “ p5{9qP4{5 (6)
ApXq “ p3{5q pPX ´1{3q4{5 (7)
YpXq “ p3{4q pPX ´1{3q4{5 (8)
Further, the mean (subscript m) wave crest celerity cam of the mean wave amplitude
am is [4]
cam{pghq1{2 “ p1 ` 2pam{hq2q1{2 (9)
2.3. Experimental Setup and Procedure
For the present experiments with mesh-packed slides the identical wave channel
was used as for these involving free granular material. The instrumentation consisted
of six Capacitance Wave Gauges (CWG) (Figure 2). The slide impact velocity
Vs and the slide thickness s were measured by laser distance sensors mounted
perpendicularly to the slide plane. In contrast to the previous experiments, Vs of
the mesh-packed slides was not determined as a slide centroid velocity, but as the
velocity of the slide front under dry conditions, given that the loose mesh bag does
not allow for a correct capturing of the slide profile.
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Figure 2. Capacitance Wave Gauge (CWG)1–6 positions with Δx1 = 0.71 m and Δx = 1.00 m 
for α = 30°; Δx1 = 1.13 m and Δx = 1.00 m for α = 45°; Δx1 = 1.27 m and Δx = 1.06 m for  
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Table 1. Overview of experimental parameters and dimensionless quantities. 
Parameter Free Granular Slides [4] Mesh-Packed Slides 
h [m] 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.675 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 
s [m] 0.05–0.249 0.062–0.145 
Vs [m/s] 2.06–8.77 1.2–9.2 
ms [kg] 10.09–113.30 19.5–20.1 
α [°] 30, 45, 60 30, 45, 60 
F [-] 0.86–6.83 0.70–5.36 
S [-] 0.09–1.64 0.16–0.65 
M [-] 0.11–10.02 0.24–1.01 
P [-] 0.17–8.13 0.26–2.78 
i ure 2. Capacitance Wave Gauge (CWG)1–6 positions with ∆x1 = 0.71 m and
∆x = 1.0 m for α = 30˝; ∆x1 = 1.13 m and ∆x = 1.00 m for α = 45˝; ∆x1 = 1.27 m and
∆x = 1.06 m for α = 60˝ (adapted from Heller [4], with permission from VAW).
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Table 1. Overview of experimental parameters and dimensionless quantities.
Parameter Free Granular Slides [4] Mesh-Packed Slides
h [m] 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60,0.675 0.20, 0.30, 0.40
s [m] 0.05–0.249 0.062–0.145
Vs [m/s] 2.06–8.77 1.2–9.2
ms [kg] 10.09–113.30 19.5–20.1
α [˝] 30, 45, 60 30, 45, 60
F [-] 0.86–6.83 0.70–5.36
S [-] 0.09–1.64 0.16–0.65
M [-] 0.11–10.02 0.24–1.01
P [-] 0.17–8.13 0.26–2.78
The granular slide material used for the mesh-packed experiments corresponded
to that used by Heller [4]. It has a grain (subscript g) diameter of dg = 8 mm and
a grain density of ρg = 2,429 kg/m3. The granular material is loosely packed into
mesh bags made of sifting media (SEFAR NYTAL® PA-38GG-500, Sefar AG, Heiden,
Switzerland) with a mesh opening of 500 µm and a porosity of 47%. The bags were
accelerated with the pneumatic landslide generator [18]. The main parameters and
dimensionless quantities of the mesh-packed slides considered herein are compared
with these of the free granular slides in Table 1. The total number of mesh-packed
experiments evaluated is 42.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Slide Impact and Wave Generation Process
In Figure 3 the slide impact and wave generation processes are documented
by means of high-speed photography at various times for slide impact angles of
α = 30˝ and α = 60˝. Free granular slides are affected by compaction and strong
deformation processes during the impact onto the still water and the underwater
movement to the channel bottom [3]. The mesh-packed slides are both bended and
lifted upwards after impacting the water body, depending on the slide impact angle α.
For α = 30˝ these effects are larger than for α = 60˝. These effects significantly increase
the slide thickness s resembling the mechanisms of compaction and deformation of
free granular slides. Also the process of flow separation and the formation of an
impact crater along with air entrainment are observed in both cases.
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Figure 3. Photographs at various stages of wave generation process with mesh-packed 
slides. Left column: α = 30° with F = 2.27, S = 0.23, M = 0.45, and P = 0.84 at t = 0.00, 0.14, 
0.34, and 0.90 s. Right column: α = 60° with F = 3.03, S = 0.21, M = 0.45, and P = 0.90, at 
t = 0.00, 0.11, 0.31, and 0.76 s. 
Figure 3. Photographs at various stages of wave generation process with
mesh-packed slides. Left column: α = 30˝ with F = 2.27, S = 0.23, M = 0.45, and
P = 0.84 at t = 0.00, 0.14, 0.34, and 0.90 s. Right column: α = 60˝ with F = 3.03,
S = 0.21, M = 0.45, and P = 0.90, at t = 0.00, 0.11, 0.31, and 0.76 s.
3.2. Maximum Wave Amplitude and Height
The relative maximum wave amplitude AM and wave height YM of waves
generated with mesh-packed slides versus the impulse product parameter P
including Equations (5) and (6) are shown in Figure 4. The maxima are recorded
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independently from their position within the wave train and along their propagation
distance. In most wave trains the wave maxima were observed at the first wave crest
and were fully developed at CWG1. The data of both wave maxima predominantly
scatter within ˘30% of Equations (5) and (6), as do these for free granular slides.
A concentrated undercut of the ´30% curve for P ď 1 is also detected in the
corresponding plots of Heller [4]. The coefficients of determination are R2 = 0.82
and R2 = 0.85 for maximum wave amplitude and height, respectively, compared to
R2 = 0.89 and R2 = 0.85 for the 434 free granular slide experiments [4].
Note the effect of the slide impact angle α on the relative maximum wave
amplitude AM and height YM. For α = 60˝ the maxima are predominantly scattered
within the area between the curves of Equations (5) and (6) and their corresponding
´30% curves; at α = 45˝ the wave maxima are narrowly scattered along Equations (5)
and (6), while the maxima of α = 30˝ are located in the upper half above the equations
up to the +30% curves. In summary, a good overall reproducibility of maximum
impulse wave amplitudes and heights results by using mesh-packed slides.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3 106 
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Figure 4. Waves generated by mesh-packed slides (a) relative maximum wave amplitude 
AM(P) with (─) Equation (5); (b) wave height YM(P), with (─) Equation (6) for (▲) α = 30°, 
(■) α = 45°, (♦) α = 60. 
3.3. Wave Amplitude and Height Decay 
To evaluate the wave amplitude and height decays, only the first wave crest was considered. This 
applies also to wave trains, where these maxima occur at the second wave crest. The relative wave 
amplitude A(X) and height Y(X) decays generated with mesh-packed slides versus PX1/3 as well as the 
Equations (7) and (8) are shown in Figure 5, from where good overall agreement results. In contrast to 
the maxima of wave amplitude and height, no immediate effects of the slide impact angle α result. For 
wave trains with PX1/3 ≤ 0.75 at XCWG1 an increase in wave amplitude and height is observed. These 
wave trains developed their maxima at CWG2. An increased undercut of the −30% curve of  
Equation (7) of A(X) for PX1/3 ≤ 1 applies also to the data of Heller [4]. This statement is valid for the 
data exceeding the +30% curves of A(X) as well as Y(X) for 0.5  PX1/3  1. Despite the values of wave 
amplitude and height decay that undercut and exceed the ±30% curves of Equations (7) and (8) in certain 
ranges of PX−1/3, they reproduce the results of free granular slides well. The coefficients of determination 
are R2 = 0.71 and R2 = 0.78 for wave amplitude and height decay, respectively, compared to R2 = 0.83 
and R2 = 0.84 for the 434 free granular slide experiments [4]. 
3.4. Wave Crest Celerity 
The wave crest celerity was evaluated by averaging the wave amplitudes of the first crests of CWG1 
to CWG6 to a mean wave amplitude am. By accounting for the runtime of the first wave crest between 
CWG1 to CWG6 the mean wave crest celerity cam was determined in analogy to [4]. The relative celerity 
cam/(gh)1/2 of waves generated with mesh-packed slides shown in Figure 6 lies within the experimental 
scatter of free granular material and reproduces Equation (9) well. The coefficient of determination is R2 
= 0.95, compared to R2 = 0.91 for the 434 free granular slide experiments [4]. 
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Figure 4. Waves generated by mesh-packed slides (a) relative maximu wave
amplitude AM(P) with (–) Equation (5); (b) wave height YM(P), with (–) Equation (6)
for (N) α = 30˝, () α = 45˝, () α = 60.
3.3. Wave Amplitude and Height Decay
To evaluate the wave amplitude and height decays, only the first wave crest was
considered. This applies also to wave trains, where these maxima occur at the second
wave crest. The relative wave amplitude A(X) and height Y(X) decays generated with
mesh-packed slides versus PX´1/3 as well as the Equations (7) and (8) are shown
in Figure 5, from where good overall agreement results. In contrast to the maxima
of wave amplitude and height, no immediate effects of the slide impact angle α
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result. For wave trains with PX´1/3 ď 0.75 at XCWG1 an increase in wave amplitude
and height is observed. These wave trains developed their maxima at CWG2. An
increased undercut of the ´30% curve of Equation (7) of A(X) for PX´1/3 ď 1 applies
also to the data of Heller [4]. This statement is valid for the data exceeding the
+30% curves of A(X) as well as Y(X) for 0.5 ď PX´1/3ď 1. Despite the values of
wave amplitude and height decay that undercut and exceed the ˘30% curves of
Equations (7) and (8) in certain ranges of PX´1/3, they reproduce the results of free
granular slides well. The coefficients of determination are R2 = 0.71 and R2 = 0.78 for
wave amplitude and height decay, respectively, compared to R2 = 0.83 and R2 = 0.84
for the 434 free granular slide experiments [4].
3.4. Wave Crest Celerity
The wave crest celerity was evaluated by averaging the wave amplitudes of the
first crests of CWG1 to CWG6 to a mean wave amplitude am. By accounting for the
runtime of the first wave crest between CWG1 to CWG6 the mean wave crest celerity
cam was determined in analogy to [4]. The relative celerity cam/(gh)1/2 of waves
generated with mesh-packed slides shown in Figure 6 lies within the experimental
scatter of free granular material and reproduces Equation (9) well. The coefficient
of determination is R2 = 0.95, compared to R2 = 0.91 for the 434 free granular slide
experiments [4].J. Ma . Sci. Eng. 2015, 3 107 
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Figure 6. Waves generated by mesh-packed slides, mean relative wave crest celerity 
cam/(gh)1/2 versus mean relative wave amplitude am/h for (▲) α = 30°, (■) α = 45°,  
(♦) α = 60°, (─) Equation (9). 
4. Conclusions 
This research explores the question whether impulse waves can be generated by mesh-packed slides 
as an alternative to free granular slides mainly in view of experimental effort and reduction of test 
preparation. Therefore, the prominent wave features induced by mesh-packed slides were investigated 
in a 2D wave channel. The impulse waves generated were analyzed regarding their main characteristics, 
including the maximum wave amplitude and height, the distance related decay, and the wave crest 
celerity. These features were compared with the previously established empirical equations derived from 
experiments involving free granular material to assess their reproducibility. The main findings are: 
 The impulse product parameter P describes adequately both waves generated by mesh-packed 
and free granular slides; 
 Waves generated by mesh-packed slides follow a ±30% scatter around the equations derived 
from experiments with free granular material. This scatter applies equally to free granular slides; 
 For small values of P, the present data may undercut the −30% range. This behavior applies also 
for the corresponding ranges of free granular slides; and 
 For values of PX1/3 ranging between 0.5 and 1, the present data may exceed the +30% range, 
similar as for free granular slides. 
The present experiments evidence that mesh-packed slides suit for model experimentation of 
landslide-generated impulse waves which are physically similar regarding selected wave parameters to 
these generated with free granular material. This implies a substantial improvement of efficiency for the 
standard test procedure and is especially beneficial for future experiments in a wave basin. 
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4. Conclusions
This research explores the question whether impulse waves can be generated
by mesh-packed slides as an alternative to free granular slides mainly in view of
experimental effort and reduction of test preparation. Therefore, the prominent wave
features induced by mesh-packed slides were investigated in a 2D wave channel.
The impulse waves generated were analyzed regarding their main characteristics,
including the maximum wave amplitude and height, the distance related decay, and
the wave crest celerity. These features were compared with the previously established
empirical equations derived from experiments involving free granular material to
assess their reproducibility. The main findings are:
‚ The impulse product parameter P describes adequately both waves generated
by mesh-packed and free granular slides;
‚ Waves generated by mesh-packed slides follow a ˘30% scatter around the
equations derived from experiments with free granular material. This scatter
applies equally to free granular slides;
‚ For small values of P, the present data may undercut the ´30% range. This
behavior applies also for the corresponding ranges of free granular slides; and
‚ For values of PX´1/3 ranging between 0.5 and 1, the present data may exceed
the +30% range, similar as for free granular slides.
The present experiments evidence that mesh-packed slides suit for model
experimentation of landslide-generated impulse waves which are physically similar
regarding selected wave parameters to these generated with free granular material.
This implies a substantial improvement of efficiency for the standard test procedure
and is especially beneficial for future experiments in a wave basin.
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Tsunamigenic Earthquakes at Along-dip
Double Segmentation and Along-strike
Single Segmentation near Japan
Junji Koyama, Motohiro Tsuzuki and Kiyoshi Yomogida
Abstract: A distinct difference of the earthquake activity in megathrust subduction
zones is pointed out, concerning seismic segmentations in the vicinity of Japan—that
is, the apparent distribution of earthquake hypocenters characterized by Along-dip
Double Segmentation (ADDS) and Along-strike Single Segmentation (ASSS). ADDS
is double aligned seismic-segmentation of trench-ward seismic segments along the
Japan Trench and island-ward seismic segments along the Pacific coast of the Japan
Islands. The 2011 Tohoku-oki megathrust earthquake of Mw9.0 occurred in ADDS.
In the meantime, the subduction zone along the Nankai Trough, the western part
of Japan, is the source region of a multiple rupture of seismic segments by the 1707
Houei earthquake, the greatest earthquake in the history of Japan. This subduction
zone is narrow under the Japan Islands, which is composed of single aligned
seismic-segmentation side by side along the Nankai Trough, which is typical of ASSS.
Looking at the world seismicity, the 1960 and 2010 Chile megathrusts, for example,
occurred in ASSS, whereas the 1952 Kamchatka and the 1964 Alaska megathrusts
occurred in ADDS. These megathrusts in ADDS result from the rupture of strong
asperity in the trench-ward seismic segments. Since the asperity of earthquakes
in ASSS is concentrated in the shallow part of subduction zones and the asperity
of frequent earthquakes in ADDS is in deeper parts of the island-ward seismic
segments than those of ASSS, there must be a difference in tsunami excitations due
to earthquakes in ADDS and ASSS. An analysis was made in detail of tsunami and
seismic excitations of earthquakes in the vicinity of Japan. Tsunami heights of ASSS
earthquakes are about two times larger than those of ADDS earthquakes with the
same value of seismic moment. The reason for this different tsunami excitation is
also considered in relation to the seismic segmentations of ADDS and ASSS.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Koyama, J.; Tsuzuki, M.; Yomogida, K.
Tsunamigenic Earthquakes at Along-dip Double Segmentation and Along-strike
Single Segmentation near Japan J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 1178–1193.
1. Introduction
Devastating tsunamis in the last two decades required a new paradigm of
the earthquake occurrences and tsunami generations on a geologically extended
time-span. The extraordinary tsunami in the Indian Ocean of 2004 was generated by
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the earthquake of more than 1000 km in fault length, which includes historical fault
ruptures of smaller scales along the Sumatra-Andaman subduction zone [1]. The 2011
Tohoku tsunami in Japan resulted from a fault rupture developed from the Japan
Trench to the coastline of the Tohoku prefecture of Japan along the dip-direction
of the Pacific plate as well as along the strike-direction of the Japan Trench. This
wide-spread source region of the 2011 megathrust earthquake of Mw9.0 includes
trench-ward seismic segments, and the segments have been believed to be an interface
of aseismic segments [2,3] without any stress accumulation.
These tsunamis were due to megathrust earthquakes much larger than
anticipated sizes in their respective seismological histories, although some geological
evidence demonstrated past earthquakes and tsunamis larger than those in historical
documents and instrumentally observed records. It has been pointed out recently
that observations of their seismic activity in recent years revealed that the megathrust
earthquakes occurred in seismic segments of either Along-strike Single Segmentation
(ASSS) or Along-dip Double Segmentation (ADDS) [4–6]. The different seismic
segmentations—ASSS and ADDS—have been identified, referring to their regional
seismic-activity, focal mechanisms, rupture patterns, geometry of subduction zones,
types of overriding plates and back-arc activity [5].
Previous studies discuss the seismic segmentation along the subduction zones
as a more complex structure, being composed of aseismic-zone, unstable zone,
conditionally stable zone, and stable sliding zone, e.g. [2]. The present ADDS/ASSS
hypothesis would be one where the segmentation relates directly to observable
seismic activity in the source regions of great (Mw~8) and megathrust earthquakes
(Mw~9). The main purpose of this study is to discuss the tsunami excitation in
relation to these segmentations so as to make a comprehensive understanding of
source regions of megathrust earthquakes.
Previous studies showed that tsunami excitation in the Japan Sea is larger than
that in the Pacific Sea side of Japan [7–9]. These studies attributed the difference to
the dip angle of earthquake faults or to the rigidity of earthquake source-regions. In
this study, a further discussion is made about the tsunami excitation referring to the
recent understanding of earthquake sources in different segmentations of ADDS and
ASSS in the vicinity of Japan.
2. Diversity of Megathrust Earthquakes in the World
Seismic activity off the Pacific coast of the Tohoku district, Japan has been
extensively investigated from historical and instrumental records. It is characterized
into regional seismic segments; there is a double aligned seismic-segmentation
along the dip-direction of the subduction zone. The segments along the island-arc
side of Japan frequently generated earthquakes as large as Mw8, but the segments
along the Japan Trench had been considered to be aseismic. This double aligned
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seismic-segmentation is called Along-dip Double Segmentation (ADDS). The 2011
megathrust earthquake of Mw9.0 ruptured many segments along not only strike- but
also dip-directions of the Japan Trench, covering an area of about 200 ˆ 500 km2, as
shown in Figure 1.
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the official earthquake forecasting [10] of Evaluation of Major Subduction Zone Earthquakes 
by the Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion. Epicenters of earthquakes are 
plotted by yellow symbols from 1950 to 2010 with magnitudes larger than 5.9 and their focal 
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and trough near the Japan Islands are illustrated by red curves. The 2011 Tohoku-oki 
megathrust earthquake ruptured the area circled by a solid ellipse, where is Along-dip Double 
Segmentation (ADDS). Along-strike Single Segmentation (ASSS) can be found in the 
Nankai Trough, where little recent seismic activity has been observed. Such regions are often 
called seismic gaps [12]. The source extent of the 1707 Houei great earthquake in this 
segmentation is added by a broken line along the Nankai Trough to the original figure on [13]. 
The best-known megathrust earthquake in Japan is the 1707 Houei great earthquake along the Nankai 
Trough with three major segments in Figure 1. This historical event exhibits an interaction in the  
trench-axis direction among adjacent segments. The 1707 Houei great earthquake took place at a very 
Figure 1. Seismic activity in Japan and in its vicinity. Seismic segments have been
used in the official earthquake forecasting [10] of Evaluation of Major Subduction
Zone Earthquakes by the Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion.
Epicen s o earthquakes re plotted by yellow symb ls from 1950 to 2010 with
magnitudes larger than 5.9 and their focal depths shallower than 61 km determined
by the Japan Meteorological Agency [11]. Trench and trough near the Japan Islands
are illustrated by red curves. The 2011 Tohoku-oki megathrust earthquake ruptured
the rea circled by a solid ellipse, where i Along-dip Double Segmentation (ADDS).
Along-strike Single Segmentation (ASSS) can be found in the Nankai Trough, where
little recent seismic activity has been observed. Such regions are often called seismic
gaps [12]. The source extent of the 1707 Houei great earthquake in this segmentation
is added by a broken line along the N nkai Trough to the riginal figure on [13].
The best-known megathrust earthquake in Japan is the 1707 Houei great
earthquake along the Nankai Trough with three major segments in Figure 1. This
historical event exhibits an interaction in the trench-axis direction among adjacent
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segments. The 1707 Houei great earthquake took place at a very different site
from that of the 2011 megathrust event, where little seismic activity is observed
in the single aligned seismic-segmentation along the axis of the Nankai Trough
(Figure 1). The inactive seismicity in this region not only applies to the period
analyzed in Figure 1 but also to the whole period from 1924 to the present, according
to the Japan Meteorological Agency [11], except for the enhanced aftershock
activity following the 1944 Tonankai earthquake Mw8.2 and the 1946 Nankaido
earthquake Mw8.2, which successively occurred along the Nankai Trough. The Houei
earthquake of multi-segment rupture is referred to an earthquake in Along-strike
Single Segmentation (ASSS), which contrasts to the 2011 Tohoku-oki megathrust
earthquake in ADDS.
The reason for a gigantic megathrust earthquake in ADDS to grow up to such
the scale is due to the rupture of strongly-coupled asperity in the trench-ward
segment with a longer recurrence time (e.g., millennial) after large earthquakes in the
land-ward segments repeated with a shorter recurrence time (e.g., centennial). The
activity in ASSS is characterized by almost 100% coupled areas of shallow subduction
zones, which finally gives rise to a great earthquake. In other words, the difference
between these two types of segmentations appears in a seismic gap [12] along the
subduction zone in ASSS and in a doughnut pattern [14] of seismic activity in the
subduction zone prior to a gigantic megathrust earthquake in ADDS.
These two types of segmentations (i.e., ASSS and ADDS) can be found not
only in the vicinity of Japan but also elsewhere in the world. The 1952 Kamchatka
earthquake of Mw 9.0 and the 1964 Alaska earthquake of Mw9.2 are pointed out to
be of ADDS type, while the 1960 Chile earthquake of Mw9.5 and the 2010 Maule
earthquake of Mw8.8 are of ASSS [4,5]. Speaking about the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman
earthquake of Mw9.3, the faulting process is peculiar. Judging from the detailed
analysis on the seismicity around the source region of the 2004 earthquake [1], the
2004 event started in the ADDS region and extended into the Andaman-Nicobar
ASSS region [13]. The latter region is a typical oblique subduction zone, and is quite
similar to the source areas of great earthquakes of the 1957 Andreanof Mw8.6 and
the 1965 Rat Island Mw8.7 in the Aleutian arc.
General descriptions of proposed ADDS and ASSS are summarized in Table 1,
indicating the distinction from the previous seismic segmentations e.g., [2,3]. Seismic
segments in ASSS are usually characterized by a narrow subduction zone from the
oceanic trench to the island arc. The evidence has been presented, showing the
asperity of the 2010 Maule earthquake in accordance with the strongly-coupled
plate interface identified by GPS observation beforehand of the 2010 event [15].
Seismic segments in ADDS are, on the other hand, rather wide. The 2011 Tohoku-oki
megathrust earthquake revealed that the strongly-coupled segments exist in the
trench-ward of ADDS, where the millennial seismic-asperity of the event was
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observed [16,17]. This is also true in the 1964 Alaska earthquake [18], showing
a very strong asperity in the Alaska Bay close to the Aleutian Trench. Large (not
as large as gigantic) earthquakes occur repeatedly in the landward segments of
ADDS with their foci in the deep part of the subduction zone. As a result, the
asperity of repeated large earthquakes in ASSS is distributed in a shallow part of
the subduction zone, while that of the repeated large earthquakes in ADDS stay in
a rather deeper part. This would result in a different tsunami excitation between
ADDS and ASSS earthquakes.
Figure 2 illustrates an image of earthquake cycles in ADDS and ASSS. An
earthquake cycle in ASSS is commonly restricted in the shallow part of the subduction
zone, where the contact of the plate interface is strong, forming the seismic gap all
over the particular subduction zone. Successive rupture of multiple seismic segments
along the trench direction results in a megathrust earthquake (metaphoric centennial
event) in ASSS. On the other hand, an earthquake cycle in ADDS is characterized by
repeated earthquakes as large as Mw8 and many smaller earthquakes are commonly
found in the island-ward segments of the subduction zone, though the asperity
in the trench-ward stays still, which eventually induces a megathrust earthquake
(metaphoric millennial event) in ADDS. At the time of an ADDS megathrust event,
the rupture extends in the dip-direction as well as in the strike-direction of the
subduction zone.
Table 1. Characteristics of the seismic activity in Along-strike Single Segmentation
(ASSS) and Along-dip Double Segmentation (ADDS).
ASSS ADDS
Alignment Single Aligned Double Aligned
Seismic Zone Narrow Wide
Width/Length 1:4 1:2
Interface Contact Single Whole Contact Island-ward/Trench-ward
Seismic Activity Quiet Everywhere Seismic Gap Active/Quiet Doughnut Pattern
Recurrence Time A Few Hundred A Few Hundred/A Thousand
Interface Contact Whole Zone Contact/Strong Contact
Previous Events 1960 Chile, 1707 Houei 1964 Alaska, 2011 Tohoku
Possible Region Cascade, Canada Hokkaido, Japan [21]
Although the segmentation of ADDS/ASSS is our proposed understanding on
the seismic source region of megathrust/great earthquakes, we need to deepen
our understanding of these segmentations in order to distinguish megathrust
earthquakes in the future and also to reduce the disasters due to such different types
of earthquakes and tsunamis. This study is an attempt to enlarge our knowledge on
the tsunami excitations in relation to the different seismic segmentations.
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As well as Horst and Graben, surface roughness such as seamounts and oceanic ridges plays 
an important role in blocking seismic segments (dotted broken lines) along the subduction 
zone [2]. 
  
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of Along-dip Double Segmentation (ADDS) and
Along- strike Single Segmentation (ASSS). ADDS is characterized by a double
aligned seismic-segments along dip direction of subduction, one of which is a
strongly-coupled asperity in the trench-ward segments, which eventually ruptures
induced by an asperity in the island-ward segment(s) where repeated large
earthquakes as large as Mw8 nd many smaller-size earthquakes (solid ellipses)
occur. Rupturing all these segments results in a millennial megathrust earthquake
(square by thick broken line) like the 2011 Tohoku event. ASSS shows a seismic gap
of subduction interface along the trench axis in single aligned seismic-segments
side by side. The asperity stays in a narrow part of the subduction interface in ASSS.
Horst and Graben and seamounts are considered to be responsible for generating
tsunami earthquakes [19–21]. As well as Horst and Graben, surface roughn s
such as seamounts and oceanic ridges plays an important role in blocking seismic
segments (dotted broken lines) along the subduction zone [2].
3. Tsunami Magnitudes for Tsunamigenic Earthquakes near Japan
Tsunamis generated in the vicinity of Japan have been quantified from ´1 to 4
using tsunami heights and disaster distribution near respective source regions [22,23].
This is called the Imamura-Iida scale of tsunamis, and it has been determined from
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historical documents and recorded evidence in Japan since 176 A.D. This is available
at present, as listed in major tsunami catalogs, such as Historical Tsunami Data Base
for the World Ocean [24]. This scale for tsunamis is similar to earthquake intensity,
such as the Mercalli intensity scale. Local tsunami magnitude m is numerically
defined [25,26], extending the Imamura-Iida scale. The definition of m is, using
tsunami heights H (peak to trough in meter) recorded on tide-gauges and correction
for tsunami travel distances4 (km) as
m “ 2.7 log H ` 2.7 log 4´4.3 (1)
Since this is the tsunami magnitude scale investigated well in Japan, at first we
analyzed this local tsunami magnitude m comparing with seismic moment Mo of
each earthquake that occurred near Japan.
Another magnitude scale, Mt is the far-field tsunami magnitude [27], of which
definition is
Mt “ logH ` 9.1 `4C (2)
where H is the maximum amplitude of tsunami heights in meter and 4C is an
empirical station correction or regionally-averaged correction. The correction term
and the constant 9.1 are introduced so that Mt agrees with moment magnitude
Mw [28] of each earthquake. Mt scale is extended to estimate tsunami magnitude Mt
for local earthquakes near Japan [7] as
Mt “ logH ` log4` 5.80 (3)
The same analysis is made to study the relation between Mt and Mo of
tsunamigenic earthquakes near Japan, taking into account the seismic segmentations.
Historical tsunami heights until recent years were measured in tide gauge
stations at best located in developed harbors, most of which face in the opposite
direction to their respective open seas. Others are eyewitness records and traces
of inundations and up-streams. All these data and their sources are listed on the
worldwide tsunami catalogs [23,24]. Quantification of tsunami excitation and scaling
relations of tsunamis to earthquake source parameters have been made based on
those observations. After the recent installation of ocean-bottom pressure gauges,
the observation makes it possible to study the tsunami generation free from the
contaminations of detail oceanic bathymetry and coastal topography. Unfortunately
or fortunately, only few records are available now e.g., [17]. Therefore, it is necessary
to apply historical tsunami data to describe the general scaling relation of tsunami
excitation to earthquakes and to study the generation mechanism of tsunamis.
In the above equations of (1) and (2), the dependence of tsunami magnitudes on
tsunami heights are different. This is because local tsunami magnitude m is based on
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the energy of tsunami waves and far-field tsunami magnitude Mt on the amplitude
of tsunami waves. It is true that these tsunami magnitudes are empirical parameters
and needed to be rigorously quantified; however, the present study is interested
only in their regional bias due to regional seismic segmentation. The analysis would
be granted, since the discussion here is made in a relative manner based on the
tsunami magnitudes, which would be free from the absolute uncertainty of tsunami
magnitude determination.
4. Tsunami Magnitude and Seismic Moment of Tsunamigenic Earthquakes
near Japan
Local tsunami magnitude m and seismic moment Mo of 59 tsunamigenic
earthquakes in the vicinity of Japan since 1923 have been determined. Table 2
summarizes those data with their references. There is a variety of earthquakes
occurring near Japan, which cannot be classified into ADDS nor ASSS, although
tsunamis were excited and recorded. Some of them were intra-plate and outer-rise
earthquakes of normal-fault type and the others are earthquakes near the shore of
the Japan Islands of the strike-slip type [13]. Therefore, we classify them into ADDS,
ASSS and NFSS (Normal Fault-Strike Slip). Figure 3 shows the locations of all the
earthquakes in Table 2.
Figure 4 shows the least-squares regressions between m and Mo for ADDS (mD;
22 events in Table 2) and ASSS (mS; 10 events in Table 2).
mD “ 1.26 log Mo´ 24.4 p˘0.17q
mS “ 1.19 log Mo´ 22.3 p˘0.39q
(4)
The data of which m is smaller than 0 in Table 2 is not included in the regression
analyses, because the tsunami height is smaller than 15 cm at the distance of 100 km
for m “ ´0.5 and smaller than ´0.5, which we considered large uncertainty in
observations. The regression relation for the NFSS category is not calculated, because
it is irrelevant in this study. However, it should be noted that the relationship looks
similar to that for ADDS in general and deviates from ASSS.
The purpose of above analyses is not to introduce other empirical relationships
but to quantify the difference in tsunami excitation due to the seismic segmentation.
We find that m of ASSS is about 0.7 larger than that of ADDS for the earthquakes with
Mo of 1020 Nm and 0.6 for 1021 Nm, which are within the 95% confidence interval.
Considering the scatter of the data in Figure 4 and the basic data of tsunami heights
to determine m, the difference of m would be about 1.0 at most.
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earthquakes near Japan. Different symbols represent different category of
earthquakes. Least squares regressions between m (mD and mSq and Mo for ADDS
and ASSS earthquakes, respectively are derived.
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Table 2. Tsunami magnitude and seismic moment of earthquakes near Japan
since 1923.
Year Month Day Location Mw# Mt$ m% Mo (N¨m) Dip+ DipSlip* Segment Ref
1923 9 1 Kanto 7.9 8.0 2.0 7.60 ˆ 1020 0.56 0.17 ADDS [29]
1933 3 3 Sanriku 8.4 8.3 3.0 4.30 ˆ 1021 NF [30]
1938 11 5 Fukushima 7.8 7.6 1.0 7.00 ˆ 1020 NF [31]
1940 8 2 W.Hokkaido 7.5 7.7 2.0 2.10 ˆ 1020 0.72 0.72 ASSS [32]
1944 12 7 Tonankai 8.1 8.1 2.5 1.50 ˆ 1021 0.17 0.17 ASSS [33]
1946 12 21 Nankaido 8.1 8.1 3.0 1.50 ˆ 1021 0.17 0.17 ASSS [33]
1952 3 4 Tokachi-oki 8.1 8.2 2.5 1.70 ˆ 1021 0.34 0.33 ADDS [34]
1963 10 13 Kurile 8.5 8.4 3.0 7.50 ˆ 1021 0.37 0.37 ADDS [34]
1964 5 7 Oga-oki 7.0 7.1 ´0.5 4.30 ˆ 1019 ASSS [32]
1964 6 16 Niigata 7.6 7.9 2.0 3.00 ˆ 1020 0.94 0.94 ASSS [35]
1968 4 1 Hyuganada 7.4 7.7 1.5 1.80 ˆ 1020 0.29 0.29 ADDS [36]
1968 5 16 Tokachi-oki 8.2 8.2 2.5 2.80 ˆ 1021 0.34 0.21 ADDS [37]
1968 6 12 Iwate-oki 7.1 7.4 1.0 5.10 ˆ 1019 0.50 0.24 ADDS [38]
1969 8 12 Kurile 8.2 8.2 2.5 2.20 ˆ 1021 0.27 0.27 ADDS [39]
1970 7 26 Hyuganada 7.0 7.1 ´0.5 4.10 ˆ 1019 ADDS [36]
1971 9 6 Sakhalin 7.3 7.5 0.5 9.50 ˆ 1019 0.63 0.62 ASSS [32]
1973 6 17 Nemuro-oki 7.8 8.1 2.0 6.70 ˆ 1020 0.45 0.42 ADDS [40]
1975 6 10 Kurile 7.0 7.9 1.5 3.00 ˆ 1020 0.22 0.22 ADDS [41]
1978 1 14 Oshima 6.6 6.7 ´2.0 1.10 ˆ 1019 SS [42]
1978 6 12 Miyagi-oki 7.6 7.4 0.5 3.10 ˆ 1020 0.24 0.21 ADDS [43,44]
1980 6 29 E. Izu 6.4 6.3 ´2.0 7.00 ˆ 1018 SS [43,44]
1982 3 21 Urakawa 6.9 7.1 0.0 2.60 ˆ 1019 0.47 0.47 ADDS [43,44]
1982 7 23 Ibaraki-oki 7.0 7.0 ´0.5 2.80 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
1983 5 26 C.Nihonkai 7.9 8.1 3.0 7.60 ˆ 1020 0.45 0.45 ASSS [43,44]
1983 6 21 W. Aomori 7.0 7.3 0.5 1.90 ˆ 1019 0.68 0.68 ASSS [43,44]
1984 3 24 Etorof-oki 7.1 7.1 0.0 6.40 ˆ 1019 0.29 0.28 ADDS [43,44]
1984 8 7 Hyuganada 6.9 6.9 ´1.0 2.90 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
1984 9 19 Boso-oki 6.8 7.3 0.0 2.00 ˆ 1019 NF [43,44]
1986 11 15 Taiwan-oki 7.3 7.6 1.0 1.30 ˆ 1020 0.54 0.54 ASSS [43,44]
1989 10 29 Sanriku-oki 6.9 6.8 ´1.0 5.80 ˆ 1018 ADDS [43,44]
1989 11 2 Sanriku-oki 7.2 7.5 1.0 1.40 ˆ 1020 0.23 0.23 ADDS [43,44]
1990 2 20 N. Oshima 6.2 6.5 ´2.0 4.30 ˆ 1018 SS [43,44]
1990 9 24 Tokai-oki 6.5 6.8 ´1.0 7.10 ˆ 1018 SS [43,44]
1991 12 22 Uruppu Isl 7.5 7.5 1.0 2.80 ˆ 1020 0.28 0.27 ADDS [43,44]
1992 7 18 Sanriku-oki 6.8 7.2 0.0 2.70 ˆ 1019 0.19 0.18 ADDS [43,44]
1993 2 7 Noto Pen. 6.6 6.7 ´0.5 3.40 ˆ 1018 ASSS [43,44]
1993 7 12 SW Hokkaido 7.7 8.1 3.0 4.70 ˆ 1020 0.57 0.57 ASSS [43,44]
1994 10 4 E Hokkaido 8.1 8.2 3.0 3.00 ˆ 1021 0.66 0.27 ADDS [43,44]
1994 12 28 Sanriku-oki 7.7 7.7 1.5 4.90 ˆ 1020 0.21 0.19 ADDS [43,44]
1995 1 17 S Hyougo 6.8 6.4 ´1.5 2.40 ˆ 1019 SS [43,44]
1995 10 18 Kikaijima 6.9 7.6 1.0 5.90 ˆ 1019 NF [43,44]
1995 10 19 Kikaijima 6.7 7.3 0.0 1.50 ˆ 1019 NF [43,44]
1995 12 4 Etorof-oki 7.6 7.6 1.0 8.20 ˆ 1020 0.21 0.21 ADDS [43,44]
1996 10 19 Hyuganada 6.6 6.9 ´1.0 1.40 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
1996 12 3 Hyuganada 6.7 6.7 ´1.0 1.20 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
2001 12 18 Yonagunijima 6.8 6.8 ´1.0 2.10 ˆ 1019 NF [43,44]
2002 3 31 E Taiwan 7.1 7.2 ´1.0 5.40 ˆ 1019 ASSS [43,44]
2003 9 26 Tokachi-oki 8.1 8.1 2.5 3.10 ˆ 1021 0.19 0.14 ADDS [43,44]
2003 10 31 Fukushima-oki 6.8 7.0 ´0.5 3.50 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
2005 8 16 Miyagi-oki 7.1 7.0 ´1.0 7.60 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
2005 11 15 Sanriku-oki 6.9 7.3 0.0 3.90 ˆ 1019 NF [43,44]
2006 11 15 Kurile 7.9 8.2 3.0 3.50 ˆ 1021 0.26 0.26 ADDS [43,44]
2007 1 13 Kurile 8.2 2.0 1.80 ˆ 1021 NF [43,44]
2007 3 25 Noto Pen. 6.9 ´1.0 1.30 ˆ 1019 ASSS [43,44]
2007 8 2 Sakhalin 6.2 0.0 2.40 ˆ 1018 0.67 0.67 ASSS [43,44]
2008 7 19 Fukushima-oki 6.9 0.0 2.90 ˆ 1019 0.28 0.28 ADDS [43,44]
2008 9 11 Tokachi-oki 7.1 ´0.5 1.80 ˆ 1019 ADDS [43,44]
2009 10 30 Amamioshima 6.8 ´1.0 1.80 ˆ 1019 ASSS [43,44]
2011 3 11 Tohoku-oki 9.0 9.1 4.0 5.31 ˆ 1022 0.17 0.17 ADDS [43,44]
Mw#; Moment magnitude [45], Mt$; Tsunami magnitude [46], m%; Tsunami
magnitude [8,25,26]; +Effect of fault dip; sin δ, *Effect of fault dip and slip; sinδsinλ.
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Since the increase of one unit in m indicates the increase by the factor of 2.24
in tsunami heights [25,26], the above difference of 1.0 means the tsunami heights of
ASSS earthquakes are about two times larger than those of ADDS earthquakes with
the same seismic moment.
Figure 5 shows the relations between Mt and Mo of earthquakes in ADDS (MtD)
and ASSS (MtS):
MtD “ 1{1.5 log Mo´ 6.04˘ 0.03
MtS “ 1{1.5 log Mo´ 5.86˘ 0.04
(5)
where the coefficient of 1/1.5 of the relations is from the definition of Mw [28] with
the assumption of Mt = Mw;
Mw “ 1{1.5 log Mo´ 6.06 (6)
Although there seems to be a little difference in plots between ADDS and
ASSS in Figure 5, the difference is within the estimation uncertainty. It is about
0.2 in Mt from Equation (5), which would suggest that tsunami heights by ASSS
earthquakes are larger by a factor of about 1.8 than those by ADDS earthquakes with
the same value of seismic moment. All the discussions here suggest that the tsunami
excitations by ASSS earthquakes are larger, by more or less about two times, than
those by ADDS earthquakes near Japan.
5. Discussion
The difference in tsunami excitation is obtained by earthquakes in ADDS and
ASSS near Japan, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The difference is by a factor of
about two. Similar emphasis has been made for tsunamigenic earthquakes in the
Japan Sea through the analyses including those of tsunamis with smaller tsunami
magnitude [7–9]. Generally speaking, the larger dip angles and dip components
of dislocations on the faults of earthquakes in the Japan Sea give rise to the larger
tsunami excitation. This is the major reason for the difference stated in the previous
studies, in addition to the effect of a soft ocean-bottom structure. However, the
previous emphasis should not be restricted to tsunamis in the Japan Sea, since
ASSS earthquakes outside of the Japan Sea show larger tsunami excitation similar
to those in the Japan Sea (Table 3). Therefore, the difference may not be attributed
to the local ocean-bottom structures nor to faulting parameters but to the global
characteristics of seismic segmentation or to the geological activity which makes
such the surface structures.
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Table 3. Effect of dip angles and slip angles of dislocations on faults resposible for
ocean-bottom vertical deformation. Average values are calculated from Table 2.
Dip Angle (sinδ) Sigma % Dip and Slip Angle (sinδsinλ) Sigma %
ADDS 0.32 0.13 0.26 0.08
ASSS 0.55 0.24 0.55 0.24
ASSSexJapan * 0.44 0.25 0.44 0.25
% Standard deviation, * Earthquakes classified ASSS but not in the Japan Sea.
Tsunami height is basically responsible for the ocean-bottom vertical
deformation due to earthquake faults [47], so that the difference obtained indicates
larger ocean-bottom vertical deformation for ASSS earthquakes than that for ADDS
earthquakes of the same seismic moment. There would be many reasons to lead to
such the difference as follows;
(A) Since the focal depth of ASSS earthquakes is in general shallower than those
of ADDS earthquakes, the dislocation by ASSS earthquakes on particular
underground faults produces larger effect on ocean-bottom deformation.
(B) Since the dip angle of faults by ASSS earthquakes is larger than those by ADDS
earthquakes, the ocal mechanism affects larger ocean-bottom deformation.
(C) Slip angle on the faults specifies the partiti of alo g dip and along strik
components of the dislocation on a fault. Focal mechanism of ASSS earthquakes
provides more along dip components than that of ADDS earthquakes.
(D) Due to three dimensional structures of ocean-bottom topography, such as trench
and continental shelf, tsunami excitations become large in ASSS.
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(E) Focusing effect of tsunamis due to ocean-bottom topography near ASSS
earthquake sources results in larger tsunamis.
(F) Soft skin layer in the ocean bottom enhances the vertical deformation,
therefore, the soft sediment in the Japan Sea side would enhance the tsunami
excitation there.
The reason (A) is the result of the character of ASSS asperities and/or coupled
zones existing in the shallower depth of plate interfaces than that of ADDS asperities,
as described in Section 2 and Figure 2. The reason (B) is related to (F), that is, dip
angles of earthquake faults in the Japan Sea are generally larger than those of the
subduction zone earthquakes in the Pacific Ocean side (Table 3). However, ASSS
earthquakes in this study include earthquakes in the Nankai Trough and the Okinawa
Trough along the Philippine Sea Plate subduction as well as earthquakes in the west
coast of Sakhalin. It is also apparent from the result in Table 3 that the effect of
dip and slip angles of faults classified into ASSS earthquakes excluding the events
in the Japan Sea is consistent with that of ASSS earthquakes. Smaller tsunamis
(m ď ´0.5q which were not included in the present analysis do show the similar
tendency of the larger tsunami excitations in ASSS compared to those in ADDS
(Figure 4). Furthermore, a theoretical study on the deformation due to earthquake
faults gives that the difference in the maximum deformation on the surface between
dip angles with 30 and 60 degrees is within about 30% [48–50]. That is too small
to comprehend the observed difference in Equation (4) between the Japan Sea and
the Pacific Sea side of Japan. For (B) and (C), dip angles and slip angles of faults in
ADDS and ASSS are evaluated and listed in Table 2. It is found that there are larger
values for the earthquakes in the Japan Sea side than those in the Pacific Ocean side,
but these earthquakes are not restricted in the Japan Sea as is mentioned in (B).
Regarding reason (D), ASSS earthquakes include those occurring in the Japan
Sea side, in the back-arc basin without apparent trenches, as well as along the trench
with developed continental shelves in the Nankai Trough. They generate larger
tsunamis than those by ADDS earthquakes elsewhere. This eliminates the possibility
of (D) for the different tsunami excitation. Speaking about (E), the results from both
the local and far-field tsunami magnitude give consistent results in Equations (4)
and (5). Therefore, the effect of local ocean-bottom structures alone is not the reason.
Considering the reason (F) in the above, we should remind readers that tsunami
earthquakes, earthquakes with slow-slip characteristics along the Sanriku Coast
of the Tohoku, have occurred, where the source region of the 2011 megathrust
earthquake located. The subduction zone shows a developed Horst and Graben
structure [19–21], which is formed by sedimentation and related to the generation of
tsunami earthquakes. The source region is not similar to the sedimentary layer in the
Japan Sea.
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6. Conclusions
The relationship has been derived between moment magnitude Mw of
earthquake sources and local tsunami magnitude m [25,26] for the tsunamigenic
earthquakes near Japan, and it turns out to be similar to the relation between Mt and
Mw [27]. These two tsunami magnitude scales suggest that the tsunami excitations
in ASSS are about two times larger than those of ADDS near Japan. Observations of
tsunamis are of special importance in measuring the strength of historical large
earthquakes before the dawn of instrumental seismometry in the 19th century.
Previous studies pointed out that there are larger tsunami excitations in the Japan
Sea compared to those in the Pacific Ocean side of Japan; however, it was found in
this study that the larger excitation of tsunamis is not only restricted for earthquakes
in the Japan Sea but also for those in the extended seismic region of Along-strike
Single Segmentation (ASSS). The reason inducing this difference has been discussed
in detail and the most probable reason is suggested that the asperity of earthquakes
in ASSS spreads over the whole shallow area of the subduction interface. The rupture
of the shallow asperity causes large ocean-bottom deformation. On the other hand,
an asperity in the deeper seismic segments of the subduction interface of ADDS
exists as well as an everlasting asperity in the shallower seismic segments, which
form the double aligned seismic segments along the dip direction of the subduction.
In the deeper part, repeated large earthquakes occur. A rupture of such asperity
induces a smaller amount of the ocean-bottom deformation compared to that by
ASSS events. The asperity in the shallower part of ADDS ruptures only in the case of
a megathrust event as a millennial event. This rupture process has been observed in
the 2011 Tohoku-oki megathrust and the 1964 great Alaska earthquake, and the other
candidate for this type of a gigantic tsunami is the 17th century tsunami in Hokkaido,
Japan [21]. The global importance of different tsunami excitation due to the seismic
segmentation of ADDS or ASSS is stressed and is now open to future studies.
It is necessary to take into account the different excitation of tsunamis due to the
seismic segmentation pointed out in this study and to consider the effect of dip and
slip angles to retrieve the information on the source size of historical earthquakes.
This is also important in estimating the strength of tsunamis for future earthquakes
judging from so-called seismic gaps and/or doughnut patterns as well as from
geodetic deformations by GPS observations.
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Time Evolution of Man-Made Harbor
Modifications in San Diego:
Effects on Tsunamis
Aggeliki Barberopoulou, Mark R. Legg and Edison Gica
Abstract: San Diego, one of the largest ports on the U.S. West Coast and home to
the largest U.S. Navy base, is exposed to various local and distant tsunami sources.
During the first half of the twentieth century, extensive modifications to the port
included but were not limited to dredging, expansion of land near the airport and
previous tidal flats, as well as creation of jetties. Using historical nautical charts
and available Digital Elevation Models, this study gives an overview of changes to
San Diego harbor in the last 150+ years due to human intervention and examines
the effects of these changes on tsunamis. Two distant and two local scenarios
were selected to demonstrate the impact of modified nearshore topography and
bathymetry to incoming tsunamis. Inundation pattern, flow depths, and flooded
localities vary greatly from year to year in the four scenarios. Specifically, flooded
areas shift from the inner harbor to outer locations. Currents induced by the distant
tsunamis intensify with modifications and shift from locations primarily outside the
harbor to locations inside. A new characteristic in tsunami dynamics associated with
port modifications is the introduction of high current spots. Numerical results also
show that the introduction of high currents could threaten navigation, vessels, and
facilities at narrow openings and also along the harbor “throat”—therefore, at an
increased number of locations. Modifications in the port show that changes could
have a negative but also a positive impact through constraint of flooding outside of
the harbor and shifting of high currents to locations of minimal impact. The results
of this study may be used as a first step toward future harbor design plans to reduce
tsunami damages.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Barberopoulou, A.; Legg, M.R.;
Gica, E. Time Evolution of Man-Made Harbor Modifications in San Diego: Effects
on Tsunamis. J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 1382–1403.
1. Introduction
Harbor modifications and redevelopment plans (see current plans for the Port
of San Diego in [1]) are quite common to enhance or increase space in ports and, thus,
to improve operations. In fact, harbor modifications at San Diego Bay decreased the
water area by filling shoals around the main channels to add more land, including the
area where Lindbergh Field—now known as San Diego Airport—was built. Space
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was developed for mooring boats, including private yachts and Navy vessels, but
the reduction of the water surface area increased tsunami amplitudes and currents
by constricting channels between Bay margins. Deepening of channels by dredging
to improve navigability also enables greater penetration of tsunami energy into the
harbor. Similar problems occurred along major rivers, e.g., the Mississippi River,
when construction of levees restricted the channel width, negating the purpose of
natural flood plains to distribute and absorb the excess water volume during major
floods (e.g., severe flooding in the Midwest and South in 1973 [2]).
Ports are designed to be protected against vertical water fluctuations, but
the subject of tsunami currents—a newly recognized problem—is not typically
considered in the design of harbor modifications. Tsunami currents form a common
threat to ports, as seen in previous tsunamis (22 May 1960, Chile; 27 March 1964,
Alaska; 27 February 2010, Chile; 11 March 2011, Japan; e.g., [3,4]); usually, they are
not accompanied by significant (>1 m) tsunami amplitudes. Tsunami amplitudes are
related to the tsunamigenic potential of a source, but tsunami duration and tsunami
currents—even if they relate to relatively small amplitude waves—are also important.
The long duration of major trans-Pacific tsunamis (from Mw 8+ subduction events)
creates a persistent hazard that may produce the greatest damage many hours after
the initial tsunami arrival.
In order to understand how anthropogenic changes to ports affect tsunamis,
we studied the time evolution of man-made modifications in San Diego Bay since
the late nineteenth century and its influence on tsunami amplitudes and currents.
San Diego Bay is one of the largest harbors on the U.S. West Coast, and it has been
significantly transformed in the twentieth century.
Most of the changes in San Diego Bay have included dredging, enlargement of
the North Island/Coronado land area, and creation of new marinas by enhancing
already existing sand bars and shoals with fill and creating breakwaters. As done
along major rivers, dredging increases the channel depth, but addition of levees,
breakwaters, and other shore protection structures combined with narrowing of the
channel results in the increase of flow depths and current speeds during inundation
(flooding or surge). Tsunami currents can cause damage to structures (e.g., by erosion
or scouring; [5]).
We examined the effects of harbor modifications on tsunami hazard by
simulating major tsunami events from both local and distant sources. The changes
primarily occurred during the first half of the twentieth century. Four specific years
were selected as representative of major changes in San Diego Bay: 1892, 1938, 1945
and present day. Post-1945, the bay continued to undergo changes but maintained a
similar appearance and, therefore, the bathymetry/topography in and around the
bay is represented by a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) showing the harbor shape
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as we know it today (dated 2014). To reflect these changes, historical nautical charts
were used to show the state of the bay during that period.
2. San Diego Bay
San Diego Harbor is located on the southwestern corner of the United States. It
has a long crescent-like shape of approximately 24 km in length and 1–3 km width.
The harbor is the fourth largest in California and is home to a U.S. Navy base offering
shelter to several aircraft carriers and other naval vessels1. Naval Air Station North
Island (NASNI; [6]) is located at the north end of the Coronado peninsula in San
Diego Bay. It is the home port of several aircraft carriers of the U.S. Navy, and is part
of the largest aerospace-industrial complex in the U.S. Navy, Naval Base Coronado,
California ([6]). A cruise ship terminal is located near downtown San Diego, a regular
ferry service runs from Coronado to San Diego, and several marinas, for both private
and commercial boats, exist throughout the harbor. Although it is naturally well
protected from large wave amplitudes, the same does not apply for tsunami currents.
3. Time Evolution of San Diego Bay
San Diego Bay is one of the best natural harbors in the world, protected by
the Point Loma Peninsula at the western harbor entrance, and by North Island,
Coronado, and the Silver Strand enclosing the inner harbor. Coronado is an affluent
resort town located in San Diego County, California, just over 8 km (5.2 mi) SSW of
downtown San Diego, with a population of 24,697 ([7]). Coronado Island lies on a
peninsula connected to the mainland by a 16-km (10 mi) isthmus called the Silver
Strand (locally, The Strand; [8]). North Island was an uninhabited sand flat in the
nineteenth century (Figure 1A). It was also referred to as North Coronado Island,
because it was separated from South Coronado (now the city of Coronado) by a
shallow bay, known as the Spanish Bight, which was later filled in during World
War II (1945; see Figures 1 and 2). South Coronado, which is not an island but the
terminus of a peninsula known as the Silver Strand, became the town of Coronado.
We present nautical charts that portray the changes that have occurred in
San Diego Bay since the nineteenth century. Because modifications to the bay
happened quite frequently, especially during the first half of the twentieth century,
we summarized major changes over selected years. A small set of original nautical
charts are presented next. The major changes primarily included modifications to
Coronado Island (also referred to as The Island, The North Island, and Coronado,
1 There are also some submarines, an explosives loading area, and mooring facilities and docks for
many other naval vessels throughout the bay ([6]).
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or North Beach Island and Coronado separated by Spanish Bight2 in older charts)
and the area around the Dutch Flat (see Figure 1). We use Coronado Island to refer
to the entire island of Coronado and North Island after the Spanish Bight was filled
in at the post-1945 configuration, and North Island to the pre-1945 configuration to
distinguish the northern part of Coronado island separated by Spanish Bight in older
charts (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Maps of San Diego Bay. Depths are in feet. (A) Nautical chart of 1857. 
Approximate locations of Dutch Flat (DF), North Island (NI), Roseville (RO), and  
La Playa (LP) are shown in bold capitals; (B) Nautical chart of 1892. The major difference 
in this chart compared to (A) is the increase of depth at the entrance of the bay, east and 
northeast of Point Loma (between Roseville and LaPlaya) and between Ballast Point and 
North Island as a result of dredging. The change appears at least five-fold when compared 
to the earlier map of 1857; (C) Nautical chart of 1938. The major modifications include 
filling west and north of the North Island (compared to maps A and B) to unify with 
existing sand dunes and sand spits into North Island and Coronado, with a more regular 
shape and increased land space. The maps were downloaded from the historical map and 
chart collection of the Office of Coast Survey, NOAA [9].  
3.1. Pre-Nineteenth Century to 1895 
During this period, as shown in Figure 1B, the bay remained largely unmodified, with some 
dredging performed in the late nineteenth century. The depths inside the bay were fairly shallow at the 
                                                 
2 Spanish Bight is a graben associated with the Rose Canyon fault zone, e.g., [10]. San Diego Bay lies within the 
releasing stepover of the Rose Canyon fault zone, which created the bay and uplift of Point Loma. The Silver Strand is a 
narrow sand spit that connects North Island/Coronado to the mainland at Imperial Beach to the south. San Diego Bay 
was a natural lagoon formed behind this barrier beach ([11]). 
Figure 1. Maps of San Diego Bay. epths are in feet. (A) Nautical chart of 1857.
Approximate locations of Dutch Flat (DF), North Island (NI), Roseville (RO), and
La Playa (LP) are shown in bold capitals; (B) Nautical chart of 1892. The major
difference in this chart compared to (A) is the increase of depth at the entrance of
the bay, east and northeast of Point Loma (between Roseville and LaPlaya) and
between Ballast Point and North Island as a result of dredging. The change appears
at least five-fold when compared to the earlier map of 1857; (C) Nautical c art of
1938. The major modifications include filling west and north of the North Island
(compared to maps A and B) to unify with existing sand dunes and sand spits into
North Island and Coronado, with a more regular shape and increased land space.
The maps were downloaded from the historical map and chart collection of the
Office of Coast Survey, NOAA [9].
3.1. Pre-Nineteenth Century to 1895
During this period, as shown in Figure 1B, the bay remained largely unmodified,
wit some dredging performed in the late nineteenth ce tury. The depths inside the
2 Spanish Bight is a graben associated with the Rose Canyon fault zone, e.g., [10]. San Diego Bay lies
within the releasing stepover of the Rose Canyon fault zone, which created the bay and uplift of
Point Loma. The Silver Strand is a narrow sand spit that connects North Island/Coronado to the
mainland at Imperial Beach to the south. San Diego Bay was natural lago n formed behind this
barrier beach ([11]).
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bay were fairly shallow at the time (characteristic depths 15–54 ft or 4.5–16.5 m near
the entrance; Figure 1; [9]). The major characteristics of the bay were the irregularly
shaped North Island3 and the width of the bay around the Dutch Flat (North East of
the Bay entrance; see Figure 1) to the northeast. The first tide gauge for San Diego
was installed in 1854 at La Playa (near Roseville). It was removed in 1872 and in
1906, it was relocated to the south side of Navy Pier in downtown San Diego. The
Dutch Flat area was part of the fan delta complex (depositional area) of the San Diego
River, which was diverted to the west through Mission Bay (originally called False
Bay) via levee and jetty construction after major floods in the mid-nineteenth century
(ca. 1862; [12,13]).
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Figure 2. (Left) Nautical chart of San Diego Bay of 1945; (Right) Nautical chart of  
San Diego Bay of 1966. The maps were downloaded from the historical map and chart 
collection of the Office of Coast Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA; [9]). 
3.2. Post-1895 and Early Twentieth Century 
Most of the modifications for the enhancement of space in the bay happened during this period and 
prior to the 1950s. The modifications included dredging at and around the entrance to the bay and 
expansion around the Dutch Flat, probably to enable better use of the Naval Training Station and the 
U.S. Marine Corps base near the last location4. In addition to the previously noted modifications, sand 
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Figure 2. (Left) Nautical chart of San Bay of 1945; (Right) Nautic l ch rt of
San Diego Bay of 1966. The maps were downloaded from the historical a a
chart collection of the Office of Coast Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA; [9]).
3.2. Post-1895 and Early Twentieth Century
Most of the modifications for the enhancement of space in the bay happened
during this period and prior to the 1950s. The modifications included dredging at
and around the entrance to the bay and expansion around the Dutch Flat, probably
3 North Island was the source of fresh water for the lighthouse keeper on Point Loma during the
nineteenth century.
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to enable better use of the Naval Training Station and the U.S. Marine Corps base
near the last location4. In addition to the previously noted modifications, sand spits
and sand dunes close to North Island were connected through filling, for the creation
of the more regularly shaped North Island5 in the 1930s (Figure 1C).
3.3. Circa 1945 (1945 to 1960s)
By 1945, San Diego Bay had changed considerably, looking very close to how
we know it today. The major changes to the harbor configuration resulted in narrow
channels between islands and mainland shorelines, specifically from the harbor
entrance to New San Diego (downtown San Diego). The area between San Diego
and Coronado has always been narrow and the bathymetry fairly shallow, although
it has increased over the years from 2.5 m (8 ft) in 1857 to about 13 m (40 ft) today;
North Island and Coronado Island may also be uplifts flanking the Spanish Bight
and Coronado fault segments of the Rose Canyon fault zone [10]. In fact, uplift exists
along the west side of the north-trending Coronado Fault, which passes from the
east side of Coronado Island to the mainland shore along the Pacific Highway (note
how straight this section of coast was in the nineteenth century maps; Figure 1; west
of New San Diego).
The Spanish Bight was a narrow channel that separated Coronado from North
Island up to the early 1940s (Figure 1). The development of North Island by the
U.S. Navy prior to and during World War II led to the filling of the Bight in 1943,
combining the land areas into a single body. The Navy still operates NASNI on
Coronado. On the southern side of the town is Naval Amphibious Base Coronado,
a training center for Navy SEALs. Both facilities are part of the larger Naval Base
Coronado complex [14].
4 Originally, this area was the fan delta for the San Diego River, which was flooded in the 1861/62
“Noachian Deluge”—a severe flood event. Levees (restraining wall on 1892, no 5106 chart) were built
to redirect the river flow to False Bay (Mission Bay), which finally succeeded after a couple more floods
broke through to San Diego Bay. Dutch Flat was expanded, and adjoining basins were subsequently
filled as Lindbergh Field (the municipal airport) grew and adjacent land was developed. Finally,
Shelter Island and Harbor Island were constructed to provide additional protection for marinas and
land for hotels, restaurants, etc. (e.g., Figure 3).
5 Spanish Bight was mostly filled to connect North Island to Coronado, and additional dredging created
local bays, such as Glorietta Bay, for marinas and naval vessels. Piers were constructed at San Diego
for commercial boats and naval shipyards to the south at National City where major shipyards were
built. The southern end of the bay had salt evaporation ponds, although a marina was also built
for the City of Chula Vista. The Silver Strand was enhanced to reduce flooding during storms, and
marinas were constructed in some locations (other locations were restricted to military operations
including an amphibious base and radio station).
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Sand bars (shoals) to the north of the bay were further enhanced to create
new marina locations (between Quarantine Station, now known as La Playa6, and
Roseville) in North San Diego Bay (Figures 1 and 2). By 1966, Shelter Island and
Harbor Island were created by dredging and filling the area east of Roseville and
Dutch Flat, providing more space for marinas (Figure 3). These islands are actually
connected to the mainland by causeways on landfill. The depths in the bay are
more uniform and larger than before. The area around Dutch Flat, Fisherman’s
Point and the municipal airport were filled, with the exception of a channel east of
Roseville (Figure 2A). This channel provided boat access to the Marine Corps base.
Small, elongated boat basins now exist between Shelter Island, Harbor Island and
the mainland.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3 1388 
 
 
 
Figure 3. View of Shelter Island in 1937, the 1950s and the 1990s, left to right. Photos 
courtesy of Unified Port of San Diego [1]. An example of extreme transformation showing 
how the sand spit, or “mud island” as it was referred to, now offers home to numerous 
vessels. View is southwest to northeast. The entrance to Shelter Island has also been 
subject to high currents in past tsunamis (e.g., 22 May 1960, Chile and 11 March 2011, 
Japan; [4]). 
 
Figure 4. Map of San Diego Bay, showing the state of the harbor today with locations that 
are referenced frequently throughout the text. 
Figure 3. View of elter Isl d i , t e 1950s and the 19 0s, left to right. Phot s
courtesy of Unified P rt of San Diego [1]. An example of extreme transf rmatio
showing how the sand spit, or “mud island” as it was referred to, n w offers home
to numerous ve sels. View is s uthwest to northeast. The entrance to S elter Island
has als been s bj ct to high currents in past tsun mis (e.g., 22 M y 1960, Chile and
11 March 2011, Japan; [4]).
4. Numerical Grids of San Diego
Four different DEMs for San Diego were used to depict the evolution of the port
due to man-made modifications. Three were digitized from historical charts of the
historical map and chart collection of the Office of Coast Survey, NOAA [9] for the
purpose of our numerical simulations. The present day (2014) DEM originated from
6 La Playa is the location of the original tide gauge for San Diego. It was first installed in 1854. A
strong local earthquake, 27 May 1862 M~6, created a wave in the bay that was observed by the tide
gauge engineer (Andrew Cassidy) who was repairing the pier for the tide gauge at the time of the
earthquake. He observed a runup of about 1–1.2 m (3–4 ft) on the beach at La Playa but the water
returned to its normal level. We do not know if this runup was a vertical or horizontal distance [12,13].
The Rose Canyon fault was likely the source of the earthquake but data are inadequate to determine
the epicenter with certainty.
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the National Geophysical Data Center (now National Centers for Environmental
Information, or NCEI) [15]. The quality of the paper chart (i.e., detail) and the years
representing the major changes in the port were the primary factors that affected our
choice of charts. The years representing the major changes to the port are: 1892, 1938,
1945, and present day for the current harbor configuration (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Map of San Diego Bay, showing the state of the harbor today with
locations that are referenced frequently throughout the text.
All numerical grids (1892, 1938, 1945, and present day) share two outer grids
(usually referred to as A and B grids) that form a nested system. The A grid, or
outermost grid, was created from interpolated ETOPO1 data to 30 arc-sec (Figure 5;
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~ 900 m [16]). The B grid was also created from interpolated ETOPO1 data to 12
arc-sec [16], while the C grid uses a 3 arc-sec resolution, subsampled from a 1/3
arc-sec resolution dataset (~ 90 m; Figure 5; [17]).
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Nautical charts are meant for navigation, and therefore, elevation information provided in them is 
limited. Elevation data for past years are also generally difficult to find so a number of assumptions 
were made for the creation of the DEMs. Elevation data of San Diego for the high elevation areas to 
the north of San Diego toward Mission Bay were assumed to have changed little in the last 100 years. 
This may be a reasonable assumption since construction of the restraining wall (levee) to redirect the 
San Diego River helped to maintain topography in the low area between Mission Bay and San Diego 
Bay. This allowed us to use topography from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) with datum 
Figure 5. Extent of numerical grids A (left), B (middle; shown as red r ctangle
within the A grid) and C (right; sh wn in blue colou within the B grid). C grid
he only shows the current co figur tion but the extent of all four C grids (1892,
1938, 1945 and 2014) is the same.
Digitization of old nautical charts is challenging, especially in cases where
not only the coastline and bathymetry around a port have changed, but also
the topography has changed due to urbanization. Nautical charts are meant
for navigation, and therefore, elevation information provided in them is limited.
Elevation data for past years are also generally difficult to find so a number of
assu ptions were made for the creation of the DEMs. Elevation data of San Diego
for the high elevation areas to the north of San Diego toward Mission Bay wer
assumed to have changed little in the last 100 y ars. This may be a reasonable
assumption since construction of the restraining wall (levee) to redirect the San
Diego River helped to maintain topography in the low area between Mission Bay
and San Diego Bay. This allowed us to use topography from the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) with datum NAD837 (North American Vertical Datum
1988, or NAVD88; [18]). Flat areas close to shores usually have large uncertainties and
were manually digitized to match available contour data (Figure 6). The coastline
was digitized from the charts in addition to bathymetric points (Figure 6). All these
data were combined to create the final DEMs at 90 m resolution and mean high water
(MHW) depth.
7 Although contours were matching fairly well with old charts an additional small shift ensured a better
fit to the contours in the nautical charts and the coastline.
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Topographic maps (e.g., from USGS) generally have elevations referenced to
orthometric datums, either the NAVD 88 or the older National Geodetic Vertical
Datum 1929 (NGVD 29). All GPS positioning data are referenced to one of many
3-D/ellipsoid datums. NOAA’s nautical charts have depths referenced to mean
lower low water (MLLW), and bridge clearances are referenced to MHW. The legal
shoreline in the U.S., which is the shoreline represented on NOAA’s nautical charts,
is the MHW shoreline; that is, the land-water interface when the water level is
at an elevation equal to the MHW datum. For the construction of DEMs a tidal
datum—representing a reference plane—is necessary. A tidal datum refers to an
average height of the water level at different phases of the tidal cycle ([19]). The
MLLW line is also depicted on NOAA’s charts8 [19]. Mean Sea Level (MSL) is usually
the average between MLLW and MHHW9 as provided on the charts. MHW is more
challenging, but we assumed the value of 1.52 m (4.98 ft) above MLLW as estimated
by NOAA for San Diego for the years between 1993 and 2003 [20].
We also assumed that the highest elevations on Coronado Island have not
changed considerably over time (a 6 m (20 ft) contour is the highest elevation contour
that appears in early charts; Figure 1, [9]). The plane of reference used in the charts is
the average of MLLW (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 6. Coastlines of the four digital elevation models (DEMs) used in the numerical simulations. 
                                                 
7 Although contours were matching fairly well with old charts an additional small shift ensured a better fit to the contours 
in the nautical charts and the coastline. 
8 MLLW is the lower low water height average of each tidal day calculated over a tidal datum epoch (19 year period 
adopted by the National Ocean Service). 
9 MHHW is the higher high water height average of each tidal day calculated over a tidal datum epoch (19 year period 
adopted by the National Ocean Service). 
Figure 6. Coastlines of the four digital elevation models (DEMs) us d in the
numerical simulations.
8 MLLW is the lower low water height average of each tidal day calculated over a tidal datum epoch
(19 year period adopted by t e National Ocean Service).
9 MHHW is the higher high water height average of each tidal day calculated over a tidal datum epoch
(19 year period adopted by the National Ocean Service).
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5. Numerical Modeling
For the numerical modeling of tsunamis, we use the well-known and tested
MOST (Method of Splitting Tsunami) code [21], which solves the depth-averaged,
nonlinear shallow-water wave equations that allow wave evolution over variable
bathymetry and topography [21,22]. This is a suite of numerical codes that model
all phases of the tsunami simulation (generation, propagation, and runup). The
initial displacement on the surface of the water is obtained directly from the
terminal coseismic deformation of the ocean floor using Okada’s formulation for
the surface expression of shear and tensile faults in a homogeneous, elastic half
space [23]. The equations of motion are then solved numerically to propagate the
water surface disturbance across the computational domain [21,22,24]. A 0.0009
Manning’s roughness coefficient was used in all simulations.
MOST has been tested extensively, complies with the standards and procedures
outlined in [25], and has shown reliability in forecasting inundation. The Tohoku
2011 source used in this article was also selected due to a really good fit to DART®
buoy data from the Pacific Ocean [26]. More recently it was also shown to compare
fairly well against tsunami currents measured by recently installed acoustic Doppler
current profilers (ADCP; [27]).
A set of four scenarios were considered on all numerical grids. A common A
and B grid was used for all four DEMs; those are the outermost and intermediate
grids used in the simulations for computational efficiency, respectively. We applied
two distant scenarios and two local/regional scenarios to investigate the role of
modified bathymetry and nearshore topography on our results. Distant scenarios
were run for approximately 24 h while local scenarios for 12 h each.
6. Tsunami Sources
San Diego is exposed to tsunamis from both local and distant sources. A small
but balanced set of sources was selected (two distant, two local) to allow for the arrival
of waves from different directions in order to investigate, among other factors, the
contribution of source location to tsunami impact in San Diego. Specifically, two distant
tsunamis generated in the south and in the northwest Pacific were considered. With
respect to near-field sources, one local tectonic source and one landslide source were
included for locations to the southwest, where the waves’ approach is directly into the bay.
The distant sources are major historical subduction zone earthquakes (in opposite
hemispheres): the 22 May 1960 Chile earthquake (Mw 9.5) and the 11 March 2011
Tohoku, Japan (Mw 9.0) earthquake. The local sources are theoretical and include a
large transpressional earthquake (Mw 7.4) on the San Clemente fault (SCF), located
about 70 km southwest of San Diego Bay, and a large submarine landslide located in
Coronado Canyon about 25 km southwest of San Diego. For a comprehensive tsunami
hazard assessment for San Diego harbor, considering all types of local, regional, and
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distant sources capable of generating tsunamis that may be damaging, see [28]. A
more detailed discussion of the sources with impact to San Diego, as well as the most
significant tsunami records in San Diego, can also be found in the same article.
6.1. Chile 1960
A simple rectangular source (800 km ˆ 200 km) was used to represent the
fault surface that produced the 22 May 1960 Mw 9.5 earthquake and transpacific
tsunami [29]. The collision zone of Nazca and South American plates (NazSA10) is
an important source of tsunamis and hazard studies for the U.S. West Coast, and
California in particular. The 22 May 1960 Chile earthquake is known as the largest
recorded earthquake and was preceded and followed by large earthquakes within a
few minutes (~Mw 8.0 or greater; see [30,31]). Rupture of the NazSA zone is likely
more complex and possibly longer, but far-field studies are not affected greatly by
such variation. We consider a Chile 1960 type of source to represent a source similar
to the 22 May 1960 event, represented by a single fault plane [29] with a slip of 24 m.
More details are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Table of sources.
Source Name
(Far-field)
Fault Length
(km)
Fault Width
(km) Slip (m)
Dip
(degrees) Rake (degrees)
Strike
(degrees)
Depth11
(km)
Chile 1960 800 200 24 10 90 10 87.73
Chile 196012 800 200 24 10 90 10 87.73
Tohoku 201113
Segment 1 100 50 4.66 19 90 185 5
Segment 2 100 50 12.23 19 90 185 5
Segment 3 100 50 26.31 21 90 188 21.28
Segment 4 100 50 21.27 19 90 188 5
Segment 5 100 50 22.75 21 90 198 21.28
Segment 6 100 50 4.98 19 90 198 5
Source Name
(Near-field)
Fault Length
(km)
Fault Width
(km) Slip (m)
Dip
(degrees) Rake (degrees)
Strike
(degrees)
Depth
(km)
San Clemente
Fault Bend Region
Segment 1 18.52 10 1.6 89 ´161.6 330.4 0.5
Segment 2 8.86 10 2.7 89 158.2 310.2 0.5
Segment 3 6.96 10 7.0 80 135.0 307.8 0.5
Segment 4 23.65 10 4.2 89 166.0 304.9 0.5
Segment 5 12.92 10 5.8 85 149.0 314.5 0.5
Segment 6 6.9 10 3.2 89 161.6 312.4 0.5
Segment 7 19.5 10 1.6 70 ´161.6 311.8 0.5
Landslide Case Lat Lon Depth (m) Uplift (m) Subsidence (m) Direction (deg)
Coronado Canyon 32.519 ´117.338 370 5 5 260
10 We abbreviated the source simply for easy reference in this article.
11 Depth is measured from ground surface to top of the fault.
12 [29].
13 Source from NOAA Center for Tsunami Research.
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6.2. Tohoku 2011
The 11 March 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku Japan tsunami caused wide devastation
on the Japanese coast, damaged facilities and vessels on the U.S. West Coast [4]
and was recorded by multiple sea level stations across the Pacific. As a result
of the tsunami, at least 20,000 perished [24] and the nearshore topography was
completely redefined [32,33]. The tsunami source used in this study is based on
real-time forecasting done by NOAA Center for Tsunami Research. Tsunami wave
data from two DART® stations near Japan (21418 and 21401; [34]) were used by
an inversion algorithm [26] that selected six unit sources from a pre-computed
propagation database and its corresponding coefficients [35]. Parameters of each unit
source and their corresponding coefficients are listed in Table 1.
6.3. San Clemente Fault (SCF)—Bend Region
We modeled a major left bend in the SCF offshore northern Baja California,
Mexico (Table 1). This is a zone of oblique shortening, where the fault impedes
the general northwest movement of the Pacific plate. Seafloor uplift resulting from
this restraining bend covers a region of about 875 km2 and represents as much
as 720 m of tectonic uplift [36–38]. Recent submersible investigations of the SCF
revealed vertical seafloor scarps, representative of seafloor uplift during the most
recent large earthquakes on the SCF [39]. The largest scarps are 1–3 m high and
would be associated with earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 or greater. Three moderate
earthquakes (M6) along the SCF have been recorded by modern seismographs in the
past 83 years.
6.4. Coronado Canyon Landslide
Sediment and sedimentary rock slope failures may occur along the Coronado
Escarpment within Coronado and La Jolla submarine canyons. A large failure in
Coronado Canyon was modeled to represent a submarine landslide close to San
Diego Bay. Our landslide case was represented as a dipole (uplift pattern; see
Table 1; [40,41]).
7. Results
7.1. Chile 1960
The inundation extent and corresponding inundation pattern varies greatly from
year to year in this scenario for San Diego (Figure 7). Inundation for the present-day
(2014) configuration of San Diego is primarily constrained to the south. For earlier
years we see large inundation on the inner side of the harbor and NNE in the area
of what used to be large tidal lands. Large inundation is evident for the 1945 DEM,
especially north of the San Diego region and close to Lindbergh Field (San Diego
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airport), but that was reversed with the expansion of the Dutch Flat. The early bay,
mostly unmodified by human activity, suffered relatively minor wave amplitudes
beyond the harbor entrance. This is probably a result of shallow water at the entrance,
which reduces the surge into the harbor. Inundation was increased locally at narrow
embayments north and west of San Diego where dredging created deeper channels
for boats, and fill areas further restricted the channel width. In contrast, the low-lying
Silver Strand was overtopped in earlier configurations, but widening and increased
elevation reduced the area of potential inundation in more recent years.
Generally, the pattern of wave amplitude distribution away from (or outside) the
harbor has remained the same over the years but wave amplitudes inside the harbor
show a gradual increase as a result of modifications. Currents also show a gradual
increase as a function of further modifications for this event. A high current curve
following the shape of the harbor is evident for all DEMs in this South American
scenario. Additional spots of high current activity also appear in later years.
7.2. 11 March 2011 Japan Tsunami
Similar to the previous distant (Chile 1960) scenario, smaller wave amplitudes
appear in older configurations. More specifically, at the earliest year (1892), numerical
modeling shows energy spots constrained outside the harbor along the coastline
and at the entrance of the harbor. Further development in the bay introduced larger
waves inside the harbor around La Playa (Figure 8, 1938). In later years, the creation
of the jetty near La Playa changed this pattern and redistributed waves away from the
original coastline and along the jetty. Currents also show an increase, but the overall
trend is not so clear. Generally, in earlier years, currents were more widely distributed
compared to more recent years, while spots of high currents were introduced. The
high current spots within the harbor correspond to a new characteristic introduced
in the second half of the twentieth century. This is common in both distant scenarios.
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Figure 7. Maximum wave amplitude and maximum current distribution in San Diego 
harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A Chile 1960 type 
of scenario was used to investigate changes in wave dynamics as a result of anthropogenic 
changes. Years indicate time tagging of large changes in the harbor. Left column shows 
wave heights in cm; right column tsunami currents in cm/s. 
Figure 7. Maximum wave amplitude and maximum current distribution in San
Diego harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A Chile
1960 type of scenario was used to investigate changes in wave dynamics as a result
of anthropogenic changes. Years indicate time tagging of large changes in the harbor.
Left column shows wave heights in cm; right column tsunami currents in cm/s.
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Figure 8. Maximum wave amplitude and maximum current distribution in San Diego 
harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A tsunami scenario 
resembling the 11 March 2011 Tohoku tsunami was used to investigate changes in wave 
dynamics as a result of anthropogenic changes. Years indicate time tagging of large changes 
in the harbor. Left column shows wave heights in cm; right column tsunami currents  
in cm/s. 
Figure 8. aximum wave amplitude and maxi um current distribution in San
Diego harbor for four di ferent configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A
t unami scenario resembling t e 11 M rch 2011 Toh ku t unami was used to
investigate changes in wave dy amics as a result of anthropogenic changes. Years
indicate time tagging of large ch nges n he harbo . Left column shows wave
heights in cm; right column tsunami currents in cm/s.
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The tsunami current distribution from both distant scenarios is worth comparing.
In the case of Chile 1960, high currents appear to be more widely distributed along
the harbor, while for the Japan tsunami, high currents appear more concentrated
near the entrance. This would likely be attributed to the location of the tsunami
source and directivity of waves. The maximum amplitudes occur on the south side
of Coronado/North Island for the Chile event, showing the effect of the southern
source (directivity). In contrast, high amplitudes occur west of Point Loma for the
Tohoku event, which arrives from the north and west. Multiple wave arrivals due
to refraction along Pacific Ocean waveguides, e.g., Emperor–Hawaiian Seamounts
produce strong energy many hours after the first wave arrivals ([42]). Later wave
arrivals may involve local resonant effects, so large amplitudes and strong currents
were observed during both events. The long period character of these distant
subduction megathrust events is very important for emergency planning. Major
surges arriving several hours after the first waves caused serious and unexpected
damage in 2011 (the surges also persisted for several hours in 1960).
We notice high currents in all plots, but it is clear that the creation of narrow
islands and boat basins changes the distribution pattern in the harbor. Although
there is an increasing trend with the modifications, enlargement of land space and
dredging appear also to have contributed to reduction of currents in some cases while
introducing high currents elsewhere (see 1892 and 1938 results; Figures 5 and 6).
Currents are high in narrow openings as one might expect, and more such spots of
high currents appear in later years as San Diego land expansion led to a narrower
opening in the port. The development of a narrow opening combined with channel
deepening to the harbor appears also to be responsible for the intensification of the
currents that follow a curved wider line along the harbor in 1938 as opposed to 1892.
This implies increased danger to vessels not only at the entrances of narrow openings,
but also along the “throat14” of the San Diego harbor. Strong currents were indeed
observed in Harbor Island and Shelter Island during the Tohoku tsunami and in
other harbors in California where narrow channels exist (e.g., Catalina harbor, King
Harbor in Redondo beach etc.).
14 Numerous piers and anchorages exist in the area between San Diego and Coronado. Strong currents
in these areas were damaging to Navy ships and other boats, while the ferry service was disrupted
during the 1960 event. Docks were damaged and some boats dragged from their moorings [3].
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Figure 9. Maximum wave amplitude and maximum current distribution in San Diego 
harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A San Clemente 
fault rupture type of tsunami scenario was used to investigate changes in wave dynamics as 
a result of anthropogenic changes. Years indicate time tagging of large changes in the 
harbor. Left column shows wave heights in cm; right column tsunami currents in cm/s. 
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Figure 9. Maximum wave amplitude and maximum current distribution in San
Diego harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A San
Clemente fault rupture type of tsunami scenario was used to investigate changes in
wave dynamics as a re ult of anthropogenic cha ges. Years indicate time tagging of
large changes in the harbor. Left column shows wave heights in cm; right column
tsunami currents in cm/s.
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Figure 10. Maximum wave amplitude and maximum current distribution in San Diego 
harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A hypothetical tsunami 
scenario generated by a landslide on Coronado Canyon was used to investigate changes in 
wave dynamics as a result of anthropogenic changes. Years indicate time tagging of large 
changes in the harbor. Left column shows wave heights in cm; right column tsunami 
currents in cm/s. 
Figure 10. Maxi um wave amplitude and maxi um current distribution in San
Diego harbor for four different configurations (1892, 1938, 1945, and 2014). A
hypothetical tsunami scenario generated by a landslide on Coronado Canyon was
used to investigate changes in wave dynamics as a result of anthropogenic changes.
Years indicate time tagging of large changes in the harbor. Left column shows
wave heights in cm; right column tsunami currents in cm/s.
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7.3. San Clemente Fault—Bend Region
Wave amplitudes for this scenario appear relatively low (predominantly 1–2 m).
The pattern does not change with modifications. Tsunami currents also appear low
for all years, but isolated spots of high energy are introduced after the extended
modifications at the entrance of boat basins (e.g., La Playa; see Figure 9). The small
changes for this event likely are attributed to waves of shorter wavelength.
7.4. Coronado Canyon Landslide
Wave amplitude pattern does not appear vastly changed during the years for
this scenario. Currents also generally maintain their distribution pattern while some
spots of high activity get introduced. High currents appear constrained mainly along
Coronado Island and Silver Strand outside the harbor (Figure 10). Specifically, we
notice similar patterns to the other scenarios with increased currents where channels
narrow. Most importantly, for these scenarios, amplitudes are similar to distant
events or greater (2 m or higher) due to proximity of the source and the landslide
mechanism (larger displacement). The Coronado Canyon landslide source has a
nearly direct path into San Diego Bay coming from the south.
8. Discussion/Conclusions
San Diego harbor has undergone extensive modifications and development.
Four scenarios were run on four different DEMs to investigate the effects of the
major harbor changes to tsunamis. The set of scenarios was selected to ensure a
balanced set of scenarios that included both distant and local sources with varying
geographical locations. The numerical code MOST was used to model all phases of
the tsunami (generation to inundation).
Results show varying inundation patterns for the scenarios with some common
characteristics for the distant events when compared to the local events. Inundation
within the bay generally was reduced and constrained to locations outside the bay
mainly due to expansion of land (channel narrowing) and further filling to elevate
tidal flats. Introduction of jetties also caused redistribution of wave heights.
With respect to tsunami currents, it appears that spots of high energy increased
in later years. This appears to be associated with the narrowing and deepening of the
channel combined with the construction of jetties. In some occasions, changes had a
positive effect (reduction of currents), but these positive effects appear to have been
counteracted by creation of new high energy spots, due to the creation of narrow
entrances to boat basins, in order to accommodate more vessels.
Altering the location of entrances to the boat basins or changing the shape of
the boat basins might lead to alternative designs that attenuate currents. While
the harbor modifications improve navigation, anchorage and mooring areas, the
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narrowed channels, especially where elongate islands were created near the harbor
entrance, create intense currents during long period wave activity from major distant
tsunamis. These currents have created havoc, damaging boats and docking facilities
during large events in 1960 and 1988 (Chile), 1964 (Alaska), and 2011 (Japan) [4].
The short period character and shorter duration of tsunamis from local sources
reduce these effects. Some narrow low-lying areas along the Silver Strand may be
susceptible to overtopping and inundation during large amplitude events, depending
also on tidal conditions during the tsunami arrival. In addition, strong currents along
beaches may cause severe erosion and scour, and pose serious threat to swimmers
and small boats.
The effects of harbor modifications on tsunami impact is a subject that merits
further investigation. However, the work presented here leads to the following more
general conclusions:
‚ Enhancement of port space increases exposure to assets within the harbor
compared to previous years as more vessels are now accommodated within the
port facilities.
‚ Numerical results also show that the introduction of high currents could
threaten navigation, vessels and facilities at narrow openings and also along the
harbor “throat”.
‚ Harbor modifications can have both positive and negative effects on tsunami
impact. For example, currents can be constrained to areas of minimal
impact (e.g., outside of the harbor), thereby exposing less assets to dangerous
wave action.
‚ The long duration of distant subduction megathrust tsunamis (Mw >8 source
magnitude) spans several tidal cycles so that serious currents occur for several
hours, or even days, after the first wave arrivals.
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An Experimental and Numerical Study of
Long Wave Run-Up on a Plane Beach
Ulrike Drähne, Nils Goseberg, Stefan Vater, Nicole Beisiegel and Jörn Behrens
Abstract: This research is to facilitate the current understanding of long wave
dynamics at coasts and during on-land propagation; experimental and numerical
approaches are compared against existing analytical expressions for the long
wave run-up. Leading depression sinusoidal waves are chosen to model these
dynamics. The experimental study was conducted using a new pump-driven wave
generator and the numerical experiments were carried out with a one-dimensional
discontinuous Galerkin non-linear shallow water model. The numerical model is
able to accurately reproduce the run-up elevation and velocities predicted by the
theoretical expressions. Depending on the surf similarity of the generated waves and
due to imperfections of the experimental wave generation, riding waves are observed
in the experimental results. These artifacts can also be confirmed in the numerical
study when the data from the physical experiments is assimilated. Qualitatively,
scale effects associated with the experimental setting are discussed. Finally, shoreline
velocities, run-up and run-down are determined and shown to largely agree with
analytical predictions.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Drähne, U.; Goseberg, N.; Vater, S.;
Beisiegel, N.; Behrens, J. An Experimental and Numerical Study of Long Wave
Run-Up on a Plane Beach. J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2016, 4, 1.
1. Introduction
On 26 December 2004 at 01:01:09 UTC a submarine earthquake of magnitude
M = 9.0 hit the west coast of Northern Sumatra, Indonesia [1]. The main shock
had its epicenter at 3.09◦ N and 94.26◦ E, and the fault line extended for 1200 km to
1300 km from Indonesia northward to the Andaman Islands. The generated tsunami
waves caused disastrous destruction around the Indian Ocean, with approx. 220,000
casualties, and severe material losses [2]. Run-up heights around the Indian Ocean
reached maximal values of about 30 m [3], where the maximum run-up of waves is
commonly defined as the shoreline elevation at maximum inundation above mean
sea level (the subsequent or preceding retreat of water is called run-down).
In the light of this and other disastrous flooding events, major efforts have
been established to improve the understanding of generation, propagation and
run-up of what can be approximated as shallow water waves [4]. These efforts can
be roughly classified into three methodological categories: (a) experimental [5–7];
(b) numerical/computational [8–12]; and (c) theoretical [13,14].
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In physical modeling the ability to generate a wave of a certain type determines
quality and reliability of the experimental data. Even in the age of super computers,
experiments are still valuable in research, as the data they produce does not result
from any model simplifications and is vital for validation and calibration of numerical
models. For over 40 years, the solitary wave paradigm has been assumed to yield a
good model to study tsunami waves (see, e.g., [4,15–17]). However, the findings in
[18] demonstrated the shortcomings of this model to represent tsunami waves since
temporal and spatial scales of solitary waves are significantly shorter than those of
the prototype. Instead, the current state-of-the-art model (see [14]) is the N-wave in
its general form, e.g., elevation and depression are of different size.
Analogous to the improvement of the knowledge about wave types, the
techniques to generate waves have evolved over the past decades. Very early
experiments were carried out in 1844 by Scott Russell who used a sinking box
to generate a solitary wave (see an investigation in [19]). In the 1980s, Synolakis
conducted experiments in a rectangular wave flume using a piston type wave
generator [20,21]. Using this technique, a vertical rectangular wall (a piston) is
hydraulically driven forward and backward to transfer momentum into the water
column which imitates the depth-averaged particle velocity of a passing wave and
finally to generate the wave. In this way one or more solitary waves are generated.
By experimental means, and by employing linear and non-linear shallow water wave
theory, Synolakis [21] was able to predict the run-up of non-breaking solitary waves.
A similar comparison between analytical, numerical and experimental data was
conducted by Titov and Synolakis [22] to show that the non-linear shallow water
wave equations successfully reproduce experimental results or geophysical tsunamis
with complicated small scale bathymetric features.
Another hydraulic approach is the wave generation with a vertically moveable
bottom as used by Hammack [23]. In that way it was intended to model a submarine
earthquake. According to [24] this technique is not suitable for modeling waves
in the vicinity of a coast since a distinction between a generation section and a
downstream section has to be made. A third approach to transfer momentum into
a water body is to release an amount of water from above the water surface [25].
Although a wave is generated, this dam break like mechanism has the disadvantage
that significant turbulence is induced into the water. Furthermore, it is difficult to
control the wave characteristics such as amplitude and period [24]. Recently, a new
technique to generate long waves has been developed at the Franzius-Institute for
Hydraulic, Estuarine and Coastal Engineering in Hannover, Germany. Utilizing a
pump-driven wave generator, precise control over the wave characteristics (wave
length, amplitude and shape) can be maintained to high accuracy [26]. In particular,
different kinds of waves can be generated including single cycle sinusoidal waves,
solitary waves and N-waves.
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Flood research and forecasting are mainly carried out with the help of computer
models that employ robust and accurate numerical techniques to solve equations
suitable to describe geophysical fluid flow. Various state-of-the-art discretization
techniques can be and are used for this purpose, such as finite difference, finite
element and finite volume models (see, e.g., [8,9,12,22,27]). Among these models,
discontinuous Galerkin models (as described in, e.g., [28,29]) have recently become
popular, because they combine numerical conservation properties with geometric
flexibility, high-order accuracy and robustness on structured and unstructured grids.
Furthermore, the communication between elements is local making them especially
suitable for parallel and high performance computing (see Kelly and Giraldo [30] for
a study with a 3D model). Therefore, numerical modeling became a most valuable
tool in tsunami science; particularly powerful once employed in combination with
analytical and experimental methods.
While a number of analytical solutions are available [31], the present study
focuses on the important theoretical results in [14], who applied the methodology
originally developed by Synolakis [21] for different wave shapes. Model calibration
and validation calls for further realistic experimental data, in order to link numerical
modeling with realistic fore- and hindcasting results.
In order to increase confidence in our physical and numerical models, and
to test the applicability of the theoretical derivations, the authors investigate
the agreement of experimental and numerical modeling results. The present
study therefore provides measurements of shoreline motion using an innovative
pump-driven wave generator (see [24]), and may serve as a novel benchmark for
leading depression sinusoidal waves. The produced data set is used to validate
a numerical discontinuous Galerkin non-linear shallow water model concerning
shoreline dynamics. With both, experiment and simulation, the authors reproduce
the theoretical results for long periodic waves that were presented in [14].
Our main research questions ask, whether run-up, calculated with the shallow
water model, is capable of representing shoreline motion adequately in terms of
theoretical understanding according to [14,21], and in terms of physical experiments
as well as numerical methods, for a single cycle sinusoidal wave as a very basic
representation of a tsunami. Once convinced that the numerical method adequately
reproduces the theoretical expression, the authors investigate deviations of the
experimental results from theory by running numerical simulations with perfect and
imperfect initial conditions (as taken from “imperfect” experiments), assuming that
impurities in the initial wave setup lead to contaminated run-up results. The overall
aim is to showcase how comparative, intermethodological work contributes to the
understanding of shoreline motion of long waves.
After summarizing the theoretical results of Madsen and Schäffer [14] at the
beginning of Section 2, the experimental and numerical setup of this study is
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introduced and the novel design of the wave flume is described. Furthermore,
the authors provide background of the one-dimensional discontinuous Galerkin
non-linear shallow water model. Once convinced that the experimental data
are useful and sufficiently accurate (Section 3.1), the authors perform numerical
simulations with analytically prescribed wave shapes to validate the numerical
model in Section 3.2 in terms of the theoretical expressions. The experimental data is
then compared with analytical as well as numerical results in Section 3.3. For further
validation and in order to assess useful information on wave impact, maximum as
well as minimum run-up and shoreline velocities are addressed in Section 3.4. Finally,
an evaluation of all results, conclusions and an outlook is given in Section 4.
2. Methodology
The current study is based on the theoretical findings of Madsen and Schäffer [14],
who derived explicit formulae for long wave run-up on a plane beach generated by
waves of different shapes. The goal of this study was to reproduce these functional
relationships for sinusoidal waves (a) experimentally using a wave flume facility
at the Leibniz Universität Hannover; and (b) by numerical simulations with a
one-dimensional shallow water model. After summarizing the results of Madsen and
Schäffer [14] for periodic sinusoidal waves, the experimental setup and the numerical
model used for this study are introduced in this section. At the end the boundary
conditions (BC) are detailed, which the authors used to generate the waves in the
experimental and the numerical model.
Figure 1. Schematic cross section of the considered setup: A constant depth region
is attached to a linearly sloping beach with angle γ = tan α, where γ is the beach
slope. Also indicated are the wave gauges (WG) from the experimental setup.
2.1. Theoretical Background
The explicit formulae for the run-up/run-down of incoming waves with fixed
shape from Madsen and Schäffer [14] are given for a one-dimensional bathymetry
which consists of a constant depth offshore region of depth h0 attached to a linearly
sloping beach with γ being the constant beach slope (cf. Figure 1). In the offshore
region the waves are assumed to be solutions of the linearized shallow water
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equations while they obey the non-linear shallow water equations on the sloping
beach. Effects of wave breaking and bottom dissipation are neglected in this theory.
Analytical solutions for the non-linear shallow water equation on a plane beach
are already derived by Carrier and Greenspan [13] by using a so-called hodograph
transformation in which a new set of independent variables (ρ,λ) and a velocity
potential ψ(ρ,λ) are introduced. This leads to a linear differential equation in ψ, for
which one can derive exact solutions. In [14] the independent variables are chosen in
such a way, that ρ becomes 0 at the shoreline and λ is a modulated time. By letting
ρ→ 0, the expressions for surface elevation η and velocity v in terms of ρ, λ and ψ
lead to explicit formulae for the evolution of run-up elevation R and the associated
run-up velocity V. Furthermore, the theory of Carrier and Greenspan [13] yields a
theoretical breaking criterion, in which case the time derivative of V and the space
derivative of η go to infinity. This corresponds to a discontinuity in these profiles.
Using some further approximations, Madsen and Schäffer [14] finally arrive at
the run-up expression for periodic sinusoidal waves. Let the coordinate system have
its origin at the still water shoreline with the x-axis being positive in the offshore
direction (see Figure 1). The z-axis points upwards. The time series of the incoming
wave at the beach toe x0 = h0/γ is prescribed by
ηi(x0, t) = A0 cos(Ω [t− t1]) (1)
where ηi is its surface elevation, Ω is the angular frequency, A0 is the offshore wave
amplitude, and t1 is aphase shift. The run-up velocity and elevation are then
V˜(λ) =
ΩR0
γ
sin(θ + pi/4) and R˜(λ) = R0 cos(θ + pi/4)− V˜(λ)
2
2g
(2)
with
R0 = 2A0
√
piΩt0 and θ = Ω(λ− t1 − 2t0) (3)
and g being the gravitational constant. Further, t0 = x0/
√
gh0, and the time is
parameterized through λ, i.e.,
t(λ) = λ+
V˜λ2
2g
(4)
This describes the temporal variation of R(t) = R˜(λ(t)) and V(t) = V˜(λ(t)).
One can also derive the maximum run-up, which occurs for θ = −pi/4. At this time
R→ R0 and V → 0. Similar considerations can be made for the run-down and the
extreme values of the velocity.
The maximum values of run-up/run-down elevation and velocity and the
theoretical breaking criterion for periodic sinusoidal waves are conveniently given by
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introducing the non-linearity of a wave e = A0/h0 and the surf similarity parameter.
The latter was originally introduced by Battjes [32] and is defined by ξ = γ/
√
H/L∞,
where H = 2A0 is the incident wave height and L∞ = gT2/(2pi) the deep water
wavelength of small amplitude sinusoidal waves with period T = 2pi/Ω. Thus,
ξ =
√
pi
(
A0
h
)−1/2 (Ω2h
gγ2
)−1/2
(5)
relates the beach slope to the wave steepness. With these definitions one obtains for
a given non-linearity the extreme values
Rup/down(ξ; e)
A0
= ± 2pi
3/4
e1/4ξ1/2
and
Vup/down(ξ; e)√
gA0
= ± 2pi
5/4
e1/4ξ3/2
(6)
only depending on the surf similarity parameter. The theoretical breaking criterion is
met for
Rlimitup/down(ξ)
A0
= ± 1
pi
ξ2 or
Vlimitup/down(ξ)√
gA0
= ± 1√
pi
ξ (7)
In this study it will be shown how these results were reproduced in the
laboratory experiment, i.e., in a wave flume. Furthermore, they will be used later on
to validate the numerical model regarding its treatment of inundation.
2.2. Physical Model
The dynamics of long sinusoidal waves approaching the sloping beach
and their subsequent interaction during the run-up and run-down process was
studied experimentally in a wave flume at the University of Hannover. The
closed-circuit wave flume that was used to generate the sinusoidal waves including
the experimental setup is already described in [24,26,33–35]. In summary, the wave
generation relies on electronically controlled high-capacity pipe pumps which allow
for the acceleration and deceleration of a water volume. A control loop feedback
system allows the generation of arbitrary wave shapes such as sinusoidal, solitary or
N-waves over a large range of wave periods and lengths.
A major advantage of this wave generation method with active control loop
is that wave lengths much longer than the available propagation distance of the
wave flume can be generated. This feature is accomplished by intrinsic treatment
of the seaward propagating re-reflections. These re-reflections would normally
limit the effective wave length to be generated to one wave flume length or less.
Through inverse pump response, it is possible to compensate for the re-reflected
wave components and in principle, a “clean” wave generation is provided over the
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entire duration of the target surface elevation time series, similar to the active wave
absorption technique used in laboratory wind wave generation.
However, a disadvantage of the wave generation is the development of spurious
high frequency ripples (or “riding waves”) overlaid with the long wave. These are
caused by the active control loop overshooting set reference values (or sometimes
called target values) during the generation process, and emanate from excess
discharge into the wave flume at short times. In the sequence, this unintentional
generation of shorter waves alongside of the long waves gave rise to additional
effects occurring where the run-up and run-down took place. Most prominent,
these riding waves arrived somewhat delayed with respect to the long wave, broke
on the shallow beach and interfered with the targeted long wave run-up process.
As will be shown later, some of the presented results are attributed to this fact; a
wave generation improvement useful in future studies was yet recently reported by
Goseberg et al. [36] or Bremm et al. [37] to circumvent such behavior.
Figure 2 shows a sketch of the facility used for the experiments. Pump station
(a), propagation section (b), reservoir section (c), sloping beach (d), and the water
storage basin (e) are depicted, respectively. Walls and horizontal bottom sections are
made of plasterworks and floating screed and the width of the flume is 1.0 m. A 1
in 40 sloping beach (i.e., beach angle of α = 1.43◦) made of aluminum boards with
small surface roughness was used to model the run-up. The effective length of the
constant depth propagation section from pump station to the beach toe was 19.92 m.
The undisturbed offshore water depth for this study was set to h0 = 0.3 m.
Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the wave flume and its components with position
indication of instrumentation. Adapted from [38], with permission from c© 2012
World Scientific Publishing Company Incorporated.
To control the generation of the waves, a pressure sensor was installed at the
water inlet of the pump station. In the deep water region offshore of the beach,
wave gauges (Delft Hydraulics) and velocity meters (Delft Hydraulics) completed
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the instrumentation during the experiments as shown in Figure 2. The surface
piercing wave gauges comprised two parallel electrodes. The immersion depth
(surface elevation) was determined by measuring the electric resistance between
both electrodes. The measurement accuracy was ±0.5%. Wave gauges (WG) were
located close to the pump (WG1, at x = 27.72 m), halfway of the flume bend (WG2,
at x = 18.16 m) and at the beach toe (WG3, at x = 12.0 m). All instruments were
carefully tested and calibrated prior to the experiments, and were subsequently set
to zero before single experimental runs.
In addition, two high definition cameras (Basler, Pilot pi-1900-32-gc) captured
the wave interaction process with a sampling frequency of 32 Hz. Image processing
techniques in the form of color space conversion, lens distortion correction, image
rectification and projection shore-parallel, and image stitching were used in post
processing on the two sets of images. The resulting processed images from the two
cameras (whose field of view is indicated in Figure 2) covered a length of 9.80 m with
an original overlap of 0.5 m. The time span of image recording was adapted based
on the wave period of the experimental run.
Stages of the image processing process are depicted in Figure 3 which includes
scene snapshots of each of the cameras and a final result after image processing
routines. A manual processing was used as the amount of experimental runs was
reasonable to work through. Adhesive tape spaced by 0.1 m was placed on the beach
slope and from this, vectors of time and shoreline location along the center line of
the flume were determined based on the derived images as shown in Figure 3c. This
approach minimized the influence of fluid boundary layers formed on the flume
walls. Based on the outlined procedure, an accuracy for the manually processed
shoreline location of ±5 mm was estimated. For 50% of the experimental repetitions,
PVC tracers with a diameter of 2 mm were used to increase the traceability of the
wave front. The tracers’ density is very close to the density of water which results in
small settling velocities and similarly small inertial forces were required to accelerate
the tracer particles close to the wave front. It was assured through preliminary tests
that the shoreline dynamics were not affected by the presence of the tracers. In
particular, this method proved useful for the run-up motion whereas inaccuracies
might have occurred due to the fuzzyness of the withdrawing shoreline during the
run-down process, which has to be looked into in future studies.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3. Stages of the image processing with raw data images and final result
after image processing routines. (a) First camera scene; (b) Second camera scene;
(c) Final stitched image for analysis.
Subsequently, the shoreline velocity was derived from the basic positional
information along the center line of the flume based on
Vi+1/2 = ± ati+1 − ti (8)
Here, Vi+1/2 is conveniently assigned to time ti+1/2 = (ti+1 + ti)/2 and
positively defined in the offshore direction, a = 0.1 m denotes the distance between
adjacent marker tapes, and ti and ti+1 are the times where the shoreline crossed
these tapes.
Due to irregular image acquisition measurement gaps occurred in the time series
of shoreline location and shoreline velocity. These gaps were not considered in the
analysis of the experimental data.
2.3. Scale Effects
The chosen length scale of the Froude-scaled physical model may cause scale
effects at times when or at locations where the Reynolds and Weber numbers fall
short of commonly accepted thresholds. For example, low Reynolds (Re) numbers
in the physical model result in laminar boundary layers which in turn reduce the
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effective roughness of the down-scaled model as shown in the context of landslide
generated waves [39]. In the following, the possible influence of such scale effects in
the present experimental setup is briefly discussed. A more general treatise on scale
effects can be found in Heller [40].
The Reynolds number during the wave propagation over horizontal bottom,
conveniently defined by wave celerity c =
√
gh, initial water depth h, and kinematic
viscosity ν, yields
Re =
√
ghh
ν
=
1.72× 0.3
10−6
≈ 5.1× 105 (9)
This value is non-critical with boundary layer turbulence fully developed and
turbulence effects similar between prototype and scaled model. However, in the
sequence of the wave propagation characteristic velocities and water depth decrease
significantly during the wave run-up and run-down phase. Local water depth and
run-up velocities are then characteristic quantities to define the Reynolds number
on the sloping beach. These values eventually approach zero, and so does the
corresponding Reynolds number. Schüttrumpf [41] defined a critical threshold of
Recrit = 103 for overtopping experiments and this might be good guidance in the
present case as well. As a direct result, viscous forces are likely to play a more
dominant role compared with prototype conditions in the very shallow, phasing-out
wave tongue region; Reynolds numbers fall short of the threshold for example for
water depth smaller than 1 cm in combination with flow velocities smaller than
0.1 m·s−1. This finding aligns well with the analogue requirement for scaled coastal
models proposed by Le Méhauté [42] who considered a minimal flow depth smaller
than 2 cm and wave periods smaller than 0.35 s as critical. As a matter of fact, the
scale effects related to very long wave run-up on gently sloped beaches have not been
sufficiently addressed in the literature; experiments with varying model families at
different length scales have not been compared until now. An occasional example of
scale effect discussion in the context of impulsive wave run-up is a study by Fuchs
and Hager [43].
In addition to viscous forces, surface tension has theoretically the potential
to bias the experimental results. While in the prototype scale waves are rarely
transformed under the forces carried to the water surface by surface tension, the effect
might gain significant influence in small scale models. Short waves, which regularly
have to be investigated in laboratory studies, can reach the region of capillary waves
when the model length scale of a hydraulic scale model is designed too small.
Dingemann [44] expressed the effectiveness of the surface tension in an increase
of gravitational acceleration, but outlined that the influence of surface tension to
wave action is dominant when, for example, capillary waves are investigated. The
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effect of surface tension is interpreted to be small for large Weber (We) numbers,
indicating that driving forces dominate. The Weber number is defined as
We =
ρv2l
σ
(10)
where ρ is the fluid density, v and l are the characteristic velocity and length scales,
and σ = 0.073 N·m−1 is the surface tension for 20 ◦C water. Using the equation
above, the Weber number in the experiments reported herein was approximately
1.2 × 104 in the horizontal propagation section (applying the wave celerity c as
characteristic velocity and the fluid depth h as length scale). This value, which is
well above critical thresholds, also reflects the fact that the length of the long waves
and capillary waves differ by orders of magnitude. In the wave tongue region earlier
discussed in regard to the viscous effects, where fluid depth and velocity decrease
to l = 1 cm and v = 0.1 m·s−1, Weber numbers were however significantly reduced
and yielded values as small as 1.4. A comprehensive review of small scale models and
the influence of the Weber number has been presented in Peakall and Warburton [45].
They summarized various recommendations on the critical flow depth in small scale
models reporting critical Weber numbers in the range of We = 2.5− 160. It is thus
likely, that surface tension has a major influence on the wave tip formation during the
run-up process, as the Weber number found for the experiments fell below this given
threshold. Surface tension does not properly scale in physical models governed by
Froude similitude. Therefore, the wave run-up of long waves measured is likely
be underestimated to a certain extent since tensile forces along the wave front with
small surface radii counteract the inertia forces from the run-up flow.
Summarized, in the constant depth region the flow should be realistically
modeled in the wave flume. In the run-up process, however, certainly some
inaccuracies arise compared to realistic tsunami conditions. However, these are
probably negligible compared to inaccuracies in modeling the topography and other
parametrization.
2.4. Numerical Model
The numerical simulations presented in this study were executed using a
one-dimensional shallow water model. In this model the equations are solved
in conservation form with fluid depth h and discharge (momentum) hu being the
primary variables. They are discretized using the explicit Runge-Kutta discontinuous
Galerkin (RKDG) finite element method [46] with second-order accuracy. This
scheme was chosen as a state-of-the-art discretization for hyperbolic conservation
laws with source terms. The method is mass-conservative and preserves the
steady state at rest (i.e., it is well-balanced). A comprehensive presentation of the
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scheme including its validation with respect to the shallow water equations is given
in Vater et al. [47].
An important part in the numerical scheme is the treatment of wetting and
drying events. Here, the authors pursued a fixed grid approach where initially dry
cells can be flooded and wet cells can dry out during the simulation. A cell can be
either wet or dry, thus the wet/dry interface is only accurate up to one cell size. The
wetting and drying treatment involves only one additional parameter, which is a
wet/dry tolerance. Whenever the fluid depth h is below this tolerance, the velocity is
set to zero. In [47] it was shown that the specific value of this parameter does not
affect the stability of the scheme. It rather influences the accuracy of the wetting
and drying computation. In the presented results, this tolerance was always set
to 10−8 m.
The fixed grid approach implies that one does not get a continuous
representation of the shoreline evolution. Instead, the scheme results in a discrete
time series in which the shoreline jumps from one cell interface to the next, whenever
one cell gets fully flooded and water penetrates into the next cell, or draining leads to
the opposite process. Therefore, similarly to the data processing in the experiments
these jumps were identified in the time series as points where the shoreline crossed
a cell interface, and the space between the points was linearly interpolated. As the
discrete solution led to some oscillations in the shoreline computation where the
latter jumped back and forth in some situations only within a few time steps, all
oscillations within a window of five time steps were removed in this time series.
The shoreline velocity was then computed by a formula equivalent to Equation (8).
In this time series, also some oscillations were filtered out, which occurred within
a window of two time steps.
For the discretization in time, Heun’s method was used, which
is the second-order representative of a standard explicit Runge-Kutta
total-variation diminishing (TVD) scheme [48,49]. Its stability is governed
by a Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) time step restriction [50] with ∆t ≤ cfl∆x/cmax,
where ∆t and ∆x are the time step and grid cell size, respectively, cfl is the CFL
number and cmax = max{|u|+
√
gh} is the maximum speed at which information
propagates. To obtain linear stability and positivity of the water depth in the RKDG
method, the validity of cfl ≤ 1/3 has to be ensured [47,51].
The gravitational constant was set to g = 9.81 m s−2 throughout the
computations. No parametrization of bottom friction was included in the model,
since the theoretical results of Madsen and Schäffer [14] also do not consider friction.
However, some deviations compared to the experimental runs might be attributed to
this fact. To obtain results, which are comparable to the experiments, the simulated
domain was 33 m long and spanned from the dry area of the sloping beach at
x = −5.28 m to the first wave gauge (WG1) at x = 27.72 m. For the discretization
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the domain was devided into 330 uniform cells with a cell size of ∆x = 0.1 m. The
time step size was fixed to ∆t = 0.01 s, which results in a CFL number of cfl = 0.18.
The (one-dimensional) bottom topography was given by b(x) = max{0, h0 − x/40}.
The initial conditions for the numerical simulations were a fluid at rest, with
h(x, 0) = max{0, h0 − b(x)}, (hu)(x, 0) ≡ 0 (11)
2.5. Boundary Conditions
In this study, long wave conditions in the vicinity of the shore in shallow
water were approximated by sinusoidal waves with leading depression. The chosen
boundary conditions (BC) were used throughout this study for the experimental and
the numerical method equally. Experimentally, those waves were generated by the
pump-driven wave generator, as outlined in Goseberg et al. [26] and in Section 2.2 on
the basis of ideal, analytical surface elevation time series of
ηb(t) =

H
2
cos
(
2pi
t− ts
T
+
pi
2
)
for ts ≤ t ≤ te
0 otherwise
(12)
where H = 2A0 is the wave height, and T is the wave period. In the experiments only
one period of a sinusoidal wave was modeled, which started after 10 s. The initial
delay was necessary, because the pipe pumps needed some initialization time. This
means that the starting time was set to ts = 10 s and the stopping time to te = T+ ts.
It is to be noted that the experimentally generated waves exhibit imperfections (cf.
Section 3.1) which are attributed to the tuning of the control loop as outlined in
Section 2.2.
In the numerical simulations, the incident wave was modeled through the right
boundary condition. For validation against analytical expressions the fluid depth
was prescribed by Equation (12) with hb(t) = ηb(t) + h0. The velocity was then
chosen such that the boundary data resulted in a single (simple) wave propagating
to the left. In particular, it was set to
vb(t) = 2
(√
gh0 −
√
gh
)
(13)
The starting time in Equation (12) was set to ts = 0 s, since no initialization phase
is needed for the numerical model. For the stopping time two different simulations
were conducted for each wave shape. In one simulation the stopping time was
after one period as in the experimental setup, i.e., te = T. In the other simulation
the stopping time was set to infinity, which means that the incoming sinusoidal
wave lasted until the end of the simulation. As will be shown in the results, the
comparison between the respective two simulations revealed several deviations
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between the theory of periodic sinusoidal waves and the practical setup of a single
period sinusoidal wave.
For comparison with the experiments the right boundary condition of fluid
depth and velocity were set using the data from the time series at wave gauge WG1
of the experimentally measured data. The left boundary did not affect the numerical
solution as it was in the dry part of the domain.
Table 1 summarizes the boundary conditions used in the current study. The
wave characteristics were chosen to cover the significant range of surf similarity
parameters ξ. To investigate the run-up of long waves on a plane beach six leading
depression, non-breaking, single period sinusoidal waves were selected. The wave
period varied from 20 s to 100 s which correspond to laboratory wave lengths from
34.31 m to 171.55 m. The wave height varied from 2 cm to 4 cm. For brevity, wave
identifiers (Wave-ID) were used throughout the paper to label the waves used; waves
are labeled with a naming scheme “Tx_Hy” where T denotes the wave period in
seconds, H denotes the wave height in centimeter and x and y contain the actual
quantity values. The long waves covered a range of surf similarity ξ between
4.42 ≤ ξ ≤ 15.62. In total 36 experimental runs were conducted, since each wave
was reproduced six times. This procedure allowed quantification of the repeatability
of the experiments. The data acquisition time for each experiment was 120 s.
Table 1. Characteristics of sinusoidal waves used, surf similarity according to
Equation (5), naming scheme indicates period and wave height, respectively.
Wave-ID Height Period Length Non-linearity Rel. Amplitude Surf Similarity
(−) H(m) T(s) L(m) e = A0h (−) A0L (−) ξ(−)
T20_H2 0.02 20.00 34.31 0.033 2.91 × 10−4 4.42
T30_H2 0.02 30.00 51.47 0.033 1.94 × 10−4 6.63
T44_H3 0.03 44.00 75.48 0.050 1.99 × 10−4 7.94
T58_H3 0.03 58.00 99.50 0.050 1.51 × 10−4 10.46
T77_H4 0.04 77.00 132.09 0.067 1.51 × 10−4 12.03
T100_H4 0.04 100.00 171.55 0.067 1.17 × 10−4 15.62
From now on the term “experimental BC” will be used to indicate that the
numerical model was initialized with surface elevation and velocity of a single cycle
sinusoidal wave as measured at WG1 in the experiments. Similarly, “analytical BC”
indicates numerical runs using a perfect periodic sinusoidal wave.
3. Results
In this section the numerical and experimental results are described and
compared with the analytical expressions of Madsen and Schäffer [14]. First, the
quality of the experimentally generated waves is discussed, and the numerical
model is validated in terms of the explicit expressions of run-up height and velocity
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as given in [14]. Having confidence in the numerical model, the experimental
and numerical results are compared and, where appropriate, matched against
the analytical expressions. Finally, the maximum determined run-up/run-down
shoreline position as well as velocity are investigated and compared with the
analytical expressions from Section 2.1.
3.1. Quality of Experimentally Generated Waves
As the quality of the measured run-up heavily depends on the generated
wave signal, the experimentally generated waves are first discussed prior to the
presentation of the shoreline evolution in the subsequent sections. Therefore, the
wave signal, which was measured by the pressure sensor at the water inlet, and the
time series of the surface elevation at the three wave gauges will be investigated.
Figure 4. Time series of surface elevation for the reference curve (red dashed)
and measured values (solid lines) for all six runs of T20_H2 (top left); T30_H2
(top right); T58_H3 (bottom left) and T100_H4 (bottom right) as measured by the
pressure sensor at the water inlet.
Figure 4 shows the measured time series of the experimental surface elevation
at the water inlet of the pump station for all six reproductions of the waves
T20_H2, T30_H2, T58_H3 and T100_H4 compared to the corresponding set point, i.e.,
reference values. In general, the sinusoidal long waves are generated sufficiently well.
Deviations from the reference curve can mostly be attributed to the choice of tuning
parameters for the wave generator (e.g., the smaller amplitude of T20_H2, top left);
better tuning is principally feasible, but could not be achieved with acceptable effort
at the time of the experimental data acquiring. The tuning parameters electronically
steer the rate of rotation of the pumps and determine the behavior of the wave
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generator, therefore they strongly influence the quality of the generated waves.
Especially in the second half of the wave period one can observe some spurious,
parasitic waves riding on top of the main, long wave, which become more significant
for wave shapes with longer wave length. As already discussed in Section 2.2, these
riding waves are a result of the applied wave generation strategy.
The authors used the Brier score which is also known as the mean squared
error as defined in [52] to further evaluate the quality of the generated experimental
waves. Thereto, the Brier score and standard deviation were determined for each
experimental run of each wave. Table 2 shows the minimum and maximum Brier
score as well as the minimum and maximum standard deviation of the actual curve
from the reference curve for all six sinusoidal waves from Table 1. Therewith, the
values in Table 2 take into account the individual experimental runs. A Brier score of
0 would be a perfectly reproduced curve. The table shows that the waves T30_H2
and T58_H3 exhibit the best fits, although the latter already contains a significant
amount of riding waves as can be seen in Figure 4. The wave T20_H2 has bad Brier
scores which is probably due to a too small amplitude during the initial run-down,
as opposed to the wave T100_H4 which has bad scores due to the high amount of
riding waves present in the signal.
Table 2. Variation of Brier score [52] and standard deviation (STD) of all
generated waves.
Wave-ID Brier Score STD (cm)
T20_H2 0.65–0.71 0.15–0.19
T30_H2 0.30–0.38 0.10–0.11
T44_H3 0.30–0.40 0.18–0.20
T58_H3 0.22–0.28 0.15–0.17
T77_H4 0.35–0.45 0.24–0.29
T100_H4 0.29–0.48 0.24–0.34
Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of the surface elevation observed in
the experiments and the numerical simulations at the three wave gauges for the
same four wave shapes as in Figure 4. In addition to the data from the numerical
simulation using experimental BC, also the time series using analytical BC is shown,
but shifted by tshift = (4.2/
√
gh0 + 10)s to account for the additional propagation
section between the water inlet and WG1 in the experiments (which was not present
in the numerical simulations) and the 10 s delay in the experimental wave generation
(cf. Section 2.5). For all waves, the surface elevation obtained by the experiments
and the numerical simulations using experimental BC agree well. Only at larger
distances from the wave generation (e.g., at WG2 and WG3) the experimental time
series show larger amplitudes, which are probably due to a small inconsistency in
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the velocity signal at WG1, where the numerical model obtains its boundary data
from the experiments. Furthermore, the riding waves on top of the waves with
larger period (here T58_H3 and T100_H4) evolve with the main wave towards the
sloping beach.
In comparison to the surface elevation obtained from the numerical simulations
using analytical BC, it can be seen that the deviation for the initial single cycle
sinusoidal wave is mostly the same as in the signal at the wave inlet from Figure 4 at
the different wave gauges. Furthermore, for the waves T20_H2 and T30_H2 there is
a small hump visible after the sinusoidal wave has passed, which is not present in
the “analytical” data. This hump is due to the shut down of the wave generation.
Figure 5. Time series of surface elevation η at wave gauges WG1 (left), WG2
(middle) and WG3 (right) for four different wave shapes. From top to bottom:
T20_H2, T30_H2, T58_H3, T100_H4. Experimental data (blue), numerical
results with experimental boundary data (black dash-dotted), numerical results
with analytical boundary data shifted by tshift = (4.2/
√
gh0 + 10)s to fit the
experimental data (red dashed).
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3.2. Validation of the Numerical Model
To have sufficient confidence in the numerical model, it was validated using
the analytical BC as defined in Section 2.5. Similar to the experiments, the numerical
model was always initialized with a steady state at rest, and the sinusoidal wave was
only imprinted by the boundary condition. Note, that this is a deviation from the
theory of periodic sinusoidal waves as presented by Madsen and Schäffer [14], whose
expressions are derived for permanently incoming waves without any initialization.
However, it was not possible to find the correct initial conditions for this setup.
Furthermore, the two simulations with a single cycle and a periodic sinusoidal wave
as described in Section 2.5 revealed the deviations to be expected between theory
and the conducted experiments, which will be shown in the following. This shows
the value of concurrent experimental and numerical studies, when it is not possible
to design the experimental setup completely according to the theory.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of analytical (red dashed) and numerical shoreline
position and shoreline velocity for the waves T20_H2, T44_H3 and T100_H4. For the
numerical simulations the results are shown for both, the periodic sinusoidal (blue
solid) and the single cycle sinusoidal wave (black dash-dotted). These waves were
chosen as representatives for the validation, but the findings are also valid for the
other wave shapes. Comparing the simulations using a periodic sinusoidal wave
with the analytical expressions, one can see that the numerical model captures the
theory well. Only in the beginning, when the still water solution passes on to the
periodic one, a fast transition in the shoreline position with a high velocity peak is
visible. Note that a positive shoreline velocity corresponds to an actual run-down.
This is due to the choice of the coordinate system where the x-axis points positively
offshore. One can further notice that the amplitude in the numerical simulations is
often a bit too small, and there is a small phase shift, especially for the low frequency
waves. These deviations can probably be attributed to the fact that the numerical
solution does not oscillate everywhere from the beginning, but needs a spin-up.
The numerical results of the single cycle sinusoidal wave follow the one with the
periodic sinusoidal wave for about a period. After this time the oscillating solution
passes back on to the still water solution, which again comes along with a sharp
transition in the shoreline position and an associated velocity peak. This behavior has
also implications for the comparison of the experimental results with the analytical
expressions of Madsen and Schäffer [14], especially concerning the extreme values in
run-up elevation and velocity. In Figure 6, the occurrence of these extreme values in
the first period is also indicated by red circles and diamonds, respectively. From this,
one can conclude that the maximum run-down cannot be reliably determined in the
experiments, since it is always biased by the transition between the still water and
the oscillating state—during the initial run-down and after the maximum run-up
was reached. This is also true for the maximum run-down velocity for long periods.
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Therefore, these values will be omitted when the extreme values are compared to
theory. On the other hand, the maximum run-up elevation and velocity should
be well captured by a single cycle sinusoidal wave, provided there are no other
disturbances in the experimental data.
Figure 6. Time series of run-up elevation R (top) and velocity V (bottom)
using analytical boundary data for three different wave shapes (left: T20_H2;
middle: T44_H3; right: T100_H4. Depicted are the theoretical evolution for
periodic sinusoidal waves (red dashed), the numerical simulation with a single
cycle sinusoidal wave (black dash-dotted) and the simulation with periodic
sinusoidal waves (blue solid). Also shown are the positions of the theoretical
maximum/minimum run-up elevations (red circles) and velocities (red diamonds)
in the first period. The shaded regions depict the intervals where the extreme values
for the diagrams in Figures 9 and 10 were computed.
3.3. Shoreline Motion
After having discussed the quality of the experimental wave signal and the
reliability of the numerical model concerning shoreline dynamics, the experimentally
obtained shoreline motion data is finally presented. Shoreline location and shoreline
velocity of a leading depression sinusoidal wave is compared to the numerical results
using experimental BC and, where appropriate, to the analytical expressions of
Madsen and Schäffer [14].
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Figure 7. Time series of run-up elevation R from the experiments and the numerical
simulation using experimental boundary data for all six wave shapes (left to right:
T20_H2, T30_H2, T44_H3 (top row); T58_H3 (bottom left); T77_H4, T100_H4
(bottom row)). Depicted are the theoretical evolution for periodic sinusoidal waves
(red dashed), the numerical simulation (black dash-dotted) and the results from
the six experimental measurements (solid lines). The shaded regions depict the
intervals where the extreme values for the diagrams in Figure 9 were computed.
3.3.1. Run-up and Run-down of Long Waves
Figure 7 shows the numerical, experimental and analytical shoreline location
for all waves used in this study. The analytical expression (red dashed) represents
the run-up of periodic sinusoidal waves while the numerical model was initialized
with the surface elevation profiles of a single cycle sinusoidal wave as measured in
the experiments. In case of the experimental data (solid lines) the results of all six
measurements are shown for each wave as far as data was available. The gaps in
the experimental data are consequences of a poor traceability of the shoreline. In
particular, the run-down is a transient process, so that there was hardly a distinct
evidence to trace the shoreline. In contrast, the shoreline could be traced well
during run-up.
Good reproducibility is observed in the experiments. In general, the numerical,
experimental and, where the wave has adjusted to the sinusoidal expression, also the
analytical shoreline locations agree well for the waves T20_H2, T30_H2 and T44_H3
(top row). For the three longest waves T58_H3, T77_H4 and T100_H4 (bottom row)
significant deviations of the experimental shoreline location from the analytical
expressions are observed. These oscillations are caused by the over-riding waves,
which are already present in the wave signal. One can clearly see that the riding
waves overtake the main wave before the maximum run-up height is achieved and
lead to false maxima in the measurements. In these intervals there are also some
deviations between the experimental and the numerical measurements (e.g., around
t = 80 s for the wave T77_H4). They could be due either to the breakdown of
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the shallow water theory in the vicinity of the shoreline, or to some incorrect
measurements in the experimental data. Another deviation is present in the initial
run-down, which is often underestimated by the numerical model. This is best visible
in the waves T20_H2 and T30_H2, while in the other waves the maximum run-down
could often not be determined since its location was located outside the field of
observation covered by the cameras. This deviation is attributed to the smaller
amplitude in the wave signal, already present in the time series at the wave gauges.
Disregarding the corrupting influence of the riding waves, the analytical
shoreline location for periodic waves can be reproduced by laboratory single cycle
sinusoidal waves with sufficient accuracy; accuracy will further increase in cases
where a sufficient amount of time is spent to tune the wave generator to avoid
spurious short waves during the wave generation or by following the improvements
outlined in Bremm et al. [37].
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but for run-up velocity V. The shaded regions depict the
intervals where the extreme values for the diagrams in Figure 10 were computed.
3.3.2. Shoreline Velocity during Run-up and Run-down
Figure 8 shows the numerical, experimental and analytical shoreline velocity,
again for all waves used in this study. As described in Section 2 the experimental
shoreline velocity, and similarly the shoreline velocity for the numerical simulations,
was derived from the shoreline location using Equation (8). Since the x-axis of the
wave flume coordinate system points positively offshore, positive velocity values in
Figure 8 indicate the wave run-down.
Similar to the shoreline motion the experimentally determined velocities agree
well with the ones from the numerical simulation. In particular, this is true for
the initial run-down and the first run-up phase (first maximum and minimum,
respectively). As in the numerical runs with analytical BC the first run-down is not in
accordance with the analytical shoreline velocity, but the run-up process essentially
agrees well. An exception is the wave T20_H2 (top left in Figure 8), where the
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evolution of the analytical shoreline velocity exhibits a remarkable steep gradient
that can neither be reproduced by the numerical model, driven by experimental initial
conditions, nor by the physical experiments. The authors attribute this observation to
the imperfect wave signal, which exhibits a too small amplitude in surface elevation
during the initial depression and results in a shallower slope in the first edge of the
sinusoidal cycle (cf. Figure 4). Note that this deviation is not present when computing
the wave with (perfect) analytical BC as shown in Figure 6. Due to the the lack of
experimental data in the second run-down, a comparison for the velocity during this
phase is only possible for the wave T44_H3, which agrees well with the analytical
velocities. This is also true for the numerically determined values in these regions for
the waves T20_H2, T30_H2 and T44_H3.
Similar to the shoreline location the riding waves also corrupt the experimental
shoreline velocity. This becomes evident in high peaks in the time series, as seen
around t = 55 s for the wave T44_H3 or around t = 70 s for the wave T58_H3.
This effect is also evident for the two longest waves T77_H4 (bottom middle) and
T100_H4 (bottom right). However, the numerical model simulates the riding waves
well, since an overall good agreement between the numerical and experimental
shoreline velocities is observed.
Table 3. Time intervals (in seconds) which were used for the computation of the
extreme values in Figures 9 and 10.
Wave-ID
Analyt. BC, Periodic Wave Experiments/exp. BC, Single Cycle Wave
All Extreme Values Rup Rdown Vup Vdown
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
T20_H2 30–80 40–52 – 40–52 –
T30_H2 30–80 40–57 – 40–57 –
T44_H3 35–120 43–70 – 43–54 60–80
T58_H3 40–150 45–80 – 45–67 –
T77_H4 40–200 50–100 – 50–74 –
T100_H4 50–250 60–110 – – –
3.4. Extremal Shoreline Dynamics
In this section the maximum run-up and run-down as well as the maximum
shoreline velocity during run-up and run-down are addressed. If not stated
otherwise, these extremal characteristics are investigated for the experimentally
generated and the numerically simulated waves, with experimental as well
as analytical boundary conditions, and compared with the theoretical results
of Madsen and Schäffer [14]. Note, that the normalized maximum run-up shown
in the following is defined as the maximum run-up normalized by the respective
offshore amplitude of the long waves. Where experimental data was used, the values
for maximum run-up and run-down and the corresponding maximum shoreline
velocities were obtained through an average of all six runs of the waves. Note, that
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the extreme values were not taken from the entire time period, but rather from
carefully chosen intervals. The respective intervals are given in Table 3 and marked
gray in Figure 6–8. The reason for this procedure was to detect the intervals in
which the actual run-up took place and to disregard time spans where experiments
and simulations deviated from the theory by design, or the data was corrupted by
riding waves.
Figure 9. Maximum run-up (left) and maximum run-down (right) of long
sinusoidal waves. Analytical (black stars), experimental (red circles) and numerical
(diamonds)—with experimental (cyan) and analytical (red) boundary condition.
Solid black line according to Equation (7). Colored solid lines are computed
according to Equation (6).
Figure 10. Maximum shoreline velocities during run-up (left) and run-down (right).
Analytical (black stars), experimental (red circles) and numerical (diamonds)—with
experimental (cyan) and analytical (red) boundary condition. Solid black line
according to Equation (7). Colored solid lines are computed according to
Equation (6).
3.4.1. Shoreline Location
Figure 9 (left) shows the experimental, numerical and analytical normalized
maximum run-up for all long waves used in this study as a function of the surf
similarity parameter ξ. The parameter e defines the non-linearity of the wave, which
is the ratio between the wave amplitude and the undisturbed water depth as defined
in Section 2.1. As already stated in [53] the highest run-up occurs for surf similarity
parameters 3 . ξ . 6. This is the interval where the theoretical transition from
breaking to non-breaking waves occurs. For increasing ξ the analytical expression
from Madsen and Schäffer [14] predicts a decrease in the normalized run-up.
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Using the analytical boundary conditions (red diamonds), the monotone
dependence on ξ can be reproduced with the numerical model. However, the model
under-predicts the maximum run-up for larger ξ (i.e., longer wave lengths), which
was already noted in Section 3.2 and is attributed to an inconsistency of the velocity
signal at WG1. Note that for ξ = 6.63 (wave T30_H2) only one marker is visible for
the numerical run-up. This is because the run-up is identical for both simulations
(experimental and analytical BC).
The experimental normalized maximum run-up (circles) agrees well with the
analytical expression (stars) for ξ = 6.63 and ξ = 7.94 (waves T30_H2 and T44_H3).
However for ξ = 4.42 (wave T20_H2), it is lower than the analytical value, which the
authors attribute to friction. For ξ > 10 the experimentally determined maximum
run-up is significantly higher than the analytical run-up due to the riding waves that
corrupt the shoreline evolution. Initializing the numerical model with the imperfect
surface elevation profiles, i.e., experimental BC, results in even higher run-up heights,
which the authors also attribute to the neglected friction in the numerical model.
However, the model is generally in good accordance with the experiments.
Figure 9 (right) shows a comparison between the analytical (stars) and numerical
(analytical BC, red diamonds) normalized maximum run-down. Maximum
run-down values for the experimental and numerical results using experimental
BC were not computed, since they both result from a single cycle sinusoidal wave.
As stated in Section 3.2, the maximum run-down is always biased by the transition
between the still water and the oscillating state in this case and would have been
misleading. Similar to the run-up case the maximum run-down is well reproduced
by the numerical model using analytical BC, but it results in too small absolute values
for large ξ.
3.4.2. Shoreline Velocity
Figure 10 (left) shows a comparison between analytical, experimental and
numerical normalized maximum shoreline velocities during wave run-up. As
stated in [53] and confirmed in this study, the highest maximum shoreline velocities
occur for waves in the transition region with 3 . ξ . 6, where the wave T20_H2
exhibiting the lowest surf similarity parameter of 4.42 has the highest shoreline
velocity. Using analytical BC, the numerical maximum shoreline velocity agrees well
with the analytical values. The maximum shoreline velocity could also be reproduced
with the physical and numerical experiments, when the time intervals where riding
waves corrupted the signal were excluded in the maximum computation. Deviations
only occur for the wave T20_H2 (ξ = 4.42). This can be probably explained by the
imperfect wave signal (cf. Section 3.1). The wave T100_H4 (ξ = 15.62) was completely
corrupted by riding waves when it hit the beach, which made it impossible to
determine an interval for a proper calculation of the maximum run-up velocity.
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In analogy to the maximum shoreline velocity during run-up now the maximum
shoreline velocity during run-down is addressed. The run-down velocity during
the first run-down was not considered, since it was biased by the transition to the
sinusoidal behavior of the wave. Furthermore, due to the lack of data from the
experiments during the second run-down, no maximum values were computed from
the experimental time series. One exception is the wave T44_H3, where data from
several runs was available. Figure 10 (right) shows the comparison of maximum
velocities during run-down.
Regarding the analytical expressions, the correlations between surf similarity
ξ, magnitude of the shoreline velocity and wave non-linearity e are the same as for
the maximum run-up velocities. Initializing the numerical model with analytical
BC yields again an overall good agreement of the numerical normalized maximum
run-down velocities with the analytical expressions of Madsen and Schäffer [14].
Running the numerical model with experimental BC results in good agreement with
the experimental data. However, since experimental data is available for one wave
only, the results have to be interpreted with care.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
This study contributed to the answer of the basic research question, whether
shallow water theory can explain and accurately model the run-up behavior of long
waves on a plane beach. By conducting physical and numerical experiments and
comparing them with analytical expressions derived from the underlying equations,
the authors demonstrated the usefulness of such simultaneous experimentation.
A novel wave generator, based on hydraulic pumps that are capable of
generating arbitrarily long waves (even exceeding the wave flume length) was
used to generate wave periods of 20 to 100 s Combined with appropriate wave
heights, surf similarity parameters between 4.4 . ξ . 15.6 were realized. Sinusoidal
wave shapes were adopted from [14], in order to obtain waves with corresponding
analytical reference solutions. Due to the complex control problem for this type of
wave generator in the current set-up, spurious over-riding small-scale waves were
unavoidable. Scaling effects were also discussed and it could be concluded that the
experimental scale imposes at most minor inaccuracies in the run-up area on the
experimental results.
A Runge-Kutta discontinuous Galerkin method with a high fidelity wetting and
drying scheme was applied to numerically solve the one-dimensional non-linear
shallow water equations. Analytical (from [14]) and experimentally generated wave
shapes were used as inflow boundary conditions for the numerical experiments.
In order to compare analytical, numerical and experimental data, the wave
similarity measured by the Brier score, maximum run-up and run-down height,
as well as run-up/run-down velocities were utilized as quantitative metrics. In a
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first analysis, periodic and non-periodic clean sinusoidal waves were compared
to rule out differences due to the single sinusoidal wave generation in the wave
flume. On further analysis, significant differences in experimental and analytically
expected values are observed. However, with the combination of analytical,
numerical, and experimental data it could be demonstrated that spurious over-riding
small-scale waves lead to the observed deviations between analytical expression
and experimental values. The numerical model serves as a linking element between
theoretical and measured results, and can therefore explain rigorously the influence
of small-scale spurious pollution.
Future investigations could be directed to solve the following problems: Better
feedback control systems could minimize the spurious over-riding waves and
allow for a better resemblance of experimental and analytical wave shapes. More
appropriate wave shapes, like N-waves or wave shapes, reconstructed from tide
gauges, could be generated in order to obtain a better representation of tsunami
wave characteristics. Finally, a true two-dimensional simulation could investigate
geometrical features of the experiment, taking into consideration small-scale
reflections and inhomogeneous meridional velocity and wave height distributions.
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Appendix
A supplementary file containing the experimental data presented in this
study is available from the article’s website or can be requested from the authors.
It is a zip archive and provides the data files named “TxxxHyExpz.txt” and
“TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt”. Both data sets are labeled with a naming scheme where
T denotes the wave period in seconds, H denotes the wave height in centimeter,
Exp means Experiment and xxx, y and z contain the actual quantity values. The files
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labeled “TxxxHyExpz.txt” contain seven columns of time series that are named and
explained in the following:
• Time: experiment time in [s], range: 0 s to 120 s,
• Reference value: analytical surface elevation at the water inlet (x = 31.92 m) in
[cm], ideal single cycle sinusoidal wave,
• Actual value: measured surface elevation at the water inlet (x = 31.92 m) in
[cm] as generated by the wave generator,
• WG1, WG2, WG3: surface elevation in [cm] as measured at the three
wave gauges,
• Velocity: measured wave velocity at WG1 in [cm/s] in propagation direction.
The sampling frequency for all measurements was 100 Hz. All data recorded
with calibrated instruments was converted to SI units except for the velocity which is
given in [cm/s]. The time series of wave gauge 1 (WG1) and the velocity appear to be
noisier than other instrument data which might be due to electric field disturbances
between neighboring instruments. Application of a suitable filter, (e.g., a moving
average with 100 value window size as used in this study) might therefore be
recommended before using the raw data presented here. The “Reference value”
of the first experiment of wave T58_H3 (file T058H3Exp1.txt) exhibits a discontinuity
at Time t = 43 s, which might be due to a temporary instrument failure.
The data in the files labeled “TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt” contains the experimental
run-up data, i.e., position and velocity of the shoreline as the wave climbs up the
beach. Each text file contains three columns:
• t: time of measurement for shoreline position in [s]; duration depending on
wave period,
• pos: horizontal position of shoreline at time t in [m] (not run-up height!),
• v: computed shoreline velocity in [cm/s].
The time in TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt is consistent with the one in TxxxHyExpz.txt;
it is the overall time of the experiment. The position (“pos”) in TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt
is the horizontal distance of the shoreline to the zero water line. To calculate the
run-up height (height above sea level), one has to use the relation: R = pos · γ,
where R is the run-up height, pos is the horizontal shoreline position (i.e., “pos” in
TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt) and γ is the constant beach slope (here 1/40). The velocity
in TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt is calculated from two subsequent points of time and the
corresponding shoreline positions. The NaN’s in TxxxHyRunupExpz.txt indicate
measurement periods where no data was available (e.g., lack of tracers or temporary
camera failure).
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Long Wave Flow Interaction with a Single
Square Structure on a Sloping Beach
Gian C. Bremm, Nils Goseberg, Torsten Schlurmann and Ioan Nistor
Abstract: In the context of dam breaks, tsunami, and flash floods, it is paramount
to quantify the time-history of forces by the rapidly transient flow to vertical
structures and the characteristics of the induced flow patterns. To resemble on-land
tsunami-induced flow, a free-surface-piercing structure is exposed to long leading
depression waves in a tsunami flume where long waves run up and down a 1:40
smooth and impermeable sloping beach after its generation by a volume-driven
wave maker. The structure and its surrounding were monitored with force
transducers, pressure gauges and cameras. Preparatory steady-state experiments
were accomplished to determine the drag force coefficient of the square cylinder at
various water depths. The flow during wave run-up and draw-down acting on the
structure resulted in distinct flow pattern which were characteristic for the type of
flow-structure interaction. Besides bow wave propagating upstream, a standing or
partially-standing wave was observed in front of the structure together with a wake
formation downstream, while a von Kármán vortex street developed during the
deceleration phase of the flow motion and during draw-down. Force measurements
indicated a sudden increase in the stream-wise total force starting with the arrival of
the flow front during initial run-up. Lateral velocities showed significant oscillations
in correlation with the von Kármán vortex street development. A comparison of the
total measured base force with the analytically-calculated share of the drag force
revealed that forces were prevailingly drag-dominated.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Bremm, G.C.; Goseberg, N.; Schlurmann, T.;
Nistor, I. Long Wave Flow Interaction with a Single Square Structure on a Sloping
Beach. J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 821–844.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background
This paper addresses the interaction of a transient flow with a surface-piercing
height-finite structure and presents new detailed laboratory data. It includes the
description of the spatio-temporal evolution of the flow fields around the structure
and the resulting time series of the induced stream-wise forces. After the 2011
Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami which claimed the lives of thousands and
caused unprecedented damage to coastal infrastructure, it is of vital importance
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to deepen the understanding of the interaction of rapidly advancing flow and
the induced forces. The evaluation of effects caused by the build environment
is pivotal for the simulation-based risk assessment and reduction for tsunami-prone
areas [1,2]. Commonly, the approaching flow caused by water-related phenomena
such as dam-breaks or tsunami are transient in nature.
Current or wave induced forces on circular cylinders are well-researched
in disciplines with applications in aerodynamics [3], hydrodynamics [4], coastal
engineering [5,6], and geophysics [7]. Less attention was paid to square or rectangular
obstacles. Several studies were conducted to assess the effect of side-by-side arranged
structures in 2D (two-dimensions) under stationary currents [8]. The propagation
of pure fluid bores on dry beds classifying bores on the basis of relative wave
height into strong turbulent and undular flow was reported likewise [9]. Other
investigations involved the impact of bores generated from dam breaks on various
freestanding structures [10] or researched the process of attenuation to very long
waves on onshore house placed in various geometric patterns [11]. Other researchers
investigated the effect of mangrove forests [12]. Park et al. [13] addressed how
flow characteristics change when solitary waves interact with coastal infrastructure.
Goseberg and Schlurmann [14] investigated the time-history of the wake angle of
single and side-by-side arranged square cylinders for tsunami-like onland flow.
In the case of onshore propagating tsunami-induced inundation, experimental
studies are often limited to solitary wave or dam break wave condition (WC).
However, time- and length-scales for such experiments have to be chosen carefully as
this strategic attempt is crucial to yield meaningful estimates of induced forces similar
to those exerted at prototype scale. The investigated flow characteristics usually
depend on the flow characteristics, the nearshore bathymetry or inland topography
as well as the wave transformations which can modify features of the transient fluid
motion. Tsunami periods commonly range from 5 to 30 min [15]. However, the
vast majority of the studies looking into tsunami near-shore action model the WC
by means of solitary waves [16,17] or by dam-break waves [10,18,19]. This study
however follows a more recent approach to simulate prototype-like tsunami with
physically-sound length and time scales under experimental conditions. Following
this approach, tsunami generation is achieved by means of a volume-driven wave
maker consisting of high-capacity pipe pumps, as described in Goseberg et al. [20],
to generate leading depression sinusoidal waves.
Morison et al. [21] applied a superposition of inertia and drag forces to predict
forces exerted by regular waves onto a vertical, cylindrical pile. Linear inertia forces
were derived from potential theory in order to account for forces exerted to the pile
in the presence of horizontal accelerations from a regular (or irregular) oscillatory
fluid motion. Following Journée and Massie [22] and Chakrabarti [23], the inertia
force consists of the Froude-Krilov force attributed to the pressure gradient acting
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on the vertical pile surface and a virtual force formulated in order to correct for
the fact that a cylinder in a velocity field modifies the proximity velocity field and
thus flow accelerations around the perimeter (locally). The effect of the pressure
gradient on the flow and disturbance induced by the pile, which theoretically
takes values between 1 and 2 , are combined and expressed through the inertia or
added mass coefficient CM (see Equation (2)) which is derived experimentally. Drag
forces, which in an oscillatory flow occur with a phase shift of 90◦, are additionally
exerted onto a vertical, cylindrical pile; the experiment proved that the drag force
is proportional to the horizontal fluid velocity squared. A drag force coefficient,
CM, displayed in Equation (1), has yet to be determined experimentally for each
particular case. A vast amount of literature is dedicated to the computation of forces
and the appropriate determination of CD and CM values in connection with circular
piles; i.e., for short-crested waves [24], for internal wave loads [25], for additional
loads attributed to wave run-up and impact [26] or to account for the reciprocal
influence of piles in pile groups [27].
Forces exerted on obstacles in a transient flow include buoyancy and
hydrodynamic forces. Stream-wise forces encompass surge/slamming/impulsive
forces, forces due to debris impact as well as hydrodynamic drag and inertia
forces [28]. This paper focuses on an accurate assessment of drag force which occur
during the interaction with a transient flow which can thus be described by the
following equations
FD = 0.5CDρA~v2 (1)
with FD – drag force, CD – drag force coefficient, ρ – fluid density, A – projected
flow-facing area and ~v – flow velocity. Typical drag force coefficients were reported
by Yen and Liu [29] and by Hashimoto and Park [30] to be CD = 2.05. While the
drag force is proportional to the dynamic head 0.5ρ~v2 and the flow-facing area A, the
inertial force which are estimated here as well is proportional to the acceleration and
deceleration of the fluid interacting with the structure. It reads:
FI = CMρV
d~v
dt
(2)
with FI inertial force, CM = 1+ km mass coefficient, kM added mass, V volume and
d~v/dt acceleration or deceleration of the fluid. CM has typical values in the range
CM = [1..2] depending on the setting and boundary conditions.
1.2. Objectives
This paper attempts to enhance the existing knowledge of the development
of drag and inertial forces of a single surface-piercing square structure. The forces
resulting from the impact of a transient approach flow with prototype tsunami
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characteristics have been studied for the first time. In a first step, the drag force
coefficients are determined for the structure in a stationary current at different
Reynolds numbers as a basis for the analytical determination of the drag forces.
Secondly, the study aims at deriving stream-wise forces exerted onto a structure
by a transient flow. This study investigates whether the maximum force on the
structure—A key factor for design—Is dominated by either the drag or by the
inertial forces. The authors also investigated how the relation between the two
forces develops. An optimized control strategy for the volume-driven wave maker is
also presented herein.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental set-up,
the applied instrumentation and the used lab facilities are outlined. Section 3
addresses the experimental results and depicts a characterization of the transient
approaching flow, the resulting flow pattern and the horizontal forces. Results and
main findings are presented in Section 4.
2. Experimental Setup
2.1. Stationary Force Measurement Tests
In order to determine drag force coefficient for single structures subjected to a
stationary current, preliminary tests were conducted in a 1 m wide and 20 m long
current flume. The maximum flow capacity of the flume is of 0.25 m3 s−1. The
flow entered at one end through a flow straightener and then propagated over a
horizontal bottom and finally flowed out into a bottom outlet. The structure was an
aluminum square pipe of 0.20 m in length and with a cross section of 0.1 m× 0.1 m.
The bottom side was sealed by welding and water-proofed. On the inside, the
bottom also held a bend-proof connection to accommodate the force transducer. The
structure was mounted onto a rigid frame and placed at the center axis of the flume,
7.74 m downstream of the flow straightener. A two-axis radial force sensor with
a maximum capacity of 100 N (Honigmann RFS 150 XY, accuracy class 0.25) was
used to record the time-history of the current-induced stream-wise forces exerted
onto structure. Prior to the tests, the force sensor was calibrated with a lab-certified
scale. In addition, the time-history of flow velocities as well as the water levels
were measured 1.6 m upstream of the structure. Each force measurements was
recorded over 3 min with sampling frequency of 200 Hz and time-averaged during
the subsequent data processing analysis.
2.2. Transient Flow Tests
Following the stationary tests conducted to estimate the drag force coefficients,
transient flow conditions were used with the structure. The experimental setting
closely follows those of Goseberg [11] and Goseberg and Schlurmann [14]. The
generation of the WC utilized the procedure outlined in Goseberg et al. [20] and
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involved the same high-capacity pipe pumps to accelerate or decelerate a specific
volume of water. The method offers the advantage of precisely controlling the
desired wave period and wave height by applying a proportional-integral-derivative
controller (PID controller) as a control loop feedback mechanism. The method allows
for small differences between the desired WC and the actually generated WC. In
order to decrease the time needed to adjust the control variables, an improved step
was introduced to the previous generation routine. While the generation of any
WC was constantly controlled in the original wave generation scheme, during the
tests reported herein, the controller was merely applied to record the time series of
the rotational rate of the pipe pumps once per WC. The additional step consisted
of bypassing the continuous PID-controller and feeding the previously recorded
rotational rate time series in smoothed form to the pumps directly.
Figure 1 presents a comparison between the original and the improved wave
generation method. Shown is the process value η of the repeated WC. Differences
between the two methods are minor during the generation of the wave through. In
order to avoid prominent artefact oscillations during the generation of the wave, the
novel attempts to directly control the wave generation clearly demonstrates a major
improvement during peak and descending phase of the flow. Contrary, the original
method introduced higher frequency surface waves caused by an insufficiently
tuned PID-controller. These disturbances would have been further dampened with
additional effort and more tuning. However, the improved wave generation method
allowed for a faster generation of the desired flow and reduces the existence of
parasitic surface waves of higher frequencies which alter the wave height and force
measurements in the flume. The investigated WCs are listed in Table 1. All three
WCs are leading-depression sinusoidal waves. The base case has a wave height of
H = 8 cm and a period of T = 60 s. Comparatively to the base case a low amplitude
wave and a long period wave are investigated.
Table 1. Summary of tested wave conditions (WCs). All three WCs are
leading-depression sinusoidal waves.
WC-ID [-] Wave Condition [-] Wave Height Wave Period Wave Length a0/h0 [-] a0/L [-] Iribarren Number
H [m] T [s] L [m] ξ [-]
01 Base case 0.08 60 102.9 0.133 3.9× 10−4 6.63
02 Low amplitude 0.04 60 102.9 0.067 1.9× 10−4 9.37
03 Long period 0.08 90 154.4 0.133 2.6× 10−4 9.94
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Figure 1. Comparison of the repeatability of the generation of the WC by the
volume-driven wavemaker. With the original method of PID-control (a) and with
the improved method which involved direct control (b). Zero dimensionless time
refers to beginning of the wave generation.
The time-history of the surface elevations in the proximity of the wave generator
are plotted for the different WCs (Figure 2). Additionally, a solitary wave is plotted in
the figure in order to exemplify how length and time scales differ between the used
sinusoidal and idealized solitary wave. Madsen et al. [31] clearly pointed out that
the use of solitary waves results in major discrepancies between down-scaled and
real-world tsunami waves when analyzing the tsunami propagation, its nearshore
transformation and the subsequent on-land flow. These discrepancies result from
the fact that, when up-scaled, the experimental solitary wave periods and their
wave lengths, respectively, remain orders of magnitude too short when compared to
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observed tsunami waves. Table 1 also contains ratios of the relative amplitude and
the relative wave length. In addition, the Iribarren number, following the definition
of [32], is added to provide guidance about the respective wave conditions used. The
Iribarren number, ξ in its recast form presented by [32] reads:
ξ =
√
pi
(
a0
h0
)(− 12 ) ( Ω2h0
g tanα2
)(− 12 )
(3)
where Ω = 2piT denotes the wave frequency, a0 is the wave amplitude, h0 is the water
depth, while α is the beach slope.
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Figure 2. Time-history of the water surface elevation for the three tested wave
cases (WCs) measured in the proximity of the wave generator compared to
a solitary wave.
A closed-circuit current flume was used for the experiments and was divided
into a propagation section and reservoir. The propagation section included
a 1:40 sloping beach with aluminium board surface. Length scale were set to 1:100.
More experimental details are presented in Goseberg [11]. The structure was used
for the transient flow tests too. Water depth in the flume was kept constant at 0.32 m
throughout the experiments and the structure was placed onshore at a horizontal
distance of 0.20 m from the still water line. A gap of 2 mm was maintained between
the structure and the beach surface in order to prevent small grains to hinder correct
force measurements. Besides measuring forces in x- and y-directions, additional
informations were recorded using pressure sensors positioned inside the beach, wave
gauges (with a sampling rate of 100 Hz), an electro-magnetic velocimeter (with a
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sampling rate of 100 Hz) and two high-definition cameras sampling at 30 Hz. Data
recording included the time-history of the water level in front of the structure and, the
surface velocity vector field by means of particle image velocimetry (PIV). Graphic
details of the experimental set-up are depicted in Figure 3.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Plan view sketch of the structure located 0.20 m from the still water line
with PIV field of interest (a) and support frame of the surface-piercing structure (b).
3. Experiments
3.1. Time-Variant Transient Flow
The water stage development and velocity depth profiles at the beach toe
(x = −12.8 m) are presented in Figure 4 for the case with no structure. While
the temporal dimension was normalized by the respective period and related to the
first water level change at this position, wave heights were normalized by means
of the still water depth while velocities were normalized by the wave propagation
speed derived for still water condition. Figure 4 shows the time-histories of the
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non-dimensional stream-wise velocity uˆ of the incoming wave train at the location of
the beach toe in 3 different submergence depth of h/h0 = 0.25, 0.44, and 0.63, beneath
the still water elevation in a color-coded manner. Despite the varying submergence
depth, three velocity time-histories show an almost identical development in terms of
velocity magnitude and phase. This indicates fairly uniform distribution of horizontal
velocities over the water depth. It can however be speculated that horizontal
velocities beneath the recorded level, in particular beneath h/h0 < 0.2, resemble
more closely the velocities predicted by the wall logarithmic law [33], especially since
the bottom surface of the flume and the beach were not hydraulically smooth. In the
subsequent computations of the drag and inertial forces it is however hypothesized
that the horizontal velocity profile was vertically uniform and thus in agreement
with the shallow water approximation. However, a perceptible phase-shift between
the long wave elevation and the corresponding velocities beneath the water surface
occurs, indicating that smallest velocities continually occur prior to the minimum
water depth during the wave trough. Highest onshore-directed flow velocities occur
during flow run-up between the leading depression wave through and the maximum
run-up. The base case had twice the amplitude of the low amplitude, wile sharing
the same period. The Minimum and maximum wave-induced velocities of the base
case were therefore roughly doubled compared with the low amplitude wave. Flow
velocities of the long period wave resided in between the minimum and maximum
flow velocities of the other two WCs. Slack time for the three considered WCs was
approximately tˆ = 0.3.
In order to compute the drag and inertia forces for comparison with the
measured horizontal forces at the test specimen position, it was important to obtain
reliable data on flow depths and velocity field in sufficient spatio-temporal dimension.
Water depth information was yielded through analysis of the pressure sensor
recordings positioned around the structure position from the undisturbed model tests.
Under the assumption of a shallow water wave and its hydrostatic characteristic,
assuming that the turbulent shear stresses and the vertical acceleration are small
compared to the gravitational acceleration, g. This is underlined by the constant
horizontal velocity profiles underneath each generated long wave. The pressure
sensorreadings were converted into time series of water depth by a hydrostatic
calibration factor in front of and behind the structure. A linear interpolation between
data from PRS-7 and PRS-8 (cp. Figure 3) allowed to approximately determine
the water level at the structure position. Surface velocities were derived from PIV
analysis [34] using the MatPIV toolbox [35] on the basis of the images recorded by the
over-head mounted camera. PIV-derived velocities were averaged in spatial domain.
Before using the water depth and velocity time series to compute drag and inertial
forces, a smoothing filter was used to average the data temporally. For the remainder
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of this paper, dimensionless times were related (and zeroed) to the particular instant
in time when the flow hit the upstream facing front of the structure.
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Figure 4. Non-dimensional water depth and vertical velocity profiles for the three
investigated WCs. Water depth are normalized by still water depth h0, time is
normalized by the wave period T. Data were recorded at the toe of the beach slope.
Figure 5 presents the time history of the water level and the stream-wise velocity
at the structure position for the three investigated experimental configurations. The
maximum water level at the structure location reached hmax = 0.11 m for the base
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case, while its maximum for WC-ID 02 was almost half that of that of the base case
with hmax = 0.06 m. An increased wave period and identical wave height of the
WC-ID 03 compared with the base case resulted in a higher maximum flow height at
the structure position (hmax = 0.13 m). An increase of the period also resulted in a
run-down, which in the dimensionless consideration appeared to be finished earlier
than the two cases with the shorter period (WC-ID 01 and WC-ID 02).
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Figure 5. Time-history of dimensionless stream-wise velocities based on PIV
analysis and water depth based on interpolated pressure sensor readings at the
position of the structure for the three experimental configurations (x = 13.05 m
from beach toe to structure center) in the undisturbed wave run-up and draw-down.
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Stream-wise velocities derived from PIV analysis followed an identical pattern
for all three WCs. Highest velocities were measured during the run-up phase and
slightly smaller maximum velocities during the draw-down of the wave. In contrary
to findings from the beach toe position, zero velocities occurred simultaneous to the
highest water levels. Velocities rapidly increased as the flow front hit the structure
and then gradually decreased, and turned negative as the draw-down of the flow
started taking place. Spikiness of the presented velocity data resulted from the PIV
and not from real processes during the flow. An increase of the period obviously
reduced the maximum positive velocity for WC-ID 03 at the beginning of the run-up.
3.2. Flow Pattern
Figure 6a–f shows plan view images of the 2D hydrodynamic vector field
induced by the presence of the structure for the base case. Dimensionless times
again were referred to the instant in time when the flow hit the upstream front
of the structure. The black vertical line results from blocking the camera sight
on the flow surface. The flow approached structure and a subsequent hydraulic
jump was generated. The later slowly radiated in the upstream direction while
the downstream side of the structure remained shadowed from the incoming flow.
Between tˆ = [0.05..0.15], the protected downstream area was subsequently filled
with water rushing up on the sloping beach and a turbulent wake started developing
(Figure 6b). Flow velocities at the front of the structure generally decreased until
they approached zero at the structure’s surface.
On both the upstream and downstream sides of the structure the bow wave is
advected due to the run-up velocity of the approaching flow. As its velocity decreases,
a von Kármán vortex street develops (Figure 6c). Although the ambient currents
approaches zero, vortices from the decelerated, but transient von Kármán vortex
street are still traceable, as shown in Figure 6d. Draw-down phase flow features
are also recorded (Figure 6e,f). Run-down velocities around Vˆ = 0.2 appear and
this time a von Kármán vortex street develops after velocity inversion with local
velocities reach as high as Vˆ = 0.3.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6. Snapshots of the base case flow interaction around the rectangular
structure. Shown is the non-dimensional velocity field Vˆ with directions
indicated by white arrows. The grayscale image is a perspective view of the
flow-column interaction.
3.3. Horizontal Forces
Horizontal forces recorded by the two-axial force transducer are presented
for the three investigated configurations in Figure 7 and are plotted against the
dimensionless time. Time development of the flow run-up at the upstream front of
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the structure as derived from image processing of the second high-definition camera
were additionally plotted. The flow run-up, p, was normalized by the width of
the structure, a = 0.1 m. The time development of the flow run-up was depicted in
Figure 7 for the three hydraulic configurations and was phase with the pressure-based
water level measurements for the undisturbed case presented in Figure 5. Highest
run-up was found for the longest flow with WC-ID 03.
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Figure 7. Time history of horizontal forces in x- and y-directions and local run-up
(pile-up) at the upstream front of the structure for the three investigated WCs. The
square boxes indicate some relevant instants in time with PIV results (cp. Figure 6).
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All flows had a sudden increase of the water level and, thus, the flow run-up
at the structure front was observed for all hydraulic WCs investigated. The largest
increase in water level in front of the structure was yet found for the flow with
T = 60 s. Though peak water levels were higher for the long period wave (T = 90 s).
Stream-wise total horizontal forces exhibited interesting features. While stream-wise
forces for all cases increased rapidly once the flow front reaches the structure, it
appeared that rates of change of the force were significantly higher for the flows
with twice the amplitude (WC-ID 01 and 03). The horizontal stream-wise force
gradient for the short flow with small amplitude was lower than the case using
the larger amplitudes and dropped sooner after reaching the peak. Generally,
horizontal stream-wise forces were much smaller compared to those occurring
when the larger amplitudes were used. Based on the cases investigated, it was
not yet possible to define a distinct correlation between the minimal or maximal
forces and amplitudes or periods respectively. The base case showed most similar
maximum and minimum forces of Fx,max = 0.94 N and Fx,min = −0.86 N. The force
peak occurred approximately tˆ = 0.07 after the flow front reaches the location of
the structure. The change from positive to negative horizontal stream-wise force
coincided with the highest flow run-upon the structure front. A plateau phase
similarly reported by Nouri et al. [10] for dam break flow was, however, not found
for this case. Although the magnitude of the horizontal stream-wise force increased
and then decreased with time until a minimum is reached in the two variations,
some distinct differences were found. Both variations exhibit a first peak which
might be due to an impulsive transfer of momentum which was followed by a
decrease and another increase of the force before they decreased and eventually
started exhibiting negative values. Absolute values of the maximum forces for
WC-ID 02 were Fx = 0.18 N and Fx = −0.08 N. Negative forces exerted onto the
structure during the draw-down phase seemed to increase significantly for WC-ID 03
where the flow period was 50% longer than for the other two cases. Maximum value
is Fx = 0.56 N while the minimum value yielded Fx = −1.00 N. Significantly smaller
forces were recorded in the transverse direction to the flow. Maximum and minimum
lateral forces were generally 50% smaller than stream-wise forces. Significant force
in the lateral direction were of oscillatory nature and they always occurred during
the draw-down phase and were likely to occur in parallel to the formation of the
transient von Kármán vortex street. Visual inspection of the force time series allow
the assumption that distinct vortex shedding frequencies exist. Tough at present, this
assumption can neither be verified nor disproved. However, due to space restrictions
a more thorough analysis cannot be presented. For a summary of the dimensionless
forces observed see Table 2 , which also details the maximum water levels, hmax,
measured during the undisturbed experiments and the corresponding hydrostatic
force. The hydrostatic force was subsequently used to normalize the recorded forces
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to allow for generalization and further use of the results. The hydrostatic force was
calculated as follows:
FHS =
1
2
ρgah2max (4)
where density ρ = 1000kg m−3, g is the gravitational acceleration, while a is the
width of the square cylinder face.
Table 2. Summary of the maximum loads on the structure by the different wave
conditions (WCs). Plus and minus refers to the direction in the coordinate system
(see Figure 3).
WC-ID hmax [m] FHS [N]
Fx/FHS [-] Fy/FHS [-]
up down left right
01 0.12 6.60 0.14 −0.13 0.08 −0.05
02 0.06 1.89 0.10 −0.11 0.07 −0.10
03 0.13 7.79 0.07 −0.13 0.06 −0.03
Forces induced by the flow around the square cylinder were normalized by the
hydrostatic force on the front face of the square cylinder as expressed by Equation (4).
The minimum or maximum recorded base shear forces never exceeded 15 % of
the respective normalization force for the investigated wave conditions. As the
used wave periods were similar to prototype tsunami periods, it is worthwhile to
compare measured base shear forces from sinusoidal waves with base shear forces
exerted to structures under the attack of much shorter solitary waves. Although
comparable research is scarce, Mo et al. [36] investigated the base shear forces exerted
on a circular cylinder subjected to a shoaling and breaking solitary wave running
up a 1:50 sloping beach. The authors presented the measured and computed force
time-history normalized by ρgD3, with D being the cylinder diameter. Based on
their findings (Figure 18a,b in Mo et al. [36]), it was however possible to reconstruct
the original dimensional force time-history. By using the maximum wave run-up
on the pile and the maximum force calculated, one could then calculate the ratio
of the maximum base shear force to the hydrostatic unit force times the structure’s
diameter; this yielded ( FDFHS )Mo et al. (2014) = 0.80 which is roughly six times larger than
the highest value found for the present case wave conditions. A two-dimensional
attempt to determine forces and overturning moments exerted onto a beach front
house at locations near the still water shoreline was presented by Xioa and Huang [37]
who used a numerical model to predict the base shear force time-history as a result
of a solitary wave impact. They showed that non-dimensional forces are a function
of the distance between the structure and the still water shoreline. Unfortunately, no
time-histories of the water level were reported in order to reconstruct the original
force time-histories; thus, it can only be conjectured that the forces were also higher
than in the long sinusoidal wave condition case reported herein. The authors
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hypothesized that base shear forces incurred by solitary wave attack are greatly
increased compared to those generated by longer, prototype-like sinusoidal waves;
yet it remains unsolved until further research is conducted which type of wave to
apply for the design of infrastructure under the threat of tsunami waves.
In order to highlight how wave periods and amplitudes other than those
investigated might change the forces exerted to the square cylinder, the maximum,
base shear forces were plotted against the surf similarity parameter as provided by
Equation (3) [32]. Figure 8 presents stream-wise and lateral force ratios against the
surf similarity parameter.
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Figure 8. Non-dimensionalized base shear forces for the lateral and the stream-wise
direction as a function of the surf similarity parameter ξ.
The measured base shear forces are firmly affected by the distribution of the
turbulence in the water column and in particular influenced in the near-field around
the square cylinder. Once the run-up and draw-down flow is fully developed,
the bottom boundary layer is fully developed and the Reynolds number exceeds
the threshold for turbulent flow conditions which affects the base shear force
measurement similarly. At the same time, the boundary layer changes along the
lateral sides of the square cylinder: the boundary layer separation induced by the
sharp structure edges results in a lateral pressure drop which in turn effects the
lateral base shear forces. However, the investigation of the temporal variation and
separation of the boundary layer is beyond the scope of this study.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Drag Force Coefficient, Reynolds, Froude, Keulegan-Carpenter Number
Resulting drag force coefficients CD derived from preliminary tests are shown
in Figure 9. The CD values presented herein were derived from stream-wise force
measurements of the total base force exerted onto the structure by a stationary flow
in the flume setting as described in Section 2.1 and using the rearranged Equation (1)
with the stream-wise velocity u to yield CD. The measurements were conducted in
the range of Reynolds numbers Re = [103..2× 104]. For this measurement range,
a power-law was fitted to easily determine the CD values corresponding to the
Reynolds number which were further used for the computation of the analytical drag
forces during the transient flow process. For larger Reynolds numbers beyond the
valid measurement limit of these experiments, drag force coefficients were suitably
supplemented with constant values reported in literature.
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Figure 9. Resulting drag force coefficients CD derived from stationary force
measurements preliminary studies.
In order to compute drag forces from Equation (1), it is necessary to determine
the Reynolds numbers for selecting the correct drag force coefficients from the
relationship CD(Re) obtained from experimental preliminary tests presented in
Section 4.1. Figure 10a illustrates the time-history of the Reynolds number based
on two different characteristic length scales. The top panel presents Re based on
the structure width, a, while Reh is computed based on the hydraulic diameter, Rh.
Reynolds numbers are defined as:
Re =
~va
ν
(5)
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Reh =
4~vRh
ν
(6)
Since this paper predominantly focuses on flow-structure interaction processes,
it seems more reasonable to relate the flow processes to the structure-based Reynolds
number as it resided well above Re > 2× 104 most of the time. In hydraulic
model tests with Froude similitude it is important to maintain Reynolds numbers
high enough to assure hydraulically rough conditions. Based on overtopping
experiments conducted by Schüttrumpf [38], Reynolds numbers are recommended
to exceed Recrit = 103.
This requirement was fulfilled during both the flow run-up and draw-down.
However, present experiments were still smoother in terms of the Reynolds numbers
compared with the tests conducted by Arnason et al. [39] who reported experimental
research on bore impingement on a vertical column involving Reynolds numbers
in the range of 0.86× 105 to 3.8× 105. Thus, prototype Reynolds numbers usually
range from 106 to 107 depending on the characteristic length scale and the velocities
involved. This implies that force contributions stemming from the turbulent
characteristics of the flow might not be fully represented in the experiments reported
herein since the Reynolds numbers used are smaller than desired. Based on the
Reynolds numbers used in these experiments, it was thus possible to determine
the correct drag force coefficients and subsequently determine analytically the drag
force (cp. Figure 10b). The computation of the drag forces is further discussed in
Section 4.2.
Froude numbers are also presented for the base case for the flow run-up
and draw-down. Figure 11 presents the time history of the Froude number at
the location of the structure for the base case. The values of Fr are based on the
following equation:
Fr =
~v√
gh
(7)
In these experiments, the Froude number rarely exceeded Fr = 1 during the
flow run-up and draw-down. Supercritical flow occurred directly at the beginning of
the flow-structure interaction from tˆ = 0.00 to tˆ = 0.05 and transitions afterwards to
subcritical flow. As the flow was smoothly decelerated during this transition through
the run-up on the mildly-sloping shore, no obvious additional features such as
standing waves were found. It thus can be ruled out that effects from flow transition
could influence the flow-structure interaction at the position of the structure.
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Figure 10. The time-history of (a) Reynolds numbers and (b) drag coefficient and
the subsequent time-history of the horizontal stream-wise velocity for the base case
(Time is normalized by the period T).
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period T).
According to Chakrabarti [23], the drag force and added mass coefficients
were tested in detail, but for cylindrical piles under wave and current loading
over a horizontal bottom; the coefficients were found to be dependent on the
Keulegan-Carpenter (KC) number and the Reynolds number. The KC number,
which indicates the relative importance of the drag forces over the inertial forces, is
expressed as [23]
KC =
(
uampT
)
a
(8)
with uamp - velocity amplitude, T - wave period, and a - width of the structure.
Assuming an approximate velocity amplitude uamp = 0.4 m/s, the KC number
yields 240, and 360 for periods of T = 60 s and 90 s, respectively. This KC range
underlines the fact that, in the present case, the force regime is clearly drag-dominated
and that the inertial forces are negligible in the design of coastal beachfront under
tsunami conditions.
4.2. Comparison with Prototype-Scale Cases
Fritz et al. [40] derived flow depth and flow velocities for Kesennuma Bay
during the 2011 Great East Japan Tsunami from recorde videos. Highest flow depth
was determined to be 9.0 m and flow velocities varied roughly from 4 m s−1 to
9 m s−1. Hayashi and Koshimura [41] analyzed aerial images and found tsunami
on-land velocities to vary between 6 m s−1 to 8 m s−1, decreasing in magnitude as
they propagated inland. Based on the scaling applied to the experiments reported
herein, flow run-up heights at the structure are in the range of 6 m to 18 m for the
different configurations given a length scale of λL = 100. Time scale under Froude
similitude is thus λT = 10. Largest stream-wise velocity for the base case WC
without disturbance by the structure reaches 3.17 m s−1 while the largest draw-down
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velocity is 4.40 m s−1. Compared with these values reported in literature, the chosen
hydraulic configuration appears to resemble sufficiently to prototype conditions.
4.3. Comparison of Experimental and Computed Drag Forces
For the range of hydraulic configurations tested, the most significant
contribution towards the total stream-wise force was estimated to precisely
differentiate the drag and inertial forces. The experimentally-derived forces
presented in Section 3.3 showed little evidence of short-duration flow slamming
effects once the wave front hits the structure. It thus was reasoned that no impulsive
forces had to be taken into account for the tested conditions. However, impulsive
forces may occur under some hydrodynamic conditions and for structures located
close or within the wave breaking area.
In order to verify the above assumption, the drag and inertial forces were also
calculated analytically based on Equations (1) and (2) and by using the time-history
of smoothed water depth and velocities at the structure position, shown in Figure 12.
Drag coefficients were selected from the derived CD function shown in Figure 9 in
conjunction with the relevant structure Reynolds number. Structure’s area exposed
to hydrodynamic loading was computed based on the water depth and the width of
the structure, a, as A = h× a. Velocities were taken from the reference configuration
with no structure. The resulting drag force development plotted over the relevant
run-up and draw-down phase along with the absolute differences between the
measured and computed drag forces are shown in Figure 12 for the three hydraulic
configurations. The resulting computed drag forces on the basis of the analytical
formulation appear to be in good agreement with the experimentally derived ones
during both the run-up and the draw-down stages. Some larger deviations can be
observed at the very beginning of the flow-structure interaction and this may be also
related to inaccuracies in the velocity calculations which were derived from surface
PIV measurements. In particular, the initial phase of the flow front interacting with
the structure was characterized by a depth-uniform flow. The flow at this initial
phase and again around tˆ = [0.1 .. 0.2], when the strongly turbulent wake behind the
structure forms, is rather three dimensional in nature and the assumption of uniform
depth did not hold. Oscillations found in the measured force were not reproduced by
applying Equation (1). A potential reason may be due to the fact that the velocity data
used for the drag force computation was taken from the undisturbed case whereas
contributions towards the oscillating force are more likely to stem from the vortex
shedding which occurred in the back of the structure during run-up. However, it
has to be stressed that maximum and minimum computed drag forces compare well
in both magnitude and phase with the experimentally-derived ones. For the design
engineer, it is thus possible to use Equation (1) with reasonable confidence in cases
where detailed studies are not available or feasible.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the time-histories of the measured horizontal stream-wise
forces and computed one (using Equation (1)) for the three WCs. Lower panels of
the Figures show the residual forces. All forces were normalized by the hydrostatic
force acting on the square cylinder face at maximum inundation depth. (a) Base case
(WC-ID 01); (b) Low amplitude case (WC-ID 02); (c) Long period case (WC-ID 03).
4.4. Analytically-Derived Inertial Forces
The well-known first study of Morison et al. [21] introduced the concept of
dividing forces induced by oscillatory fluid motion into drag and inertia forces.
In this regard, inertial forces have been attributed to the acceleration of the fluid
involved in the flow-structure interaction. It was found that inertial forces increases
with increasing ratio of the width of a structure to the wave length of the flow.
In this study, the authors attempted to determine how large the inertial forces for
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the investigated hydraulic configurations were in comparison with the drag forces.
Time-history of the acceleration needed to determine the inertial force at the location
of the structure was calculated based on the smoothed stream-wise velocity which
was in its turn derived from the PIV analysis and differentiated numerically with
Matlab. Figure 13a presents the accelerations du/dt derived for the base case. After
the slack phase, water was slowly accelerated in the upstream direction which was
also expressed by a negative acceleration (positive acceleration is defined in the
direction of the flow).
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Figure 13. Time-history of the acceleration and inertia force for the base case.
The mass coefficient of CM = [1.0..2.0] has been estimated depicting the ranges
given in literature. Figure 13b thus presents the resulting inertial force for the base
case computed with Equation (2). The displaced water volume has been calculated
on the basis of the water depth derived from pressure sensor readings as described in
Section 3.1. Apparently, inertial forces which were found analytically are an order of
magnitude smaller than the drag forces. Minimum inertia force which occurs around
slack time is as small as FI = −0.072 N and the maximum inertia force is found at
the end of the draw-down with a value of FI = 0.018 N.
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5. Conclusions
This research work concerns flow-structure interaction processes between a
single structure mounted on a 1:40 sloping beach with leading depression long waves
having different periods and amplitudes. To the author’s knowledge, this type of
experimental configuration combined with the recording of the time-dependent drag
and inertia forces as well as of the transient von Kármán vortex shedding phenomena
have not been previously investigated. The transient hydraulic configurations have
been chosen in order to represent time-varying tsunami-induced inland flow as
occurred during recent catastrophic tsunami events such as the 2004 Indian Ocean
Tsunami or the 2011 Great East Japan tsunami. These experiments are also of
relevance for studies involving dam-break flows which are also transient. The
following conclusions can be drawn from the findings elaborated in this paper:
• Drag force coefficients which are a function of Reynolds numbers vary over
the course of the flow-structure interaction. For the analytical computation of
drag forces for a structure impacted by a transient flow it is thus important
to incorporate the time-history of drag force coefficients rather than constant
values. It was found that the calculated drag coefficients are well within the
range of reported values found in the literature.
• Flow patterns around the structure consist of a series of complex, but
meaningful physical processes and incorporate bow wave propagation
upstream, hydraulic jump condition, turbulent wake development behind
the structure and vortex shedding during the flow run-up and the draw-down
over the beach which led to a considerably contribution towards the lateral
total forces in all three cases.
• Using the water depth, the stream-wise velocity and drag force coefficients
available at the location of a structure involved in flow-structure interaction it
was possible to accurately predict the time-history of the drag forces generated
from a given hydraulic configuration. However, using this method, it was not
possible to confirm if oscillation-induced force contributions occur as a result of
vortex shedding. To investigate this in more detail, experimental tests remain a
valuable resource of information.
• As the hydraulic configurations applied are transient in nature, inertial forces
might contribute to the total force exerted to the structure under investigation.
However, inertia forces which were also found to occur during the flow run-up
and draw-down are of an order of magnitude smaller than those drag forces
exerted onto the structure. For the range of flow conditions investigated in this
experimental program, it was found that one may neglect inertial forces for
flows exhibiting the investigated range of flow periods.
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A Methodology for a Comprehensive
Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment:
Multiple Sources and
Short-Term Interactions
Grezio Anita, Roberto Tonini, Laura Sandri, Simona Pierdominici and
Jacopo Selva
Abstract: We propose a methodological approach for a comprehensive and total
probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment (TotPTHA), in which many different
possible source types concur to the definition of the total tsunami hazard at given
target sites. In a multi-hazard and multi-risk perspective, the approach allows us to
consider all possible tsunamigenic sources (seismic events, slides, volcanic eruptions,
asteroids, etc.). In this respect, we also formally introduce and discuss the treatment
of interaction/cascade effects in the TotPTHA analysis and we demonstrate how the
triggering events may induce significant temporary variations in short-term analysis
of the tsunami hazard. In two target sites (the city of Naples and the island of Ischia
in Italy) we prove the feasibility of the TotPTHA methodology in the multi−source
case considering near submarine seismic sources and submarine mass failures in the
study area. The TotPTHA indicated that the tsunami hazard increases significantly
by considering both the potential submarine mass failures and the submarine seismic
events. Finally, the importance of the source interactions is evaluated by applying a
triggering seismic event that causes relevant changes in the short-term TotPTHA.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Anita, G.; Tonini, R.; Sandri, L.;
Pierdominici, S.; Selva, J. A Methodology for a Comprehensive Probabilistic Tsunami
Hazard Assessment: Multiple Sources and Short-Term Interactions. J. Mar. Sci. Eng.
2015, 3, 23–51.
1. Introduction
In recent years the Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment (PTHA) has been
proposed in different areas of the globe using different methodologies that can be
grouped in:
(a) scenarios ([1–4]);
(b) statistical evaluations of the historical earthquakes ([5–8]);
(c) statistical analysis of tsunami sources ([9–11]);
(d) Bayesian inferences ([12–14].
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In (a), the sources are generally identified a priori, neglecting the aleatory
uncertainties on tsunami sources. In (b), the probability strongly depends on the
catalogue completeness and data availability. In (c, d), the aleatory uncertainty of
the sources is considered predominant so that the study is focused on the random
nature of the tsunami generation due to the intrinsic unpredictability of the event
occurrence. Also, the epistemic uncertainty is often treated explicitly merging many
information into a single statistical model through Logic Trees or Bayesian inference,
as recently proposed for the cases (b–d).
Most of the PTHAs focus on one single type of tsunami source, usually the
seismic sources ([9,10,15,16]). However, it has been demonstrated that in many
areas, major causes of tsunami are the non-seismic sources, such as mass failures
(whether or not triggered by seismic events) ([17,18]), volcanic activity ([19–25]). In
particular, volcanic flows ([26,27]), landslides and rock slides on coastal areas ([28–32])
and submarine mass failures ([33–36]) may lead to the catastrophic tsunamis, but
very few analyses treated such non-seismic tsunamigenic sources in a probabilistic
frame ([13,37]). Meteorite impacts can also trigger tsunamis, even though they are
extremely rare events ([38]).
In order to provide an unbiased and a complete PTHA, all possible tsunami
sources should be considered and combined together and their relative importance
properly quantified.
Also, in PTHA a bias may be induced by neglecting an external event that
is not significant for tsunami generation but is able to activate another type of
tsunamigenic source. This external event is commonly defined a triggering event.
Formally including all possible interaction chains, triggers and cascade effects would
make the number of conditional hazards to be assessed too large and neither large
databases nor theoretical background are available in those cases. As a result, the
underestimation of source interactions could result in an underestimation of the
hazards. Thus, several simplifications are needed, such as: (i) reducing the analysis
to few significant event types; or (ii) considering several single specific cascade
scenarios. In case (i) a triggering event may be the volcanic unrest (deformations
may produce tsunamigenic landslides), or coastal/submarine earthquakes (that may
cause tsunamigenic earthquakes, or landslides); In case (ii) the occurrence of one
event possibly affects another hazard.
Multi-hazard and multi-risk assessments are new approaches ([39,40]) that
allow the comparison of different hazards and risks and their interactions, accounting
for multiple events that may exponentially increase the impact of disasters on society.
Both the comparison of different sources and the interaction/cascade effects are
among the most important factors of multi-hazard and multi-risk assessments, as
treated in several recent analyses ([39,41]). In this perspective, the PTHA represents
a multi-source problem because of the different type of sources (earthquakes,
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landslides and volcanic eruptions) to be considered in a multi-risk framework
(natural, industrial, nuclear, coastal infrastructure risk) since consequences are
highly impacting.
Indeed, a multi-source approach for PTHA is fundamental for an unbiased and
a complete analysis. Firstly, in the present paper we indicate how to simultaneously
deal with different types of tsunamigenic sources in a coherent probabilistic
framework by proposing a comprehensive method to provide a Total Probabilistic
Tsunami Hazard Assessment (TotPTHA) and evaluating the representativeness of
the used tsunamigenic source dataset/catalogue.
Secondly, we pose the problem of interaction/cascade effects considering when
they may play a major role in TotPTHA and how to estimate them in short- and long
term assessments.
Finally, the applicability of the TotPTHA methodology is exemplified for
the city of Naples and the Island of Ischia (Italy), accounting for (1) different
types of sources (multi-source approach); and (2) specific triggering event (source
interaction approach).
2. A Comprehensive TotPTHA Methodology
The TotPTHA indicates the comprehensive PTHA in a given target location.
Here, the term “comprehensive” means an exhaustive tsunami hazard assessment
based on datasets including all sources. In the present methodology the TotPTHA
formally merges the PTHAs due to all different types of tsunamigenic sources. The
TotPTHA is defined as the probability that in a given exposure time ∆t a selected
value z of a tsunami parameter Z is overcome by any possible tsunamigenic source
TotPTHA⇒ p(Z ≥ z,∆t) (1)
In Equation (1), the tsunami parameter Z can be referred to any parameter
describing the tsunami characteristics and intensity. It can be run-up, velocity,
energy, moment flux, wave height, or any other variable required by the tsunami
hazard/vulnerability/risk assessment.
Previous studies treated the different possible types of tsunamigenic sources
separately, producing a PTHA in a specific region, with special emphasis on one type
of source, generally the seismic one. If only one type of source is taken into account
then only a portion of the total number of tsunamis is considered, leading to a bias in
the PTHA analysis due to the neglected types of tsunamigenic sources. This relates
to the issue on whether non-seismic sources (or the “non-prevalent” tsunamigenic
source) can be ignored.
For example, in a global analysis, about 75% of the historical tsunami are
generated by seismic sources and the remaining 25% by non-seismic ones (mass
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failure, volcanic, meteorological, cosmogenetic, and anthropogenic sources) ([42]).
Such proportion may drastically change in a particular area where the hazard posed
by non-seismic sources is significant. Also, tsunami events generated by non-seismic
causes often have a more devastating impact in near-field areas compared to the
tsunami caused by seismic sources.
2.1. TotPTHA: The Effects of Multiple Source Types of dIfferent Potentially Tsunamigenic
Source Events
In the present study, the term Source Type (ST) indicates a selected set of
potentially tsunamigenic sources (e.g., source types refer to submarine seismicity,
mass failures, volcanic activity, meteorite impacts, etc.), and the term Source Event
(SE) indicates a potentially tsunamigenic event of a specific source type (e.g., a given
submarine earthquake with specific fault parameters, magnitude and location).
Given a specific i-th tsunamigenic source type STi the relative PTHAi indicates
the contribution to the TotPTHA
PTHAi ⇒ p(Z ≥ z, STi;∆t) = p(Z ≥ z|STi)p(STi,∆t) (2)
The specific contribution PTHAi can be isolated by conditioning the TotPTHA
with respect to the occurrence of the specific STi.
For example, in the case of seismic sources it is
p(Z ≥ z,∆t) = p(Z ≥ z, Eqs;∆t) + p(Z ≥ z, Eqs;∆t)
= p(Z ≥ z|Eqs)p(Eqs,∆t) + p(Z ≥ z|Eqs)p(Eqs,∆t) (3)
where Eqs means earthquakes and STi ≡ Eqs. The first addend (denoted by Eqs)
takes into account the tsunamis caused only by earthquakes and the second one
(denoted by Eqs) the tsunamis occurred even though earthquakes do not occur (i.e.,
tsunamis generated by different STs).
Locally, the PTHAi due to earthquakes can be considered equivalent to the
TotPTHA if, and only if, in Equation (3) the non-earthquake p(Z ≥ z, Eqs;∆t) is
negligible respect to the earthquake p(Z ≥ z, Eqs;∆t). This may happen if we assume
negligible the probability of occurrence of the other STs (the term p(Eqs,∆t) ' 0 )
and/or the probability of overcoming the selected parameter z due the other STs
(the term p(Z ≥ z|Eqs) ' 0).
In general, the TotPTHA may be expressed by
p(Z ≥ z,∆t) = 1−
NTOT
∏
i=1
[1− p(Z ≥ z, STi;∆t)] (4)
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where the product over the NTOT types of tsunamigenic STi (i = 1, ..., NTOT)
represents the probability that none of the STs produces a value of the tsunami
parameter Z larger than z in ∆t. This formulation assumes that the occurrences of
the Z values generated by different STs are mutually independent. This assumption
of independence is valid also considering that:
(a) the propagations of different tsunami waves are independent in the case of almost
simultaneous events,
(b) the sizes of different STs are independent in the case of triggering events (see
paragraph 2.2), and
(c) the PTHAs are relative to the next main tsunami event and possible subsequent
tsunamis are not included (similarly to other hazard assessments: aftershocks are
not examined in PSHAs, [43], or subsequent eruptions are not encompassed in
PVHAs, [44]).
In fact, when one significant tsunami event occurs many factors characterizing
the system (morphology of the coasts, bathymetry, exposure, etc.) might change
and the previous hazard/vulnerability/risk assessments should be updated. For
this reason, sequences of tsunami waves immediately after a major tsunami
event should be excluded by the PTHAs and eventually removed from the
catalogues ([45]). In contrast, the cascade effects should be examined for each ST
under the assumption that a triggering event may not produce any tsunami (even
if potentially tsunamigenic) but its tsunamigenic potential may be assessed on the
basis of the triggered event only.
We calculate the TotPTHA through Equation (4) by evaluating separately
each PTHAi from the different STi. As a special case, the Equation (4) can
represent a single tsunamigenic ST if we set NTOT = 1. Then, the TotPTHA is
equivalent to the PTHAi of Equation (2). In the example of Equation (3) for the
seismic sources, a bias would be introduced by neglecting the second addend of
the equarion.
Each i-th STi can be represented by a sufficient large number Ni of independent
physical sources. The j-th SE relative to the i-th ST is indicated by SEij and the
correspondent PTHAi is given by
p(Z ≥ z, STi;∆t) = 1−
Ni
∏
j=1
[1− p(Z ≥ z, SEij;∆t)], i = 1, ..., NTOT (5)
In the seismic example, SEij is the j-th specific earthquake event of given location,
size and magnitude relative to the i−th type, that is the seismic one.
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The underlying assumptions of Equation (5) are essentially the same of
Equation (4) and the final TotPTHA is obtained by substituting Equation (5) in
Equation (4)
p(Z ≥ z,∆t) = 1−
NTOT
∏
i=1
Ni
∏
j=1
[1− p(Z ≥ z, SEij;∆t)] (6)
The total number of sources is ∑NTOTi=1 Ni, that is the sum of NTOT sets of
tsunamigenic source types STi (seismic, mass failure, volcanic, meteorologic,
cosmogenetic, anthropogenic) and each set is defined by Ni tsunamigenic source
events SEij. In Equation (6) each p(Z ≥ z,∆t; SEij) represents the PTHA relative to
a single independent tsunamigenic physical source and is expressed by
p(Z ≥ z, SEij;∆t) = p(Z ≥ z, |SEij;∆t)p(SEij,∆t) (7)
The factors p(SEij,∆t) and p(Z ≥ z|SEij) may be related respectively to the
“source phase” and the "inundation phase" of a tsunami event. This formulation
is useful to separate the temporal occurrence of tsunami sources (evaluated often
by Poisson models, [46]) from the tsunami impacts (simulated usually by scenario
models, [47]).
2.2. Source Interactions and Triggering Events
Equations (6) and (7) are useful to consider possible triggers on sources and
their interactions. The term Source Interaction SI is referred to the interaction
process that may produce an extended set of potential events either tsunamigenic
or non-tsunamigenic. The triggering event TE is a specific event of the extended set
and it belongs to the same ST or a different ST.
For example, cases of SIs occur when slides are generated by earthquakes or
eruptions. A case of TE is referred to: a specific volcanic eruption, that triggers an
earthquake or landslide; an earthquake, that triggers another earthquake or landslide;
a volcanic unrest episode that triggers an earthquake or landslide.
Given the hypotheses of Equations (4) and (6), even potentially tsunamigenic
events may not generate tsunami. Thus, we can state that a generic event
(tsunamigenic or not) may trigger another tsunamigenic event by only acting on
the source phase in Equation (7). Also, all STs must be assumed independent in
Equations (4) and (7), when one triggering event TE (or a set of independent TEs)
occurs. In practice, each single source probability p(SEij,∆t) ∀i, ∀j can be updated
in Equation (7) accounting for the occurrence of the TE. Then, the updated source
probabilities can be used in Equation (6) to assess the TotPTHA.
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Given a specific k-th triggering event TE the probability of occurrence of the
specific SEij due to the occurrence of the TEk is
p(SEij, TEk;∆t) = p(SEij|TEk)p(TEk,∆t) (8)
Assuming that the SIs may produce different and independent TEs, the
cumulated effect of all NTE possible TEs is
p(SEij, TE1, ..., TENTE ;∆t) = 1−∏NTEk=1 [1− p(SEij|TEk)p(TEk,∆t)]
≈ ∑NTEk=1 p(SEij|TEk)p(TEk,∆t)
(9)
where the approximation holds if p(SEij|TEk) 1 and the terms of order higher than
2 are neglected. The interaction matrix p(SEij|TEk) represents the interactions among
the different events and the terms of order higher than 2 in this matrix are related
to a chain of interactions and triggering events. For example, the probability of
occurrence is neglected in the case of a volcanic eruption that triggers an earthquake
that triggers a slide that causes a tsunami (cascade of events).
We define p∗(SEij,∆t) the total probability of occurrence of the SEij in the time
interval ∆t due to its intrinsic probability of occurrence and to a possible SI
p∗(SEij,∆t) = p(SEij,∆t) + [1− p(SEij,∆t)]p(SEij, TE1, ..., TENTE ;∆t)
≈ p(SEij,∆t) + p(SEij, TE1, ..., TENTE ;∆t)
(10)
The approximation is possible since non-interactive source probabilities are
usually1, then (1− p(SEij,∆t)) ≈ 1. We underline that Equation (10) is based on
two fundamental assumptions:
(1) the triggering mechanisms are independent, meaning that two or more TEs sum
their effects in term of probability, but the combined effects do not result in a further
amplification of the tsunami parameters at the coast;
(2) only first order interactions are modeled and second order (or higher) are
assumed negligible.
We substitute the source phase probability p∗(SEij,∆t) of Equation (10) for the
non-interactive probability p(SEij,∆t) of Equation (6). Finally, using the updated
probability of Equation (7) we evaluate the SI effects due to all STs and assess
the TotPTHA.
2.3. Catalogue Completeness and Source Representativeness
In general, the completeness analysis consists of a screening of the data collected
in a database/catalogue in order to evaluate the degree of representativeness of the
real system and the influence of the missing information on the final assessment. In
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many cases, the tsunami catalogues are much less complete than other catalogues
(for example the seismic catalogues) and this plays a fundamental role in hazard
assessment. In fact, (i) small datasets imply a high level of uncertainties and
(ii) non-representative datasets may introduce important biases in the results
(to be compensated by other means). Indeed, those aspects pose an intrinsic
limitation when a database/catalogue of rare source events is used for probabilistic
hazard assessments because it is not adequate to explore the whole potential
aleatoric variability.
Now we consider the problem of the representativeness of the subset of the
innumerable possible sources (in the cases of SEs, STs, TEs) and we discuss the
unbiased PTHA, assuming a certain completeness of the available catalogues of the
past events.
• Source representativeness (SErepres )
It is related to the fact that some SEs of a given ST may be not considered in
the PTHA. Given a set of SEij, we may evaluate the source representativeness
for the target site computing M1/T1, where M1 is the number of tsunamis
generated by the SEij and T1 is the total number of tsunamis due to that ST.
For example, in the case of the seismic ST let us assume that the sources
SEij (i = earthquakes, and j = 1, ..., Ni numbers of events) are located in a
delimited study area at given distance from a target site. In this case, the
most distant seismic sources are neglected and only near sources are assumed
representative of all seismic sources, meaning that the PTHA cannot be
influenced by far earthquakes. However, tsunami are known to travel long
distances and excluding far-field sources may lead to underestimations of
the tsunami hazard. M1 is the number of tsunamis from seismic sources
belonging to the study area and T1 the total number of tsunamis due to the
earthquakes. If the ratio M1/T1 is close to 1, we might have chosen a good
subset of all possible SEs of the STi to evaluate the PTHA at the target site.
For simplicity in the example we assume that all sources are well represented
with respect to one source parameter, that is the location. In a complete
discussion, the source representativeness should include all other parameters
describing the source (magnitude, depth, focal mechanism, fault geometry).
• Source-type representativeness (STrepres )
In this case, several STs may be neglected in the PTHA. A source-type
representativeness can be estimated by M2/T2 where M2 is the number of
tsunami events at the target sites as reported by catalogues and and T2 is the
total number of tsunami events from any possible ST.
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For example, in the case of different STs like earthquakes, submarine mass
failures and eruptions we need to evaluate the bias introduced by neglecting
sub-aerial slides and meteorites. If the number M2/T2 is close to 1, it is
reasonable to neglect other STs.
• Interaction-source representativeness (TErepres )
The interactions of the sources may significantly modify the PTHA,
especially in short-term applications. This implies that if one (among many)
interaction-source is not considered, the resulting PTHA is biased.
An interaction-source representativeness can be formulated by M3/T3, where
M3 is the number of tsunami due to cascade effects known by experimental or
modeled interaction-source cases, and T3 the total number of all possible
tsunami. However, this ratio is subject to underestimation, since the
identification of all the interactions is difficult and in many cases the evaluation
of T3 may be subjective ([39,40]).
2.4. Source Interactions in Long- and Short-Term TotPTHA
In the long-term hazard assessments it is common to consider the ∆t of order
of years/decades. In the short-term hazard assessments the ∆t is of order of
hours/days/weeks/months.
The effects of the SIs are automatically included into the estimation of the
source probability in long-term hazard assessments based on catalogues of the past
SE occurrence. For example, this is the case of the undifferentiated catalogues of the
seismic sources. Also, in the tsunami catalogues the interaction episodes are usually
included, and thus p∗(SEij,∆t) is directly estimated using the past occurrence of the
TEs. However, such interaction effects may be not present in long-term applications
if the analysis is based on a single type of source. This analysis can be supposed
unbiased only if the probability p(SEij,∆t; TE1, ..., TENTE) is assumed negligible with
respect to the non-interactive source probability in Equation (9)
NTE
∑
k=1
p(SEij|TEk)p(TEk,∆t) p(SEij,∆t) (11)
If p(TEk,∆t) ≈ p(SEij,∆t) and p(SEij|TEk)  1 ∀i, for each specific TEk in
Equation (11), then the standard non-interactive p(SEij,∆t) can be used for the
long-term tsunami hazard assessment in Equation (7)
p(SEij,∆t)⇒ TotPTHAlong−term (12)
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If the specific TEk occurs, then the probability p(TEk,∆t) is ≈ 1 and
the approximation in Equation (11) is not valid. Indeed, p∗(SEij,∆t) should
replace p(SEij,∆t) in Equation (7) because p∗(SEij,∆t) varies remarkably from
its background long-term value. In this case, we explicitly account for the SI
effects and the occurrence of TEk may strongly affect the tsunami hazard in the
short-term assessment
p∗(SEij,∆t)⇒ TotPTHAshort−term (13)
For example, during an off-shore seismic sequence the probability of strong
earthquakes may increase of several orders of magnitude with respect to long-term
assessments ([48]). During the seismic sequence the probability of all seismic events
increases significantly and in the same area also the probability of tsunamigenic
earthquakes may increase. As a consequence, p(TEk,∆t) (≈1) is not comparable
to p(SEij,∆t) (1). Similarly, during a volcanic unrest episode the probability
of tsunamigenic eruptions (and also earthquakes, and landslides) may increase
significantly. Then, “seismic sequence” and/or “volcanic unrest” should be part of
the set of possible TEs and their effects should be evaluated to assess the short-term
TotPTHA. Those cases pose the issue of the time delay dt passed from the triggering
event to the subsequent induced source event. An event is supposed to be a trigger
if dt ∆t.
3. The TotPTHA Application: Naples and Ischia (Italy)
The scope of the present study is the evaluation of feasibility of the
comprehensive TotPTHA methodology in the multi−hazard/multi−risk context for
the ByMuR Italian project: Bayesian Multi-Risk Assessment: A case study for natural
risks in the city of Naples (http : //bymur.bo.ingv.it/). The ByMuR region was
chosen since it may be threatened by several natural hazards and risks of different
origin (e.g., volcanic, seismic and tsunamigenic). In the application, the tsunami
multi-source assessment is focused on two different types of source (near-field
seismic events and mass failures) considering a sufficiently large number of sources.
This raises a comment on the other types of tsunamigenic sources. According
to the Italian Tsunami Catalogue ([49]), tsunami waves due to volcanic activities
occurred in 79, 1631 and 1906. The events are reported with tsunami intensity 2
in Ambraseys-Sieberg Scale (generally, an event of tsunami intensity ≥3 produces
run-up of approximately 1 m while for tsunami intensity equal 2 there is not a clear
estimation) and with different reliability. The volcanic sources identified in the region
are the Vesuvius and the Campi Flegrei caldera. For a complete evaluation of the
hazard, these volcanic sources should be examined in a separate volcanic tsunami
hazard assessment to evaluate how the volcanic activity produces tsunami waves
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in the target area. Once the impact of the tsunamis generated by those sources is
evaluated, it would be possible to include them in a multi-source context.
Considering the illustrative purposes of this methodological study, volcanic
sources are not included and the selected sets of STs for the TotPTHA in the
region are
• Submarine Seismic Sources (SSSs),• Submarine Mass Failures (SMFs).
Figure 1 reports the spatial framework of the potentially tsunamigenic sources
and the target sites. The target sites for the tsunami hazard assessment are located in
the port of the city of Naples and in the island of Ischia.
For the TotPTHA at the target sites the chosen tsunami parameter Z is the
run-up and is calculated for each tsunami caused by each SE of each ST, similarly
to [12] and relative application, [13]. Main characteristics and parameters of the
sources are described in the next subsections explaining how they are sampled to
construct the statistical datasets. In general, each SE is assumed independent from
the others. The SEs may be different in magnitudes and size, even if they belong to
the same specific ST. Also, each SE is defined by a set of parameters that simplify
the geometric shape of the correspondent source.
The potentially tsunamigenic SEs of the two STs determine the tsunami
generation phase. The generated initial tsunami waves propagate up to the coast
where their impacts are evaluated in terms of the overcoming threshold values
z ∈ [0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, . . . , 10 m].
Then, we estimate the TotPTHA by Equation (6) computing each PTHAi
(i = SSS, SMF). For simplicity, in the PTHAi factorization we indicate the p(Z ≥
z, SEij;∆t) by Pi. This is the probability that the tsunami parameter Z overcomes the
threshold values z in the time interval ∆t considering Nj (j = 1, ..., Ni) source events
SEs of Ni (i = SSS, SMF) source types STs. In order to determine the PTHAi, the
probabilities of occurrence of the SEs of the different STs are assessed through the
following independent factors: spatial probability Pspati , frequency-size probability
Psizei , and temporal probability P
temp
i . Different STs have different likelihoods and
the relative return periods can be longer than the historical records. So that, we
express the probability by Pi × year−1 for the comparisons.
Finally, we present a discussion on how the TotPTHA changes in the short-term
after a possible seismic triggering event in the region.
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3.1. SSSs
• Spatial Identification. The seismic sources are spatially identified on the active
seismic areas and we consider that even small seismicity indicates the
presence of major faults ([50]). So that, epicenters are defined considering
the recorded seismic events. We extracted the locations of the seismic events
in the application region from the Italian Seismological Instrumental and
Parametric Database (ISIDe, http : //iside.rm.ingv.it/) available for the
period 1983–2009. From the database we selected the latitudes and longitudes
of those seismic events occurred with magnitude above the completeness
magnitude (Mw = 2.3) in the upper ocean crust at depth (<15 km). In the
exemplified study 14 submarine earthquakes occurred in that period and their
locations are the SSSs locations (Figure 1).
• Magnitudes and sizes. The moment magnitudes Mw associated to each seismic
source location are hypothetic in the interval [5.5–7.5] sampled with 0.1
magnitude increment. The introduction of hypothetic magnitudes was
necessary because in the ISIDe database the maximum Mw recorded in
the area was 5.4 and did not caused tsunami. The lower limit was chosen
considering the Mediterranean instrumental tsunami observations: a tsunami
occurred in the Gul f o f Corinth in 11-02-1987 ([51]) after an earthquake
of 5.5 magnitude and the concomitant submarine slide. The upper limit
was chosen on the basis of the background knowledge of the Tyrrhenian
sismo-tectonics indicating that there are no evidence of earthquakes larger
than 7.5 in this area in the last two millennia ([52]).
• Geometric Parameters. The geometric parameters of the faults are associated to
each SSS location. According to the hypothetic Mw, the lengths L, widths W
and slips S of the fault are scaled by Wells and Coppersmith’s formulas ([53]).
To introduce a certain variability the fault parameters were sampled twice
considering different values (randomly chosen) in the relative interval
determined by the standard deviation of the fault parameters provided by
Wells and Coppersmith. Orientation angles (strike, dip, and rake) are predefined
for each location by associating the angles of the nearest submarine fault
coherently with the geological/tectonic setting of the area considering also
inland faults (Figure 1 and Table 1). The choice of faults is based on the current
knowledge of Holocenic active faults even in terms of kinematics and geometry
in the vicinity of the study area. Indeed, we considered existing catalogs of
Holocenic active faults (DISS) and relevant published papers ([54,55]).
• Tsunami Initial Wave and Tsunami Wave Propagation. Two widely accepted
assumptions in tsunami modeling are: (i) setting the tsunami initial condition
to be equal to the vertical sea floor deformation and (ii) using the linear shallow
water theory to describe tsunami propagation in deep waters, where non-linear
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effects are still negligible. The former is computed by Okada’s analytical
formulas ([56]) using the source parameters described in the previous section.
The latter solves numerically, the conservation of mass and momentum
equations for an incompressible fluid expressed by
∂η
∂t
+
∂M
∂x
+
∂N
∂y
= 0 (14)
∂M
∂t
+ gD
∂η
∂x
= 0 (15)
∂N
∂t
+ gD
∂η
∂y
= 0 (16)
where t is the time variable, x and y are the horizontal space coordinates, g is
the gravity, D is the total water column (D = η+H, being H the average water
fluid height at the undisturbed level), η is the surface water elevation and
M and N are the discharged fluxes, defined as the product of the total water
column D and the corresponding horizontal components of the velocity u and
v directions, respectively in the x and y directions, i.e., M = Du and N = Dv.
Equations (15)–(17) are used to propagate the tsunami waves in waters deeper
than the 50 m isoline, since in shallower water depths the contribution of the
non-linear terms cannot be neglected. Similarly, the frictional terms are not
included in this formulation, since their importance become relevant as the
waves reach the shallower areas close to the coast.
The computational grid is a regular mesh (composed by squared cells
having side length = 50 m) and it has been set up by matching the GEBCO
(http : //www.gebco.net/) 30 arc-second bathymetry and the SRTM (http :
//srtm.csi.cgiar.org/) 90 meters topography datasets.
The two assumptions defined above are still a powerful compromise that
allows us to represent the most relevant tsunami features (i.e., the main front
height and its directivity) with a relatively low computational time cost for
each simulation.
• Coastal Effects and Tsunami Impact Evaluation. The final number of initial
tsunami waves is NSSS = 588 according to the described SSSs. The tsunami
amplification at the coast is estimated for each tsunami wave using the
Green’s law based on the energy conservation law. By considering that (i) the
wave front is almost parallel to the coast because wave refraction is towards
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the directions of the down-gradient depth and (ii) the convergence and/or
divergence of the rays can be neglected we apply the formula:
H1 =
4
√
d50
d1
H50 (17)
where H1,50 and d1,50 are respectively the tsunami amplitude and the sea depth
and the suffixes 50 and 1 refer respectively to the 50 m and 1 m depth isolines.
Here, run-up estimation is found by setting H1 = 1 m as the last wet point, in
order to avoid singularity in Equation (17). The use of the Green’s law close to
the coasts is a common approach for rapid estimation of the maximum tsunami
wave height for both probabilistic hazard ([11]) and warning purposes ([57])
and its good agreement with computational results has been demonstrated
by [57]. Despite the limit of neglecting the wave reflection that somehow the
coast may introduce, an overestimation of the run-ups resulted not relevant.
As a consequence, we consider the H1 values equivalent to the run-ups Z at
the coastal points of the target sites.
3.2. PSSS
• Spatial probability PspatSSS . The locations of the submarine epicenters associated
to the instrumental records are considered equiprobable and the relative
depths of the hypocenters are assigned randomly between 0 and 15 km of the
crust. If necessary, the depths of the hypocenters are conveniently lowered for
consistency with the Wells and Coppersmith’s formulas.
• Frequency-Size probability PsizeSSS. Large earthquakes are less likely to occur
compared to events of smaller magnitude. The SSSs frequency-size relation,
known as the Gutenberg-Richter’s law ([58]) is computed using a large set
of instrumental data in the Tyrrhenian Sea. The events are extracted from
the ISIDe database (with location at sea and epicenter depths ≤ 15 km).
The completeness magnitude is Mw = 2.3 for this database and the
resulting b-value is equal 1.059. Each 0.1 interval of magnitude in the
range [5.5–7.5] identifies a class of magnitude which is weighted using the
SSSs frequency-size relation and is associated to each seismic source.
• Temporal probability PtimeSSS . The annual probability is calculated by the Poisson
occurrence that is 1 − e−λ∆t, where λ is the annual rate of occurrence of
the potential tsunamigenic SSSs and ∆t is the exposure window. The λ
is computed in the Tyrrhenian Sea using the ISIDe instrumental data and
is 0.01059.
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Table 1. SSS geometric fault parameters by: 1 [59], 2 [60].
Id Fault Name Length Width Min Depth, Max Depth Strike Dip Rake
1 Posillipo 1 30.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 74 60 270
2 Neaples1 30.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 74 60 270
3 Nord Campi Flegrei 1 13.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 58 60 270
4 Casamicciola Terme 2 5.0 4.0 0.0, 3.5 235 85 270
5 Castellamare 1 5.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 58 60 270
6 Vico Equense 1 15.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 58 60 270
7 Gol f o di Salerno 1 48.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 78 60 270
8 Ponte Barizzo 1 10.0 13.0 1.0, 9.8 150 60 270
3.3. SMFs
• Spatial Identification. The spatial failure probability of a SMF to occur is
identified on the basis of some predominant controlling factors deduced by
previous background studies: (1) statistical analysis indicated that the slope
angle and the depth of the centre of mass are principal controlling factors ([61]);
(2) scars observations indicated that the past mass failures left unstable
margins ([62]); (3) earthquake occurrences increase the slide instability ([63]).
In order to compute the spatial probability, the Tyrrhenian Sea was divided
in square cells of 1′. The length of the cells is of the same order of magnitude
of the major slide indicated by the past events referred in Table 1. Each cell is
designed by a weight that is the sum of scores that quantify the informative
features. On the basis of points (1), (2) and (3) the proposed scores in the
Tyrrhenian Sea are:
(a) 1 in the deep basin or in the coastal zones,
(b) 10 where the average depth of the cell is in the range 1000–1300 m,
(c) 10 where the mean slope of the cell is between 3◦–5◦,
(d) 10 where a factor of safety indicates slide instability in the case
of earthquakes,
(e) 20 where the mean slope is >5◦,
as discussed in another application study [13]. The factor of safety Fs is
computed following [64]:
Fs =
[1− (γ/γ′)ay − (γ/γ′)ay tan φ− ru/cos2φ]
[1− (γ/γ′)ay + (γ/γ′)ax tan φ] tan ρ
′/ tan φ (18)
where φ is the slope angle, γ and γ′ are the total and buoyant unit weights of
the sediment (typical values are chosen considering the sediment distributions
in the Tyrrhenian Sea by [65]), ax and ay are the horizontal and vertical
ground acceleration due to the earthquakes expressed in terms of % of gravity,
ru (=ue/γ′ζ) is related to the exceeded pore pressure ue and the sediment
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thickness ζ, tan ρ′ is the coefficient of friction (ρ′ generally ranges between 20◦
and 35◦).
We simplify by eliminating the terms containing ay and ru because the vertical
acceleration may be neglected. Also, the ue excess pore pressure is considered
equal nil. This simplification does not take into account the excess pore
pressure development for the slides during a seismic event ([66]). The use
of the ue value requires a specific knowledge of the accumulated materials
at sea that is not available. The case Fs < 1 indicates instability, Fs = 1 is
the limit equilibrium and Fs > 1 indicates stability. The horizontal peak
ground acceleration (PGA) is set from the best estimate values of the Italian
Hazard Map (2004 - http : //zonesismiche.mi.ingv.it/). In each cell we
consider the PGA values with the probability of excedence of 16% and 84% in
50 years. The correspondent median value is used in Equation (14) with the
underlying assumption that such a value represents a reliable indication of
the earthquake load that can increase the slide instability and the subsequent
probability of mass failure. The highest scores are used for the steep slopes
because often they belong to flanks of volcanic structures in the Tyrrhenian Sea.
The cell weights range from 1 (the case of cells presenting low mass failure
probability to occur where the slope is <3◦, the depths are either <1000 m
or >1300 m and the seismicity is low) up to 40 (the case of cells presenting
high mass failure probability to occur where the slope gradient is sharp and
the depths are between 1000 m and 1300 m in an area of high seismicity). The
geological records indicating past failures are reckoned by additional weights.
The increment corresponds to the number of the past SMFs (Table 2). Finally,
based on the cell weights we compute by normalization the SMF probability
of occurrence, that is predominant: (1) on open continental margins; (2) on the
flanks of volcanic islands; and (3) in the areas of high earthquakes occurrence.
• Magnitudes and sizes. The mass failure volumes V are chosen in the interval
[5× 105 − 5× 1010] m3 which was divided in 5 classes of reasonable sizes
considering that the tsunami heights and run-ups are related to the volume of
the slides ([67]). The classes are chosen on the basis of the past regional events.
The lower class is set according to the mass failure of the Stromboli volcano
in December 2002 estimated about 5× 105 m3 by [68]. The upper class is
derived from historical slide sizes mapped using marine geological technique
by [69]. A wide set of potential mass failures is produced associating each
SMF class to each square cell of 1′ in the Tyrrhenian Sea. For practical reasons,
we consider the SMF geometrical parameters in two separate dataset: slides
(generally defined as thin, translational failures traveling long distances) and
slumps (generally defined as thick, rotational failures occurring with minimal
displacement). The slump failures span in the first 4 classes for a total number
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of events Nslump = 10, 000, whereas the slides span in the full range of the
5 volume classes for an equivalent number of Nslide = 10, 000. The total
number of SMF events are NSMF = 20, 000.
• Geometric Parameters. On the basis of the rigid body approximation the length
l, thickness s and width w deduced by the hypothetic volumes of the mass
failures are the basic parameters describing the mass failures. Their regular
shape is further simplified as a function of the SMF length, following [70,71].
In other words, it is s ≈ 0.01 l and w ≈ 0.25 l in the case of submarine
slides, and s ≈ 0.1 l and w ≈ l in the case of submarine slumps. As a
consequence, having set the mass failure volumes we simply computed the
related parameters l.
• Tsunami Initial Wave and Tsunami Wave Propagation. It is calculated by empiri-
cal laws that represent approximations at the first order of the initial tsunami
wave amplitude η′ ([71]) in the case of slides
η′ ≈ 1.7410−5l(1− 0.750sinφ)[(lsinφ)/d]1.75 (19)
and in the case of slump
η′ ≈ coe f∆Φl(sinφ)0.25(1+ 2.06
√
d/l)−1(l/d)1.25 (20)
where φ is the incline angle, d is the depth of the centre of mass of the
submarine slide or slump, coe f∆Φ is the difference between the initial and
the final angles of the centre of mass. For specific values we refer to previous
application in [13].
• Coastal Effects and Tsunami Impact Evaluation. The initial wave is propagated
by the empirical run-up law by [72]
Z = 2.381(cotφ′)
1
2 η
5
4 d−
1
4 (21)
where φ′ is the average coastal sea-bottom slope angle in front of the target
sites, η (=2η′) is the tsunami wave height, and d is the water depth at
the source.
This empirical law does not consider: (i) wave propagation effects (refraction,
diffraction, etc.) and (ii) nonlinear process (breaking, dispersion, etc.). Here,
we produce a first order tsunami hazard assessment of mass failures that has
to be compared with the tsunami hazard assessment of the seismic type in
order to apply the methodology in the region.
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3.4. PSMF
• Spatial probability PspatSMF. The spatial domain is divided in cells where the
spatial probability is calculated. The score parameters associated to each cell
(see previous paragraph) are converted in spatial probability and normalized
to 1, following [73].
• Frequency-Size probability PsizeSMF. A power law is calculated for the SMFs
similarly to the SSSs case by considering known submarine mass failures
in the Tyrrhenian Sea ([13,74–76]). The corresponding b-value (= 1.3114) is
computed in order to weight the mass failure classes. Considering the wide
range of events the volumes of the SMFs were grouped in 4 (slump cases) or
5 (slide cases) classes weighted by the frequency-size relation.
• Temporal probability PtimeSMF. Also in this case the annual probability is calculated
by the Poisson occurrence 1− e−λ∆t, where λ is the annual rate of occurrence
of potential tsunamigenic SMFs in the ∆t exposure window. The λ is 0.013,
computed using the available geological background knowledge.
Table 2. SMF parameters by: 1 [13], 2 [74], 3 [75], 4 [76].
Id SMF Name Size m3 Time, Years Before Present
1 Capo Licosa 1 3.2 × 108 14, 000
2 Baia Napoli (Gaia Bank) 2 3.8 × 106 15, 000–6000
3 Baia Napoli (Dohrn Canion)2 100 × 106 15, 000–6000
4 Baia Napoli (Miseno Bank) 2 200 × 106 15, 000–6000
5 Ischia Nord 3 15–20× 106 3000–2400
6 Ischia Sud 3 1.5 × 109 23, 000
7 Ischia West 3, 4 80–150 × 106 5500
8 Ischia West 3, 4 1 × 106 5500
4. The TotPTHAlong−term
Finally, the PTHAi is assessed by each factor Pi through Equation (7)
p(Z ≥ z, SEij;∆t) = H(Z ≥ z) · (Pspati · Psizei · Ptimei ) (22)
whereH(Z ≥ z) is the Heaviside step function (that is 1 if the run-ups Z are larger
than the threshold levels of z ∈ [0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, . . . , 10 m] and 0 in the other cases)
and the factors Pi represent the non-interactive source probabilities.
If Pi defines the probability of occurrence of at least one tsunami event and
(1− Pi) the generic probability that no tsunami occurs, then the final probability
Plong−term is
Plong−term = 1− [(1− PSSS)(1− PSMF)] (23)
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that combines both factors Pi (i= SSS and SMF). The TotPTHAlong−term is shown
in Figure 2 and the relative probabilities × year−1 of z ≥ 0.5 m and z ≥ 1 m at the
target sites Naples and Ischia are listed in Table 3. Equation (23) takes into account
also tsunami events produced by SMFs triggered by SSSs assuming that the sources
are independent.
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Figure 2. TotPTHAlong−term at the target sites. The TotPTHA takes into account
the PTHAi where i indicates SSSs, SMFs (Slides and Slumps).
Table 3. TotPTHAlong−term × year−1 to overcome 0.5 m and 1 m run-ups at the
island of Ischia and the port of the city of Naples.
Ischia: 0.5 m 1 m Naples: 0.5 m 1 m
SSS 1.353 × 10−6 3.915 × 10−7 2.400 × 10−6 1.230 × 10−6
SMF (slide) 1.121 × 10−7 8.222×10−8 1.342 × 10−7 9.344 × 10−8
SMF (slump) 1.625 × 10−7 1.274 × 10−7 1.837 × 10−7 1.422 × 10−7
TotPTHAlong−term 1.627 × 10−6 6.011 × 10−7 2.718 × 10−6 1.466 × 10−6
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This assumption is realistic by considering the time lag between a SSS event and
the triggered SMF event. In other words the two events are well separated in time:
the triggering event occurs in a time duration of an order of seconds, the triggered
event may occur after minutes or hours.
5. The TotPTHAshort−term in the Case of the TEs
The TotPTHA can be modified (and eventually increased) by the occurrence
of an earthquake. Now we compute the TotPTHAshort−term through time at both
target sites in case a triggering event TE occurs, that is one submarine earthquake
of magnitude MTE at time tTE. To model the influence of TE on the other
potential seismic sources we apply the epidemic-type aftershock sequence (ETAS)
model ([77–80]) to the seismicity of SSSs in the region.
The fundamental concept of the ETAS model is that each earthquake can trigger
subsequent events ([50,81,82]) and seismicity can be generated by the aftershocks.
Also the model assumes that the aftershock activity cannot always be predicted
by a single modified Omori function but each aftershock is able to perturb the
earthquake rate and generate its own Omori aftershock decay dependent on the
magnitude ([83,84]). In general, the temporal seismicity rate λ′ of a specific area is
the sum of two terms ([85]:
λ′ = λb + λETAS (24)
the first term (λb) is the rate of background that is not triggered by the previous
earthquakes in the catalogue and the second one (λETAS) is the rate of the triggered
event that is associated to the stress perturbations generated by the previous
earthquakes in the catalogue. In this practical application, the background seismicity
rate is considered equal to the one computed in the long-term analysis. According
to the ETAS model assumptions the total space-time conditional intensity is the
probability of an earthquake occurring in the infinitesimal space-time volume
conditioned to the past history [85]. For simplicity, we consider only one main
shock TE and we neglect the sequence of aftershocks. It is worth to note that this
results in an underestimation of the effect of a large TE on the final tsunami hazard.
The λETAS represents the contribution to the annual seismicity rate in the region in
each location and it is expressed according to [85] by
λETAS =
K
(tob − tTE + c)Π
eα(MTE−Mc)
(q−1)
pi G
2(q−1)
(r2i + G
2)q
βe−β(Mw−Mc) (25)
where tTE(=0) is the time when the TE of moment magnitude MTE = 5.4 occurs,
tob is the observation time after the TE, Mc is the completeness magnitude of the
instrumental catalogue, ri is the distance between the potential tsunamigenic SSSs
and the epicenter of the TE and β = b ln(10) is the parameter of the Gutenberg-
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Richter’s law (b = 1.059). The values of the other parameters in Equation (25) are:
K = 0.011, c = 0.00004, Π = 1.16, α = 1.3, G = 1.1 and q = 1.5 according to [85].
As stated in Equation (13), the TotPTHAshort−term is performed again through
Equation (6) where the source phase probability in Equation (7) is assessed accounting
for SI through Equation (10)
p∗(SEij,∆t) = p(SEij,∆t) + 1− e−λETAS∆t (26)
where the first term is assessed by Equation (22) and λETAS through Equation (25).
We consider an exposure time window ∆t of 7 days. The results are shown in
Figure 3 at the target sites. Immediately after the TE event (after 1 day, 2 days
and 7 days) the probabilities increase. For example in the case of 0.5 m and
1 m run-up the TotPTHAshort−term is three order of magnitudes higher than the
TotPTHAlong−term (Table 4). On the other hand, 30 days after the TE there are no
more significant effects on the TotPTHAshort−term and the probability values are back
to the TotPTHAlong−term assessment.
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Figure 3. Probability at the target sites, applying the ETAS model after the
triggering event TE, a submarine earthquake of magnitute Mw = 6.8.
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In the case of Equation (26) the independence between the TE and the SSS
is assumed. Also, the choice of MTE = 5.4 makes the TE an external event to the
dataset used to evaluate the p(SEij,∆t).
Table 4. TotPTHAshort−term to overcome 0.5 m and 1 m run-ups after 1 day, 2 days,
7 days and 30 days due to the TE considering the exposure time window of 7 days
at the island of Ischia and the port of the city of Naples.
TotPTHAshort−term Ischia: 0.5 m 1 m Naples: 0.5 m 1 m
Day 1 1.624 × 10−2 5.786 × 10−3 7.333 × 10−2 2.412 × 10−2
Day 2 7.363 × 10−3 2.615 × 10−3 3.378 × 10−2 1.096 × 10−2
Day 7 1.737 × 10−3 6.158 × 10−4 8.052 × 10−3 2.588 × 10−3
Day 30 1.155 × 10−3 8.556 × 10−4 1.496 × 10−3 4.799 × 10−4
6. Discussion, Limitations and Further Work
In this paper we describe a general methodology for a comprehensive and
total probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment (TotPTHA) that coherently merges the
probabilistic hazards computed on the basis of a number of tsunamigenic events due
to different source types. In practice, we evaluate the methodology and its potential
by selecting two target sites in Italy as illustrative cases, the city of Naples and the
Island of Ischia. In order to show the applicability of the TotPTHA methodology
many important simplifications are required and their limitations in the application
are discussed. However, we would like to remark that this case study means to be
illustrative of the proposed methodology for the TotPTHA without meaning to be
complete for the final hazard assessment.
On the basis of historical information from the Italian Tsunami Catalogue ([49])
three definite (maximum reliability) tsunami events occurred in Naples (in 1631, 1805,
1906) with tsunami intensity 2 in Ambraseys-Sieberg Scale. They were associated
to earthquakes or volcanic activity. There is no explicit reference to tsunami caused
by submarine mass failures in the historical period. On the other hand, extensive
long-range side scan sonar survey ([86]) showed that a catastrophic collapse occurred
in pre-historical time (3000–2400 years before present) at the Ischia Island driven by
the volcano-tectonic uplift of Mt. Epomeo. This major collapse was likely followed
by less catastrophic terrestrial and submarine failures. Simulation of such event
showed that giant waves could impact on the Tyrrhenian coasts ([87]).
Firstly, to compute a fully comprehensive TotPTHA in the region, multiple
tsunamigenic sources must be taken into account. In fact, the estimation of the
PTHA considering only a single type of source (the seismic one) may generate biases
and underestimations. In the application at the two target sites we evaluate the
tsunami hazard produced by the submarine seismic events and the submarine mass
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failures. Other sources, related to the volcanic sources like the pyroclastic flows and
the caldera activities should be considered. Even if we recognize their importance
in the area in terms of STrepres and the possible implications on the TotPTHA they
are not explored in this application. Major information are missing on the tsunami
waves associated to volcanic events in the area. Therefore, in the present application
we do not include the volcanic sources in order to avoid additional biases.
Secondly, the analysis is focused on the near sources, both SSSs and SMFs,
and the choices of the source datasets pose the problem of the SErepres. Source
information on seismic faults decrease with the distance from the Gulf of Naples
and are often unknown/incomplete. In the past two millennia there is no reported
seismic event far in the Tyrrhenian Sea that produced tsunami waves at the target
sites. The use of the instrumental database is an additional way to identify the
active faults offshore. In the application case, the database ISIDe indicates a
region of interest wider than the existing faults but covers a very short time period.
The missing information in the database have to be compensated by the general
background knowledge of the tectonic/geological setting. In order to overcome the
afore-mentioned limitations of the databases/catalogues we should consider
alternative strategies aimed to enlarge the number of events considered in the dataset.
A solution could be the introduction of a gridded domain to systematically explore
the potentially tsunamigenic SSSs in unknown locations. In this way, the source
dataset is expanded by identifying the grid centers and/or corners as locations of
the epicenters in the binned domain. Also, we can use a larger set of faults by
adding more randomness in the other parameters. Other relevant far sources may
be identified in the Southern Tyrrhenian Sea and the Northern African coasts to
complete the dataset of the SSSs. The limitations posed by the completeness and the
length of the databases/catalogues indicate the need of further studies in the area of
the application.
Beside the problem of a missing complete catalogue also for the SMF case,
the description of the mass failures and the computation of the relative run-ups
undergo to simplifications and approximations that do not take into account distance,
orientation and bathymetry between sources and target sites [88]. A slide modeling
would improve the determination of the run-ups by using more realistic slope and
water depth in the shallowest part of the domain. As a consequence, uncertainties
related to the Z parameter would be reduced.
Despite the discussed limitations, important achievements have been obtained
by applying the TotPTHA methodology for the multi−source case. In both target
sites the multiple-source effect on the TotPTHA is the increasing of the hazard in
the long-term analysis compared to the hazard posed by a single type of source.
In fact, the TotPTHA in the long-term case remarkably increases after considering
submarine mass failures along with the potential submarine seismic events. Even
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in not definitive analysis (like the present application), once the multi−hazards are
formally assessed and the relative importances of the PTHASSS and the PTHASMF
terms are computed in the TotPTHAlong−term then it is possible to consider the source
interactions. In the case of a triggering seismic event there are relevant changes in
the short-term TotPTHA.
7. Conclusions
The scope of this study is to present a methodology for the total probabilistic
tsunami hazard assessment (TotPTHA) produced by multiple tsunamigenic sources
in the framework of the ByMuR Italian project: Bayesian Multi-Risk Assessment: A
case study for natural risks in the city of Naples (http : //bymur.bo.ingv.it/).
In an exemplified application we illustrate the methodology at two target sites
(the port of Naples and the island of Ischia) focusing the analysis on: (1) the multi-
hazard approach and (2) the long- and short-term hazard assessments.
1. We demonstrate the applicability of the proposed comprehensive TotPTHA to
treat the interactions among different tsunami hazards. Indeed, in the selected
region the tsunami waves may be generated by different types of sources (near
submarine seismic events SSSs and submarine mass failures SMFs) at the
target sites. We computed the TotPTHAlong−term × year−1 and we show that
the hazard curve increases when non-seismic STs are included in the analysis
and formally considered together rather than separately;
2. We compute the TotPTHAshort−term by considering a submarine earthquake
as triggering event TE. In other words, a seismic event (external to the
seismic dataset used to produce the hazard) acts as a perturbation of the
regional seismicity. We show that the TotPTHAshort−term changes remarkably
compared to the TotPTHAlong−term and increases for a limited time window
(few days).
In order to perform a more realistic and complete TotPTHA for the selected
target sites, further improvements are needed by considering, for example, the
tsunamigenic volcanic sources and the far field seismic sources in the Southern
Tyrrhenian Sea and Northern Africa coasts. However, we have illustrated how the
proposed TotPTHA methodology can be applied in order to potentially consider
any kind of tsunami sources and their interactions for both short- and long-term
hazard purposes.
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Abbreviations/Nomenclature
α: parameter to determine the triggering capability depending on magnitude
ax: horizontal ground acceleration
ay: vertical ground acceleration
β: parameter of the the Gutenberg− Rchter’s law
b: coefficient of the Gutenberg− Rchter’s law
c: parameter of the modified Omori Law
d: depth
D: height of the total water column
φ: slope and/or incline angle
φ′: coastal sea-bottom slope angle
Fs: factor of safety
γ: total unit weight of the sediment
γ′: buoyant unit weight of the sediment
g: gravity
G: parameter characterizing the spatial probability density function of the
triggered event
H: average water fluid height
K: parameter of the modified Omori Law
λ: annual rate of occurrence
λ′: rate of background
λETAS: rate of the triggering event
l: slide and/or slump length
L: fault length
M: discharged water fluxes in the eastward direction
M1,2,3: number of generated tsunami events
Mc: magnitude threshold for Italian territory in ETAS model
MTE: magnitude of the triggering event
Mw: Moment Magnitude
η: tsunami surface elevation
η′: tsunami wave amplitude
N: discharged water fluxes in the northward direction
Nslide: number of slides
Nslump: number of slumps
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NSMF : number of Submarine Mass Failures
NSSS : number of Submarine Seismic Sources
NTE : number of Triggering Events
NTOT : total number of events
Π: parameter of the modified Omori Law
Pi: probability
PSHA : Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment
PTHA : Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment
PVHA : Probabilistic Volcanic Hazard Assessment
q: parameter characterizing the spatial probability density function
ρ′: coefficient of friction
ri: distance between the potential tsunamigenic seismic sources and the epicenter of
the triggering event
ru: parameter of the exceeded pore pressure
s: slide and/or slump thickness
S: slip fault
SI : Source Interaction
SE : Source Event
SErepres : Source Event representativeness
SMF: Submarine Mass Failure
SSS: Submarine Seismic Source
ST : Source Type
STrepres : Source Type representativeness
t : time
tob: observation time after the triggering event
tTE: time of the triggering event
∆t: exposure time window
T1,2,3: number of total tsunamis
TE : Triggering Event
TotPTHA : Total Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment
u: x-component of the horizontal velocity
ue: exceeded pore pressure
v: y-component of the horizontal velocity
V: slide and/or slump volume
w: slide and/or slump width
W: fault width
ζ: sediment thickness
z: thresholds of the level run-ups
Z: run-ups
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The Tsunami Vulnerability Assessment of
Urban Environments through Freely
Available Datasets: The Case Study of
Napoli City (Southern Italy)
Ines Alberico, Vincenzo Di Fiore, Roberta Iavarone, Paola Petrosino,
Luigi Piemontese, Daniela Tarallo, Michele Punzo and Ennio Marsella
Abstract: The analysis of tsunami catalogues and of data published on the NOAA
web site pointed out that in the Mediterranean basin, from 2000 B.C. to present, about
480 tsunamis occurred, of which at least a third involved the Italian peninsula.
Within this framework, a GIS-aided procedure that takes advantage of spatial
analysis to apply the Papathoma Tsunami Vulnerability Assessment model of urban
environments is presented, with the main purpose of assessing the vulnerability of
wide areas at spatial resolution of the census district. The method was applied to the
sector of Napoli city enclosed between Posillipo Hill and the Somma-Vesuvio volcano
because of the high population rates (apex value of 5000 inh/km2) and potential
occurrence of hazardous events such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and mass
failures that can trigger tsunamis. The vulnerability status of the urban environment
was depicted on a map. About 21% of the possibly inundated area, corresponding
with the lowlands along the shoreline, shows a very high tsunami vulnerability. High
vulnerability characterizes 26% of inundable zones while medium-low vulnerability
typifies a wide area of the Sebeto-Volla plain, ca 800 m away from the shoreline. This
map represents a good tool to plan the actions aimed at reducing risk and promoting
resilience of the territory.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Alberico, I.; Di Fiore, V.; Iavarone, R.;
Petrosino, P.; Piemontese, L.; Tarallo, D.; Punzo, M.; Marsella, E. The Tsunami
Vulnerability Assessment of Urban Environments through Freely Available Datasets:
The Case Study of Napoli City (Southern Italy). J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 981–1005.
1. Introduction
The tsunami was considered as a secondary hazard included with
earthquake [1,2] or volcanic eruption archives [3,4]. The first tsunami catalogue
of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea was published by Antonopoulos et al. [5] and
only at the end of the 1990s, thanks to the results of the European projects GITEC
(1992–1995) and GITEC TWO (1998–2001), a database of tsunamis that occurred in
the Mediterranean basin was published.
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The analysis of available data [6–8] revealed that from 2000 B.C. to present,
about 476 tsunamis occurred in the Mediterranean Sea; as far as their causes are
concerned, 380 were triggered by earthquakes and only 20 by volcanic eruptions, the
remaining were ascribed to mass failure, earthquakes, landslides, volcanic eruptions
or unknown causes.
These natural events become dangerous when the tsunamis hit a densely
inhabited area, where they can pose hazards and turn into disasters. Risk is defined
by UNISDR [9] as the combination of the probability of occurrence of an event
and its negative consequences. Mostly for geophysical risks [10–17], the notation
proposed by UNESCO [18] and Fournier d’Albe [19], Risk = HazardˆVulnerabilityˆ
Exposure, is adopted. Hazard is the likely frequency of occurrence of a dangerous
event in a fixed future time, Exposure measures people, property, systems, or
other elements present in hazard zones that are thereby subject to potential losses,
Vulnerability is the proportion of lives or goods likely to be lost, and accounts for
the features of a system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects of
a hazard. This definition identifies vulnerability as a characteristic of the element
of interest (community, system or asset) which does not depend on its exposure [9].
Ultimately, the notation points out that the risk can be reduced both by lowering
exposure and acting on vulnerability.
Traditionally, the vulnerability of a territorial system affected by tsunami
events was assumed to be invariable within the flood zone. e.g., [20,21]. Recent
papers, thanks to the analysis of damages caused by tsunamis in many areas
around the world, evidenced that tsunami vulnerability changes within the flood
zone in response to several parameters mainly reflecting the features of urban
environment [22–27].
Starting from this idea, to evaluate the territorial vulnerability,
Papathoama et al. [22] developed the Papathoma Tsunami Vulnerability Assessment
Model (PTVA). They built a database recording information on building features,
sociological, economic, environmental and physical data and assigned to each a
weight to quantify its contribution to the vulnerability assessment. Two indices, the
building vulnerability and human vulnerability, defined as weighted average of data
recorded into the database were assessed to show into maps the spatial and temporal
variability of tsunami vulnerability over the inundated area [22,24,28].
Dall’Osso et al. [29] improved the PTVA Model, renamed PTVA-3, introducing a
new set of attributes, related to the water intrusion effects, and the use of the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) to evaluate the building vulnerability. This multi-criteria
approach limits the subjective ranking and displays the contribution of the single
attribute to the overall buildings vulnerability.
In this paper, the PTVA-3 model was partly modified to implement it in
a Geographic Information System (GIS), as a procedure to assess the Relative
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Vulnerability Index (RVI) of an urban environment (i.e., of wide zones with
high building density) without losing the information associated with individual
buildings, to which the procedure had originally been applied. The implemented
workflow takes advantage of the experiences gained in the areas recently affected by
tsunamis and of freely available datasets as the ISTAT (Italian National Institute for
Statistics) [30] data and the Google Earth satellite images.
The main outcome of the present research is the urban vulnerability map; it
represents a good tool to limit the physical damage of tsunami propagation and
to improve social preparedness, essential to favor the development of a resilient
community. The method was tested on Napoli megacity because it is exposed to
many natural events (seismic, volcanic, landslide) that could trigger tsunamis.
2. Method for Tsunami Vulnerability Assessment at Urban Scale
In the present paper, the PTVA-3 model previously applied to the single
buildings of several areas [29,31–34] was partially modified to work at the regional
scale, assessing the urban vulnerability of wide areas by using remote sensing and
National Institute for Statistics data. The procedure was implemented in a GIS
environment to take full advantage of the spatial analysis algorithms for analyzing
and integrating data with different spatial resolutions.
Figure 1 shows the input data and the sequence of steps required for
calculation of Relative Vulnerability Index (RVI); the ISTAT [30] geodataset and
the satellite images represent the main source of data needed to implement the
proposed procedure.
The censual district (ISTAT 2011, [30]) was assumed as the smallest geographical
feature (spatial resolution) while the associated dataset (number of buildings,
typologies of buildings, number of floors, age of building) provided part of the
parameters required for the vulnerability assessment. The distance from the shoreline,
shape and orientation of buildings, building rows and the presence of seawalls were
identified thanks to the analysis of Google Earth satellite images of 2015 (Figure 1).
The method adopted to calculate the inundation height is described in the hazard
assessment section.
The RVI was defined as the sum of two factors:
RVI “ 1{3 ˚WV ` 2{3 ˚ SV (1)
The WV (Water Vulnerability) is the vulnerability of buildings linked to the
impact of water and SV (Structural Vulnerability) is the carrying capacity of
buildings associated with horizontal hydrodynamic force of water flow. The WV
factor was calculated by comparing the mean building elevation with the mean
inundation height.
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The mean building elevation at census district scale (Bh) was calculated for the
four building categories defined by the ISTAT [30] (buildings with one floor, two
floors, three floors, four and more than four floors) and assuming a mean floor height
(hi) of 3 m, as follows:
Bh “
řn
i“1 B fn hi
N
(2)
where B represents the number of buildings pertaining to the four ISTAT [30]
categories, fn is the number of floors and N is the total number of buildings located
in the census district.
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Figure 1. Flow chart. Diagram reporting the procedure for census districts
vulnerability assessment: whit round d rectangles enclose the factors and the
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Similarly to the last parameter, the inundation height was calculated, at census
district scale, as mean of inundation values assigned to each building from the
inundation dataset.
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The water vulnerability was evaluated through the comparison of the mean
inundation height and the mean building elevation; the census districts with
inundation height higher than building elevation were identified as the most
vulnerable. Following this premise we identified four categories of vulnerability
(1 floor flooded /4 floors, 2 floors flooded /4 floors, 3 floors flooded/4 floors,
buildings totally flooded) with a weight varying linearly from 0.25 to 1.
The SV factor of (1), was defined as the product of Ex, Bv and Prot parameters.
The Ex (Exposure) parameter depends on the water depth and on the location
of the building.
The Bv (Building Vulnerability) parameter depends on the building features and
reflects the resistance to flooding.
The Prot (Protection) parameter expresses the capability of manmade structures
to protect the coastal zone from the tsunami during its inland propagation.
For the Ex definition, in accordance with Fritz et al. [35], the assumption that
exposure is directly related to the depth of the flow and decreases away from the
coast was adopted. This parameter was calculated as average of building distance
from the shoreline assigned to each census district.
For the Bv and Prot assessment were used the following relations:
Bv “ pw1 ˚ s`w2 ˚m`w3 ˚ g`w4 ˚ so`w5 ˚ yqřn
i“1 Ni
(3)
Prot “ pw1 ˚ br`w2 ˚ swqřn
i“1 Ni
(4)
where s is the number of floors, m is the building materials, g is the ground floor
hydrodynamics, so is the shape and orientation, y is the age of building, br is the
building row, sw is the seawall, w1....n are the weighting coefficients of each attribute
and N is the total number of buildings pertaining to each census district.
The weighting coefficients (w) reported in Table 1, the only available for
the building vulnerability assessment, are those defined by Dall’Osso et al. [29]
through the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) accessible in the M-Macbeth
environment [36,37]. The attributes s, m, y, were derived from the ISTAT geodataset
(2011, [30]) and are linked to geographical element of census districts, whereas g,
so, br and sw attributes were acquired through the visual analysis of Google Earth
satellite images and are related to the single buildings (Table 2). Since the census
district was assumed as the smallest geographical element available for analysis at
urban scale, a procedure to summarize the different features of single attributes (i.e.,
for so there are four classes: regular floor plan inscribed in a square, regular floor
plan with the short side oriented perpendicularly to the flow direction, etc.) and
transfer the information from the buildings to the censual district was defined.
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Table 1. Weights of attributes. List of attributes weighting factors used for the Bv
and Prot assessment (from Dall’Osso et al. [29]).
Building Vulnerability (Bv) Protection (Prot)
Attributes Weighting Factors (%) Attributes Weighting Factors (%)
s (number of floors) w1 = 100 br (building row) w1 = 100
m (building materials) w2 = 80 sw (seawall) w2 = 73
g (ground floor
hydrodynamics) w3 = 60
so (shape and orientation) w4 = 46
y (year of construction) w5 = 23
Table 2. Indices of building vulnerability attributes. List of indices assigned to
the single attribute influencing the structural vulnerability of a building (Bv).
The values ranging from 0.25 to 1 indicate an increase of the average building
vulnerability ([29]; modified).
Attributes
Indices
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
number of floors (s) ě4 3 2 1
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Three main steps were followed: (a) the so, br, g and sw attributes were identified
for the single building; (b) these values were successively ranked and to each class
an index ji ranging between 0.25 and 1 was assigned (Table 2), where the higher
index accounts for the higher vulnerability; (c) these indices were introduced in the
following formula to calculate the value of each attribute as arithmetic mean:
a “ pj1 ˚ n1 ` j2 ˚ n2 ` j3 ˚ n3 ` j4 ˚ . . . .n4qřn
i“1 Ni
(5)
where (a) is one of the seven attributes listed above (for example: shape and
orientation), (n) symbolizes the number of buildings with specific features (for
example: regular floor plan inscribed in a square, regular floor plan with the short
side oriented perpendicularly to the flow direction, etc.) and N is the number of
buildings pertaining to each census district. The procedure is used to define the
average of ISTAT [30] attributes as well, because the single census district has different
classes for each attribute type (i.e., for the number of floors).
The criteria used to define the ji indices are:
‚ For the “s” attribute - starting from the idea that multi-floors buildings have a
good possibility of not being completely submerged by water and could promote
the vertical evacuation, the lowest vulnerability was assigned to buildings with
four and more than four floors and the highest to buildings with one floor
(Table 2).
‚ For the “m” attribute - the reinforced concrete buildings resist the tsunami effects
better than the other building typologies (Table 2).
‚ For the “g” attribute - the survey of damages to buildings as a consequence of
several tsunamis, points out that buildings with openings on the ground floor
suffered a lower damage than the other buildings typologies [38] (Table 2).
‚ For the “so” attribute - the buildings with long rectangular shape or “L”
shaped with the main wall oriented perpendicular to the flow direction showed
high vulnerability [24,39]. The buildings with the lowest damages are those
having a shape fitting into a square, because they react equally to the flows
notwithstanding the direction of impact [40]. Furthermore, the degree of
vulnerability decreases progressively from buildings diagonal to perpendicular
to parallel to the coastline [24].
‚ For the “y” attribute - since the older a building the higher is its vulnerability,
the elapsed time from its construction was used as indicator of good/worst
condition (Table 2).
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‚ For the “br” attribute - the number of structures located between each building
and the coastline is one of the most important protection factors against the
tsunami impact. The lower the value of this attribute, the higher is vulnerability
(Table 3).
‚ For the “sw” attribute - Darlymple and Kriebel [38] stated that buildings
protected by enclosure walls were significantly less damaged (Table 3).
Moreover, for the formulae (3) and (4) some simplifications were needed at
the scale adopted in the present work. In detail, the sub-parameter age of building,
displaying the state of preservation of buildings, substitutes the foundation type and
the preservation condition considered by Dall’Osso et al. [29] because this data is not
available at census district scale. The attribute “seawall” was not considered because
this information was too detailed for an analysis at urban scale.
3. The Case Study of the City of Napoli
Napoli megacity, with about one million people, has one of the highest
population rates of all of Europe (population rate reaching apex values of
5000 inh/km2). The long history of this city can be read by both punctual
architectures and large zones displaying the historical transition from ancient
to modern time. We can read the signs of the first settlements at Echia Mount
(Pizzofalcone), the site of the first Greek inhabitants of Parthenope and Neapolis; the
Roman town; the modern city, which grew in size and population density; Napoli as
capital in Byzantine age and the urban zones built after the Second World War [41].
Today, these territorial transformations result in a complex urban texture and space
configuration that schematically divide the city into five macro-zones. The old town
includes all districts sourced until the end of last century. The consolidated urban
zones coincide with the hills bordering the core of the city where the population
has moved from the overcrowded central urban area after the First World War. The
western area includes the districts falling inside the Campi Flegrei volcanic area,
whose original agricultural vocation was gradually transformed into industrial and
then tertiary activities in the last decade. The suburbs include the northern and
eastern zones of the city, the former as a symbol of the urban distress characterizing
the megacity while the latter as a symbol of degradation mainly linked to the
progressive abandon of the factories once well developed in these zones [41].
This urban landscape, representing about 78% of Napoli city, was conditioned
by the morphology (Figure 2). It is quite various, since several monogenetic volcanic
edifices like Nisida Island, La Pietra, Monte Spina and Fossa Lupara characterize
the area. The highest peak of the city is the Camaldoli hill (454 m), bordered to the
west by Pianura (175 m a.s.l.) and Soccavo (100 m a.s.l.) inland plains, and gradually
dipping towards the Agnano-Bagnoli coastal plain. The Camaldoli hill passes to
the East to the Vomero area, where the narrow tuffaceous belt of the Posillipo hill
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(150 m a.s.l) starts, and gently dips towards E-NE in the Sebeto-Volla plain [42].
This morphology is linked to the growth of Napoli city in a complex multi-source
active volcanic area sandwiched between the Campi Flegrei volcanic field and the
Somma-Vesuvio district. It is situated in a large graben, broken into smaller horst
and graben structures, connected to the Pliocene-Quaternary Tyrrhenian margin
evolution [42–47]. In particular, the western sector of the city is set on the horst-type
structure of Campi Flegrei caldera, the eastern one is located in a smaller graben,
bounded to the east by another horst which hosts the Somma-Vesuvio volcano. The
substratum of the city is made up of volcanic rocks, marine and alluvial deposits in
response to regional, volcano tectonics and sea level changes occurred during the
Holocene [48].
Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (NYT, 15 ky, [49]) forms the framework of most of
the hills in Napoli and is overlain by the fall products of the last 10 ka explosive
activity of Campi Flegrei. The same products are found in sparse boreholes of the
Agnano, Bagnoli-Fuorigrotta, Pianura and Soccavo plains, with a mean thickness of
30 m [50,51]). The Agnano plain, generated by a volcano-tectonic collapse following
the Agnano-Monte Spina eruption (4.1 ka [52]), has a poly-crateric morphology linked
to several eruptive events [53]. In the subsurface also marine and swampy deposits
are found, related to the volcano-tectonic evolution which occurred in the middle of
the Holocene, when the northern half of the caldera was uplifted, while the southern
half remained under the sea level to form the present bay of Pozzuoli [54]. The
Bagnoli-Fuorigrotta volcano-tectonic plain is filled with the products of the post-NYT
explosive activity. In the southern part of the Bagnoli-Furigrotta plain, as in the
Agnano plain, the volcanic products are interbedded to marine deposits [48,50,51].
Several drill holes performed in the eastern part of the city, corresponding to
the Sebeto-Volla Holocene coastal plain, encountered the effusive and explosive
products of Somma-Vesuvio and the explosive products of Campi Flegrei piled
up during the last 15 ka. The stratigraphic successions of over one hundred
drill holes were investigated [51,55] and made it possible to deduce the presence
of marine and alluvial deposits embedded to volcanic products. In the western
sector of Sebeto-Volla plain prevails the NYT that thins toward the eastern sector,
where lava flows and pyroclastic flow deposits of the Somma-Vesuvio eruptions are
more common.
This complex geological and morphological on-set coupled with several sources
of hazard (earthquakes, landslides, pyroclastic flows) that could trigger the tsunamis
as cascade events and the intense urbanization make the Napoli city a good test area
for the RVI assessment. For the case study area, firstly the tsunami hazard zone was
defined by applying a deterministic approach based on a worst case scenario [56]
and then the urban vulnerability was assessed.
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Figure 2. Location of study area. In the 3D view the morphology of area close to the Napoli 
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The mass failures may be responsible for the generation of tsunami waves [60]; the largest events 
may have an effect at the scale of the whole Mediterranean basin and bear a high tsunamigenic potential 
regardless of the water depth at which they occur. Landslides exceeding 10 km3 in volume can still bear 
significant tsunamigenic potential at regional scale, and therefore their probability of occurrence should 
be carefully considered. 
Tsunamis linked to the volcanic activity of Somma-Vesuvio are rare, nevertheless, the historical 
documents report the occurrence of anomalous waves in the Gulf of Napoli not only in correspondence 
of the largest explosive eruptions (79 A.D., 1631) but also of the low-size eruptive events of 14 May 
1698, 17 May 1813 and 4 April 1906 [61,62]. Tinti et al. [62] analyzed through numerical simulations 
the sea perturbation provoked by the lightest component of the pyroclastic flows travelling down the 
Figure 2. Location of study area. In the 3D view the morphology of area close to t e
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(b) and regional (c) scale.
3.1. Tsunami Hazard in Napoli Gulf
The occurrence of past tsunami events in the Napoli Bay is testified to in
historical s urces. In his Geographica (source in Buchner, [57]), the Greek writer
Strabo (64 B.C.–21 A.D.) giv s the description of a sud n collapse of a se tor of the
Ischia island wi an associated tsunami ve aged before the Greek period and
recently dated between ~3 ka B.P. and 2.4 ka B.P. [58]. The possible consequences of
this event were assessed by Tinti et al. [59], suggesting that this could have produced
a tsunami that propagated in the Gulf of Napoli in 8 to 15 minutes time and reached
the present city site with a water elevation of 20 m.
The mass failures may be responsible for the generation of tsunami waves [60];
the largest events may have an effect at the scale of the whole Mediterranean basin
and bear a high tsun migenic potenti l regardless of the water depth at which they
occur. Landslides exceeding 10 km3 in volume can still bear significant tsunamigenic
po ntial at regional sca e, and therefore the r probability of occurr ce should be
carefully considered.
Tsunamis linked to the volcanic activity of Somma-Vesuvio are rare, nevertheless,
the historical documents report the occurrence of anomalous waves in the Gulf
of Napoli not only in correspondence of the largest explosive eruptions (79 A.D.,
1631) but also of the low-size eruptive events of 14 May 1698, 17 May 1813 and 4
April 1906 [61,62]. Tinti et al. [62] analyzed through numerical simulations the sea
perturbation provoked by the lightest component of the pyroclastic flows travelling
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down the flank of the Vesuvio volcano. They pointed out that the size of tsunamis
that could reach Napoli is moderate and that they would produce effects similar to
those triggered by the pyroclastic flows of the 1631 eruption [63–66].
Tsunami hydrodynamic modeling includes three main steps: generation,
propagation and inundation [67]. The thorniest issue in tsunami calculation is
not deep water propagation, but rather the point where the waves are generated
and the point where the waves run into shallow water and then onto land. The first
part is critical to assess the intrinsic level of hazard, the second is important to map
site-specific hazard [68].
The present work mainly deals with the inland propagation of water. The results
of numerical model applied by Tinti et al. [59] that explores the consequences of the
Ischia Debris Avalanche (IDA) which occurred in historical times, was used as input
data to assess the maximum inland inundation. A giant sea wave triggered by the
flank collapse of Ischia Island may have affected all the coasts of Ischia and of the
Gulf of Napoli. It can be considered an extreme event for the Napoli Bay, in fact those
occurred in historical times were characterized by a lower wave height [59,61–65,69].
The mechanism that has led to overload-oversteepening, and thus to failure, is the
volcano-tectonic uplift of the Mt Epomeo and the recurrent seismicity of the area
may ultimately have triggered the mass failure [58].
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Figure 3. Topographic barriers and areas prone to inundation. The zones with slope 
exceeding 5° (brown color) and those prone to inundation (white color, slope lower than 5°) 
are shown. The dashed lines indicate the areas more than 1200 m away from the shoreline. 
This event, which occurred about 36 km away from Napoli city, may have determined a maximum 
wave height of about 20 m along the coast of the study area. The identification of areas likely to be 
flooded was carried out assuming that the first wave reaches the maximum height and keeps the free 
horizontal surface condition. This hypothesis, as a first approach to the problem, acts for safety 
advantage and completely neglects the loss of energy to which the mass of water undergoes during 
Figure 3. Topographic ba riers and reas prone to inundation. The zones with
slope exceeding 5˝ (brown color) and those prone to inundation (white color, slope
lower than 5˝) are shown. The dashed lines indicate the areas more than 1200 m
away from the shoreline.
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This event, which occurred about 36 km away from Napoli city, may have
determined a maximum wave height of about 20 m along the coast of the study
area. The identification of areas likely to be flooded was carried out assuming
that the first wave reaches the maximum height and keeps the free horizontal
surface condition. This hypothesis, as a first approach to the problem, acts for
safety advantage and completely neglects the loss of energy to which the mass of
water undergoes during propagation on the mainland. Accepting this hypothesis, the
inland tsunami propagation was defined through a run up formula
´
I “ Rutan9
¯
[70],
where “I” is the maximum inland inundation, Ru is the maximum water height
calculated by Tinti et al. [59] and α is the slope characterizing the coastal zones of the
study area. In order to consider the influence of inland morphology on the maximum
inland propagation [71–74], a slope zoning of coastal zone was performed from a
detailed Digital Elevation Model (DEM) [75]. Firstly a Boolean map was drawn
to point out the area with high spatial probability to be inundated (white zones in
Figure 3), and those with slope exceeding 5˝ that represent topographic barriers
against the tsunami inland propagation (dark brown in Figure 3); in fact, since a
value of α = 5˝ and a water elevation of 20 m, deduced for IDA [29], were taken into
account the maximum depth is about 200 m. For the Sebeto-Volla and Chiaia zones a
mean slope of 1˝ and 2˝ was respectively calculated and used in the run-up formula
to delineate the maximum inundation depth (Figure 4). Moreover, the inundation
height (Ih) was assessed by applying the relation Ih = Wh ´ Th, where Wh is the water
height and Th is the topographic height [70,76], the inundability becomes zero when
topographic height is larger than the water height.
3.2. Urban Vulnerability of Napoli City
Starting from the method described in section 2, in the following the criteria
adopted to define the role of attribute, parameters and factors necessary to calculate
the RVI for urban areas of Napoli city are explained.
For the number of floors (s), the lowest vulnerability was assigned to the
buildings with four and more than four floors and the highest to buildings with
one floor considering that several floors of a multi-floor building could be safe from
inundation and consequently host the people climbing upstairs from the lower floors
(Table 2, Figure 5A1).
As far as the building materials (m) are concerned, Napoli is characterized
by reinforced concrete and masonry buildings; a level of vulnerability higher than
reinforced concrete was assigned to masonry because of its excellent resistance to
vertical stresses, but poor ability to react to horizontal forces (Table 2, Figure 5A2).
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Figure 4. Location of zones that could be reached by a tsunami. The black boxes in (a) 
indicate the two inland zones prone to tsunami inundation. In (a1) and (a2) the light blue 
zones point out the maximum tsunami inland propagation and the green lines represent the 
topographic contours with 10 m interval. The Napoli city is drawn at national (b) and 
regional (c) scale. 
  
Figure 4. Locati n of zones that could b reached by a tsunami. The black boxes
in (a) indicate the tw inland zones prone to tsun mi inundatio . In (a1) and (a2)
the light blue zones point o t the maximum tsunami inland propagation and the
green lines represent the topographic contours with 10 m interval. The Napoli city
is drawn at national (b) and regional (c) scale.
As to the ground floor hydrodynamics (g), buildings with openings on the
ground floor showed lower damage than the other building typologies. In the study
area, there are few buildings displaying these features, therefore a unique index was
assigned to all buildings (Table 2, Figure 5A3).
For the shape and orientation of buildings (so), an index value that increases
from buildings inscribed into a square to buildings with irregular floor plan and with
the long side normal to the direction of flow was defined (Table 2, Figure 5A4).
For the year of construction (y), an index taking into account the age of the
building (Table 2, Figure 5A5) was calculated.
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Table 3. Indices of protection attributes. List of indices assigned to the single
attribute influencing the level of protection of a building (Prot). The values from
0.25 to 1 indicate an increase of the average building vulnerability ([29], modified).
Attributes
Indices
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
building row (br) >VII IV–VI II–III I
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Indices 
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 
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For building row (br), the number of structures located between each building and the coastline is 
one of the most important protection factors against the impact of tsunami. For the “Porto di Napoli” 
and the area close to “Via Marina”, the buildings are spread over the territory and are directly exposed 
to the tsunami propagation; the maximum vulnerability was assigned to them. To each building located 
at the back of Via Marina a decreasing vulnerability was assigned in response to the idea that moving 
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masonry build ngs; a level of vulnerability higher than reinforced concrete was signed to masonry 
because of its excell nt resistance to vertical stress , but poor ability o react to horizontal forces  
(Table 2, Figure 5A2).  
As to the ground floor hydrodynamics (g), build ngs with openings on the ground floor showed lower 
dam ge than the other build ng typologies. In the study are , there are f w build ngs displaying these 
features, therefore a unique index was signed to all build ngs (Table 2, Figure 5A3).  
For the shape and orientation f build ngs (so), an i dex value that increases from build ngs inscribed 
into a square to build ngs with irregular floor plan d with e long side normal to he direction f flow 
was defined (Table 2, Figure 5A4). 
For the year of construction (y), an i dex taking into account the age of the build ng (Table 2,  
Figure 5A ) was cal ulated. 
Table 3. Indices of protec ion attributes. List of indices assigned to he single attribute 
influenci g the l vel of protec ion of a build ng (Prot). The values from 0.25 to 1 indicate 
an i crease of the average build ng vulnerability ([29], modified). 
Attributes 
Indices 
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 
building row (br) >VII IV–VI II–III I 
  
seawall (sw) heig t exceeding 3 m heig t between 1.5 and 3 m heig t between 0 and 1.5 m Absent 
  
For build ng row (br), the number of struct res located between each build ng and the coastline is 
one of the most important protec ion factors against the impact of tsunami. For the “Port  di Napoli” 
and the are  close to “Via arina”, the build ngs are spread over the t rritory and are directly exposed 
to he tsunami propagation; the maximu  vulnerability was signed to hem. To each build ng located 
at the back of Via arina a decr asing vulnerability was signed in response to he idea that moving 
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For building r w (br), he number of structures located eac building
and the coastline is one of the most important protection factors against the impact of
tsunami. For the “Porto di Napoli” and the area close to “Via Marina”, the buildings
are spread over the territory and are directly exposed to the tsunami propagation; the
xi u vul er bility was ssigned to th m. To each buil ing located at the back
f ia Marina a dec e sing vulnerability w ssigned in re po se to the i t t
moving away from the coast the buildings are protected by an increasing numbers of
building rows (Table 3, Figure 5B1).
For seawall (sw), in the Gulf of Napoli there are just two breakwaters with
rectangular shape with the main wall perpendicular to the flood. The height of these
protections was used to calculate the related index value, the higher the protection
the lower is the vulnerability. The sw was the only attribute defined at a scale larger
than the census district. The area exposed to tsunamis was divided into three sectors:
(a) the zone without seawall protection; (b) the zone protected by a seawall with a
mean height of 1.20 m a.s.l.; (c) the zone protected by a seawall with mean height of
0.9 m a.s.l. (Table 3, Figure 5B2).
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Figure 5. Attributes maps. Frameworks displaying the spatial distribution of
building vulnerability (A1–A5) and protection factors (B1-B2): (A1) number of
floors; (A2) buildings material; (A3) capability of the ground floor to resist to water
flow pressure; (A4) s ape and the orientation of building; (A5) year of building;
(B1) buildings row; (B2) seawall protection; In the picture (C) the framework of the
study area is shown.
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The attributes were ranked into several classes and labeled with specific indices
to figure out their contribution to the vulnerability assessment at census scale
(Table 4). The ranking of values was performed according to the natural break
method; it identifies groups and patterns of data in a set by defining the separation
points among the frequency values and minimizing the variance in each class [77].
These values and the weighting factors (wi) were entered in equations (3) and (4) to
define the Bv and Prot parameters and consequently the Sv factor of equation (1).
Moreover, to easily and entirely visualize the spatial distribution of the attributes,
the sub-parameters and factors used in the RVI assessment were depicted into easily
readable maps.
Table 4. List of attributes and parameters structural vulnerability assessment. The
attributes and parameters were classified into four vulnerability classes.
Parameters and Attributes Range
Low (1) Medium (2) High (3) Very high (4)
Building vulnerability (Bv) 1.00–2.25 2.25–2.83 2.83–3.45 3.45–4.00
Number of stories (s) 0.00–0.35 0.35–0.45 0.45–0.79 0.79–1.00
Building materials (m) 0.00–0.32 0.32–0.54 0.54–0.68 0.68–0.75
Ground floor
hydrodynamics (g) 1.00
Shape and orientation (so) 0.00–0.54 0.54–0.72 0.72–0.89 0.89–1.00
Year of construction (y) 0.00–0.58 0.58–0.81 0.81–0.93 0.93–1.00
Protection (Prot) 0.00–1.43 1.43–2.30 2.30–3.14 3.14–4.00
Building row (br) 0.00–0.35 0.35–0.59 0.59–0.82 0.82–1.00
Seawall (sw) 0.5 0.75 1.00
Exposure (Ex) 1200–885 885–590 590–295 ď 295
4. Results and Discussion
The main goal of this study was to draw a map showing the vulnerability of
a wide urban environment to the occurrence of tsunamis thought as a tool for the
territorial planning. In the following the spatial distribution of all attributes and
parameters used to assess the tsunamis vulnerability of Napoli city is recalled.
4.1. Attributes Maps
In Figure 5A,B the spatial distribution of attributes required to define the
building vulnerability (frames A1 to A5) and protection parameters (frames B1
and B2) are respectively shown.
The frames from A1 to A5 point out some differences between the western
part of the city, which represents the oldest suburb, and the eastern one, mainly
characterized by industrial activities.
The frame A1 refers to the number of floors attribute. It shows that the
western area has a medium-low vulnerability (yellow to green color) due to the
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presence of many buildings with four or more floors; the eastern area, on the
counterpart, is characterized by buildings with few floors (orange to red color =
medium-high vulnerability).
The frame A2 shows the distribution of type of material attribute, and a high
vulnerability results for the western part of the city as a consequence of the wide
presence of masonry buildings. The eastern zone is characterized by the presence
of both reinforced concrete and masonry buildings; this condition causes a level of
vulnerability variable and proportional to the type of buildings characterizing the
single census district.
The frame A3 depicts the distribution of hydrodynamics of the ground floor
attributes; a unique value of high vulnerability was assigned to the whole study area
because most buildings have the ground floors closed by thick walls.
The frame A4 provides information on the distribution of shape and orientation
of buildings attribute. The western part of the study area is more vulnerable than the
eastern one, because in the former the buildings with the long side normal to water
flow prevail.
The frame A5 shows the spatial distribution of the year of construction attribute;
the census districts with low vulnerability (shades of green) are mostly made up of
edifices built after 1982 and are concentrated in the eastern area.
The frame B1 outlines the areas with a different number of building rows
attributes. Four zones with a level of vulnerability decreasing proportionally to
the increasing distance from the shoreline are identified. The highest vulnerability
pertains to the buildings located in the first row facing the shoreline, conversely the
buildings far away from the shoreline (green color) are protected from the tsunami
effect by a high number of building rows.
The frame B2 points out the protection role of seawalls. The western and the
eastern zones have the highest vulnerability because of the absence of a seawall,
whereas the central area shows a good level of protection due to the presence of two
man-made protection structures.
4.2. The Bv, Prot and Ex Parameters Maps
The maps of the single attributes were spatially combined, following the
relation (3) and (4), to outline the distribution of Bv and Prot (Figure 6 A,B) parameters
into two new maps. Figure 6A shows the vulnerability of urban environment in
response to buildings features. Most of the investigated area shows a medium to
high level of vulnerability, mainly due to the diffused presence of large masonry
buildings. In detail, the low vulnerability of the western zone is linked to the number
of floors and the medium-high vulnerability to shape and orientation and year of
construction, whereas the eastern sector shows opposite conditions.
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Figure 6. Parameters maps. The maps show the distribution of classes for building
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Figure 6B summarizes the effects of number of building rows and seawall
attributes on the protection parameter assessment. The map points out that the more
a vulnerable area is close to the shoreline and that at the same distance from it the
central area of the city is less vulnerable (orange color) than the two side zones (red
color) due to the presence of protection barriers. Yellow and green colors characterize
the zones far from the shoreline.
Figure 6C depicts the contribution of water flow (Ex parameter) at the site where
the building is located; since the pressure applied to the building decreases with
distance from the coastline, the census district vulnerability decreases with increasing
distance from it.
4.3. The Sv and Wv Factors Maps
The structural vulnerability map (Figure 7A) zones the territory through the
combined effect of buildings vulnerability, protection and exposure parameters. The
highest Sv values characterize the Chiaia area close to the shoreline and the eastern
sector of Sebeto-Volla plain. A sea protection favored the occurrence of a medium
vulnerability class in the central sector of the city. Moving away from the shoreline
medium and low structural vulnerability characterizes all the territory. In detail,
the percentage of area pertaining to the four Sv classes evidenced that 36% of the
inundated area is characterized by low vulnerability, 48% by high and very high
vulnerability and only 16% is characterized by medium values.
The territorial zoning of water vulnerability factor (Wv) evidences that the
buildings close to the shoreline, where the inundation height is the highest, are
the most vulnerable (red color in Figure 7B). This factor is linked to the magnitude
of the tsunami event simulated to define a vulnerability scenario. Considering a
water elevation of 20 m [59], all the buildings along the shoreline are submerged
by the tsunami wave propagation. The Figure 7B points out the different extent of
water vulnerability classes. In the Sebeto-Volla Plain the area displaying the highest
vulnerability (red zone) extends inland for about 1 km while in the western sector
this class has an extent of about 400 m. The distributions of medium and low water
vulnerability classes are similar, occupying 14 and 8% of inundated zone, respectively.
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is shown. 
Figure 7. Maps of vulnerability factors. In A the vulnerability of the carrying
capacity of the buildings structures (Structural Vulnerability) is depicted while in B
the vulnerability of buildings as a consequence of their contact with tsunami waves
(Water Vulnerability) is shown.
4.4. The RVI Map
The Relative Vulnerability Index map summarizes the contribution of structural
and water vulnerability factors. In fact, in the territorial zoning shown in Figure 8
several sectors of coastal zones display medium structural vulnerability (Figure 8)
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are classified as very highly vulnerable in the RVI map thanks to the contribution of
the Wv factor. The coastal zones show the highest vulnerability of the whole study
area, with a depth that increases moving from Chiaia to Sebeto-Volla plain. A similar
spatial distribution characterizes the other vulnerability classes evidencing the key
role of morphology. The gradient of area close to the narrow plain zone of Chiaia and
the slopes of San Martino hill prevent the propagation of the tsunami that remains
confined within the flat zone. In contrast, the gentle slope of Sebeto-Volla plain favors
the propagation of tsunamis for a depth exceeding 1 km.
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Figure 8. The Relative Vulnerability Index Map of the study area. The colors from
red to green indicate a decreasing level of vulnerability.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes a workflow able to define the tsunami vulnerability of wide
urban zones taking advantage of freely available datasets as the ISTAT [30] urban
dataset and the regularly up-dated Google Earth satellite images. The census district
was assumed as the smallest geographical element for RVI (Relative Vulnerability
index) assessment, which summarizes the contribution of two factors, the Structural
Vulnerability (Sv) and the Water Vulnerability (Wv). The application of the procedure
to the censual districts ensures a speedy data processing and a fast map visualization
and can hence be successfully used both on the long time for territorial planning and
on the short time for possible crisis management.
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The method was applied to the case study of Napoli megacity because it is
exposed to both volcanotectonic earthquakes, sourcing at Campania active volcanoes,
and to tectonic high magnitude earthquakes, sourcing in the Apennine chain. Mostly
the landslide cascade events of those earthquakes, implying the remobilization of
huge quantities of rocks and their interaction with sea-water, could cause tsunami
events. Apart from the high hazard related to tsunamis, the peculiar topography of
the city, forcing urban zones to grow in the flat areas along the coastline, makes
it even more vulnerable. Furthermore, the intense urbanization and the high
population rates contribute to increase the risk of the city and make it worth a
specific investigation of urban vulnerability in case of a future tsunami event.
The analysis make it possible to infer that all the buildings located within the
narrow land belt along the coastline display a high vulnerability mainly because
of their proximity to the sea and of the main occurrence of masonry building.
In particular:
- A high value of Sv characterizes the Chiaia area close to the shoreline and the
eastern sector of the Sebeto-Volla plain; sea protections favored the presence of a
medium vulnerability class in the central sector of the city and moving away from
the shoreline the medium and the low structural vulnerability prevails.
- A high value of Wv typifies a wide area of the Sebeto-Volla Plain, at depth
more than 1 km, whereas in the western part Wv is controlled by the presence of
a 70 m high hill, located only at 400 m from the coastline, that prevents the inland
propagation of the tsunami wave.
- The same spatial distribution of high vulnerability class is shown by the
medium and low vulnerability classes that are progressively located farther from
the coastline.
- RVI map, as the sum of Sv and Wv, shows that very high and high vulnerability
(47%) typifies the areas along the shoreline for a depth of about 300 m in the western
sector and of about 700 m in the eastern one. This final RVI map reflects the
magnitude of the type-event on which the procedure is based, that for the Napoli
city case study is a high magnitude event (IDA, [59]), but one of the advantages of
the workflow implemented in a GIS environment is to make it possible to routinely
change the tsunami scenario, by changing the Wv factor, and rapidly redraw a new
urban vulnerability map.
The RVI map here proposed is conceived as a basic tool for territorial planning
in areas exposed to tsunami hazard, where laws and regulations are needed to
promote the use of a building code with the aim of increasing durability of residential
buildings and reducing the economic losses in case of a destructive event. In the
present situation, for Napoli city, there is no tsunami risk program, either in the short
term, finalized to a possible crisis management, or in the long term, for increasing
resilience in population.
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The possibility to identify the tsunami building vulnerability at the censual
district scale, supplied by the noticeable flexibility of the GIS-aided procedure here
coded, offers vital tools for spatial planning purposing to:
- identify the buildings with features that make them suitable for the
vertical evacuation.
- hypothesize for the single areas a building code to reduce the future damage
linked to a tsunami phenomenon (e.g., habitable space in building structures must
be elevated above the regulatory flood elevation, walls and partitions are required
to break away so as not to induce excessive loads on the structural frame, a stable
refuge for the vertical evacuation should be provided, etc.).
- address resource allocation towards specific interventions aimed at reducing
the urban vulnerability.
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Geological and Sedimentological Evidence
of a Large Tsunami Occurring ~1100 Year BP
from a Small Coastal Lake along the Bay of
La Paz in Baja California Sur, Mexico
Terrence A. McCloskey, Thomas A. Bianchette and Kam-biu Liu
Abstract: The importance of small-scale seismic events in enclosed water bodies,
which can result in large tsunami waves capable of affecting comprehensive damage
over small, geographically-confined areas are generally overlooked, although
recognizing the occurrence of such events is a necessary element in adequately
assessing the risk of natural hazards at specific locations. Here we present evidence
for a probable large localized tsunami that occurred within the Bay of La Paz, Baja
California Sur, ~1100 year before present (BP), which resulted in the creation of a
shelly ridge at an elevation of ~2 m above mean high water (MHW). This ridge
consists of a continuous wedge of poorly mixed marine sands and shells ~50 cm
in depth deposited along the entire seaward edge of the lake. The marine shells
collected from terrestrial environments around the lake include species from a variety
of environments, including offshore species with minimum preferred depths of >13 m.
The evidence suggests that this material was likely deposited by a tsunami with a
runup of 2–3.6 m above MHW, probably associated with the slumping of an island
along the tectonically active eastern edge of the bay.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: McCloskey, T.A.; Bianchette, T.A.; Liu, K.
Geological and Sedimentological Evidence of a Large Tsunami Occurring ~1100 Year
BP from a Small Coastal Lake along the Bay of La Paz in Baja California Sur, Mexico.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 1544–1567.
1. Introduction
Two recent events have focused attention on the hazards associated with
supra-regional tsunamis generated by mega earthquakes occurring along major fault
lines in the open ocean. On 26 December 2004 a rupture along the fault boundary
between the Indo-Australian and Eurasian plates resulted in the 9.1 magnitude
Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. The ensuing tsunami, that generated waves up to
30 m high, caused over 283,000 deaths in 14 countries [1,2]. On 11 March 2011, a
9.0 magnitude earthquake associated with a 450 km rupture of the Japan Trench
generated a tsunami [3,4] that devastated Japan and achieved wave heights of 3.94
m as distant as the southern coast of Chile [5]. However, the risks associated with
locally-generated tsunamis in confined water bodies have generally been ignored [6].
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One example is the 1958 Lituya Bay, Alaska tsunami. Although this event was
associated with a large earthquake on the Fairweather Fault, the proximal cause was
a rockslide at the head of the bay that generated a tsunami that removed soil and
vegetation up to a height of 524 m [7]. Miller [7] identified five occurrences of giant
waves over the last 200 years in Lituya Bay indicating that in tectonically-active areas
devastating localized tsunamis can occur over short return intervals, thereby posing
large, but underappreciated, hazards for the immediate vicinity. Other large localized
tsunamis associated with rockslides into confined bodies of water include events at
Spirit Lake, Washington in 1980 (260 m runup) [8] and at the Vajont Reservoir, Italy
in 1963 (260 m runup) [9,10]. The lack of focus on tsunami risks is problematic all
along Mexico’s west coast, but especially throughout the Baja Peninsula where the
economies of coastal communities are largely tied to water-based tourism. The risk
of localized events is of particular import within the semi-enclosed Bay of La Paz,
given the presence of the city of La Paz in the shallow SW corner. Here we present
geologic evidence from a small coastal lake on the margins of that bay, suggesting
the possible occurrence of a tsunami at ~1100 year before present (BP).
2. Study Site
2.1. Geologic Setting
The Baja California (BC) Peninsula is rocky and dry, separated from the rest of
Mexico by the Gulf of California. During the Mesozoic, when it was the western
edge of both the continent and the North American plate, the BC Peninsula received
volcanic detritus from calc-alkaline volcanoes farther to the east [11]. During the
Oligocene and Miocene the volcanoes migrated west onto what is currently the east
coast of the Baja Peninsula, depositing the Comondú Formation [11], at first in a
shallow marine basin, then onto non-marine fans. Some subduction on the west
coast of BC occurred at this point, terminating by ~10 million years ago (mya) [12].
Between 12 and 4 mya, as the North American Plate overrode the East Pacific Rise,
Baja California slowly transferred unto the Pacific Plate as the plate boundary moved
into the Gulf of California [13–15]. Although this is a right-lateral strike-slip boundary
dominated by long transform faults and narrow spreading [16,17], the western edge
of BC is part of the surrounding extensional province, characterized by normal
faulting. The BC Peninsula as a whole has been being uplifted at ~0.1 m/kyr since 1
mya [18,19].
Our study site is located in the Bay of La Paz, located on the southern third
of the peninsula; ~1000 km south of the Mexican/United States border (Figure 1).
Hausback [11] identified the La Paz Fault as a major NE-SW fault in the southern
section of the peninsula, cutting across the entire peninsula just south of our study
site. More recent studies have questioned the existence of this fault, and have instead
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identified the active normal San José del Cabo Fault as the dominant fault system [16].
North of this fault Coyan and others [17] have identified an array of active faults, the
one closet to our site being the normal, northeast-dipping Saltito Fault, with scarp
heights ranging from 7 to 14 m, which continues offshore. Saltito’s 14 km onshore
rupture length corresponds to a magnitude (M) 6.5 earthquake [20]. Researchers
working in the Bay of La Paz commonly identify a major buried fault along the
western edge of the islands lying along the eastern edge of the bay [21,22]. The La
Paz Basin is a half graben, controlled by the east-dipping Centenario Fault along
its western edge [17]. Although the majority of regional earthquakes occur along
the spreading axes in the center of the Gulf of California, a number of earthquakes
>5.0 M have occurred in the Bay of La Paz since 1900 [16,21,22], with magnitude 7.0
events having an estimated occurrence interval of ~1000 years [22].
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Figure 1. Location of study site. Major faults on the southern section of the Baja
California peninsula, as described by Coyan and others [17], are displayed on
Google Earth imagery, with dots marking the downthrown blocks. The dashed line
represents an unnamed buried fault inferred by previous studies [21,22]. The red
dot marks our study site. Inset displays the location of the Baja California Peninsula
in relation to the Pacific coast of Mexico.
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Detailed data for post-Wisconsin sea level changes are almost entirely lacking
for the Pacific coast of Mexico. The single relevant curve, published in 1969 [23],
shows a smooth rise of ~40 m to ~15 m below present sea level from 10,000 to 8000
BP, after which the rate of sea level rise steadily decreases, reaching ~1 m below
present sea level by 3000 BP. There are no published records of relative sea level for
the La Paz area.
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Figure 2. Location of study site. Displayed on Google Earth imagery are (a); the Bay of La 
Paz, the city of La Paz, the Saltito Fault and the buried fault identified by [21,22] as occurring 
along the western flanks of the islands on the eastern edge of the bay. The area marked by 
the white square is expanded in (b); which displays the location of the two peninsulas 
surrounding Estero de Bahia Falso, our study site (white square) and the Pichilingue tidal 
gauge (red square). Estero de Bahia Falso is shown in greater detail in (c), with the location 
of core 4 marked by a white dot. 
Figure 2. tion of study site. Displayed n Google E rth imagery are (a); the
Bay of La Paz, the city of La Paz, the Saltito Fault and the buried fault identified
by [21,22] as occurring along the western flanks of the islands on the eastern edge
of the bay. The area marked by the white square is expanded in (b); which displays
the location of the two peninsulas surrounding Estero de Bahia Falso, our study site
(white square) and the Pichilingue tidal gauge (red square). Estero de Bahia Falso
is shown in greater detail in (c), with the location of core 4 marked by a white dot.
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2.2. Bay of La Paz
Tides in the Bay of La Paz are mixed, mainly semi-diurnal [24], with a maximum
tidal range of <2 m [25,26]. The bay is roughly oval with a maximum length of
~75 km N–S and 35 km E–W. The bay opens to the Gulf of California to the east,
blocked in the south by several islands bounded on the west by an active fault [21,22],
and a peninsula extending into the bay from the south (Figure 2a). The northern
section of the bay is relatively deep, with a maximum depth of 420 m in the Alfonso
Basin. Water depth in the southern third is <100 m [21,22,27,28]. Surface currents
in the northern section are driven by a cyclonic gyre, especially in the fall, while
currents are weak in the shallow southern third. Winds are seasonally variable, with
weak (ď5 m/s) southwest winds prevailing during the summer winds, and stronger
(ď12 m/s) northwest winds occur during the rest of the year [29], resulting in a
water column that varies from weakly stratified in the winter to highly stratified in
the summer [30]. The city of La Paz, the capital of the state of Baja California Sur,
occupies the SW corner of the bay, <10 km from our site. The city has a population of
>200,000 with an economy based largely on ecotourism and marine activities [31,32].
2.3. Study Site
Our study site is Estero de Bahia Falso, a lake located in a small bay tucked
into the convoluted western edge of the southern peninsula, flanked by the 2.5 km
long San Juan Nepomuceno (SJN) peninsula to the northwest, and the 1.25 long
Punta Colorado (PC) peninsula to the southeast (Figure 2b). The lake is in a small
basin surrounded by steep, bare slopes rising to heights of >60 m. The lake is
crescent-shaped, ~150 m ˆ 70 m in size, with a maximum depth of <1.0 m, and a
surface elevation of ~1.25 m above mean high water (MHW). The lake drains an
area of >1 km2, with larger drainage systems to the northwest and the southeast
constraining the catchment area to the immediate vicinity. Salinity was 49 parts per
thousand (ppt) at the time of fieldwork in December 2011. The lake is fringed by a
thin border of low halophytic shrubs, while red mangroves (Rhizophora mangle) form
a denser, higher growth along the edge of the bay and black mangroves (Avicennia
germinans) line the drainage channel that connects the lake to the sea near the lake’s
eastern end. The lake is separated from the sea by a low, flat ridge of shelly, sandy
material which reaches a maximum elevation of ~75 cm above the lake level (~2 m
above MWH). This ridge sits on top of a finer-grained beach that slopes to the sea. A
salt pan surrounds the lake on the remaining three sides.
The site sits atop a thin alluvial Holocene fill on top of the Comondú Formation
that consists of volcanic sandstones and conglomerates, rhyolitic ash-flows, tuffs
and andesitic lahars and lava flows [11,31,33], above a Cretaceous basement of
metamorphic and plutonic rocks [17]. The short (~2 km) normal north-dipping
La Pedrera Fault occurs ~7 km to the northeast, beyond which the Cretaceous
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basement reaches the surface along the eastern side of the [31,33]. Movement along
the Espiritu Santo Fault has resulted in a westward tilting and slow uplift of the
peninsula [34]. Estimations of the rate of uplift vary. Calculations based on terrace
deposits show a rate of 0.12–0.15 mm yr´1 from the last interglacial, while data from
an elevated platform suggests little or no uplift since that time. Calculations derived
from the formation of notch suggest rates from 0.075 to 0.50 mm yr´1 over the last
500–2000 years [34].
The long-term history of human use/disturbance of the area is unknown.
However, until the recent development of a tourism-based economy human
population levels were low, and the potential for anthropogenic disturbance slight.
Material was moved for the construction of a roadway, which passes to the east of
the lake, some of which has moved downhill. However the limit of this movement is
clear and does not extend into our study areas.
3. Methods
This study focuses on the superficial sediments surrounding the lake,
supplemented by data from core 4, taken from a site northeast of the lake’s center,
approximately 40 m behind the landward edge of the shell-covered beach ridge
(Figure 2). The core was extracted from a water depth of ~0.6 m of water by
means of a Russian peat borer in seven overlapping sections. All core sections
were photographed and described in the field and hermetically sealed before being
transported to the Global Change and Coastal Paleoecology Laboratory at Louisiana
State University (Baton Rouge, LA, USA), where they were stored in a refrigerated
room (4 ˝C). Surface samples were collected from the lake, the surrounding land
surface and the subtidal nearshore area. Elevations and distances were determined by
a Nikon range finder (Nikon Corporation, Toyko, Japan) with all locations marked by
a hand held Garmin eTrex Venture global positioning system (GPS) unit. Although
the listed accuracy of this unit is <15 m, this is the maximum error under poor
satellite coverage. Field experience (reoccupying sites) has shown the practical
uncertainty to be much less (<3 m). Photos were taken and sketches made of all
relevant topographic and geological features. Shells and surface samples were
collected from the terrestrial areas surrounding the lake. After opening in the lab, all
core sections were photographed and physical properties described. Loss-on-ignition
analysis was conducted continuously down the center of each section at 1 cm
resolution. Small (~1 cc) samples were weighed wet, dried overnight at 100 ˝C,
then weighed to determine water content (percentage of wet weight), following
which they were burned at 550 ˝C for two hours and weighed to determine organic
content (percent dry weight), and finally burned at 1000 ˝C for one hour and weighed
to determine carbonate content (dry weight), following the procedure described
by Liu and Fearn [35]. The precise alignment of core segments used to establish
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final core stratigraphy was based on the matching of the visual, compositional and
elemental characteristics of the overlapping sediments. Elemental concentrations
were determined by an Innov-X Delta Premium DP-4000 handheld X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) unit for all surface samples and at 2 cm resolution down the length of the
core (Olympus Corporation, Center Valley, PA, USA). The device analyzes each
sample across three frequencies for 30 seconds per frequency producing elemental
concentrations in parts per million (ppm) for the following elements: S, Cl, K, Ca,
Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Br, Rb, Sr, Zr, Mo, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, Sn, Sb,
Ba, Pt, Au, Hg, and Pb. We present data for K, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Zn, Br, and Mo, as
representative terrestrial elements. The minimum and maximum error bars (in ppm)
for each of these elements for the depth presented (0–35 cm) are: K: 75–140; Ti: 18–34;
V: 21–34; Mn: 4–6; Fe: 58–112; Co: 17–26; Zn: 2; Br: 17–23; Rb: 1–2; and Mo: 1–3. The
device was calibrated with certified standards NIST 2710a and 2711a.
Tidal amplitude is based on hourly data from a tide gauge located <5 km from
our site at Bahia de Pichilingue for the period 15 May 1999 to 3 March 2011. 65,537 of
the 103,464 possible hourly readings (63%) are recorded for this period. Due to the
missing values we discarded data from months with less than 240 readings (10 days),
leaving a set of 95 months. The number of data points per month for the 95 months
varied from 252 (once) to 744 (20 times).
Shells and shell fragments are ubiquitous on the shelly ridge fronting the ocean
side of the lake, and also sparingly on the back side. Samples of some common
types were collected and taken to the laboratory for identification and analysis.
Given the immense number of shells encountered and the severely abraded nature
of many, identification was performed only on randomly-selected shells, generally
the best-preserved (Figure S1). No quantitative assessment of shell assemblages was
performed. Shell identification was based on a regional book by Keen [36], plus the
assistance of Dr. Emilio Garcia and the Louisiana Malacological Society. Similarly,
coral fragments were simply listed as “coral”.
Radiocarbon dates were procured from five samples cut from marine shells and
from a small subsample (~1 cc) of sediment extracted from a depth of 30 cm in core 4.
The latter sample, which was selected in order to date a sedimentary change at the
top of the core, was passed through a 63 micron sieve to remove silt and clay. Plant
fragments were selected from the remaining material under a dissecting microscope
after being washed in de-ionized water. This material was sent, along with the shell
samples, to the National Ocean Sciences accelerator mass spectrometry (NOSAMS)
laboratory at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (Woods Hole, MA, USA), where
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon dating was performed by means
of a 500 kV compact pelletron accelerator. The radiocarbon date for the plant material
was calibrated to calendar years using Calib 7.0 and the INTCAL 13 curve, based on
the dataset from Reimer and others [37]. The Calib 7.0 program provides a median
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probability date for each sample, calculated from the probability distribution. This
value, which is considered a more reliable calibrated calendar date than the calibrated
intercept date [38] is listed in the table and figures. Calibrated shell dates include a
correction for the reservoir effect (old marine carbon) through the incorporation of
the ∆R value of 253 ˘ 18 determined for the La Paz area by Frantz and others [39],
and the MARINE13 curve.
Due to the extreme spatial heterogeneity of the material comprising the shelly
ridge, sediment size was determined visually and reported qualitatively. Both the
size of the sediments and the relative percentages of the different size categories
(clay, silt, sand, gravel, boulders) varied so dramatically over short distances (both
vertically and horizontally) (Figure S2) that quantitative analysis was not deemed as
providing useful information.
4. Results
Unlike the uniformly fine-grained sediments of the salt pan which surrounds
the eastern, western and northern edges of the lake, the sediments on the ocean side
of the lake consist of a mix of material, highly variable both in composition and
sediment size. Three areas of particular interest, marked A, B, and C, are highlighted
in Figure 3.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3 1551 
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Figure 4. rea A. Area A is a small section of hillside (a) plastered with a shelly
mixture of material, including angular boulders and imbricated shells (b); The layer
sits above a reddish clay (c).
Area A is located at the western approach to the small basin that contains
the lake. This area is notable for the veneer of mixed material covering a small
section of the hillside located above and just landward of a steep (65˝–70˝) scarp
(Figure 4). The sediments are a chaotic jumble of whole shells, disarticulated shells,
shell hash and rocks embedded in a predominantly coarse sand matrix (Figure S3).
In some sections the shells show evidence of imbrication (Figure 4b and Figure S4).
The shells represent species from a spectrum of marine environments. Examples
include Crassotrea (oysters) that commonly occur in back bays, Chione californiensis
and Chionista fluctifraga that inhabit intertidal and nearshore areas, offshore species,
and coral fragments (Table 1, Figure 4). Shell preservation was inconsistent; degree
of abrasion ranged from minimal (slight breakage on outside edges of shell, slight
erosion of morphological features) to severe breakage. The rocks vary from rounded
to extremely angular, indicating large differences in the distance and duration of
transport. While the rounded rocks likely originated from the sea, the degree of
angularity suggests a terrestrial provenance for some. Sediment varies in size from
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mud through silt, sand, gravel, cobble, and boulders. The area covered by this
mixture is spatially constrained, both laterally and vertically. Maximum lateral extent
is ~10 m (~half is shown in Figure 4a), while the vertical extent of the massive shell
coverage is ~1.5 m, covering the hillside from ~0.5 m to 2 m above MHW. Less
densely packed shells extend the vertical range an additional ~0.5 m upwards. This
layer sits above a layer of orange clay (Figure 4c).
Table 1. Name, geographic range and radiocarbon and calibrated dates for
identified shells.
Shell Information Dating Results
Genus (Subgenus)
Species Geographic Range (Depth) Lab #
14C Age Error 2σ Range Median Probability(Year BP)
Pitar (Pitarella)
catharius
West coast of Baja California
to Gulf of California (13–80 m) OS-110978 2020 20 1259–1374 1311
Chione (Chione)
californiensis
California to Panama
(intertidal to 69 m) OS-110979 2180 20 1387–1549 1475
Chione (Chionista)
fluctifraga
California, Gulf of Calfornia,
Sonora (intertidal) OS-110980 2340 25 1560–1765 1660
Glycymeris
(Tucetona) strigilata
Gulf of California to Ecuador
(13–110 m) OS-110981 1740 20 951–1130 1032
Barbatia
(Cucullaearca)
reeveana
Gulf of California to Peru
(intertidal to 120 m) OS-110982 2310 20 1540–1706 1627
Spondylus princeps
Gulf of California, Pacific
coast from Baja California Sur
to Peru (15–50 m)
NA NA NA NA NA
There is no apparent sorting, with sediment size exhibiting extreme spatial
heterogeneity over very small distances (Figure S2). Boulder-sized rocks are rare
or absent (Figure 5c). This ridge reaches a maximum thickness of ~50 cm and sits
incongruously on top of a fine-grained surface that slopes down to the bay. The ridge
exhibits cliff faces on both the lake and ocean sides (Figure 5a,b). As with the material
in Area A, shell preservation was highly variable and identifiable shells represent a
variety of marine environments. The top of the ridge is ~2 m above MHW.
Loss-on-ignition analysis indicates that on average the ridge sediments (4.8%)
were nearly twice as organic as either the beach (2.9%) or nearshore samples (2.5%),
while containing less than half as much carbonate material (11.9%) as either the
beach (32.2%) or nearshore samples (26.0%). Elemental concentration values for ridge
samples are intermediate between the marine (offshore and beach) and terrestrial
(hillslopes) samples for both terrestrial (Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Zn) and marine (Ca, Sr)
elements (Figure S5).
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Figure 5. rea B. Area B consists of a wedge–sha e deposit with a aximum
thickness of ~50 cm, consisting of an extremely poorly-sorted mix of marine and
terrestrial material. Size varies, although the largest boulders are absent. Clear cliff
faces occur on both the seaward and landward edges.
Area B, which extends along the entire front of the lake, is basically a low shelly
ridge composed of a mixture of mainly marine sediments. Like the mixture in Area
A, the sediments consist of a sand matrix containing a jumble of shells, shell and
coral fragments, and rocks, both rounded and angular.
Area C is at the extreme eastern edge of the lake, at the base of a steep (~45˝)
hillside rising to a height of ~60 m. As in the other two are s, the materials i this
location consist of a mixture of shells, shell and coral fragments, and rocks in a sandy
matrix (Figure 6). Shells found here include Glycymeris (Tucentona) strigilata, whose
preferred habitats range from 13 to 110 m [38]. The sediments form a distinct pile,
with a sharp cliff face on the northern edge, with a maximum thickness of ~60 cm
(Figure 6A). These sediments, marked by a sharp contact, sit on top of a relatively
flat surface of fine-grained sediments.
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the underlying peat (right), matching the profiles of samples taken from the surrounding hillsides.  
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date of 1106 cal year BP (Table 2). 
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Figure 6. Area C. Area C is a mound of mixed materials, formed at the eastern edge
of the lake at the base of a steep slope; thickness is ~60 cm.
Core Stratigraphy
The top of core 4 displays a dramatic stratigraphic change (Figure 7). The top
27 cm consist of a low-organic (6%–10%) brown clay. At 28 cm organic and water
contents jump from 9% to 33% and from 47% to 74%, respectively. This marks
the stratigraphic change to peat, which dominates th core down to a depth of,
~260 cm (core photo, far left, and the loss-on-ignition graph, center left, Figure 7).
The transition at 27 cm (photo, middle) is not only abrupt; it is also marked by
irregular deposition with clasts from the underlying peat embedded in the more
clastic material (white dashed circle). The geochemical profile also changes at this
transition, with the mat rial above 27 cm having distinct y h gher concentrations of
K, Ti, Mn, Fe, Co, Zn, Rb, and Zr and lower concentrations of Mo and Br than the
underlying peat (right), matching the profiles of samples taken from the surrounding
hillsides. The plant fragments sampled at 30 cm were dated to 1170 ˘ 20 14C year BP,
which calibrates to a median date of 1106 cal year BP (Table 2).
Table 2. Radiocarbon and calibrated dates of sediment sample from Core 4.
Name Type Lab # 14C Age Error 2σ Range RelativeProbability
Median Probability
(Year BP)
CRE 4A 30 cm Plant/Wood OS-111567 1170 20 1007–1024 0.07
1053–1176 0.93 1106
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Figure 7. Sediment core 4 from near the center of the lake. Above a calcareous bottom mud 
from 281 to 262 cm (LOI diagram, center left), the core is predominately organic as shown 
by the section from 67 to 117 cm (left). Above a boundary at 27 cm, marked by the presence 
of encapsulated clasts from the underlying material (center right), the sediments abruptly 
change to a lacustrine mud with an altered geochemical signature (right). The red line marks 
the depth of the dated sample which returned a median calibrated date of 1106 year BP. 
5. Discussion 
Areas A, B, and C all contain a mélange of divergent material. Marine elements include shells and 
corals from the intertidal to deeper offshore water, with the published vertical range of three of the 
identified shell species beginning at a minimum depth of 13 m (Table 1). The size, angularity, and 
physical appearance of some rocks occurring within this mélange suggest that the material was derived 
at least partially from the surrounding hillsides. This is supported by both the geochemical and 
compositional profiles of the ridge samples, which have elemental concentrations intermediate between 
the marine and terrestrial samples, and higher organic and lower carbonate percentages than the marine 
samples (Figure S5). 
Changes in either eustatic or relative sea level can potentially explain the presence of this material as 
being deposited on a beach during a period of higher water. There is no evidence for a former highstand 
as the single sea level curve for the area [23] indicates that eustatic sea level was never higher than the 
present. Recent compilations of uplift-corrected Holocene records from farther north show very similar 
eustatic records, notably lacking any highstands [40,41]. 
Figure 7. Sediment core 4 from near the center of the lake. Above a calcareous
bottom mud from 281 to 262 cm (LOI diagram, center left), the core is predominately
organic as shown by the section from 67 to 117 cm (left). Above a boundary at
27 cm, marked by the presence of encapsulated clasts from the underlying material
(center right), the sediments abruptly change to a lacustrine mud with an altered
geochemical signature (right). The red line marks the depth of the dated sample
which returned a median calibrated date of 1106 year BP.
5. Discussion
Areas A, B, and C all contain a élange of divergent material. Marine elements
include shells and corals from the intertidal to deeper offshore water, with the
published vertical range of three of the identified shell species beginning at a
minimum depth of 13 m (Table 1). The size, angularity, and physical appearance
of some rocks occurring within this mélange suggest that the material was derived
at least partially from the surrounding hillsides. This is supported by both the
geochemical and compositional profiles of the idge samples, which hav eleme tal
concentrations intermediate between the marine and terrestrial samples, and higher
organic and lower carbonate percentages than the marine samples (Figure S5).
Changes in either eustatic or relative sea level can potentially explain the
presence of this material as being deposited on a beach during a period of higher
water. There is no evidence for a former highstand as the single sea level curve
for the area [23] indicates that eustatic sea level was never higher than the present.
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Recent compilations of uplift-corrected Holocene records from farther north show
very similar eustatic records, notably lacking any highstands [40,41].
Relative sea level change is a more likely possibility, given the active tectonic
nature of the region. Again, concrete evidence is lacking, as there appears to be
no published data concerning seismically-driven vertical motion for the area. In
general geologic terms, sudden upward movement at the site does not seem highly
likely. The site is situated within the upper edge of the La Paz basin, which being
a half graben, is prone to downward movement. The faults in the areas are mainly
east-dipping normal faults with vertical motion dominated by downward movement
of the hanging walls [17]. Two small faults occur in the vicinity of the study site.
Neither is mentioned in a recent, detailed study of the area’s faults [17], presumably
due to their relative insignificance. The effects of the nearest, the west-dipping
Balandra Fault, if felt, would likely result in depression, rather than uplift at the
site [33]. The shorter, more distant north-dipping La Pedrera Fault is less likely to
result in upward movement at Estero de Bahia Falso. The evidence, derived from
studies of adjacent sea notches, for continuing slow uplift suggests that sudden
vertical movement has not occurred over the period of notch formation, estimated
to have covered the last 500–2000 years [34]. The uplift rates, derived from three
different proxies, vary from 0.0 to 0.5 mm year ´1, producing estimated vertical
movement from 0 to 50 cm per 1000 years. The ability of this movement to explain
the material in Areas A, B, and C as uplifted marine sediments depends, of course,
on the age of the material. This is discussed below.
However, although sudden, seismically-generated vertical movement at the
site cannot be definitively eliminated, and slow uplift has likely occurred, internal
evidence suggests that if either process resulted in changes in relative sea level, such
changes were not sufficient to be responsible for the deposition of the anomalous
sediments. With the surface of the lake ~75 cm below the top of the shelly ridge, the
60 cm water depth puts the top of core 4 about 135 cm below the top of the ridge.
If the ridge represents approximate sea level at some earlier period the expected
sedimentation at core 4, under >1 m of water at the time, would likely be marine
clays, not peat. Similarly it seems unlikely that a beach ridge resulting from higher
sea level would contain organisms from such a wide range of marine environments.
Another possibility is that the ridge formed as a beach under normal coastal
processes and then was abandoned in its present location as the beach prograded
seaward. Gradual progradation is, indeed, the process that most likely built
the underlying beach, which is a smooth, low-gradient surface composed of
well-sorted, uniformly-sized, rounded, fine-grained sediments. All of these features
are characteristic of gradual deposition in low-energy environments. However, the
shelly ridge sitting on top of this material has distinctly different physical properties.
The material is extremely poorly sorted and extremely heterogeneous, both spatially
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and compositionally, containing, as it does, biological material from across a spectrum
of marine environments. The geochemical and loss-on-ignition profiles suggest a
significant terrestrial contribution to the material, as does the angularity of many of
the larger clastic elements. These characteristics strongly suggest that this ridge did
not form under low-energy conditions.
The ridge’s formation as part of a chenier plain, which usually forms as a
result of shifting sediment supplies and the winnowing of shelly material from the
underlying mud flats, seems unlikely. The presence of angular rocks, broken corals,
and offshore shell species does not agree with this formation process, nor is there
any reason to suggest long-term shifts in either sediment supply or wave energy in
this small, protected bay.
The same arguments can be applied to Area A, which contains material from
a similar mix of marine environments. Additional arguments against Area A as an
uplifted marine environment include the composition of the underlying sediments
and the spatial extent of Area A. The clean, shell-free, boulder-embedded orange clay
occurring directly below the shell layer (Figure 4C) closely resembles the surrounding
hillsides. If the Area A shell layer represents an uplifted sea bed, the underlying
material should also be marine. It is difficult to imagine a scenario in which a section
of seafloor as small as Area A (~10 mˆ 1.5 m) could be uplifted and emplaced within
an area surrounded by terrestrial environments both vertically and horizontally.
Positing that Area A and Area B result from a period of higher relative sea level
poses an additional problem in that Area A, representing the sea floor, is at slightly
higher elevation than Area B, representing the contemporaneous beach.
Because deposition under normal, fair weather conditions under the current
environmental setting does not explain the presence of this material, and neither
changes in relative sea level nor vertical movement seem likely, some type of
high-energy event becomes the most likely possibility. The piled material in both
Area B and Area C is of generally marine origin, and has been deposited as a
coherent, spatially continuous unit on top of a distinctly different (and finer-grained)
surface, with obvious cliff faces. Identification of this as an event deposit seems the
most reasonable.
Evidence from the sediment core suggests that the wetland deepened as a result
of the deposition of this event deposit. The upper 27 cm of core 4 consist of a fine
dark, low-organic mud with geochemical properties associated with runoff from
the surrounding slopes, i.e., a sediment type commonly found on the bottom of
shallow coastal lakes in non-carbonate environments. However, apart from a clastic
interval (~100–130 cm in core 4), the underlying material, to a depth of ~260 cm
is peat. Prior to the transition to lake the area appeared to have been a vegetated
wetland of fluctuating water depth, probably in a shallow depression behind a low
seaward sill that retarded drainage to the sea. The depositional transition to lake
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mud indicates a deepening of the flooded wetlands into an open-water lake. This
transition, dated to ~1100 year BP in core 4, is marked by turbulent deposition,
suggesting a high-energy event.
The physical characteristics of the sedimentary unit covering the small section
of hillslope in Area A suggest that this material was deposited under high-energy
conditions. The elevation of the site, the presence of coral fragments and deep water
marine shells, their imbrication and abraded nature all indicate transport during
high water under turbulent conditions.
Occasional shells occur on the hillslopes to the north of the lake, including a Pitar
(Pitarella) catharius shell, an offshore species with a depth range from 13 to 80 m [36].
Glymeris (Tucetona) strigilata is another identified offshore species, occupying a similar
depth range. Of particular interest is the presence of the upper valve of a Spondylus
princeps (Pacific thorny oyster), a bivalve species that lives at depths of 15 to 50 m [42]
from the Gulf of California and the Pacific coast from Baja California Sur to Peru [43].
Spondylus is much more firmly attached to the bottom than other bivalves, typically
cementing itself to a solid substrate rather than attaching by byssus threads [44]. This
oyster species is also noted for the strength of its ball and socket valve hinge, which
is much stronger than the toothed hinge common to other bivalve molluscs. If living
at the time of transport, an extremely turbulent force, such as occurs only during
a tsunami or intense storm, would have been required to dislodge the upper valve
from the firmly-cemented lower valve and transport it from an offshore depth to
our study site.
Between the seaward edge of the shelly ridge (Area B) and the bay the ground
slopes smoothly, dropping ~1.50 m from the base of the ridge, traversing a barren
area of fine-grained material before encountering the landward edge of the mangrove
fringe. The surface of the beach and the ground beneath the mangroves are littered
with such floatable debris as empty soft drink bottles and styrofoam containers. The
line of maximum landward deposition of these objects, presumably corresponding
to the reach of the maximum wave height under ordinary conditions (including
recent tropical cyclones) is just landward of the mangroves, ~50 cm below the top
of the ridge. This supports the view that the event responsible for transporting
the materials associated with Areas A, B, and C generated extremely high water
levels and/or wave energy. Similar conclusions result from the presence of coral
and deep-water shells and the occurrence of rocks apparently transported from the
surrounding hillsides. The elevation of both the massive shell coverage in Area A
and the top of the ridge in Area B are ~2 m above MHW.
The event most likely occurred around 1100 year BP, although the exact age
is somewhat uncertain. Calibrated dates for shells associated with the event range
from 1706 year BP to 951 year BP. A wide range in ages is expected as many of the
transported shells may have been lying on the sea bottom for centuries before being
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entrained. However these shells do provide a maximum age of 1130 year BP, the
oldest possible date for the youngest dated shell. This is in rough agreement with
the sample from the sediment core, with calibrated dates that range from 1176 to
1007 year BP, with a median probability of 1106 year BP. Because the estimated rates
of slow uplift can only account for maximum vertical movement of 50 cm over the
last 1000 years, this uplift cannot be responsible for the placement of the marine
sediments at their present elevations.
Average monthly tidal difference for the 95 months examined was 164 cm. We
consider this a conservative estimate of tidal range as data from some months was
partial, thereby possibly reducing maximum amplitude due to the missing of the
monthly extremes. The range of monthly amplitude varied from 191 cm (January
2006) to 114 cm (March 2000, for which only 11 days of data were recorded). Tide
gauge data shows a range of >2 m for the period from 15 May 1999 to 3 March 2011
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Tide heights at Pichilingue gauge station for the period 15 May 1999 to 3 March 2011. 
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Figure 8. Tide heights at Pichilingue gauge station for the period 15 May 1999 to 3
March 2011.
A tidal amplitude of 1.64 m equates to potential elevation range of ~2–3.6 m
above water level for the marine deposits at the time of the event. This should
be considered the minimum potential run-up due to the conservative tidal range
estimation; in addition, the presence of scattered shells at higher elevations and
occasional occurrence on slopes to the north of the lake suggests that the maximum
water depth might have been greater.
5.1. Extreme Events
High-energy events for the area are limited to tsunamis and tropical cyclones.
Hurricanes are fairly frequent in the area, with 10 hurricanes having passed within
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50 km of La Paz since 1949, the beginning of the instrumental record (Figure 9) [45],
including two category 3 hurricanes, one category 2 hurricane, and seven category
1 hurricanes. Extending the radius to 100 km produces another six hurricanes, all
category 1. In the eastern North Pacific, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
exerts an important control over tropical cyclones, as over the instrumental period,
tropical cyclones have been more frequent [46–48], and more intense [49,50] during
El Niño than neutral and La Niña periods for the region.
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Cartoon at bottom shows the cyclonic circulation of hypothetical tropical cyclones with 
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tropical cyclones that approached within a 50 km adius (red circle) of the city of La
Paz a hurricane strength from 1949 to 2014 (top). Five of he t n storms passed to
the ast f our sit , muc of their force blocked by the protruding peninsula along
the s utheas ern edge of the bay. Cartoon bottom shows the cyclonic circulation
of hypothe cal tropical cycl es with arr s pointing in the direction f wind flow
f all four quadrants, demonstrating that storms passing to the west will ge erally
result in an off- shore direct on for wind/wave energy, and consequently sediment
tr nsport during he pas age of e strong right front quadrant. Force of storms
passing to the east will be dampened by the intervening peninsula.
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The sedimentary signatures of both tsunami [51–57] and tropical
cyclone-generated [58–66] deposits have been extensively studied. However,
attempts at distinguishing between the two [51,53,55,67] have not been entirely
successful. This is due not only to the large overlap of sedimentary features common
to both tsunami and tropical cyclone-generated deposits, but also to the highly
idiosyncratic depositional patterns of individual events, driven by differences in
such parameters as coastal geomorphology, bathymetry, topography, and size and
direction of travel [68].
Under current conditions, the deposition at Estero de Bahia Falso seems unlikely
to have been generated by tropical cyclones, given the relatively weak tropical
cyclones that have impacted the area during the instrumental period (Figure 9), as it
is doubtful that storms of this magnitude could generate the surge and wave energy
capable of either transporting the large cobbles as far inland as Area C (Figure 6b) as
suspended sediment; or depositing the mud/silt/sand/cobbles mixture as bedload.
However, paleorecords show a large increase in ENSO activity for Ecuador [69]
staring ~1500 BP and for the Alfonso Basin [70] at ~1000 BP, perhaps corresponding
to more frequent and more powerful tropical cyclones near our site during that
period. Although paleoclimatic conditions increase the possibility if the passage of
an exceptionally powerful tropical cyclone ~1000 years ago, geographical parameters
tend to dampen the wave energy of tropical cyclones at the site for two reasons.
First, the small fetch acts to limit extreme wave heights, although some potential
funneling of wave energy due to coastal morphology is possible under specific wave
and wind conditions. Secondly, tropical cyclones, which typically track from south
to north in this region, will rarely generate strong onshore winds at the site. Storms
passing to the east will result in offshore winds coming from the north and east, from
which the lake is well protected by the bulk of the intervening peninsula to the east,
which is marked by a rocky spine with elevations >430 m [71]. For storms passing
to the west, the lake is subjected to offshore winds and waves during the passage
of the strong right front quadrant. It is only after the eye of the storm has passed,
during the passage of the weaker right rear quadrant, that the site will be subjected
to onshore winds (Figure 9). Furthermore, the intensity of such storms will generally
have already been reduced by their transit across the dry peninsula to the south.
Additionally, sorting, which is perhaps the characteristic most likely to differentiate
tsunami and storm deposits, is extremely poor for the deposits in all areas, especially
in Area A where boulders >50 cm in length are mixed with mud, silt, and sand.
The constricted spatial extent of the event deposit, especially the absence of
the shelly material along the seaward edge of the beach plain in Area B, is more
consistent with the spread of a single, focused surge of water moving up-channel
upon reaching the open embayment than with the persistent landward force of waves
occurring over the duration of a tropical cyclone. However, this is not a definitive
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distinguishing feature, as evidenced by the extremely short periods (0.5–1 h) of peak
flooding documented for the fast moving Typhoon Haiyan in 2013 [72]. Although a
tropical cyclone cannot be eliminated as a candidate process, it would likely have
required an unusually large and/or intense storm on a fortuitously-positioned track
to generate sufficient energy to transport the anomalous marine material found in
Areas A–C.
5.2. Tsunamis
The most likely candidate is a tsunami. Given the protection offered by the Baja
California Peninsula, tele-tsunamis from the open Pacific likewise are an unlikely
source of such a high-energy event. Large earthquakes occur along the axis of the
plate boundary in the central Gulf of California [21,22,73], creating the potential for
tsunamis, although the strike/slip nature of the boundary tends to limit vertical
movement. However, our study site is protected to a large degree from the effects
of such tsunamis by the configuration of the Bay of La Paz, with the eastern islands
blocking the entrance to the bay, and especially by the protruding southern peninsula
on which our study site is located. These islands are aligned on faults along their
western edges, which have been the epicenters of numerous earthquakes throughout
the historic period [22], as evidenced by multiple large turbidite layers recorded from
the floor of the Alfonso Basin in the northern section of the Bay of La Paz [21,22].
These turbidite layers have been attributed to large, seismically-induced slope failures
on the western edges of these islands. The estimated basin-floor volume of the largest
turbidite, which is up to 80 cm thick at >10 km offshore, is 108 m3. Not only is this
3–4 orders of magnitude larger than the volume of turbidites associated with tropical
cyclones in the same record [22], it is also larger than the total estimated volume
(30 ˆ 106 m3) of the rockslide that produced the 524 m high 1958 tsunami in Lituya
Bay, Alaska [6].
It seems reasonable that such slumps could produce large local tsunamis,
particularly in the shallow southern section of the bay. Wave focusing resulting
from the site’s location at the end of a blind bay enclosed within the km-long arms
of peninsulas to both the north and south could further increase wave height and
energy [74].
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sediments, minus the largest terrestrial boulders spread laterally across Areas B (yellow) and 
C (blue). Steep cliff faces on both sides of the shelly ridge in Area B suggest a narrow path 
for the wave energy, perhaps due to the angle of approach and the geometry of the projecting 
hillside. The extension of the reverse of this line leads down the center of the subbay,  
and eventually towards the city of La Paz. 
Such an event would explain the unique geological/geomorphological features observed at the site. 
When viewed from the eastern end of the lake, the history of the inferred tsunami can be visualized 
Figure 10. Topography and orientation of the deposited marine material. Looking
westward down the inferred path of the marine intrusion. Area A (red) where the
largest material was plastered against the hillside is located at the lowest elevation
nearest the bay. Mixed sediments, minus the largest terrestrial boulders spread
laterally across Areas B (yellow) and C (blue). Steep cliff faces on both sides of the
shelly ridge in Area B suggest a narrow pat for the wave energy, perhap due to
the angle of approach and the geometry of the projecting hillside. The extension of
the reverse of this line leads down the center of the subbay, and eventually towards
the city of La Paz.
Such an event would explain the unique geological/geomorphological features
observed at the site. When viewed from the eastern end of the lake, the history
of the inferred tsunami can be visualized (Figure 10). Area A is located at the
closest approach to the lake from the open bay, immediately inside the last projecting
hillside. It is likely that the tsunami wave, carrying a load of marine sediments,
including corals and shells, living and dead, from a variety of depths, hit the
edge of the protruding hillside, scarping the corner and entraining the surface
boulders, before slamming into Area A, imbricating shells and plastering the mixed
material into the existing hillside. Constrained by the angle of impact the tsunami
would have then spread out over the flat terrain (Area B), depositing the thick
carpet of material over the foreshore before smashing against the steep hill at the
eastern end of the embayment and dropping the entrained sediments (Area C). The
ridge of newly deposited material would likely have impounded the marine water,
transforming the wetland into a body of open water. Area B and Area C, visually
part of the same depositional feature, would, at some point, have been bifurcated
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by the drainage channel from the lake. This channel, which cuts through the shelly
ridge in Area B, might have formed either during the event due to the force of the
tsunami back flow, or at a later date during periods of increased precipitation and
increased stress on the barrier. The surrounding salt pans, indications of a larger
lake, may be related to either the original impoundment or to later variability in
precipitation/evaporation levels.
5.3. Local Event History
Gonzalez-Yajimovich and others [22] document three large turbidites over the
last 4900 years, the last occurring at ~1500 year BP, all of which they attribute
to slumping of the eastern islands. It is possible that the ~1100 year BP event
documented at our site corresponds to the 1500 year BP event inferred from the
turbidite record. However, it is also possible that our event does not match any major
event in the turbidite record, perhaps indicating that even relatively small events
can result in tsunamis >2 m in height with devastating impacts at some localities
along the Bay of La Paz. This is a risk that needs to be incorporated into local
vulnerability studies.
Further research should help to confirm a tsunami as the proximate cause
of these anomalous sediments. Examinations of adjacent sites should provide
supporting evidence for the occurrence of this event and help determine its spatial
extent, while the identification and statistical analyses of a larger number of shells
and coral fragments, both at the site and offshore, may produce useful information
regarding the path of the wave.
6. Conclusions
Anomalous, mainly allochthonous sediments occur seaward of Estero de Bahía
Falso, a shallow lake occupying a small embayment along the western edge of
the peninsula extending into the southeastern section of the Bay of La Paz, in
Baja California Sur, Mexico. The sediments consist of a mixture of marine and
terrestrial material, including biogenic marine material from a wide range of marine
environments and depths, including shells of three species with depth ranges
>13 m. The material is plastered against the hillside at the western opening of
the embayment, beyond which the sediment cover widens and flattens eastward,
culminating in a thick, structureless deposit at the base of a steep hillside at the
eastern end of the embayment. The deposition of this material coincides both
chronologically and stratigraphically with a higher water level within the area
occupied by the current lake. We interpret these features as most likely resulting
from an extreme wave event with a minimum runup of ~2–3.6 m above MHW, which
we suggest can be attributed to a paleotsunami occurring ~1100 year BP.
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This probable tsunami was likely generated by the seismically-induced
slumping of the western edge of one or more of the islands along the eastern
edge of the bay. Because such events, which Gonzalez-Yajimovich and others [22]
suggest have occurred repeatedly in the past, are associated with an active fault,
they are likely to reoccur in the future. Such events present a significant societal
risk to the nearby city of La Paz, a metropolitan area with marine tourism-based
economy [31,32]. Therefore, we suggest that the potential for devastating tsunamis
generated by relatively small events in enclosed waters is a geological risk that needs
to be fully incorporated into coastal vulnerability studies. This applies specifically to
La Paz, but also more broadly to other tectonically-active areas with steep topography
surrounding confined bodies of water.
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A Numerical Modelling Study on the
Potential Role of Tsunamis in the
Biblical Exodus
José M. Abril and Raúl Periáñez
Abstract: The reliability of the narrative of the Biblical Exodus has been subject of
heated debate for decades. Recent archaeological studies seem to provide new insight
of the exodus path, and although with a still controversial chronology, the effects
of the Minoan Santorini eruption have been proposed as a likely explanation of the
biblical plagues. Particularly, it has been suggested that flooding by the associated
tsunamis could explain the first plague and the sea parting. Recent modelling studies
have shown that Santorini’s tsunami effects were negligible in the eastern Nile Delta,
but the released tectonic stress could have triggered local tsunamigenic sources in
sequence. This paper is aimed to a quantitative assessment of the potential role of
tsunamis in the biblical parting of the sea. Several “best case” scenarios are tested
through the application of a numerical model for tsunami propagation that has been
previously validated. The former paleogeographic conditions of the eastern Nile
Delta have been implemented based upon recent geological studies; and several
feasible local sources for tsunamis are proposed. Tsunamis triggered by submarine
landslides of 10–30 km3 could have severely impacted the northern Sinai and
southern Levantine coasts but with weak effects in the eastern Nile Delta coastline.
The lack of noticeable flooding in this area under the most favorable conditions for
tsunamis, along with the time sequence of water elevations, make difficult to accept
them as a plausible and literally explanation of the first plague and of the drowning
of the Egyptian army in the surroundings of the former Shi-Hor Lagoon.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Abril, J.M.; Periáñez, R. A Numerical
Modelling Study on the Potential Role of Tsunamis in the Biblical Exodus.
J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 745–771.
1. Introduction
The Minoan eruption of Thera (Santorini), dated around 1613 BC, was one of
the largest Plinian eruptions on earth in the past 10,000 years [1]. Stanley and Sheng
(1986) [2] reported the evidence for the presence of ash ejected from this eruption
in sediment cores from the eastern Nile Delta, and they suggested that it could be
associated with the Exodus plague of darkness. The connection between this extreme
volcanic event and the biblical plagues preceding the Exodus, has been largely argued
in the scientific literature [3–7].
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Recent archaeological findings [8,9] provide new insight on the Exodus route
and on the location of the sea crossing. Thus, the site of Migdol (Exodus 14:2; see
Figure 1) would equate one of the military fortresses in the Horus Way, placed in
the shoreline of the Shi-Hor, a paleo-lagoon opened to the Mediterranean Sea. The
water-body that the Israelites crossed when leaving Egypt, called yam suph, the Sea
of Reeds, should have been a large body of water in the area of Migdol. Nevertheless,
the above scenario would correspond to the context of two centuries after the Minoan
Santorini eruption. Indeed, the chronology of the biblical Exodus has been a matter
of controversial [10] (see for example the review by Sivertsen, 2009, [4]). This last
author proposes that there are two distinct episodes that merged in a single narrative:
the exodus-flight (a group of western Semites leaving the Wadi Tumilat area slightly
before 1600 BC, during the Hyksos rule in Egypt), and the exodus-expulsion (of
Israelite slaves during the co-rulership of Tuthmossis III and Amenophis II, about
1450 BC).
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Figure 1. Map of the eastern Nile Delta and the Suez Canal, including
the main geographical references cited in the text. The zoon-box shows the
palaeogeographical reconstruction of the former shoreline at the second millennium
BC around the Migdol site and the Shi Hor lagoon (after Hoffmeier, 2005, [9]).
Sivertsen (2009) [4] had suggested that the first plague would have been the
likely result of the Minoan eruption and its associated tsunamis. According to this
author, in the exodus-flight episode persisting strong wind conditions would have
dried any of the two submerged ridges lying south of Lake Timshah, allowing for the
sea crossing, while in the exodus-expulsion, a volcanic eruption in the area of Yali
and Nisyros (eastern Aegean Sea) would have produced the tsunami that drowned
the Egyptian army at the Shi-Hor Lagoon.
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The modern reef at 29.88˝ N extends about 10 km under the Gulf of Suez, and it
is not of uniform depth. Voltzinger and Androsov (2003) [11] published a numerical
model for the drying of the reef by strong winds using a simplified bathymetry for
the Gulf and a shallow reef with a uniform depth of 3 m, getting an exposure time of
4 h under winds of 33 m/s. More recently, Drews and Han (2010) [12] pointed out the
strong effect of a non-uniform depth. Thus, they showed that a 3 m deep notch (1 km
length) within a reef of 2 m depth would have never been exposed under a wind of
33 m/s. Furthermore, these modelling exercises look for steady-state solutions with
typical simulation times of the order of one day; but they omit the tidal oscillations,
which are up to 1.5 m range in this area [13,14] and a major factor in the involved
physical problem. Thus, this scenario for the sea crossing in the exodus-flight seems
quite unlikely.
Drews and Han (2010) [12] studied an alternative scenario for a sea parting
by strong winds: the Lake of Tanis, northeast of the Shi-Hor palaeo-lagoon. They
used the paleogeographic reconstructions by Hoffmeier (2005) [9] in which the Lake
of Tanis did not exist and the mouth of the Shi-Hor lagoon (the Kedua passage)
was connected to the open sea. Instead, in their modified topography a sand bank
delimited the northern extension of Lake Tanis, opened to the sea through the narrow
Pelusium mouth. This geometry critically controls the water flux to allow a partial
drying under persisting strong winds. Despite of these hypothetical and critical
topographic settings, this scenario does not fit well with the exodus path and the
location of the Egyptian military fortresses [9].
The idea of a tsunami producing the sea parting in the Exodus has been
suggested by several authors [4,15,16], although not supported by quantitative
analysis. It is known that the Minoan Santorini eruption generated tsunamis by
the entry of pyroclastic flows and by caldera collapse. They left their fingerprints,
identified through sedimentary deposits, in most of the coastlines of the Aegean Sea,
SW Turkey and Crete [17], Cyprus [18], the coastal area of Israel and Gaza [19–21] and
eastern Sicily [22,23]. While model results for these tsunamis are able to reasonably
account the estimated runups in the Aegean Sea coasts, they fail to explain the
observed effects in other areas (e.g., eastern Sicily and Israel and Gaza coasts); and,
particularly, they predict negligible effects in the eastern Nile Delta [17,24,25]. In fact,
the Aegean Sea is a semi-enclosed water body, and the islands of the Hellenic arc
comprise a physical barrier that dissipates most of the tsunami energy. Moreover, the
outer border of the Nile Delta, where a sharp drop in water depth occurs, produces
partial reflection and energy dissipation in the tsunami waves (as it can be seen in
the dispersion pattern of the Cyprus 1222 earthquake, modelled by Periáñez and
Abril, 2014a, [25]).
To explain the whole set of tsunamigenic deposits from the Santorini event,
Periáñez and Abril (2014a) [25] suggested a scenario of sequential tsunamis linked
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to intense tectonic stress release. Particularly, a tsunami triggered by a submarine
landslide in the eastern area of the Nile Delta would have been able to generate
the isochronous tsunamigenic deposits found in Israel and Gaza. Nevertheless, this
does not necessarily support the hypothesis of tsunamis flooding large areas in the
eastern Nile Delta, as required in the Sivertsen hypothesis for the first plague, or
in the Jacobovici and Cameron interpretation of the sea crossing. A quantitative
analysis is needed, taking into account the former paleogeographic conditions and
the potential tsunamigenic sources compatible with the known geological settings of
the eastern Nile Delta. This is the aim of the present paper, which tries to improve
our insight on whether these extraordinary natural disasters could had been only a
source of inspiration for the Exodus narrative or they could have conformed reliable
scenarios for the sea parting and the drowning of the Egyptian army (e.g., the heated
debate between minimalist and maximalist viewpoints).
Going further beyond the previous work [25], the present study includes a more
detailed paleogeographical reconstruction of the former coastline, including the
target area of the Shi-Hor Lagoon [9]. As potential tsunamigenic sources (Section 2)
this work considers submarine landslides in the eastern edge of the stable Nile
Delta shelf, defined as large as possible within the known constrains stated by
geological studies. A hypothetical and sudden colmation of a branch of the former
Damietta canyon has been also considered. In the tree cases sensitivity tests have
been conducted for the total volume and the prescribed motion of the landslide,
up to conform a set of 14 simulations. Two tsunamigenic scenarios triggered by
geological faults are also considered along the Pelussium Mega-Shear line, and the
combination of two simultaneous sources. This variety of sources, selected as the
“best cases” for the drowning of the Egyptian army in the Shi-Hor area, reveal that
due to the physical settings of the former eastern Nile Delta, most of the tsunami
energy dissipates within the stable shelf or it travels out. The inner shoreline remains
only weakly affected by flooding (Section 3).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model Description
Numerical models for tsunami propagation are a relatively well established
methodology which has been widely validated against recorded data from historical
events over the world [26–29]. For the present study, the selected tsunami
propagation model is based on the 2D depth-averaged nonlinear barotropic shallow
water equations (see for instance Kowalik and Murty, 1993, [30]):
Bζ
Bt `
B
Bx pHuq `
B
By pHvq “ 0 (1)
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Bu
Bt ` u
Bu
Bx ` v
Bu
By ` g
Bζ
Bx ´Ωv`
τu
ρH
“ A
ˆB2u
Bx2 `
B2u
By2
˙
(2)
Bv
Bt ` u
Bv
Bx ` v
Bv
By ` g
Bζ
By `Ωu`
τv
ρH
“ A
ˆB2v
Bx2 `
B2v
By2
˙
(3)
where u and v are the depth averaged water velocities along the x and y axes, h is the
depth of water below the mean sea level, ζ is the displacement of the water surface
above the mean sea level measured upwards, H = h + ζ is the total water depth, Ω is
the Coriolis parameter (Ω = 2w¨ sinλ, where w is the Earth rotational angular velocity
and λ is latitude), g is acceleration due to gravity, ρ is a mean value of water density
and A is the horizontal eddy viscosity. τu and τv are friction stresses which have
been written in terms of a quadratic law:
τu “ kρ u
a
u2 ` v2; τv “ kρ v
a
u2 ` v2 (4)
where k is the bed friction coefficient. Essentially, these equations express mass and
momentum conservation. They have been written in Cartesian coordinates given the
relatively small model domain.
Horizontal viscosity has been set as A = 10 m2/s and the bed friction coefficient
as k = 0.0025. Good model results when estimating wave amplitudes and runups have
been obtained with these values. Actually, model results (amplitudes, runups and
wave arrival times) have been compared with observations in previous works [28].
Consequently, these values have been retained in the present application. Moreover,
the model sensitivity to the bed friction coefficient has been studied in Periáñez and
Abril (2014b) [31].
Still waters are used as initial conditions. As boundary conditions, water flow
towards a dry grid cell is not allowed, and a gravity wave radiation condition is
imposed at the open boundaries [32], which is implemented in an implicit form.
Due to the CFL stability condition [30] time step for model integration was fixed
as ∆t = 2 s.
A flood/dry algorithm is required since when the tsunami reaches the coast new
wet or dry grid cells may be generated due to run-up or rundown. The numerical
scheme described in Kampf (2009) [33] and in Periáñez and Abril (2013) [28] has been
adopted. Wet grid cells are defined as those with a total water depth larger than a
threshold value typically set as a few centimeters. Dry cells are defined as cells where
depth is smaller than the threshold one. Flooding and drying is implemented in the
code via the calculation of the water velocity normal to the interface between wet and
dry cells. The calculation is performed when the pressure gradient force is directed
towards the dry cell. Otherwise velocity is set to zero at this point. In the case of a
non-zero velocity, water level in the dry cell will increase and the cell turns into a wet
one once the water depth is larger than the threshold depth, which has been set as
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10 cm [28]. All the equations are solved using explicit finite difference schemes [30]
with second order accuracy. In particular, the MSOU (Monotonic Second Order
Upstream) is used for the advective non-linear terms in the momentum equations.
For tsunamis produced by earthquakes in geological faults, the vertical sea-floor
deformation is considered as the initial condition for the tsunami calculation, and it is
computed using the classical Okada formulae [34]. Inputs for this equation are fault
plane strike, rake, dip, slip, location, length and width, as well as seismic moment
and rigidity. Validation and applications of this model can be found in Periáñez and
Abril (2013 [28], 2014a [25], 2014b [31]), and Abril et al. (2013) [35].
The methodology of Harbitz (1992) [36] and Cecioni and Bellotti (2010) [37] has
been adopted to simulate the generation of tsunamis by submarine landslides, along
with the modification provided by Periáñez and Abril (2014a) [25] to describe varying
slopes and asymmetric velocity profiles. In the first stage, the slide can be described as
a solid body whose downslope movement locally modifies the bathymetry, resulting
in an almost instantaneous and equal change in the level of the overlapping waters,
which propagates as gravity waves. The adopted geometry is a box of length L, width
B and maximum height ∆h, and with an exponential smoothing over a distance S
in the front and rear and B/2 on the flanks (see scheme in Figure 2). The resulting
volume is V = 0.90B¨∆h(L + 0.90S) [36]. As a practical approach, the former slide at
its initial position will be superposed onto the present-day bathymetry of the source
area. The greatest part of the energy transfer to the water column takes place during
the first stage of the slide displacement (approximately until the time of its maximum
velocity) [38]. Details of the subsequent history (including deformation and breaking
up of the slide, and the accurate update of the seafloor bathymetry) will contribute
only as second order corrections. Thus, corrections of the present day bathymetry in
the depositional areas have been omitted in this modelling approach. Away from
the coastal area, changes in bathymetry during the last 4 ka are negligible in this
context, and the former paleogeography conditions of the eastern coastline of the
Nile Delta have been re-created for this work based upon available geological studies,
as explained further below.
The motion of the slide can be known after solving the governing dynamic
equations [39,40], or it can be defined by imposing a prescribed motion based
upon a maximum velocity, Umax, and the displacement, R [36]. Here we adopt
the approach by Harbitz (1992) [36], in which Umax is estimated as a function of the
slope angle, α, the average thickness of the slide, h, its density, ρ(~1.7 ˆ 103 kg¨m´3),
the density of turbidity currents, ρt ρ(~1.1 ˆ 103 kg¨m´3), and the friction (µ) and
drag (CuD) coefficients:
Umax –
d
pρ´ ρtqghpsinα´ µcosαq
1
2 C
u
Dρt
(5)
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with CuD, the drag coefficient along the upper surface of the slide, being estimated
from the roughness length parameter, k (in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 m):
CuD “
„
1.89` 1.62log pL` Sq
k
´ 52
(6)
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(following the formalism proposed by Harbitz, 1992, [36]). The adopted geometry
is a box of length L, width B and maximum height ∆h, and with an exponential
smoothing over a distance S in the front and rear, and B/2 on the flanks.
The value of Umax strongly depends on the estimation of the Coulomb friction
coefficient, µ, within an acceptable range (being its upper limit µst “ tanα), and Umax
must remain within the range of the reported values in scientific literature [39,41–43].
In many cases a first and large slope angle is involved in the triggering
mechanism. After a displacement R1, the slope angle decreases, but the moving
masses still complet a second displacement R2. For each slop angle the maximum
velocity Umax,1 and Umax,2 are estimated as commented above, and the following
function of time is imposed for the slide velocity, vs (Periáñez and Abril, 2014a, [25]):
vs “ Umax,1sinppitT1 q 0 ď t ď ttrans (7)
vs “ Umax,2sinr piT2 pt´ ttransq `
pi
2
s ttrans ă t ď ttrans ` T22 (8)
with
T1 “ pi2
R1
Umax,1
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T2 “ pirR1 ` R2 ´ SpttransqsUmax,2
ttrans “ T1
pi
arcsin
ˆ
Umax.2
Umax,1
˙
and S(t) is the instantaneous position of the slide front at time t.
The “two slope angle” kinematics is a model choice, being more general than
the single sinus function used by Harbitz (1992) [36], but containing it as a particular
case, and it allows generating asymmetric velocities profiles (as the ones used by
Lastras et al., 2005, [39]). Applications of this model can be found in Periáñez and
Abril (2014a) [25] and in Abril and Periáñez (2015) [38]. Friction stresses over the
moving slide are formulated in terms of relative speed, as in Harbitz (1992) [36], in
such a way that a slice moving faster than the water column can transfer energy to it.
The slide model requires four input (but not free) parameters: maximum
velocities (governed by µ) and displacements. The candidate source areas will
be characterized by depth profiles along their respective transects, what allows the
identification of slope angles. The displacements can be partially estimated from
the previous profiles, or introduced as plausible values. These displacements have
to be understood as effective run-out distances (displacement of the sliding block),
over which the transfer of energy to the tsunami takes place. More details will be
provided along with the source definitions.
A further validation for the performance of the numerical model with its
flood-drying algorithm can be found in Periáñez and Abril (2015) [44]. The submarine
landslide submodel has been tested against independent modelling works and
subject to extensive sensitivity tests [38,44]. The effects of model resolution and
sensitivity to the friction coefficient have been studied in Periáñez and Abril
(2014b) [31].
2.2. Model Domain and Bathymetric Map of the Former Eastern Nile Delta
The computational domain used for the numerical modelling of tsunami
propagation comprises from 27.0˝ E to 36.0˝ E in longitude and from 30.5˝ N to
37.3˝ N in latitude (see partial views in Figure 3). Water depths have been obtained
from the GEBCO08 digital atlas, available on-line, with a resolution of 30 s of arc both
in longitude and latitude. The emerged lands appear with a minimum elevation of
1 m, the minimum depth for waters is 1 m, and both are provided with a resolution
of 1 m.
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delimits wetlands at northern Ballah Lake. Tjaru (Hebua I) and Migdol are Egyptian military 
fortresses around the former Shi-Hor paleolagoon [9]. Dots 1 to 6 are synthetic gauges. The 
locations of tsunamigenic sources (Tables 1 and 2) are also depicted: yellow boxes for 
submarine landslides and red lines for faults. 
During the last 5 ka, with a stable sea level, the major changes in the coastline of the Nile Delta have 
been driven by fluvial deposits, coastal erosion and land subsidence. The last is estimated as 2.0 mm/year 
in the area of Alexandria [46]. Coutellier and Stanley (1987) [45] estimated mean Holocene 
sedimentation rates of 5.0 m/ka in the eastern Nile Delta. As a result, the coastal margin in the studied 
area migrated northward some 50 km during the past 5 ka. As a practical and crude approach for the 
reconstruction of the former coastline in the entire Nile Delta at ca 3500 years BP, we followed the 
Figure 3. Details of the domain used for the tsunami propagation model: General
view of the former Nile Delta and the Levantine coastlines (up); detailed view of
the eastern Nile Delta and the Shi-Hor lagoon (bottom). Water depths (m) with 30 s
of arc resolution from GEBCO08 bathymetry and paleogeographic reconstructions
(see text) are dr wn. Black line is the present coastline, the red and green ones are,
respectively, the former coastline and the marshland limit at 3500 year BP after
Coutellier and Stanly (1987) [45]. The blue line delimits wetlands at northern Ballah
Lake. Tjaru (Hebua I) and Migdol are Egyptian military fortresses around the
former Shi-Hor paleolagoon [9]. Dots 1 to 6 are synthetic gauges. The locations of
tsunamigenic sources (Tables 1 and 2) are also depicted: yellow boxes for submarine
landslides and red lines for faults.
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During the last 5 ka, with a stable sea level, the major changes in the coastline
of the Nile Delta have been driven by fluvial deposits, coastal erosion and land
subsidence. The last is estimated as 2.0 mm/year in the area of Alexandria [46].
Coutellier and Stanley (1987) [45] estimated mean Holocene sedimentation rates of
5.0 m/ka in the eastern Nile Delta. As a result, the coastal margin in the studied
area migrated northward some 50 km during the past 5 ka. As a practical and crude
approach for the reconstruction of the former coastline in the entire Nile Delta at
ca 3500 years BP, we followed the methodology described by Periáñez and Abril
(2014a) [25]. Briefly, we applied a correction to the present depths/elevations, linearly
decreasing from the modern to the former coastline (this last as defined by Coutellier
and Stanley, 1987, [45]). The small-scale details of the coastline will not significantly
affect the general patterns of tsunami propagation, but they are of capital importance
for assessing local run-ups. The detailed paelogeographical reconstruction published
by Hoffmeier (2005) [9] for the area of the Shi-Hor Lagoon has been digitalized and
merged with the previous corrected bathymetry, applying then a filter for smoothing
the bathymetry among adjacent grid-cells. Results are shown in Figure 3.
2.3. Tsunamingenic Sources in the Eastern Nile Delta
Works and reviews on the geodynamics of the eastern Mediterranean can be
found, among others, in Barka and Reilinger (1997) [47], Mascle et al., (2000) [48],
or Yolsal and Taymaz (2012) [29]. Its complex tectonic is responsible for intense
earthquake and volcanism activity, triggering large tsunamis in the past [17,29,49,50].
The study by Papadopoulos et al., (2007) [51] on tsunami hazards in the Eastern
Mediterranean concluded that the mean recurrence of strong tsunamis (most of them
were caused by earthquakes) is likely equal to about 142 years. The assessment
of the probability for landslide tsunami scenarios is a quite difficult task, due
to the insufficient statistics from the recorded events, as discussed in detail by
Harbitz et al., (2014) [52]. Such probabilities of occurrence must not be confused with
the probability of that a given coastal area is affected by a tsunami of certain level
(e.g., with a maximum water height).
The first map of the Nile deep-sea fan has not been completed until recent
years [53,54]. The Messinian salinity crisis led to the deposition of salt and anhydrite
throughout the Mediterranean basin, while the proto-Nile river excavated deep
canyons and transported offshore large volumes of terrigenous sediments. Thick
Plio-Quaternary sediments covered then the ductile evaporitic layers, what triggered
some giant gravity-driven salt tectonics [54–58]. A series of fault trends have been
identified across the stable shelf of the Nile Delta, e.g., Rosetta, Baltim and Temsah
fault trends, and the Pelusium Mega-Shear Fault system [59–61]. The Nile Delta is a
major gas and condensate province with several mud volcanoes and geodynamics
associated to fluid seepage [62,63].
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A general overview on multi-scale slope instabilities along the Nile deep-sea fan
can be found in Loncke et al., (2009) [57], and in Urgeles and Camerlenghi (2013) [64].
Garziglia et al., (2008) [60] identified and dated seven mass-transport deposits on the
Western province, northern to the Rosetta Canyon, with volumes ranging from 3 to
500 km3, mean thickness from 11 to 77 m and run-out distances from 18 to 150 km,
being the youngest deposit older than 8940 ˘ 30 cal. year BP. Ducassou et al., (2009),
based upon 42 sediment cores collected across the entire Nile deep sea fan, identified
several slump deposits and turbidities in the last 2000 ka BP [55], but none in the
Mid and Late Holocene (ca 5 ka to present). Thus, any candidate source area for
submarine landslides must be compatible with the “empty spaces” within this cloud
of cores. Recently, Ducassou et al., (2013) [56] reported four highly mobile debris
flows in the Nile deep-sea fan system, with a chronology confined between 5599 and
6915 cal. years BP for the most recent event, in the Rosetta province.
Results from numerical models have proved that the effects of the Minoan
Santorini tsunamis (triggered by entry of pyroclastic flows and caldera collapse) were
negligible in north-eastern Egypt and Levantine coasts [17,25], as already commented.
Thus, for any less energetic event in the inner Aegean Sea (as the volcanic eruption
in the area of Nisyros and Yale suggested by Sivertsen for the sea parting in the
exodus-expulsion) a similar behaviour would be expected. Even if potential tsunami
directionality is invoked, the Isle of Rhodes prevents any direct pathway for energy
transfer from these sources towards the eastern Nile Delta. Moreover, for the Cyprus
AD 1222 earthquake tsunami, with source area in southern Cyprus, model results
(Periáñez and Abril, 2014a, [25]) show that the outer shelf of the Nile Delta acts as a
natural barrier and slows waves at these shallow depths (<500 m), thus increasing
wave amplitude in this area, but with negligible impacts in the inner shoreline.
Recent mass-wasting events can be recognized in bathymetric maps by the
presence of head and footwall scars [57,64]. Periáñez and Abril (2014a) [25] suggested
several hypothetical candidate sites in the Nile Delta for submarine landslides of
9–10 km3, accomplishing for high slopes and being distant enough from the already
studied areas, where any mass-wasting deposits in the last 5 ka can be discarded.
They showed that tsunamis generated by sources in the western and northern Nile
Delta did not significantly affect the coastal zones of Israel and Gaza, and their effects
on the eastern area of the delta were equally negligible. Thus, the source area within
the Nile Delta able to produce tsunamis potentially linked to the Exodus has to be
confined to its eastern zone.
In this work the geometry of the moving boxes and their displacement will
be defined with the criteria of being generously large, but compatible with the
“empty areas” defined by the studied sediment cores. The value of µ will be
subject to sensitivity tests; and 50 m/s has been adopted as the upper limit for
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Umax, according to Harbitz (1992) [36]. The tsunamigenic sources selected for this
study are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 and briefly discussed further below.
Landslide SL-1 is the one discussed and modelled by Periáñez and Abril
(2014a) [25], but applied here along with the more detailed paleogeography. The
slide front is placed at the eastern border of the stable Nile delta, facing a down-slope
of 2.8 degrees. The second displacement prevents reaching the sites of cores studied
by Ducassou et al. (2009) [55], although its numerical value has a minor effect in the
tsunamigenic potential of the slide. The slide extends over a large area (B = 80 km;
L = 20 km), but with a moderate value for its maximum height (6.0 m), accounting for
a total volume of 9.80 km3. The value of µ has been fixed as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 and 0.9
of its maximum (static, µst) limit in model runs R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5, respectively.
A second version of this slide uses a larger value for its maximum height (20.0 m),
leading to a total volume of 32.7 km3. The larger height increases the slide speed,
which reaches values up to 49.5 m/s for µ = 0.5µst (run R6), and of 31.3 m/s for
µ = 0.8µst (run R7). The displacement of the slide over the second slope, with a
smaller angle, has a minor contribution to its tsunamigenic potential; thus, and for
the sake of simplicity, a value of µ = 0.75µst has been adopted for runs R1 to R7.
Table 1. Source parameters for submarine landslides #.
Landslide Run
Geometrical Parameters Front Position Direction $ Kinematics ¶
L
(km)
S
(km)
B
(km)
hm
(m)
V
(km3) λE
˝ ΦN˝ θ˝
R1
(km)
α1
(˝) µ/µst
Umax,1
(m/s)
R2
(km)
α2
(˝)
Umax,2
(m/s)
SL-1 R1 20.0 3.0 80.0 6.0 9.80 32.800 31.658 45 6.26 2.8 0.1 38.6 7.73 0.16 4.6
R2 0.3 32.1
R3 0.5 27.1
R4 0.8 17.1
R5 0.9 12.1
R6 20.0 32.7 0.5 49.5 8.4
R7 20.0 32.7 0.8 31.3 8.4
SL-2 R1 8.0 3.0 40.0 26.0 10.0 32.725 31.708 45 4.36 2.8 0.6 47.7 11.73 0.6 17.5
R2 0.7 41.3
R3 0.8 33.7
R4 0.9 23.9
CSL * R1 10.0 1.0 50.0 20.4 10.0 32.350 31.417 90 3.25 3.0 0.5 48.9 3.25 3.0 48.9
R2 0.7 37.9 37.9
R3 0.9 21.9 21.9
# Defined as in Harbitz (1992) [36]. Slide volume V = 0.9Bhm(L + 0.9S); B, width; L, length;
S, smoothing distance; hm, average height; $ From the positive X direction (West to East);
¶ R1 and R2 are down-slope displacements, with slope angles α1 and α2 and maximum
speeds Umax,1 and Umax,2, respectively. For SL-1 and SL-2 slides, µ/µst = 0.75 for the
second slope; while a single slope scheme is adopted for CSL slides; * Implemented along
with a change in bathymetry defining an hypothetical canyon lying E-W, 62 km length,
6.5 km wide and 35 m deep, excavated on the reconstructed 3500 year BP bathymetry,
and centred at 31.27˝ E, 31.45˝ N.
Slide SL-2 is also extracted from the present bathymetry. Its front (Table 1),
at the south-eastern border of the stable shelf in the Nile Delta, is initially at 71 m
water depth and displaces 4.3 km down a slope with angle 2.8˝, and then 11.7 km
along a slope of 0.6˝. The displacement ends at a plateau. The area covered by
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this hypothetical mass-wasting does not disagree with the geological surveys above
referred. With a maximum height of 26.0 m and a total volume of 10 km3, the moving
slide reaches a maximum speed of 47.7 m/s for µ = 0.6µst (SL-2, run R1). Runs R2 to
R4 for this slide use increasing values of µ in the first displacement, while the same
criteria than for SL-1 has been adopted for the second displacement (Table 1).
Table 2. Fault parameters used in the simulations. Geographical coordinates
correspond to the fault center. Rake is 90˝ in all cases.
Tsunami λE˝ ΦN˝
Length
(km)
Width
(km)
Slip
(m)
Strike
(degree)
Dip
(degree)
Potential
Energy # (J)
F-1 32.667 31.500 60.0 20.0 8.0 55.0 45.0 4.6 ˆ 1013
F-2 32.667 31.500 80.0 24.0 12.0 65.0 35.0 1.8 ˆ 1014
F-2 +
SL-2 R2 * 32.667 31.500 80.0 24.0 12.0 65.0 35.0 1.8 ˆ 1014
# Initial potential energy linked to the Okada’s deformation. * Double source, composed
by a fault earthquake and a simultaneous submarine landslide (SL-2 R2 in Table 1).
Loncke et al., (2006) [54] reported (their Figure 9) the paths of the Messinian
canyons in the Nile Delta. Particularly, at the Damietta branch, a former canyon of
some 60 km length and 6 km wide ran eastward. In the GEBCO08 bathymetry, the
stable shelf area shows some holes of several hundred meters deep and few km wide
(dark spots in Figure 3), likely remains of the former canyons. Due to its proximity
to the former Shi-Hor Lagoon, and as a potential and extreme case, the source CSL
(Table 1) simulates the effect of a large submarine landslide running into a still
partially colmated canyon. The box geometry has been selected as large as possible,
and its displacement has to be confined within the width of the former canyon.
A maximum height of 20.4 m has been adopted to account for a total volume of
10.0 km3. For simplicity a uniform slope angle of 3.0 degrees has been selected, with
three options for µ values, leading to maximum speeds of 48.9, 37.9 and 21.9 m/s in
runs CSL R1, R2 and R3, respectively.
Gamal (2013) [59] provided a detailed study of the Pelusium Mega-Shear Fault
system. The Pelusium line runs north-westwards crossing the south-eastern Nile
Delta. Hypothetical earthquakes triggered by this fault with epicentres in this area
of the Nile Delta could have been tsunamigenic sources whose potential effects
on the nearby former shoreline of the Shi-Hor Lagoon will be studied here. Thus,
sources F-1 and F-2 (Table 2) are defined with tentative values for length, width and
slip, and angular parameters inspired in the studies of Badawy and Abdel Fattath
(2001) [65], and Gamal (2013) [59]. As the tsunamis triggered by geological faults
are less energetic events when compared with the studied submarine landslides, the
application of sensitivity tests has been discarded in this case.
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Finally, the case of a fault-earthquake that triggers an almost simultaneous
submarine landslide is also considered by combining the two most energetic sources,
F-2 and SL-2 R2.
3. Results and Discussion
The numerical model has been run for all the tsunamigenic sources (Tables 1
and 2) with a typical simulation time of 5 h and a time step of 2 s. Figure A1 (in
Electronic Supplementary Material) shows the time series of slide velocities for some
of the studied submarine landslides (Table 1).
Figure 4 shows the computed maximum amplitudes for the submarine
landslides SL-1 R6, SL-2 R1 and CSL R1 (Table 1), selected as the extreme cases of
each tsunamigenic source. Sources SL-1 and SL-2 are both located at the outer edge
of the stable Nile Delta, and they show strong directionality towards the coastline
of Israel, were wave amplitudes exceeds 20 m in some areas. For source CSL,
most of the tsunami energy propagates northwards. In the three cases, the former
Egyptian coastline is much less impacted by tsunami waves. An example of tsunami
propagation can be seen in Supplementary material, which shows an animation
with some snapshots of the propagation of the tsunami generated by the submarine
landslide SL-2 R2.
The energy of the tsunami can be evaluated at any time by integration over
the whole domain of the potential and kinetic energies of the water column at
each grid-cell. Submarine landslides transfer potential and kinetic energy to the
water column, competing with energy dissipation by frictional stress at the seafloor
(Equations (2)–(4)). Thus, the peak energy usually appears around the time of the
maximum velocity for the moving slide. In the scenario of landslide SL-1, with
maximum thickness h = 6.0 m, the tsunami peak energy increases with Umax,1
from 5.3 ˆ 1014 J in R5 up to 4.2 ˆ 1015 J in R1 (see Table 1). When a maximum
thickness h = 20.0 m is adopted, the tsunami peak energy reaches 8.4 ˆ 1015 J in
R6 (the maximum computed wave amplitudes for this extreme event are shown in
Figure 4). In the scenario of landslide SL-2, with maximum thickness h = 26.0 m, the
tsunami peak energy only slightly increases with Umax,1, from 2.6 ˆ 1015 J in R4 up
to 3.7 ˆ 1015 J in R1 (see Table 1, and Figure 4 for the maximum wave amplitudes
computed for R1). Similarly, for landslide CSL the tsunami peak energy increases
from 2.0 ˆ 1015 J (R3) up to 3.9 ˆ 1015 J (R1).
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place, and lasting about one hour. After that, water level suddenly rises about 0.5 m, and then continues 
increasing for 40–50 min, and reaching levels around or below 1 m for Runs R1 to R5, and below 1.5 m 
for R5 and R6. For runs R1 to R5, differences in the first maximum water height are of the order of  
10–20 cm, what can be seen as a model sensitivity test for the Coulombian friction coefficient (and then 
for Umax,1). These differences are only of few cm for landslides SL-2 and CSL (see Figure 6). Concerning 
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Figure 4. Computed maximum amplitude for water elevations (m) due to
submarine landslides SL-1 R6, SL-2 R1 and CSL R1. Source parameters are
presented in Table 1. Simulation time is 5 h.
Figures 5 and 6 show the computed time series of water elevations for all the
landslide tsunamis (Table 1) at three of the synthetic tidal gauges TG-3, TG-4 and
TG-5 (see Figure 3). TG-4, at the Shi-Hor Lagoon, is the candidate scenario for the
drown ng of the Egyptian army, as mentioned in the introduction. For all the runs
with SL-1 landslide, a weak withdrawal of the sea of few tens cm takes place, and
lasting about one hour. After that, water level suddenly rises about 0.5 m, and then
continues increasing for 40–50 min, and reaching levels around or below 1 m for
Runs R1 to R5, and below 1.5 m for R5 and R6. For runs R1 to R5, differences in the
first max mum water height are of the order of 10–20 cm, what can be seen as a model
sensitivity test for the Coulombian friction coefficient (and then for Umax,1). These
differences are only of few cm for landslides SL-2 and CSL (see Figure 6). Concerning
the evolution of water level at TG-4 for the series of SL-2 tsunamis (Figure 6), it is
similar to the one co mented for SL-1. For CSL landslides, the withdrawal of the sea
lasts about two hours, b t interfered by the arrival of a weak wave of few tens cm.
At TG-5, in the inner shoreline (Figure 3), the tsunami signal arrives latter, and with a
similar although smoother pattern than in TG-4; but the maximum water heights are
amplified about 0.5 m for SL-1 and 0.25 m for SL-2 and CSL submarine landslides.
At TG-3, landslides SL-1 closely follow the same pattern, with a withdrawal of the
sea of about 4 m that lasts one hour, followed by a sudden rise of 2–3 m, and then a
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continuous increase over 50–60 min up to reach water levels of 3–5 m (this last for
the 32.7 km3 landslide).
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location of the synthe c gauges. Initial water depths were 9.0, 2.1 and 8.0 m for
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For tsunamis triggered by geological faults the maximum energy corresponds
to the initial potential energy due to the deformation of the free water surface. It was
4.6 ˆ 1013 J for F-1and 1.8 ˆ 1014 J for F-2. The two studied sources are less energetic
events than the submarine landslides. Figure 7 shows the maximum computed
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wave amplitude for tsunamis F-1, F-2, and for the simultaneous source F-2+SL-2
R2 (a landslide triggered in sequence with the earthquake). In this last case, the
landslide component dominates the propagation pattern. In tsunamis F-1 and F-2,
the highest amplitudes remains confided within the stable shelf of the Nile Delta,
and they show strong directionality towards the coastline delimiting the Bardawil
Lake, but with weak effects around the Shi-Hor lagoon, as shown in the computed
time series of Figure 8.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3 760 
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TG-5 fo the submarine landslide SL-2, with ru s R1 to R4; and CSL, with runs R
to R3 (Table 1). See Figure 3 for the location of the synthetic gauges. Initial water
depths were 9.0, 2.1 and 8.0 m for TG-3, TG-4 and TG-5, respectively.
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Figure 7. Computed maximum amplitude for water elevations (m) due to geological faults 
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are presented in Table 1. Simulation time is 5 h.
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Figure 8. Computed time series of water elevations at tidal gauges TG-3, TG-4 and TG-5 
for the geological faults F-1. F-2, and the double source F-2 + SL-2 R2 (Table 1). See Figure 3 
for the location of the synthetic gauges. Initial water depths were 9.0, 2.1 and 8.0 m for  
TG-3, TG-4 and TG-5, respectively. 
Figure A2 shows the computed time series of water elevations at the synthetic gauges TG-1, TG-2 and 
TG-6 (see Figure 3) for a sub-set of tsunamis. Tsunamis triggered by geological faults (F-1 and F-2) have 
negligible effects in the Levantine coasts and in Alexandria (TG-6), in the western Nile Delta. The most 
energetic submarine landslides impact the Levantine coasts with waves above 15 m height, while their 
effects in the western Nile Delta are much weaker, with wave amplitudes of 0.5 m. 
For the studied landslide tsunamis, water currents exceed 5 to 10 m/s along the eastern delta shelf 
edge and the southern Levantine coastline (Figure 9 shows some examples). These are the areas where 
the major energy dissipation (Equations (2)–(4)) and, consequently, the greatest impacts occur. 
In all the cases, wave amplitudes only slightly exceed 1–1.5 m for the most energetic tsunamis at the 
Shi-Hor Lagoon (synthetic gauges 4 in Figures 5 and 6). The paleo-lagoon never dries out, nor the Kedua 
passage. Thus, around Shi-Hor Lagoon, only the coastal areas less than 1.0–1.5 m above sea level would 
have had some risk of being flooded. These dynamical tsunami scenarios (Figures 5 and 6), and 
particularly the time sequence of water elevations, perhaps could produce some scene of fear and chaos 
Figure 8. Computed time series of water elevations at tidal gauges TG-3, TG-4 and
TG-5 for the geological faults F-1. F-2, and the double source F-2 + SL-2 R2 (Table 1).
See Figure 3 for the location of the synthetic gauges. Initial water depths were 9.0,
2.1 and 8.0 m for TG-3, TG-4 and TG-5, respectively.
Figure A2 shows the computed time series of water elevations at the synthetic
gauges TG-1, TG-2 and TG-6 (see Figure 3) for a s b-set of tsunamis. Tsunamis
triggered by g ologic l faults (F-1 nd F-2) have negligible eff cts in the Levantine
coasts and in Alexandria (TG-6), in the western Nile Delta. The most energetic
submarine l ndslides impact the Levantin coasts with waves above 15 m height,
while their effects in the western Nile Delta are much weaker, with wave
amplitudes of 0.5 m.
For the studi d landslide tsunam s, water urrents xc ed 5 to 10 m/s along the
eastern delta shelf edge and the southern Levantine coastline (Figure 9 shows some
examples). These are the areas where the major energy dissipation (Equations (2)–(4))
and, consequently, the greatest impacts occur.
In all the cases, wave amplitudes only slightly exceed 1–1.5 m for the most
energetic tsunamis at the Shi-Hor Lagoon (synthetic gauges 4 in Figures 5 and 6). The
paleo-lagoon never dries out, nor the Kedua passage. Thus, around Shi-Hor Lagoon,
only the coastal areas less than 1.0–1.5 m above sea level would have had some risk of
being flooded. These dynamical tsunami scenarios (Figures 5 and 6), and particularly
the time sequence of water elevations, perhaps could produce some scene of fear
and chaos in a military group camped at the Tjaru’s seaside, but in our opinion they
hardly can explain a sudden drowning of the Egyptian army.
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and CSL R1. Source parameters are presented in Table 1. Simulation time is 5 h.
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Figure 10. 3D-view of the free water surface deformation, computed after 10 min of the 
beginning of landslides SL-1 R1 (up) and SL-2 R2 (bottom). 
The above results are a consequence of the particular geological setting of the studied marine system. 
A large area of the Nile Delta shelf extends in front of the Shi Hor Lagoon. In these shallow waters, 
tsunami waves travels at low speed, while the bed friction is high (it is inversely proportional to water 
depth). The implemented formulation for friction (Equations (2)–(4)) has been widely used and validated 
in many oceanographic studies, and particularly in models for tidal and tsunami propagation (see for 
instance Periáñez and Abril, 2014b, [31]). Figure A3 shows a sensitivity test for the friction coefficient, 
applied to the most energetic tsunami from our set of simulations (SL-1 R6). When the nominal value of the 
friction coefficient (k = 0.0025) is increased / decreased by a 50%, water elevations at the gauges TG-3 to 
TG-5 slightly decrease/increase, without affecting in the essential to the main conclusions of this study. 
Scenarios for severe flooding can be found along the northern Sinai coasts, as shown in Figure 4. 
Nevertheless, they do not match with the plausible paths for the exodus. It is worth noting the great 
exposure to most of the tsunamis of the sand barrier delimiting the present Bardawil Lagoon. It is known 
that it was a military path in Persian times, and it has been proposed by some authors as the exodus path, 
Figure 10. 3D-view of the free water surface deformation, computed after 10 min
of the beginning of landslides SL-1 R1 (up) and SL-2 R2 (bottom).
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The above results are a consequence of the particular geological setting of the
studied marine system. A large area of the Nile Delta shelf extends in front of the Shi
Hor Lagoon. In these shallow waters, tsunami waves travels at low speed, while the
bed friction is high (it is inversely proportional to water depth). The implemented
formulation for friction (Equations (2)–(4)) has been widely used and validated
in many oceanographic studies, and particularly in models for tidal and tsunami
propagation (see for instance Periáñez and Abril, 2014b, [31]). Figure A3 shows a
sensitivity test for the friction coefficient, applied to the most energetic tsunami from
our set of simulations (SL-1 R6). When the nominal value of the friction coefficient
(k = 0.0025) is increased / decreased by a 50%, water elevations at the gauges TG-3
to TG-5 slightly decrease/increase, without affecting in the essential to the main
conclusions of this study.
Scenarios for severe flooding can be found along the northern Sinai coasts, as
shown in Figure 4. Nevertheless, they do not match with the plausible paths for the
exodus. It is worth noting the great exposure to most of the tsunamis of the sand
barrier delimiting the present Bardawil Lagoon. It is known that it was a military
path in Persian times, and it has been proposed by some authors as the exodus path,
although the most recent studies concluded that this sand barrier was not a passable
path at the second millennium BC [9].
Tsunamis triggered by submarine landslides are characterized by a depression
of the free water surface over the line of rupture while a huge wave appears at the
front of the moving slice. For some exceptional witnesses on the northern Sinai
shoreline or in cabotage sailing in this area, a submarine landslide along the eastern
Nile Delta shelf edge could have been seen as a parting of the sea (as shown in the
3D-view of Figure 10).
The fingerprint of noticeable tsunami impacts in coastal areas can be potentially
found in their characteristic sedimentary deposits, although they are not always well
preserved; and huge submarine landslides can be detected and dated through their
associated turbidite deposits. The selected tsunamigenic sources in this paper are
compatible with the main geological features of the Nile Delta, and they are not in
contradiction with our present knowledge from field studies. Obviously, this is not a
proof for their feasibility, what can only be provided by empirical evidences. They
represent extreme and near-field cases in an attempt to provide the best scenarios
for the maximalist hypothesis of tsunamis behind the biblical Exodus. But, even for
these favourable scenarios, the lack of noticeable flooding of the area, along with the
time sequence of water elevations, make difficult to accept a tsunami as a reliable
hypothesis neither for the first plague nor for the drowning of the Egyptian army in
the surroundings of the Shi-Hor Lagoon.
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The tsunamigenic deposits from the Santorini event in the coastal area of Israel
and Gaza [19] can be explained by the occurrence of tsunamis with source in the
eastern Mediterranean, likely triggered by submarine landslides. In our opinion
this could have been a source of inspiration for the Exodus narrative, which has to
be understood as the likely result of the merging of several stories from different
sources [4].
4. Conclusions
A numerical model for tsunami propagation, based on the 2D shallow water
equations and previously applied and validated in a wide set of scenarios, has
been adapted, from available geological and archaeological studies, to the former
paleogeographic conditions in the eastern Nile Delta.
Seventeen potential tsunamigenic sources in the eastern Nile Delta have been
suggested as possible candidates within the Minoan tsunami sequence, comprising
faults along the Pelusium Mega-shear system and several submarine landslides at
the shelf edge and along the hypothetical remains of the Messinian Damieta canyon.
They have been defined as large as possible within the known constrains stated
by geological studies, and comprise sensitivity tests for the total volume and the
prescribed motion of the landslides.
Tsunamis triggered by submarine landslides could have severely impacted the
northern Sinai and southern Levantine coasts with waves over 10–15 m height and
water currents over 5–10 m/s, but with weak effects in the surroundings of the
Shi-Hor Lagoon, the proposed scenario for the Biblical sea parting.
The real occurrence of tsunamis can only be proved by empirical evidences;
but as the proposed ones are representative of the most favorable scenarios for the
hypothesis to be tested, the lack of any noticeable flooding, and the particular time
sequence of water elevations, make difficult to accept them as plausible and literally
explanation for the first plague and for the drowning of the Egyptian army in the
surroundings of the Shi-Hor Lagoon, although they might have been a source of
inspiration for the Biblical narrative.
Supplementary Materials: Snapshots for the propagation of the tsunami SL-2 R2. Scale in the
color bar is given in m. Source parameters are presented in Table 1. Supplementary materials
can be accessed at: http://www.mdpi.com/2077-1312/3/3/745/s1.
Author Contributions: Conceived and designed the experiments: JMA, RP. Performed the
experiments: JMA, RP. Analyzed the data: JMA, RP. Wrote the paper: JMA, RP.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Figure A1. Prescribed time series for the slice velocity (Equations (7)–(8)) for some
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Figure A2. Computed time series of water elevations at tidal gauges TG-1, TG-2 and  
TG-6 for six of the tsunamigenic sources given in Tables 1 and 2. See Figure 3 for the 
location of the synthetic gauges. Initial water depths were 36, 33 and 36 m for TG-1, TG-2 
and TG-6, respectively. 
 
Figure A3. Computed time series of water elevations at tidal gauges TG-3, TG-4 and TG-5 
for tsunami SL-1 R6 by increasing/decreasing by a 50% the nominal value of the friction 
coefficient (Equations (2)–(4)). See Figure 3 for the location of the synthetic gauges. Initial 
water depths were 9.0, 2.1 and 8.0 m for TG-3, TG-4 and TG-5, respectively. 
Figure A2. Computed time series of water elevations at tidal gauges TG-1, TG-2
and TG-6 for six of the tsunamigenic sources given in Tables 1 and 2. See Figure 3
for the location of the synthetic gauges. Initial water depths were 36, 33 and 36 m
for TG-1, TG-2 and TG-6, respectively.
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Figure A3. Computed time series of water elevations at tidal gauges TG-3, TG-4
and TG-5 for tsunami SL-1 R6 by increasing/decreasing by a 50% the nominal value
of the friction coefficient (Equations (2)–(4)). See Figure 3 for the location of the
synthetic gauges. Initial water depths were 9.0, 2.1 and 8.0 m for TG-3, TG-4 and
TG-5, respectively.
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Ionospheric Electron Density Perturbations
Driven by Seismic Tsunami-Excited Gravity
Waves: Effect of Dynamo Electric Field
John Z. G. Ma, Michael P. Hickey and Attila Komjathy
Abstract: The effect of an ionospheric dynamo electric field on the electron density
and total electron content (TEC) perturbations in the F layer (150–600 km altitudes)
is investigated at two arbitrarily selected locations (noted as 29◦ N and 60◦ N in
latitudes) in the presence of seismic tsunami-excited gravity waves propagating
in a stratified, nondissipative atmosphere where vertical gradients of atmospheric
properties are taken into consideration. Generalized ion momentum and continuity
equations are solved, followed by an analysis of the dynamo electric field (E). The
E-strength is within several mV/m, determined by the zonal neutral wind and
meridional geomagnetic field. It is found that, at the mid-latitude location, n′e is
dominated by the atmospheric meridional wind when E = 0, while it is determined
by the zonal wind when E 6= 0. The perturbed TEC over its unperturbed magnitude
lies in around 10% at all altitudes for E = 0, while it keeps the same percentage at
most altitudes for E 6= 0, except a jump to >25% in the F2-peak layer (300–340 km in
height). By contrast, at the low-latitude location, the TEC jump is eliminated by the
locally enhanced background electron density.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Ma, J.Z.G.; Hickey, M.P.; Komjathy, A.
Ionospheric Electron Density Perturbations Driven by Seismic Tsunami-Excited
Gravity Waves: Effect of Dynamo Electric Field. J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2015, 3, 1194–1226.
1. Introduction
Tsunamis have been a significant threat to humans living in coastal regions
throughout recorded history. The Sumatra tsunami of 2004 took the largest toll
of human life on record, with approximately 228,000 casualties attributed to the
tsunami waves [1]. It is therefore necessary to provide reliable tsunami forecast
and warning system which provides estimates of tsunami properties before the
tsunami itself arrives at a given shore. From as early as the 1970s, modeling
results have demonstrated that the ionospheric signature of an ocean tsunami can
potentially be detected as traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) produced by
internal gravity waves propagating upward in the upper atmosphere in periods of
10–30 min, horizontal wavelengths and phase speeds of several hundreds of km
and ∼200 m/s, respectively, and vertical speeds of the order of 50 m/s (e.g., [2–18]),
and these tsunami-driven TIDs have been identified in ionospheric total electron
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content (TEC) data, the vertical integration of the ionospheric electron density (ne),
as measured from ground-based GPS radio signals (e.g., [19,20]) or satellite altimeter
radar [21].
During and after 2004–2007 earthquakes over Sumatra, more and more
tsunami-related ionospheric perturbations have been studied. For example, data
analyses of the Jason-1 and Topex/Poseidon satellite altimeters demostrated that,
between 250 and 350 km of altitude, the effect of neutral-plasma coupling was
verified to be maximum, with 10% TEC perturbations, and the electron density, ne,
up to ∼ 5× 1012 m−3 [21]. In addition, Occhipinti et al. demonstrated that when
tsunami is in the northern hemisphere the perturbed electron density, n′e/ne0 (where
ne0 is the local density), does not exceed 10% in both E and F regions; however,
when it travels south, n′e/ne0 can reach to 80% for a simple tsunami model of wave
package with a principal period of 20 min and wavelength of 230 km [8]. Example
TEC variation curves were also produced when the tsunami is located at −10◦ N,
0◦ N, 10◦ N, and 20◦ N of latitude for a northward propagating tsunami, and 10◦
N, 0◦ N, −10◦ N, and −20◦ N for a southward one, respectively. In the northward
case, the authors showed the latitudinal dependence of the local electron density
perturbations: in the GPS-favored F-region, gravity wave-driven perturbation is
strongly dependent on magnetic inclination angle (I): within I = [-40◦, 20◦] with
I = 0◦ near 10◦ N, the perturbation appears the most intensive, while outside the
range the perturbation turns to zero.
Moreover, TEC measurements reported 30% and 40%–70% changes, respectively,
in 40 min to two hours of the wave propagation [22]. The most recent extensive
study examined events from Sumatra 2004 to Tohoku-Oki 2011 as measured
by local networks SEAMERGES (30 stations), CTO/SUGAR (up to 32 stations),
CTO/CENTRAL-ANDES (10 stations), SAMOANET (13 stations), and GEONET
(1000 stations) [23]. The study explored the perturbations close to the epicenter of
several events with different network (note that only Tohoku 2011 use GEONET).
The amplitude of TEC perturbations exceed ±0.25 TECU (but within ±0.5 TECU;
1TECU = 1016 m−2) in the three different stations measured on a same day (Figure
6 of the paper). However, this amplitude varies for different locations and times.
For example, by comparing with the data of the previous day of another station to
ensure earthquake-related oscillations, Rolland et al. reported that the perturbation
was nearly 2 TECU [24]: upper right panel, Figure 3.
Relative to the measured ≤20% and 10%–70% variations in ne and TEC,
respectively, either earlier or later predictions from theoretical modeling of gravity
waves overestimated ne-fluctuations and diversified TEC-modulations in response to
the wave propagation through an assumed adiabatic or more realistic atmosphere. A
standard perturbation treatment was firstly established by Hooke to obtain
the magnitude of the effects of gravity waves on the creation of ionospheric
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irregularities [25]. However, a thorough investigation by following the procedure
acquired a peak ne-fluctuation of 20%–40%, an estimation the authors considered
to be exaggerated for realistic perturbations [4]. After Occhipinti et al.’s first
development and application of a full-wave model (FWM) to compare a numerical
modeling results with real data [21], Hickey et al. [11] continued their early work on
FWM (e.g., [27–30]) and employed MacLeod’s ion dynamics [26] to expose δne ∼ 50%
down to 5% from adiabatic to nonadiabatic situations; while both the electron
number density and TEC can reach 100% under quasi-adiabatic conditions with
neutral wind perturbations of several 100 m/s, the corresponding responses of δne
in realistic viscous atmosphere is an order of magnitude smaller than before, and
the TEC responses were only a factor of ∼3 smaller than before. By contrast, a
case study on the 2004 Sumatra tsunami by employing Hooke’s model provided
δne ∼15%–40%, with n′e ∼ (1–6)× 1011/m3, from dissipative to loss-free models at
100–450 km altitudes, and in the lossless case, n′e/ne0 > 100% above 255 km; the peak
perturbation of electron density, ∼2× 1011/m3, appears at 238 km with δne = 37%;
at the 303 km height of maximum ne0, δne = 14%; while the TEC perturbation is
within ±7.5% of the unperturbed magnitude, consistent with measurements of <10%
variations [12].
Contributions by previous authors, e.g., Hooke, Occhipinti et al., Hickey et al.,
especially the most recent study by Meng et al. [31], are classical to
elucidate the long-lasting issues of travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs)
in a plasma environment, and of gravity wave propagations under realistic
atmospheric conditions (e.g., [32–34]), respectively. The above mentioned
overestimation in electron density perturbation might originate from some terms
which, though necessary to be included in the set of equations to describe
realistic atmospheric/ionospheric processes, were omitted either intentionally for
convenience of mathematical manipulations, or unintentionally due to a lack of
sufficient experimental support at early time to show their importance to be involved.
After a revisit to these pioneer work, we find the missing terms are related to
ionospheric dynamo electric field (E) which may play an appreciable role in both
Hooke’s electron density equation and MacLeod’s ion dynamic equation. Luckily,
Occhipinti et al. included Earth’s electric field terms [8,21]. However, the modeling
argued that the effect of the electric field polarization is negligible on the resulting
perturbation of ion velocities, and ion’s and electron’s densities under the effect of
gravity waves.
As a matter of fact, from the early 1970s the E-influence on atmospheric
phenomena drew much attention (see pioneer work by Cole in [35,36]). Albeit
the fact, it is understandable that the electric field effect was neglected in early
models. This is because only after abundant spaceborne data became available from
the 1980s (e.g., [37–45]), has the E-effect on charge kinetics, linear wave excitation
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and propagation, and nonlinear plasma dynamics been eventually recognized
unambiguously, investigated attentively, and developed consistently in the last
35 years (e.g., [46–69]). In auroral ionosphere, for example, Cole’s model exposed a
magnitude of |E| ∼ a few mV/m drives ions away from Maxwellian substantially
due to the E × B drift (where B = Bb is the local geomagnetic field and b is the
unit vector along magnetic field lines), the magnitude of which is larger than the
local thermal speeds of neutrals. These abundant theoretical and experimental
studies demonstrated that the electric field effect is more conspicuous at high
latitude (seldom relevant to tsunami-related applications); however, whenever E
exists anywhere, including regions at mid- or low latitudes, plasma properties
are modulated accordingly. Therefore, it is necessary for us to include the electric
field effect in accommodating ionospheric perturbations driven by tsunami-excited
atmospheric waves at mid- or low latitudes. Our studies to be introduced in this
paper will validate this argument.
Ground-based GPS receivers are an efficient tool to detect tsunami-driven
TEC perturbations. They not only provide data with highly localized coverage
in particular regions, but also detect tsunami-generated signals far from landmasses
where ground-based GPS coverage is nonexistent. The primary objective of this series
of papers is to investigate whether ionospheric radio occultation measurements
can be used to detect tsunami wave fronts while providing increased coverage
and data density by comparing modeling results and actual data [70]. In this
first paper, we extend the procedure described in [11] to obtain electron density
perturbation by employing (1) the classical ionospheric electrodynamics to replace
MacLeod’s ion momentum equation; and (2) Kendall and Pickering’s generalized
perturbation theory [71] to directly get the electron density perturbation equation,
instead of the traditionally used indirect ion perturbation equation in Hooke’s model
(which was then used to obtain the electron perturbation indirectly by assuming a
charge neutrality condition). More importantly, we will consider the influence of the
ionospheric dynamo electric field on the electron density and TEC perturbations. The
purpose of the paper is to provide an extended data-fit model in the presence of
ionospheric dynamo electric field which is able to grant data analysis and case study
of space measurements with an algorithm of less errors, so as to estimate the tsunami
wave front and subsequently help to confirm and image tsunamis by comparing
both space-borne and ground-based GPS measurements with our theoretical results,
thus establish a more effective and efficient tsunami warning and alarming system
in future work.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 exhibits tsunami-driven disturbance
at the sea surface and its upward propagation in atmosphere; Section 3 discusses
ionospheric plasma properties in the upper atmosphere; Section 4 introduces the
ionospheric dynamo electric field and its effects on plasma momentum and continuity
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equations; Section 5 estimates the electron density and TEC perturbations driven
by tsunami-excited gravity waves in both the absence and presence of the dynamo
electric field. At last, Section 6 outlines the results and gives a quick summary.
The concerned altitudes are from 150 km up to 600 km, the ionospheric F2 region
where GPS signals of electron density and TEC perturbations are measured for
tsunami applications. It is worth mentioning here that this first paper employs a
WKB approximation model which assumes linear wavelike solutions in time and
2D horizontal coordinates, but not in the vertical direction only along which the
mean-field properties are supposed to vary, while keeping their homogeneities in
the horizontal plane [72]. A 1D vertical Taylor-Goldstein equation (or, equivalently,
a quadratic equation) can thus be derived in the presence of the height-varying
temperature and wind shears to describe the vertical propagation of tsunami-excited
gravity waves. This basic study will be expanded in a sister paper to a 3D backward
ray-tracking algorithm to account for the detection of this kind of gravity waves with
the radio-occultation data which are measured in situations where the atmospheric
mean-field properties are also nonuniform in the 2D horizontal plane.
2. Tsunami-Driven Disturbance at the Sea Surface and Its Upward Propagation
in Atmosphere
2.1. Tsunami Displacement and Its Vertical Speed Amplitude at z = 0
The surface waveforms to characterize the coupling (or modeling) of the tsunami
with the overlying atmosphere at the sea level, z = 0 (where z is the altitude in
atmosphere), were described in details from the late 1960s [2,3,21,73–75]. Based on
these studies, a concise model was presented by Hickey et al. [11] (or Hickey [76]) to
model the propagation of a tsunami-generated gravity wave packet. We continue
to use this model in the present paper, with the initial tsunami displacement Z(x)
determined by the Airy function, Ai, in the horizontal plane at t = 0 and z = 0:
Z(x, 0, 0) = A
[
Ai(1− x) x
2
e1−x/2
]
(1)
where x is the horizontal distance at the sea surface in units of 100 km, and A ∼ 0.5 m
is the amplitude of the forcing in meters [21] for a dominant horizontal-scale size
of λh = 400 km. Let ω and kh = 2pi/λh be the wave frequency and horizontal
wavenumber, respectively. The kh-spectrum of the forcing can be obtained from the
Fourier transform of Equation (1):
Zˆ(kh, 0, 0) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Z(x, 0, 0)eikxdx (2)
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which gives the vertical speed spectrum, w(kh), as follows:
w(kh, 0, 0) = iωZˆ(kh, 0, 0) (3)
For typical values ofω and kh, the shallow-water phase speed is cph =
√
gh ≈
200 m/s for an ocean depth of about 4 km, where g is the gravitational acceleration
and h is the ocean depth [74]. For a monochromatic wave of such a period, the
amplitude of w(kh) is 1.57× 10−3 m/s. However, because the displacement is due to
the sum of all the waves in the the bandwidth of spectrum, the final value of w(kh)
turns out to be 1.17× 10−4 m/s [11].
2.2. Wave Amplification during Upward Propagation
The vertical displacement of the tsunami-driven disturbance at the sea surface
acts like a moving corrugation at the base of the atmosphere. Tsunamis were
therefore firstly postulated [2] and then demonstrated [3] to be capable of triggering
atmospheric gravity waves that could subsequently propagate to high altitudes due
to the fact that the tsunami speeds, wavelengths and periods lie well within the
range of those of the gravity waves, featured by the motions of air parcels which are
dominantly influenced by gravity and buoyancy.
In order to understand the impact of seismic tsunami-excited gravity waves on
ionospheric electron density perturbations, and, based on this knowledge, to develop
suitable approaches for the solution of more realistic problems through a series
of incremental steps in following sister papers, this first paper deals with a stably
stratified atmosphere featured by homogeneous density, pressure, temperature,
and zonal and meridional winds in the horizontal plane, however, with vertical
gradients, under nondissipative conditions, i.e., in the absence of eddy process,
molecular viscosity and thermal conduction, ion-drag, and Coriolis effect. It is worth
mentioning here that previous studies argued that the nondissipative assumption
can be valid from the sea level up to about 200 km altitude [77–80].
Let p1, ρ1, and T1 be the perturbations of the atmospheric mean-field pressure p0,
mass density ρ0, and temperature T0; and, (u,υ, w) be the perturbed components of
the mean-field wind velocity (U, V, 0). The upward propagating gravity waves
incarnated from the tsunamis surface waves can well be formulated by the
full-wave model (e.g., [11,13,30–32,77,81–86]). After a straightforward, but tedious,
simplification to the set of FWM differential equations (see, e.g., Appendix in [83]), we
obtain the governing Taylor-Goldstein equation for w˜(z) [or, equivalently, a quadratic
equation for w(z) = w˜e− 12
∫
f (z)dz] and the full solutions for the rest atmospheric
perturbations as follows (cf. [87]):
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∂2w˜
∂z2 + q
2(z)w˜ = 0, or, ∂
2w
∂z2 + f (z)
∂w
∂z + g(z)w = 0
iΩ p1p0 = −(β− 1)
[
γ ∂w∂z +
(
γVk1Ω +
kp
kh
)
khw
]
iΩρ1ρ0 = −(β− 1)
[
∂w
∂z +
(
Vk1
Ω +
kρ
kh
+ ββ−1
kp−γkρ
γkh
)
khw
]
iΩ T1T0 = −(β− 1)
{
(γ− 1) ∂w∂z +
[
(γ− 1) Vk1Ω + kTkh −
β
β−1
kp−γkρ
γkh
]
khw
}
iku = −β k2
k2h
∂w
∂z +
[
k
Ω
∂U
∂z − β k
2
k2h
(
kh
Vk1
Ω − 1γH
)]
w
ilυ = −β l2
k2h
∂w
∂z +
[
l
Ω
∂V
∂z − β l
2
k2h
(
kh
Vk1
Ω − 1γH
)]
w

(4)
where
f (z) = − 1H + βkT + 2(β− 1) Vk1Cph
g(z) = 1
C2d
(
1
β−1ω
2
b − 2V2k1
)
− 1βk2h + β
2
β−1
kT
γH +
1
Cph
{
Vk2 −
[
1+ β
(
kT H − 2γ
)]
Vk1
H
}
q2(z) = g(z)− 14 f 2(z)− 12 d fdz
 (5)
In the above, following notations are used:
kρ =
d(lnρ0)
dz , kp =
d(lnp0)
dz , kT =
d(lnT0)
dz , k
2
h = k
2 + l2, H = − 1kp , ω2b =
γ−1
γ
g
H
Ω = ω− (kU + lV), ω = cphkh, Cph = cph −Vk, C2d = C2 − C2ph, β = C
2
C2d
Vk = kkh U +
l
kh
V, Vk1 = kkh
dU
dz +
l
kh
dV
dz , Vk2 =
k
kh
d2U
dz2 +
l
kh
d2V
dz2
 (6)
in which k and l are the wave vector components along x and y in the horizontal
plane, respectively; H is scale height;ωb is the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ buoyancy frequency; Ω
is the intrinsic (or, Doppler-shifted) frequency [accordinglyω is called the extrinsic
(ground-based) frequency]; Cph and cph are the intrinsic and extrinsic phase speeds,
respectively; Cd is the complementary phase speed; C =
√
γgH is the sound speed;
and γ is the ratio of specific heats; (kρ, kp, kT) are the three scale numbers in density,
pressure, and temperature, respectively.
The vertical profiles up to 600 km height of the undisturbed mean-field
parameters (ρ0, p0, T0, U, V), as well as related (kρ, kp, kT) are calculated by
employing the two empirical neutral atmospheric model, NRLMSISE-00 [88] and
horizontal wind model, HWM93 [89]. We arbitrarily choose a position at 60◦ latitude
and −70◦ longitude for a local apparent solar time of 1600 h on the 172th day of a
year, with supposed daily solar F10.7 flux index and its 81-day average of 150. The
daily geomagnetic index is assumed 4. Figure 1 demonstrates the mean-field profiles
of the neutral atmosphere. The upper left panel gives ρ0 (pink) and p0 (blue). Density
ρ0 decreases all the way up from 1.225 kg/m3 (or, 2.55× 1025 1/m3) at the sea level
to only 2.44× 10−13 kg/m3 at 600 km altitude. Pressure p0 has a similar tendency to
ρ0. It reduces from 105 Pa at the sea level to 1.56× 10−7 Pa finally. The upper right
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panel presents T0 (pink) and C (blue). Temperature T0 is 281 ◦K at the sea level. It
decreases linearly to 224 ◦K at 13 km, and then returns to 281 ◦K at 47 km, followed
by a reduction again to 146 ◦K at 88 km. Above this height, the temperature goes
up continuously and reaches a stable exospheric value of ∼1250 ◦K above 400 km
altitude. At 194 km it is 1000 ◦K. Sound speed C follows roughly the variation of
√
T0.
At the sea level, it is 336 m/s; at 600 km altitude, it is around 1.2 km/s. The lower
left panel dipicts kρ (pink), kp (blue), and kT (black). Up to 200 km altitude, kρ 6= kp
keeps alive, thus, the isothermal condition kT = 0 is broken in atmosphere, except at
three heights: 13.1 km, 47.2 km, and 87.9 km where kT = 0. However, above 100 km
altitude, kT eventually keeps its positive polarization after two times of adjustment
from negative to positive values. Above 200 km altitude, kT = 0 can be considered
valid. Note that the scale height H is equal to −1/kp. At the sea level, H is calculated
as 8.44 km. It soars to as high as 75.6 km when approaching to about 200 km altitude
and beyond. The lower right panel illustrates U (blue) and V (pink). Both of them
oscillate twice dramatically in altitude within ±51 m/s in amplitude below 200 km
altitude. Above this height, their magnitudes grow monotonously with height to
75 m/s and 23 m/s, respectively.
Compared with the vertical profiles of atmospheric properties, NRLMSISE-00
and HWM93 also provide the horizontal gradients of ρ0, T0, p0, U, and V. These
inhomogeneities are always at least 102∼3 smaller than the vertical gradients. It
is reasonable to assume, as most authors did, that the mean-field parameters are
uniform and stratified in the horizontal plane, free of any inhomogeneities compared
to that in the vertical direction, i.e., ∂/∂x ' 0, ∂/∂y ' 0 and ∇ ∼= (∂/∂z)eˆz.
Under the initial condition, w0 = 1.17× 10−4 m/s, as given in Subsection 2.1,
and assuming dw0/dz = 0 at the sea level, we use an adaptive-step, 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method to solve the Taylor-Goldstein equation, Equation (4). Note
that the initial conditions of the six perturbations are all determined by w0 and
dw0/dz. This is an alternative approach to the amplification of upward propagating
tsunami-driven surface waves in addition to the traditionally used plane-wave
linearization method. In order to show the features of tsunami waves of different
horizontal scale sizes but with the same horizontal wavenumber kh ∼ 2pi/400 km−1,
we take into account a couple of cases: one has specific scale sizes of 2000 km and
400 km in the x and y directions, respectively; the other has 400 km and 2000 km,
respectively. Clearly, the k/l-ratios in the two cases are 1/5 and 5/1, respectively.
The profiles of all the perturbations p1, ρ1, T1 and u, υ, w in the F layer (150–600 km
altitudes) are demonstrated in Figure 2 where the curves of the two cases are in blue
and pink, respectively.
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles of the atmospheric mean-field properties from
NRLMSISE-00 and HWM93. Upper left: mass density ρ0 (pink) and pressure
p0 (blue); upper right: temperature T0 (pink) and sound speed C (blue); lower
left: density scale number kρ (pink), pressure scale number kp (blue), and
temperature scale number kT (black); lower right: zonal (eastward) wind U (blue)
and meridional (northward) wind V (pink).
First of all, among all the profiles in either case, there are no two ones which
exhibit the same phase and the amplitude growth. For example, the blue curves in
all the panels expose that the maximal amplitude of p1/p0 is smaller than that of
both ρ1/ρ0 and T1/T0, while the phases of the last two are opposite; similarly, the
velocity components of u,υ, w evolve differently from each other, either in amplitude
or phase. This feature is in a sharp contrast with that obtained with the traditional
plane-wave perturbation modeling where all the fluctuations follow a same rule of
thumb, ∼ ei(k·r−ωt). Secondly, below 150 km altitude (not shown due to outside
the F region), the amplitudes of all the perturbations are always relatively smaller
than those at higher altitudes and can be reasonably neglected. See the upper right
panel as an example: at 150 km, the blue T1/T0 is no more than 0.07; above this
height, its amplitude grows to about 1.5 at 560 km. Thirdly, at any altitudes, the
three perturbations in pressure, density, and temperature in the upper three panels,
respectively, satisfy the perturbed equation of state, p1/p0 = ρ1/ρ0 + T1/T0, which
can be used to check the validity of the simulations. Fourthly, the perturbed zonal
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wind, u in blue (or pink), in the lower left panel has a smaller (or larger) amplitude
than that of the perturbed meridional wind, υ in blue (or pink), in the lower middle
panel for the small (or large) k/l. This is expressed by the last two equations in
Equation (4): the ratio of the two amplitudes is approximately proportional to
k/l. Finally, the amplitude of all the perturbations grow monotonically in altitude,
regardless of the mean-field profiles which can be either increase all the way up in,
e.g., the panels of pressure, density, and temperature, or, oscillate in altitudes in, e.g.,
the wind panel.
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Figure 2. Amplification of upward propagating tsunami-driven surface waves
in the form of atmospheric gravity waves in ionospheric F layer (150–600 km).
The perturbations are calculated from Equation (4) under initial conditions at
the sea level of w0 = 1.17 × 10−4 m/s (given in Subsection 2.1) and assumed
dw0/dz = 0. Wave period, 2pi/ω, is 33.3 min, andHickey et al.’s horizontal wave
number, λh ∼ 400 km, is considered [11] in two cases of specific horizontal scale
sizes: (x, y) = (2000,400) km (in blue) and (x, y) = (400,2000) km (in pink).
3. Ionospheric Plasma Properties in the Upper Atmosphere
Above 80∼85 km altitude, the atmosphere becomes weakly ionized to form the
ionosphere. In this plasma system, in addition to the atmospheric neutral particles of
density nn and mass mn, there are two extra types of charged particles: electrons of
charge qe = −e, density ne, and mass me; ions of charge qi, density ni, and mass mi.
For simplicity but without loss of generality, we use a single mean ion component for
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multiple charges like NO+, N+2 , and O
+
2 ; and use a single neutral gas with the same
mean atomic mass for multiple neutrals in the same region where me  mi ≈ mn
and ne ≈ ni  nn.
Classical ionospheric electrodynamics (e.g., [90–92]) demonstrates that the
behavior of such a system is determined on the whole by its massive and dense
neutral component, and by the strong coupling between charged particles and
the neutrals via electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions in frequencies νen and
νin, respectively, which behave as two drag forces for the neutral gas, namely, the
electron-drag fen and ion-drag fin defined as follows:
fen = nemeνen(ve − vn), fin = nimiνin(vi − vn) (7)
where ve, vi, and vn are the electron, ion, and neutral velocities, respectively, and
νin = 2.6× 10−15 (nn + ni) 1√
A
, νen = 5.4× 10−16nn
√
Te (8)
in which A = 28.97 is the mean molecular weight (in amu) of either the neutrals or
the ions; νen is the electron-neutral collision frequency [93]; and νin is the ion-neutral
collision frequency [94]. The units of nn, ne, and ni are in m−3.
3.1. Generalized Ion Momentum Equation
Using Equation (7) in the momentum equations of charged particles yields
neme
Dve
Dt
= −∇pe + nemeg− ene(E + ve × B)− nemeνen(ve − vn) (9)
nimi
Dvi
Dt
= −∇pi + nimig + qini(E + vi × B)− nimiνin(vi − vn) (10)
in which pe and pi are the electron and ion pressure, respectively; and, g = −geˆz
is gravity acceleration. After neglecting the acceleration (or inertia) terms on the
LHS of the above two equations, because the response time scale in the order of
wave periods (e.g., tens of minutes for gravity waves) is much longer than both the
gyration periods (e.g., Ω−1e ∼ 0.1 µs and Ω−1i ∼ 3 ms in F layer, where Ωe = eB/me
and Ωi = qiB/mi are the electron and ion gyro-frequencies, respectively, in which
B = |B| is the magnitude of the local geomagnetic field) and collision relaxation
time scales (e.g., ν−1en ∼ 10 ms and ν−1in ∼ (0.1–1) s in the F layer), Equations (9) and
(10) provide
ve = vn − νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
E′e⊥
B +
Ω2e
ν2en+Ω2e
E′e⊥×B
B2 − Ωeνen
E′e‖
B
(11)
vi = vn +
νinΩi
ν2in+Ω
2
i
E′i⊥
B +
Ω2i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
E′i⊥×B
B2 +
Ωi
νin
E′i‖
B (12)
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where subscripts “⊥" and “‖" denote the components perpendicular and parallel to
b, respectively; and,
E′e⊥
B
=
E⊥ + vn × B
B
+
∇⊥pe
neme − g⊥
Ωe
,
E′e‖
B
=
E‖
B
+
∇‖pe
neme − g‖
Ωe
(13)
E′i⊥
B
=
E⊥ + vn × B
B
−
∇⊥pi
nimi
− g⊥
Ωi
,
E′i‖
B
=
E‖
B
−
∇‖pi
nimi
− g‖
Ωi
(14)
In the above equations, the relative importance of the terms related to pressure
gradient and gravity can be estimated as follows. Considering Ωi ∼ 102 rad/s and
Ωe ∼ 105 rad/s, and, |vn| ∼tens of m/s in ionosphere, we have Ωe,i|vn × b| ∼
(104–107)  g, or, the g-terms in both of the ve and vi equations contribute to an
additional drift of no more than several cm/s, much less than |vn|. Thus, the g-terms
can be reasonably omitted. Similarly, for the pressure gradient terms, the thermal
speed vT of charged particles is in the order of vT =
√
kbT0/me,i ∼ 1–242 km/s.
Because |∇p/(me,in0)| = v
2
T
H0
 Ωe,i|vn × b| ∼ (104–107), where H0 is the scale
height more than 8 km, we obtain∣∣∣∇pe,iene,i ∣∣∣
|vn × B| =
∣∣∣ ∇pe,ime,ine,i ∣∣∣
Ωe,i|vn × b|  1 (15)
which reveals that the pressure-gradient terms can be reasonably omitted. As a result,
the final expresses of Equations (11) and (12) are as follows:
ve =
−νenΩe E∗1B +Ω2e E∗2B + ν2envn
ν2en +Ω2e
− Ωe
νen
Ω2e
ν2en +Ω2e
E‖
B
(16)
vi =
νinΩi
E∗1
B +Ω
2
i
E∗2
B + ν
2
invn
ν2in +Ω
2
i
+
Ωi
νin
Ω2i
ν2in +Ω
2
i
E‖
B
(17)
in which
E∗1
B
=
E
B
+ vn × b, E∗2B =
E
B
× b + vn‖b (18)
Note that it is E, rather than E⊥ is used in the above equations. Equation (17)
extends MacLeod’s result [26] by including the extra terms contributed by the
ionospheric electric field, E.
Equations (16) and (17) contribute to an ionospheric current, j:
j = e(nivi − neve) = σ0
(
σ∗‖E‖ + σ
∗
PE
∗ + σ∗Hb× E∗
)
(19)
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where the quasi-neutrality condition, ne ≈ ni = n0, is applied; and
σ0 =
en0
B , σ
∗
‖ =
Ωe
νen
Ω2e
ν2en+Ω2e
+ Ωiνin
Ω2i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
, σ∗P =
νenΩe
ν2en+Ω2e
+ νinΩi
ν2in+Ω
2
i
, σ∗H =
Ω2e
ν2en+Ω2e
− Ω2i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
(20)
in which σ∗‖, σ
∗
P, and σ
∗
H are the three classical ionospheric conductivities: parallel
conductivity, Pedersen conductivity, and Hall conductivity, respectively (e.g., [94]).
Note that they are dimension-free. In Equation (19), E has been Lorentz-transformed
to E∗ in the frame of reference of the atmosphere which is moving at a velocity vn:
E∗ = E + vn × B.
Either the theoretical Chapman profile or measurements from GPS/ionosonde
demonstrates that the F2 layer (220–600 km altitude; peak plasma density∼ 1012 m−3)
provides primary plasma contents (more than 90%), and dominates ionospheric
perturbation in electron density or TEC (e.g., [92]). We therefore concentrate on his
region. In addition, as pointed out in, e.g., [28,95]), that the mean-field parameters
of ionospheric properties have much smaller horizontal derivatives that those in
the vertical direction, while their horizontal scales are of ∼1000 km, appreciably
exceeding the variation scale in the vertical direction, we neglect the horizontal
profiles of both neutral and charged particles in evaluating plasma perturbations.
The two upper panels in Figure 3 illustrate the vertical profiles of the ionospheric
F electron and ion densities ne and ni ≈ [O+] (upper left), and their temperatures
Te and Ti (upper right), respectively. They are calculated by employing the IRI-2012
empirical model [96] at two different locations: one is the previous 60◦ latitude one
(labelled hereafter as 60◦ N) used to exhibit globally stratified atmospheric properties
for reference; and the other is assumed at 29◦ latitude and 81◦ longitude, UT 19:30
on the 108th day (labelled hereafter as 29◦ N). Clearly, the atmospheric stratified
assumption is not applicable for ionosphere: in the horizontal plane, the plasma
properties demonstrate significant variations at different locations. For instance, the
maximal plasma densities at around 300 km altitude increase about three times when
moving equatorward from the 60◦ N-location to the 29◦ N location. Note that the
electron temperature is always higher than that of ions, and the temperatures tend to
decrease in the equatorward direction.
The lower left panel of Figure 3 illustrates the vertical profiles of νin and νen. Due
to nn  ni, νin depends only on the neutral density nn, and independent of plasma
properties. By contrast, νen is also related to electron temperature Te. However, Te
appears exerting an inappreciable influence. For example, the two vertical profiles of
νen nearly superimpose upon each other with different Te values of two locations,
29◦ N and 60◦ N, respectively. Besides, νen is roughly 2 orders higher than νin. The
lower right panel in the figure presents the three vertical profiles of σ∗‖, σ
∗
P, and σ
∗
H in
the F layer, respectively. They are independent of geographic locations and universal
time. Obviously, σ∗H  σ∗P  σ∗‖.
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of ion and electron densities ni and ne (upper
left panel) and temperatures Ti and Te (upper right panel) from the IRI-2012
empirical model [96] at two different locations; corresponding ion-neutral
and electron-neutral collision frequencies νin and νen (lower left panel) from
Equation (8); and, three dimension-free conventional conductivities σ∗‖, σ
∗
P, and
σ∗H from Equation (20) (lower right panel), which are independent of geographic
locations and universal time.
3.2. Generalized Electron Continuity Equation
In the frame of reference of the atmosphere, the equation of ionospheric plasma
motion is determined by the summation of Equations (9) and (10):
npmeνen(ve − vn) + npmiνin(vi − vn) = −∇(pe + pi) + npmig + j× B (21)
where the inertial terms are neglected as before, np = ne ≈ ni is plasma density. Using
j = enp(vi − ve) yields
np(meνen + miνin)(vi − vn) = −∇(pe + pi) + npmig + mee νenj + j× B (22)
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or, alternatively,
np(meνen + miνin)(ve − vn) = −∇(pe + pi) + npmig− mie νinj + j× B (23)
On the one hand, the scalar parallel component equation of Equation (22) provides
np(meνen + miνin)(vi‖ − vn‖) = −∇‖(pe + pi) + npmig‖ +
me
e
νen j‖ (24)
By defining an ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da expressed by
Da =
2kBTi
meνen + miνin
(25)
Equation (24) becomes
vi‖ = vn‖ − Da
∇‖(pe + pi)− npmig‖
2npkBTi
+
meνen
enp(meνen + miνin)
j‖ (26)
The dominant electron density perturbation or TEC occurs at F2 altitudes where
νin ∼ 1/s, νen ∼ 25/s, and νei ∼ 1500/s. Thus, (meνen)/(miνin) ∼ 4× 10−3  1.
Considering j‖/(enp) = vi‖ − ve‖. We have
npvi‖ = np
(
vn‖ −
meνen
miνin
ve‖
)
− Dai
∇‖(pe + pi)− npmig‖
2kBTi
(27)
in which
Dai ≈ 2kBTimiνin (28)
Thus, from the ion continuity equation
∂ni
∂t
+∇ · (nivi⊥) +∇ · (nivi‖) = Pi − niLi (29)
in which Pi and Li are the chemical production and loss rates of ions, respectively,
we obtain
∂ni
∂t +∇ · (nivi⊥) +∇ ·
{[
ni
(
vn‖ − meνenmiνin ve‖
)
− Dai∇‖(pe+pi)−nimi g‖2kBTi
]
b
}
= Pi − niLi (30)
where vTi =
√
2kBTi/mi is ion thermal speed. This result extends the formula given
in [71] by involving an extra term: the parallel electron speed ve‖, which can be large
enough to compete with vn‖ in the presence of factor (meνen)/(miνin).
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On the other hand, we take similar steps to the scalar parallel component
equation of Equation (23) and obtain
np(meνen + miνin)(ve‖ − vn‖) = −∇‖(pe + pi) + npmig‖ −
mi
e
νin j‖ (31)
which becomes
npve‖ = np
miνin
meνen
(vn‖ − vi‖)− Dae
∇‖(pe + pi)− npmig‖
2kBTi
(32)
in which
Dae ≈ 2kBTimeνen (33)
Thus, from the electron continuity equation
∂ne
∂t
+∇ · (neve⊥) +∇ · (neve‖) = Pe − neLe (34)
where Pe and Le denote the photoionization rate and the chemical loss rate of
electrons, respectively, we have
∂ne
∂t
+∇ · (nev∗e ) = Pe − neLe (35)
in which
v∗e = ve + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)b, where v∗e‖ =
miνin
meνen
(
vn‖ − vi‖ −
g‖ + g∗‖
νin
)
(36)
Note that v∗e‖ is a newly introduced retarded speed of electrons caused by the
diffusion effect, parallel to the geomagnetic field lines and determined by parallel
neutral and ion speeds, and the speed increment of plasma in a time scale of
ion-neutral collisions caused by both gravity and pressure gradient, where
g∗‖ =
∇‖(pe + pi)
nimi
=
1
2
v2Ti
[(
1+
Te
Ti
)
kne‖ +
Te
Ti
kTe‖ + kTi‖
]
(37)
is a pseudo-acceleration driven by plasma pressure (pe + pi), and kne‖, kTe‖, and, kTi‖
are the three inhomogeneous numbers, respectively, in plasma density, electron and
ion temperatures in the parallel direction to the geomagnetic field. The parameters
in Equations (36) and (37) are defined as follows:
vn‖ = vn · b = V ByB , vi‖ = vi · b = viy
By
B + viz
Bz
B , g‖ = g · b = −g BzB
kne‖ = ∇nene · b = kne BzB , kTe‖ = ∇TeTe · b = kTe BzB , kTi‖ =
∇Ti
Ti
· b = kTi BzB
}
(38)
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in which kne = (dne/dz)/ne, kTe = (dTe/dz)/Te, and kTi = (dTi/dz)/Ti are
the inhomogeneity numbers to represent the vertical gradients in electron density,
electron and ion temperatures, respectively.
Equation (35) updates Hooke’s continuity equation of electrons which are
adopted in literature to deal with ionospheric responses to propagating gravity
waves (e.g., [12]). This updated equation includes an additional term originated from
a competition between the retarded speed due to diffusion (v∗e‖) and the field-aligned
speed of electrons (ve‖).
4. Ionospheric Dynamo Electric Field and Electron and Ion Speeds
The ionospheric plasma is quasi-neutral with ne ≈ ni = n0, however, with a
space charge density, nsc = ni− ne, dominantly as a result of the ionospheric dynamo
process. Other mechanisms, such as electron precipitation, may also contribute to
nsc in polar regions. This space charge density is always several orders lower than
either ni or ne, but drives a non-negligible ionospheric electric field E. We rely on
Maxwell’s equations to obtain its solution.
For gravity waves in a time scale from tens of minutes to a few hours, we
exclude the daily changes in E and B. As a result, the displacement current from
the time-dependent changes in E, 0∂E/∂t, and the induced electric field from the
time-dependent changes in B, ∂B/∂t, are dropped out. Maxwell’s electrodynamic
equations reduce to the following [89]:
∇ · E = ensc
e0
, ∇× E = 0, ∇ · B = 0, ∇ · j = −∂(ensc)
∂t
(39)
the second equation of which shows that E is derivable from a potential function
ϕ through E = −∇ϕ, while the first and the last equations provide an ionospheric
time scale τ of
τ ∼ ensc∇ · j = 0
∇ · E
∇ · j ∼
0
σ
< 1 (µs) (40)
during which E is established due to the appearance of nsc anywhere in ionosphere
so as to cancel any divergence of j and keep
∇ · j = 0 (41)
in ionosphere. In Equation (40) j = σE with a uniform and isotropic σ is assumed to
simplify the estimation (Section 2.3 in [91]).
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From the lower right panel of Figure 1, we know that σ‖  1. This results in
an infinitesimal electric field along magnetic field lines, leading to∇ · E‖ ≈ 0. Thus,
together with E = −∇ϕ, Equations (19) and (41) provide that
∇2ϕ = B · (∇× vn) + σH
σP
b · [∇× (vn × B)] (42)
where b is defined by a dipole model in terms of a given latitude φ (geographic)
as follows [11,97,98]; note that [11] defined different orientations of the horizontal
coordinates from the present paper):
b =
B
B
=
{
0,
By
B
,
Bz
B
}
=
{
0,
cosφ√
1+ 3sin2φ
,− 2 sinφ√
1+ 3sin2φ
}
(43)
and B = Beq
√
1+ 3sin2φ where Beq is the magnetic field strength at the equator.
Neglecting the small horizontal electric field components compared to the vertical
one [namely, ∂ϕ/∂(x, y) ∂ϕ/∂z], Equation (42) reduces to the following:
∂2ϕ
∂z2
= By
[
dvnx
dz
− σH
σP
(
Bz
B
dvny
dz
− By
B
dvnz
dz
)]
(44)
which is an 1D Poisson equation with the solution of
dEz
dz
= By
(
Bz
B
σH
σP
dvny
dz
− dvnx
dz
)
≈ −By dvnxdz (45)
where σH  σP is applied in the last step based on the lower right panel of Figure 1.
Equation (45) gives
Ez = By [vnx(z0)− vnx(z)] (46)
where z0 is a reference altitude at which Ez = 0 under the condition of σH/σP  1.
It is also the altitude which divides F-dynamo and E-dynamo regions in ionosphere.
By checking the conductivity profiles at lower altitudes, we find this condition holds
deep to ionospheric E region (100–150 km altitudes). For example, at the F2 bottom
(220 km altitude) the ratio is 57; it reduces to 23 at 130 km height, and down to
1 at 105 km height. Above z0 the zonal wind solely determines the magnitude of
the ionospheric electric field, while below it both the zonal and meridional winds
contribute to the electric field.
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With Ez at hand by solving Equation (45) numerically or Equation (46)
analytically, the components of electron and ion velocities are derived from
Equations (16) and (17), respectively, by using following notations:
vn · eˆx = vnx, vn · eˆy = vny, vn · eˆz = 0, vn · b = vn‖ = vny ByB
(vn × b) · eˆx = vny BzB0 , (vn × b) · eˆy = −vnx
Bz
B0
, (vn × b) · eˆz = −vnx ByB0
E · eˆx = E · eˆy = 0, E · eˆz = Ez; b · eˆx = 0, b · eˆy = ByB , b · eˆz = BzB
(E× b) · eˆx = −Ez ByB0 , (E× b) · eˆy = 0, (E× b) · eˆz = 0
E‖ · eˆx = 0, E‖ · eˆy = Ez ByBzB2 , E‖ · eˆz = Ez
B2z
B2

(47)
We obtain
vex =
ν2en
ν2en+Ω2e
vnx − νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
Bz
B vny − Ω
2
e
ν2en+Ω2e
By
B
Ez
B
vey = νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
Bz
B0
vnx +
ν2en+Ω2e
B2y
B2
ν2en+Ω2e
vny − Ωeνen
Ω2e
ν2en+Ω2e
ByBz
B2
Ez
B
vez = νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
By
B0
vnx +
Ω2e
ν2en+Ω2e
ByBz
B2 vny − Ωeνen
ν2en+Ω2e
B2z
B2
ν2en+Ω2e
Ez
B

(48)
vix =
ν2in
ν2in+Ω
2
i
vnx +
νinΩi
ν2in+Ω
2
i
Bz
B0
vny − Ω
2
i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
By
B0
Ez
B
viy = − νinΩiν2in+Ω2i
Bz
B0
vnx +
ν2in+Ω
2
i
B2y
B2
ν2in+Ω
2
i
vny +
Ωi
νin
Ω2i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
ByBz
B20
Ez
B
viz = − νinΩiν2in+Ω2i
By
B0
vnx +
Ω2i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
ByBz
B2 vny +
Ωi
νin
ν2in+Ω
2
i
B2z
B2
ν2in+Ω
2
i
Ez
B

(49)
Using Equations (48) and (49), Figure 4 displays the vertical profiles of vex and
vix, vey and viy, and vez and viz in the upper left, upper right, and the lower panels,
respectively. Above 200 km altitude, the speeds satisfy vey = viy, and vez = viz,
however, vex 6= vix. This indicates that the current has only the zonal component
jx = ene(vix − vex) the maximal value of which appears at 225 km altitude where
vix = 3.25× 10−3 m/s, vex = −5.30× 10−6 m/s. With ne = 7.2× 1011 m−3, we
obtain jx ≈ 0.4 nA/m2, 2–3 orders higher than the “fair weather” current at the
surface of the Earth. Note that the speeds are dominantly determined by the zonal
and meridional neutral winds which are assumed horizontally stratified, they are
independent of locations consequently.
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles of ionospheric electron and ion speeds, vex and vix (upper
left panel), vey and viy (upper right panel), vez and viz (lower panel), in the presence
of ionospheric dynamo electric field. Equations (48) and (49) are used.
By selecting z0 = 140 km as the reference altitude, where Ez = 0, to calculate
electric field strength as expressed by Equation (46), the LHS panel of Figure 5
depicts the vertical profile of the electric field Ez in the ionospheric F layer. The
field strength is in an order of mV/m, enhancing to 2 mV/m at ∼200 km altitude,
then decreasing exponentially versus altitude upward. Above 500 km altitude, it
finally stabilizes at about −0.78 mV/m. In the plasma rest frame, this field induces
an E× B drift of (−25∼+50) m/s, the same order as the neutral wind speeds. It is
therefore necessary to take into account the effect of the dynamo electric field in
solving relevant ionospheric problems. Note that this field is contributed by the
neutral zonal wind, and thus uniform in the horizontal plane due to the assumed
stratified atmospheric model.
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Figure 5. LHS: Vertical profile of F-dynamo electric field Ez with z0 = 140 km at
which Ez = 0 (from Equation (46)); RHS: Vertical profile of atmospheric wind
perturbation damping factor, αd, used in n′e and total electron content (TEC)
calculations (from Figure 5a of [11]).
5. Electron Density Perturbations Driven by Tsunami-Excited Gravity Waves
5.1. Magnitude of n′e/ne0
Adopting the standard liearization to Equation (35) yields the perturbed
equation of electron density as follows:
n′e
ne0
=
1
ne0
P′e − L′e − (kne + kve)v′∗ez − ik · v′∗e
[Le0 + k∗vev∗ez − i (ω− k · v∗e )]
(50)
where kve = (dvez/dz)/vez, k∗ve = (dv∗ez/dz)/v∗ez, and the primed quantities are the
departures from respective equilibrium values with subscript “0” in the presence
of gravity waves. As follows the terminology and the modeling used to obtain the
electron density perturbation is similar to that of Hooke [25].
Above 140 km altitude, the most important reactions are given by
(1) O+hν→ O+ + e−;
(2) O+ + XY → XY+ +O, with a loss rate of β/[XY] ∼ 10−12 cm3/s; and,
(3) XY+ + e− → X+ Y, with a loss rate of α ∼ 10−7 cm3/s.
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In the above, (X,Y) denotes (N,O) or (O,O), [XY] is the number density of XY,
and, XY+ is molecular ion. Let O+ and XY+ have number densities [O+] and [XY+],
respectively. In the F-region above 250 km altitude, the empirical IRI-2012 model
exposes that [XY+] decreases from 12.3% in concentration to zero in 50 km upward
and [O+] increases from 79.1% in concentration at 250 km to 98.9% at 300 km altitude
till 600 km where it reduces to 79.3%. As noted previously in Section 3.1, these
IRI results refer to the arbitrary location selected as an example at UT 7:30 pm and
geographic position of 29◦12′N 81◦2′W on 19 April 2015. For case studies of data-fit
modeling in following papers, the concerned location and the universal time will be
updated specifically for the exact percentage of the particle concentrations.
Besides, the total rate of photoionization in the atmosphere has a maximum of
about 106 m−3 per second in the Fl-layer (about 150–220 km in altitude and only
during daylight hours; cf. [99]). The rate of photoionization decreases approximately
exponentially with increasing altitude. The produced principal ion is O+ ([100]).
Thus, [O+] dominates the chemical reactions related to electron loss.
Moreover, the neutral atmospheric scale height is ∼100 km near the F2-peak
altitude around 300 km, several scale heights above the maximal photoionization
region in the F1-layer. At this altitude, the perturbed photoionization rate P′e is
contributed by constituent O as described by Equation (11) in [25], satisfying
P′e '
n′
n0(z)
P0 (51)
in which P0 ' ∇· {[O+]u0(O+)} ([101]), and n0(z) is the equilibrium number density
of O at height z and n′ is the perturbed density.
Finally, we estimate the total electron loss rate Le as follows. Related reactions
and rates ki (cm3/s) are given in Table A1 of [13]:
4 : O+ + e→ O(5P) + h¯ν1356, k4 = 7.3× 10−13;
7a : O+2 + e→ O+O(3P), k7a = 1× 10−7(300/Tn)0.55;
7b : O+2 + e→ O+O(1S), k7b = 1× 10−8(300/Tn)0.55;
7c : O+2 + e→ O+O(1D), k7c = 2× 10−7(300/Tn)0.55;
12 : N+2 + e→ N+N, k12 = 1.8× 10−7(300/Tn)0.39;
13 : NO+ + e→ N+O, k13 = 4.2× 10−7(300/Tn)0.85.
The above reactions offer Le = k4[O+] + k7[O+2 ] + k12[N
+
2 ] + k13[NO
+] ≈
k4[O+] (in which [O+2 ] = [N
+
2 ] = [NO
+] ≈ 0 as given by the IRI-2012 model).
Considering the charge neutrality condition, we obtain n′e ≈ [O+]′, and
P0 ' ∇ · (ne0vi) = d(ne0viz)dz , Le0 = k4[O
+]0 ≈ k4ne0, L′e = k4[O+]′ ≈ k4n′e (52)
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in which vi = {vix, viy, viz} is the mean-field ion velocity the components of which
are given in Equation (49).
Applying Ωe  νen, Ωi  νin, and Equation (46) to Equations (48) and
(49) yields
vex = −
(
By
B
)2
[vnx(z0)− vnx(z)] , vey = − Ωeνen
B2y Bz
B3 [vnx(z0)− vnx(z)] , vez = BzBy vey
vix = vex, viy =
Ωi
νin
B2y Bz
B3 [vnx(z0)− vnx(z)] , viz = BzBy viy
 (53)
Clearly, vex  vey or vez, and
v∗ex = vex, v∗ey = vey + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)
By
B
, v∗ez = vez + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)
Bz
B
(54)
which gives
v′∗ex = v′ex, v′∗ey = v′ey + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)′
By
B
, v′∗ez = v′ez + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)′
Bz
B
(55)
and v∗ex  v∗ey or v∗ez, v′∗ex  v′∗ey or v′∗ez. Considering kx and ky are in the same order in
magnitudes and kx (or ky) is smaller than kz by a factor of 5–10, thus, kzv∗ez and kzv′∗ez
dominate k · v∗e and k · v′∗e , respectively, Equation (50) reduces to the following:
n′e
ne0
=
1
n′
n0
− αd2 v
′
nx(z0)−v′nx(z)
vnx(z0)−vnx(z)
3
vL−ivω
vnx(z0)−vnx(z) + 4
(56)
in which vω = ω/(kne + kve) , vL = 2k4ne0/(kne + kve), and
1 =
νenΩi
Ωeνin
, 2 =
kne + kve + ikz
kne + kve
, 3 =
νen
Ωe
B3
ByB2z
, 4 =
kve + ikz
kne + kve
(57)
Parameter αd in Equation (56) is the damping factor of the atmospheric wind
perturbation, defined as the ratio of the magnitudes of the wind perturbations
under dissipative and non-dissipative conditions, respectively. It is calculated from
Figure 5a of [11], and plotted in the RHS panel of Figure 5. Below 150 km altitude, αd
is nearly 1; above the altitude, it reduces exponentially versus height. In the core F2
region (250–450 km) it drops 2 orders of magnitude from 0.1 to 0.001, as shown in the
RHS panel of Figure 5. This reflects that the atmospheric response is unrealistically
large for wave propagation under nondissipative conditions [11] where the neutral
wind can be perturbed up to a few hundreds m/s, as presented in the lower three
panels of Figure 2, consistent with the results provided in [8]. Interestingly, if we
choose a higher horizontal wavenumber, kh ∼ 2pi/50 1/km, rather than the present
lower one, kh ∼ 2pi/400 1/km, αd shifts to 1. Thus, tsunami-excited waves of higher
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energy may possess stronger potential to resist any dissipations in their upward
propagations. More discussions of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper and
left to be touched in details in another sister paper.
If the dynamo electric field is neglected, Equations (48) and (49) reduce to the
following two sets of equations, respectively:
vex =
ν2en
ν2en+Ω2e
vnx − νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
Bz
B vny
vey = νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
Bz
B0
vnx +
ν2en+Ω2e
B2y
B2
ν2en+Ω2e
vny
vez = νenΩeν2en+Ω2e
By
B0
vnx +
Ω2e
ν2en+Ω2e
ByBz
B2 vny
 (58)
vix =
ν2in
ν2in+Ω
2
i
vnx +
νinΩi
ν2in+Ω
2
i
Bz
B0
vny
viy = − νinΩiν2in+Ω2i
Bz
B0
vnx +
ν2in+Ω
2
i
B2y
B2
ν2in+Ω
2
i
vny
viz = − νinΩiν2in+Ω2i
By
B0
vnx +
Ω2i
ν2in+Ω
2
i
ByBz
B2 vny

(59)
which gives
vex = −νenΩe BzB vny, vix = −
Ωeνin
Ωiνen
vex, vey = viy =
B2y
B2 vny, vez = viz =
ByBz
B2 vny (60)
under the constraints of Ωe  νen and Ωi  νin. Clearly, vex  vey or vez. We
then have
v∗ex = vex, v∗ey = vey + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)
By
B
, v∗ez = vez + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)
Bz
B
(61)
and
v′∗ex = v′ex, v′∗ey = v′ey + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)′
By
B
, v′∗ez = v′ez + (v∗e‖ − ve‖)′
Bz
B
(62)
We obtain that v∗ex  v∗ey or v∗ez and v′∗ex  v′∗ey or v′∗ez. Adopting the same algebra as
those given in the last Subsection produces
n′e
ne0
=
∗1
n′
n0
− αd∗2
v′ny
vny
∗3
v∗L−iv∗ω
vny + 
∗
4
(63)
in which v∗ω = ω/(kne + kvny) , v∗L = 2k4ne0/(kne + kvny), and
∗1 = 1, 
∗
2 =
(
1+ i
kz
kne + kvny
)
miνin
meνen
, ∗3 =
B2
ByBz
, ∗4 =
kvny + ikz
kne + kvny
miνin
meνen
(64)
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It is noteworthy here that, different from Equation (56) where the zonal wind
(vnx) and its disturbance dominate the electron density perturbation in the presence
of the dynamo electric field, Equation (63) exhibits that it is the meridional wind (vny)
and its disturbance that determines the electron density perturbation in the absence
of the dynamo electric field.
5.2. Tsunami-Driven Perturbations
As early as in the 1970s, atmospheric and ionospheric constituents (namely,
neutrals, electrons, and ions) were exposed to be featured by wavelike variations
in transport properties (namely, density, velocity, and temperature) with respect to
spaceborne data from, e.g., AE-C satellite; however, the perturbations demonstrate
respective wave characteristics in either amplitudes and/or periods, phases, phase
speeds [102]. For example, the electron temperature variations are out of phase
with those in the ion density. During the upward propagation of tsunami-driven
gravity waves, resonant coupling between the atmospheric wave and ionospheric
perturbations happens at some resonant heights, where they both have the same wave
characteristics (i.e., wave frequency and wavenumber vector) as each other, leading
to detectable perturbations of plasma particles (e.g., [103]). Only at these heights can
gravity wave parameters be imposed to the electron equations, Equation (56) and
(63), to calculate the magnitudes of the perturbations in electron density and TEC.
Applying the atmospheric perturbations calculated from Equation (4) as inputs
to both Equations (56) and (63), we calculate the vertical profiles of electron density
and TEC perturbations in the absence (curves in blue) and presence (curves in
pink) of the dynamo electric field, E, at middle and low latitudes, 60◦ N and 29◦
N, respectively, as displayed in Figure 6. In reference of Hickey et al.’s model [11],
we choose a typical tsunami source of Ltsu(x) = 2000 km, Ltsu(y) = 400 km, and
αd = 0.01. In view of rows, the upper two panels illustrate the results at the 60◦
N location, and the lower two ones manifest those at the 29◦ N location, closer to
the equator. In view of columns, The LHS two panels give the percentages of the
perturbations relative to the unperturbed IRI-2012 electron density, and the RHS
two ones reveal the corresponding ratios in TEC magnitudes, relevant to a couple of
parameters: the unperturbed TEC (i.e., TEC0) and the perturbed TEC (i.e., TEC′) as
defined by
TEC0(z) =
∫ z
150
ne0dh (TECU), TEC′(z) =
∫ z
150
n′edh (TECU) (65)
where dh is the element of the increment in the vertical direction, and the height of
integration, z, is from 150 km to 600 km altitudes.
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of electron density and TEC perturbations in the absence
(curves in blue) and presence (curves in pink) of the dynamo electric field, E, at
middle and low latitudes, 60◦ N and 29◦ N, respectively. A typical tsunami case
of Ltsu(x) = 2000 km, Ltsu(y) = 400 km, and αd = 0.01, is chosen in reference of
Hickey et al.’s model [11].
At the 60◦ N location in the upper left panel, the density perturbations express
different features in response to the switch of the dynamo electric field, E. If E
is off with E = 0, n′e/ne0 has a wavelike oscillation with an increased amplitude
upward from <25% above 150 km altitude initially to >50% above 500 km altitude.
This is the case similar to that described by Hickey et al. [11] which provides a
percentage of the same magnitude. By contrast, if E is on with E 6= 0, n′e/ne0
has a bipolar-pulse waveform within 300 ± 50 km, with a magnitude of >25%;
above 350 km, it conveys an anti-phase waveform relative to the previous case
in the absence of E, the magnitude of which is <13%, while below 250 km, it
fluctuates around zero percentage. Clearly, the presence of E suppresses the
density fluctuations substantially at most altitudes, however, offers an abnormal,
large-amplitude pulsation around the 300 km altitude.
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The corresponding TEC perturbation features are substantiated in the upper
right panel. On the one hand, the case of E = 0 exposes that the amplitude of the
perturbation declines from the highest 11% at ∼250 km altitude to less than 1%
above 550 km for all altitudes, consistent with the argument that the TEC deviations
should be within 10% of the equilibrium TEC [12]; on the other hand, the E 6= 0 case
demonstrates that there exists an unusual jump up to 34% at ∼320 km, in a sharp
comparison with the surrounding altitudes where the perturbations are merely less
than ∼10%. We notice that this result is obtained with the specific tsumani source
conditions borrowed from Hickey et al.’s model [11]. Under more extreme tsunami
conditions, we agree with the postulation that higher TEC perturbations may be
yielded, say, up to ∼100% [11]. Because E is ubiquitous in ionospheric E and F
layers, this altitude-dependent peculiarity in TEC perturbations is of extraordinary
importance for us to make use of the GPS-TEC signals detected around this particular
height for tsunami analysis.
However, there is a rather significant caveat to the surprising pulse-like variation
of large TEC perturbations around 300 km altitudes, occurring at the mid-latitude
regions. At the low-latitude location closer to the equator, 29◦ N, the 300-km
peculiarities in both the electron density and TEC perturbations disappear, as exposed
in the lower two panels in Figure 6, respectively. The two wave-like perturbations
have opposite phases in response to the E-switch, and the former owns an escalated
amplitude upward from 0 at 150 km altitude to a little more than 10% at 600 km
altitude, whileas and latter holds a reduced one from about 20% lower than 300 km
altitude to nearly 0 above 550 km altitude. After a check to the upper left panel of
Figure 3, we assume the disappearance of the peculiarities might be explained by
the difference in the magnitude of the background electron densities ne0 at the two
locations: ionospheric plasma looks like a giant filter; the equatorward location has a
larger ne0 than the polarward one; the enhancement in ne0 is large enough to mitigate
or filter completely any abrupt electron density perturbations n′e and therefore TEC’.
5.3. Effects of Atmospheric/Ionospheric Disturbances
According to either Equation (56) or Equation (63), perturbations in electron
density (or TEC) are correlated with a few atmospheric/ionospheric disturbances in
(1) photoionization gain and chemical loss; (2) plasma velocities; and, (3) dynamo
electric field. The effects of these parameters can be estimated conveniently as follows
to get more insights into ionospheric plasma irregularities. We take 300 km altitude
as an example for the estimations.
(1) Influence of pure photoionization gain and chemical loss.
The effect of the photoionization gain and chemical loss on ne can be obtained
by neglecting all the other terms in Equation (50) and taking k4 = 7.3× 10−19 m3/s;
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ne0 ∼ 0.88× 1011 /m3 (IRI-2012); viz ∼0.01 m/s (Figure 6a in [11]; kne ∼ 0.005 1/km,
n′/n0 ∼ 10 (Figure 2 in this paper). The percentage of the perturbation is as follows:∣∣∣∣ n′ene0
∣∣∣∣ = kneviz2k4ne0 n
′
n0
∼ 350% (66)
(2) Influence of plasma velocities.
Compared to ionospheric electron/ion velocities, the photoionization gain and
chemical loss contribute only a few 1/1000. They are thus neglected in Equation (50)
in cases where ve and vi are included. This gives
∣∣∣∣ n′ene0
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
n′
n0
(kne + kvi)viz − (kne + kve)v′∗ez
2k4ne0 + k∗vev∗ez
∣∣∣∣∣ '
(
1+
kne
k∗ve
) ∣∣∣∣v′∗ezv∗ez
∣∣∣∣ ∼ (48− 67)% (67)
where k∗ve ≈ kve = (0.005− 0.007) km−1, v∗ez ≈ vny ∼ 15 m/s and v′∗ez ≈ v′ny ∼ 5 m/s
(Figure 4).
(3) Influence of electric field.
If electric field is involved, the terms containing charge gain and loss and plasma
velocities are appreciably small and can be neglected in Equation (50), yielding∣∣∣∣ n′ene0
∣∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣∣ (kne + kve)v′∗ezk∗vev∗ez
∣∣∣∣ ' (1+ knek∗ve
) ∣∣∣∣δ(E/B)E/B
∣∣∣∣ ∼ 5% (68)
where, applying Equation (46), kve ≈ d[(E/B)/dz]/(E/B) ≈ (dU/dz)/U∼ 0.005
km−1 in which dU/dz ≈ 0.2 m/s per km, U ≈ 40 m/s, giving δ(E/B)/(E/B) =
δU/U ≈ 0.04 in which u ≈ 2 m/s from Figure 2.
Thus, Sections 5.2 and 5.3 expose that, outside the regions of tsunami-driven
gravity waves (Section 5.3), in situations where only pure photoionization gain and
chemical loss are involved, electron density perturbation, n′e/ne0, is proportional
to the neutral density perturbation, n′/n0, and can soar to as high as 350% in
the F2 peak layer. However, when plasma motions are present in the absence of
ionospheric dynamo electric field, i.e., E = 0, photoionization and chemical loss
become negligible. n′e/ne0 becomes dependent of the meridional wind perturbation,
v′ny/vny, which contributes to a perturbation of 50%–70%. If E 6= 0, the dynamo
action via the E× B drift suppresses the electron density perturbation to as low as
∼5%. By contrast, within the wave propagation regions (Section 5.2), the gravity
waves bring about a TEC perturbation of around 10% at all altitudes for E = 0; and
contribute to >30% perturbation in the F2 peak layer, but down to within 10% outside
the layer for E 6= 0. Because ionospheric E is available everywhere above 150 km
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altitude, the regions around 300 km altitudes provide us a location to collect GPS-TEC
data and extract tsunami information from electron density perturbation signals.
6. Summary and Discussion
In the present study, we concentrate on the theoretical modeling of the
ionospheric electron density and TEC perturbations driven by tsunami-excited
gravity waves. The purpose of the study lies in suggesting an extended data-fit model
which is able to grant data analysis and case study more accurately, so as to design a
more reliable algorithm to estimate the tsunami wave front, and subsequently help to
confirm and image tsunamis by comparing both the space-borne and ground-based
GPS measurements (e.g., [104]) with our modeling results, thus be able to establish a
more effective and efficient tsunami warning and alarming system in future work.
For this purpose, this paper extends the procedure described by
Hickey et al. ([11]) to obtain electron density and TEC perturbations by (1) employing
the classical ionospheric electrodynamics to replace MacLeod’s ion momentum
equation; (2) borrowing Kendall and Pickering’s generalized perturbation theory
to directly get the electron density perturbation equation; and (3) involving the
effect of the ionospheric dynamo electric field on the plasma perturbations. Under
nondissipative, windshear, and nonisothermal atmospheric conditions, the study
demonstrates that
(1) The magnitude of E is within several mV/m, determined by the crossed
product of zonal neutral wind and meridional geomagnetic field;
(2) When E = 0 at the mid-latitude location (60◦ N), the fluctuation in n′e is
dominated by the meridional wind in the F2 region (above 220 km altitude).
The percentage of n′e over ne0 has an enhanced amplitude from around 20% at
200–250 km altitudes to larger than 40% at 500 km altitude; by contrast, the
amplitude of corresponding TEC perturbation is damped gradually from∼15%
to <5% at related altitudes, respectively.
(3) When E 6= 0 at the same latitude location, the fluctuation in n′e is determined
by the zonal wind in the same ionospheric region. The percentage of n′e over
ne0 drops down to less than 15% at all altitudes, except an appreciable jump
to >25% in the F2-peak layer (300–340 km altitudes); within the layer, the
related TEC perturbation pulse arrives at 35% while and outside the layer the
amplitude of the fluctuation is no more than 10%.
(4) At lower latitudes (say, 29◦ N), however, the sharp enhancement in the
magnitude of the dynamo E-driven TEC perturbation in the F2-peak layer
is filtered away by the denser background electron density; in both E = 0 and
E 6= 0 cases, the amplitudes of the fluctuations in n′e or TEC are roughly the
same as each other, but anti-phased.
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(5) Although atmospheric/ionospheric fluctuations caused by photoionization
gain and chemical loss and plasma velocities are able to enhance the
n′e-amplitude substantially to 350% and 48%∼67%, respectively, electric field
restrains the divergence significantly to 4% if gravity waves are not involved.
We come to a conclusion that the effect of the ionospheric dynamo electric
field cannot be neglected in estimating electron density perturbations driven by
tsunami-excited gravity waves. Dynamo E-driven TEC perturbation provides a probe
for tsunami monitoring by making use of the GPS-TEC signals outside low-latitude
regions. Though only an individual component in the gravity wave spectrum
is involved, we hope to make use of the basic knowledge gained in this paper
to attack more realistic problems through a series of following incremental steps
toward our goal of reconstructing and explaining measured tsunami-related electron
density perturbations reported in natural hazards, say, 2004 Sumatra tsunami events
(e.g., [15]). Such a problem may be related to the temporal behavior of the waves, in
addition to the vertical profiles as discussed in this paper: How long does it take for
the tsunami perturbation to reach a height, h, say, 600 km above the sea surface? To
solve the problem, we need to rely on the dispersion relation of the gravity waves,
ω = ω(k). Only after obtaining an explicit expression of the dispersion relation,
can we can calculate both the vertical phase speed, vph = ω/kz, and the vertical
group speed, vgr = ∂ω/∂kz. From the two speeds, we can finally illustrate the time
lapses, tph1 =
∫ h
0 dh/vph and tph2 =
∫ h
0 dh/vgr, for the wave crests’ and its energy’s
travels upward, respectively. A sister paper will introduce new ray-tracing results
of tsunami-driven gravity waves propagating upward by developing the classical
Hines’ isothermal and shear-free model to a more generalized realistic nonisothermal
and wind-shearing model.
In addition, we would like to discuss a potential concern which may arise from
readers: the ionospheric signature of the tsunami-excited gravity waves has been
discussed up to 600 km height under a non-dissipative model. However, in realistic
atmosphere, gravity waves can be considerably dissipated by such terms like kinetic
viscosity and heat conductivity. Are these results valid for dissipative situations from
which GPS-TEC signals are detected?
We explain that this paper is the first one of a series on Tsunami imaging
using ionospheric radio occultation data. It did not discuss straightforwardly
the dissipative effects. This is because we are dealing with a complicated subject
related to wave excitation and propagation in atmosphere and ionosphere where
electrodynamics plays a dominant role to drive plasma perturbations, unfortunately
neglected before due to understandable reasons. The complexity of the topic requires
that we pay attention dominantly to the electric field effect first of all in this first
paper, with a purpose to approach to a finally least-error solution through a series of
incremental steps, so as to be able to understand the physics and, based on gained
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knowledge, to develop appropriate algorithms for solving more realistic problems,
e.g., using ionospheric radio occultation data to detect tsunami wave fronts while
providing increased coverage and data density for the purpose to provide effective
and efficient data-fit modeling to GPS signals for constructing a tsunami warning or
alerting system. Fortunately, this subject has attracted more attentions in applications
and many new results have been reported recently, such as, Yang et al.’s detection
of the ionospheric disturbances in response to North Korean nuclear tests [105];
Yang et al.’s study on the meteor ionospheric impact by means of GPS data [106] and
the ionospheric disturbances over Alaska driven by Tohoku-Oki earthquake [107];
and, most recently, Coisson et al.’s pioneer work to provide evidence that radio
occultation data can be used for tsunami detection [108].
In order to reduce the complexity, this first paper did not discuss explicitly
the effects of dissipative terms, such as kinetic viscosity and thermal conductivity.
Instead, it applied relevant results implicitly in relevant simulations, while a
comprehensive discussion is presented in a sister paper (to be submitted soon),
based on a revisit to Vadas and Fritts’ work ([109]). According to this sister
paper, below 150 km altitude, the dissipation terms has no discernable effects. By
contrast, above 200 km altitude, the dissipation considerably damps the atmospheric
perturbation. For example, the neutral wind perturbation drops substantially from
several hundreds of m/s under nondissipative conditions (as given in Figure 2
of this paper) to merely a few of m/s under dissipative conditions. This result
is in consistent with Hickey et al. [11]. However, for the ionospheric properties,
dissipation can be totally neglected due to the several orders smaller in magnitude
in the momentum and energy equations than the Lorentz force and Joule heating
impacts, respectively. These results verified Kaladze et al.’s gravity wave model in
ionosphere [110]. Consequently, the impact of the dissipative terms affect heavily the
neutral wind above 200 km altitude, and it exerts little effect on plasma properties
at all altitudes. We therefore need to consider these terms only in the calculations
related to the magnitude of neutral wind perturbations; in other words, we just
need to replace the neutral wind profiles under non-dissipative conditions with
those under dissipative conditions to obtain theoretical TEC signatures in realistic
dissipative atmosphere.
Fortunately, Hickey et al. [11] Figure 5a provided the vertical profiles of the wind
magnitudes under both dissipative and non-dissipative conditions, respectively. The
ratio of the two magnitudes is further defined as a damping factor, αd, in this paper.
The vertical profile of αd is plotted in the RHS panel of Figure 5. In calculating the
electron density/TEC perturbations in the last Section, all the wind speeds under
non-dissipative conditions are substituted by dissipative ones with the introduction
of factor αd. As a result, though starting from a simple, non-dissipative model,
which provides readers the simplest picture to gain important insights into data-fit
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modeling of GPS signals, the electron density/TEC perturbation results presented in
this paper respond to realistic atmospheric conditions in the presence of previously
neglected ionospheric dynamo electric field: we have in fact tackled a situation
for which the dissipative ingredients are also involved to influence GPS signals
through the wind damping factor. The results thus offer a reference to produce a
tsunami warning or alerting algorithm in realistic situations both qualitatively and
quantitatively. The complete picture of the dissipative effects on the tsunami-driven
gravity waves will be introduced in a sister paper.
At last, we would like to argue that Figure 5 of Occhipinti et al. [23] might be
difficult to interpret, since it contains the data of the whole network of stations.
In the figure there are saturations (i.e., values exceeding the range shown in
the panels where there are points colored with the maximum value of the used
color-bars. Considering the amplitude of the signals varies for each phase of TEC
oscillations, this kind of figures will usually show a limited range of values that allow
identifications of all the oscillations. It therefore reveals the periods of the waves,
however, not the full range of observed amplitudes [111].
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Modulation of Atmospheric
Nonisothermality and Wind Shears on the
Propagation of Seismic Tsunami-Excited
Gravity Waves
John Z. G. Ma
Abstract: We study the modulation of atmospheric nonisothermality and wind
shears on the propagation of seismic tsunami-excited gravity waves by virtue
of the vertical wavenumber, m (with its imaginary and real parts, mi and mr,
respectively), within a correlated characteristic range of tsunami wave periods in
tens of minutes. A generalized dispersion relation of inertio-acoustic-gravity (IAG)
waves is obtained by relaxing constraints on Hines’ idealized locally-isothermal,
shear-free and rotation-free model to accommodate a realistic atmosphere featured
by altitude-dependent nonisothermality (up to 100 K/km) and wind shears (up to
100 m/s per km). The obtained solutions recover all of the known wave modes below
the 200-km altitude where dissipative terms are assumed negligible. Results include:
(1) nonisothermality and wind shears divide the atmosphere into a sandwich-like
structure of five layers within the 200-km altitude in view of the wave growth in
amplitudes: Layer I (0–18) km, Layer II (18–87) km, Layer III (87–125) km, Layer IV
(125–175) km and Layer V (175–200) km; (2) in Layers I, III and V, the magnitude
of mi is smaller than Hines’ imaginary vertical wavenumber (miH), referring to an
attenuated growth in the amplitudes of upward propagating waves; on the contrary,
in Layers II and IV, the magnitude of mi is larger than that of miH , providing a
pumped growth from Hines’ model; (3) nonisothermality and wind shears enhance
mr substantially at an ∼100-km altitude for a tsunami wave period Tts longer
than 30 min. While Hines’ model provides that the maximal value of m2r is ∼0.05
(1/km2), this magnitude is doubled by the nonisothermal effect and quadrupled
by the joint nonisothermal and wind shear effect. The modulations are weaker at
altitudes outside 80–140-km heights; (4) nonisothermality and wind shears expand
the definition of the observation-defined “damping factor”, β: relative to Hines’
classical wave growth with β = 0, waves are “damped” from Hines’ result if β > 0
and “pumped” if β < 0. The polarization of β is determined by the angle θ between
the wind velocity and wave vector.
Reprinted from J. Mar. Sci. Eng. Cite as: Ma, J.Z.G. Modulation of Atmospheric
Nonisothermality and Wind Shears on the Propagation of Seismic Tsunami-Excited
Gravity Waves. J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2016, 4, 4.
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1. Introduction
For more than 10 years, LiDAR has recorded both atmospheric nonisothermality
(featured with temperature gradients up to 100 ◦K per km) and large wind shears (e.g.,
100 m/s per km) between ∼85- and 95-km altitudes [1–5]. Spaceborne data revealed
that the criterion of the wind shear-related Richardson number, Ri ≤ 1/4, is only a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for dynamic instability [6]. Hall et al. [7]
obtained spatially-averaged Ri data, which appeared to reach one at a 90-km
altitude over Svalbard (78◦ N, 16◦ E). Importantly, measurements of airglow layer
perturbations in O(1S) (peak emission altitude ∼97 km) and OH (peak emission
altitude ∼87 km) driven by propagating acoustic-gravity waves suggested an
exponentially-growing wave amplitudes [8,9]: AO(1S) = AOH exp [(1− β)∆z/(2H)],
in which AO(1S) and AOH are the amplitudes at the O(
1S) and OH emission lines,
respectively; ∆z is the height difference between the OH and O(1S) emission layers,
and β is the so-called “damping factor”, which classifies waves with (1) β = 0: free
propagating without damping; (2) 0 < β < 1: weakly damped; (3) β = 1: saturated
without amplitude increase; and (4) β > 1: over-damped [9,10]. In addition, for the
vertical wavelengths of 20–50 km, β is between zero and four, indicating that most
waves were damping-dominated.
By contrast, in theoretical studies on acoustic-gravity waves, the earliest work
focused on an idealized atmosphere featured with an isothermal temperature,
homogeneous horizontal wind speeds, rotation free and dissipation free. For
example, Hines [11,12] showed that A increases with height (z) exponentially from
the initial values A0 at z = 0: A = A0exp [z/(2H)], where H = C2/(γg) is the
scale height. Here, C =
√
γkBT/M is the speed of sound; γ is the ratio of specific
heat; g is the gravitational acceleration constant; kB is Boltzmann’s constant; T
is the mean-field temperature; and M is the mean molecular mass. The result
was then extended to an isothermal, but dissipative atmosphere [13,14]. It was
found that growth A becomes attenuated due to the introduction of the imaginary
component (mi) of the vertical wavenumber (m), expressed by a similar formula:
A = A0 exp
∫ z
z0
(1/2H − |mi|)dz, in which mi increases in altitude. Above some
height (e.g., F2-peak altitude), it is approximately equal to 1/(2H), while at higher
altitudes, it is larger than 1/(2H), leading to a decaying amplitude [15–18]. Based on
a “multi-layer” approximation, Hines and Reddy [19] calculated the coefficients
of the energy transmission through a stratified atmosphere. They argued that
nonideal conditions, like vertically-changing temperature and wind speeds, do
not severely attenuate incident waves propagating upward through the mesosphere;
however, stronger attenuation can be indeed expected low in the thermosphere.
In addition, Hines [20] found that the shear-contributed anisotropic Richardson
criterion, Ri ≤ 1/4, can well portend the onset of isotropic atmospheric turbulence.
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However, for symmetric instabilities, it was claimed that the criterion becomes
Ri ≤ 1 ([21]).
From the 1970s, seismic tsunamis began to be recognized as a possible
driver to excite atmospheric gravity waves, which subsequently propagate to
the upper atmosphere, where the conservation of wave energy causes the wave
disturbance amplitudes to be enhanced due to the decrease of atmospheric density
with increasing altitudes, based on the isothermal and shear-free model [22,23].
Nevertheless, a realistic atmosphere does own temperature gradients and wind
shears. Serious concerns were naturally attracted towards such fundamental
questions, like to what extent the nonisothermality and wind shears influence the
propagation of acoustic-gravity waves and what the mechanism is for amplitude
A to be modulated in wave damping or growing versus altitude. Theoretically
speaking, while mi has already been solved either with the linear wave approximation
(e.g., [24–29]) or with the numerical “full wave model” approach under the WKB
approximation (e.g., [14,18,30–38]), the intrinsic connection between mi and A,
as well as other parameters, like β and Ri, is so complicated in the presence of
nonisothermality and wind shears that no appropriate models were proposed to
account for the damping and growth of gravity waves.
Merely for the Richardson number, it has different expressions under isothermal
and nonisothermal conditions: by definition, it is the ratio between the buoyancy
(or Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨) frequency and the shear S. However, there exist two buoyancy
frequencies, ωb (isothermal) and ωB (nonisothermal) (e.g., [18,39,40]). Accordingly,
there are two Richardson numbers:
Ri = ω2b/S
2 (isothermal), or, RI = ω2B/S
2 (nonisothermal) (1)
in which:
ω2b = (γ− 1)
g2
C2
, ω2B = (γ− 1)
g2
C2
+
g
C2
dC2
dz
, S2 =
(
dU
dz
)2
+
(
dV
dz
)2
(2)
where U and V are the zonal and meridional components of the mean-field horizontal
wind with velocity v0 = {U, V, 0}. Similar issues also exist when dealing with
the cut-off frequencies of acoustic-gravity waves under different thermodynamic
conditions. It deserves mentioning here that the amended Ri-criterion given
in [21] (i.e., for Ri < 0.25, the K-Hinstabilities dominate; for 0.25 < Ri < 0.95,
the symmetric instabilities dominate; for Ri > 0.95, the conventional baroclinic
instabilities dominate) is valid even for a stratified shear flow in view of energy
balance [41]; and stepping further, a stably stratified turbulence can still survive for
Ri  1 [42].
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How do atmospheric nonisothermality and wind shears influence the damping
and growth of seismic tsunami-excited acoustic-gravity waves? We are inspired to
turn our attention to this subject in the study of realistic atmospheres surrounding
not only the Earth, but also other planets, like Mars. The motivation to tackle
this problem is the necessity of an effective physical model to demonstrate the
effects of the nonisothermality and wind shears on the modulation of propagating
gravity waves driven by hazard events, like tsunamis. We develop the study on the
basis of the proper knowledge of: (1) the vertical growth of gravity waves under
nonisothermal, wind shear conditions; (2) the relation among the wave period, β,
and vertical wavelength; (3) the dependence of β on the zonal and meridional wind
shears; and (4) the filtering of waves due to background winds. The region concerned
is from sea level to a 200-km altitude within which the atmosphere is non-dissipative
(negligible viscosity and heat conductivity), and the ion drag and Coriolis force can be
reasonably omitted [14,43–45]. This is also a region that completely covers the lower
airglow emission zone below an ∼100-km altitude. The structure of the paper is as
follows: Section 2 formulates the physical model used to expose the mean-field
properties, which are obtained from the empirical neutral atmospheric model,
NRLMSISE-00 [46], and the horizontal wind model, HWM93 [47]. A generalized
dispersion relation of inertio-acoustic-gravity (IAG) waves under nonisothermal and
wind shear conditions is derived. Employing this dispersion relation under different
conditions, Section 3 also extends all of the classical wave modes contributed by
previous models, including Hines’ locally-isothermal, shear-free and rotation-free
model [11], Eckart [48] and Eckermann’s [49] IAG model and Hines [20] and
Hall et al.’s [7] isothermal and wind shear model. In addition, this section also
presents the respective influences of nonisothermality, wind shears and the Coriolis
parameter on propagating waves. Section 4 offers the conclusion and a discussion.
2. Modeling
A Cartesian frame is suitable to be used for studying the propagation of
acoustic-gravity waves in the Earth’s spherically-symmetric gravitational field [50].
We choose such a local coordinate system, {eˆx, eˆy, eˆz}, in which eˆx is horizontally
due east, eˆy due north and eˆz vertically upward. The neutral atmosphere is described
by a set of hydrodynamic equations based on conservation laws in mass, momentum
and energy, as well as the equation of state. Considering that airglow emissions
happen at 80–100 km heights (e.g., [51–53]) and that below a 200-km altitude, the
atmosphere is non-dissipative, where the viscosity, heat conductivity and the ion
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drag can all be neglected [14,43–45], we obtain these equations as follows (for the
complete set of equations including these terms, see, e.g., [25,45,50,54–57]):
Dρ
Dt = −ρ∇ · v
ρDvDt = −∇p + ρg + 2ρv×Ω
1
γ
Dp
Dt = −p∇ · v
p = ρRsT
 (3)
in which we still keep the Coriolis term alive so as to be convenient to test our
model by a direct comparison with the well-developed inertio-acoustic-gravity (IAG)
model [58,59]. The parameters in Equation (3) are defined as follows:
v, ρ, p and T: atmospheric velocity, density, pressure and temperature,
respectively;
D/Dt = ∂/∂t + v · ∇: substantial derivative over time t;
g = {0, 0,−g}: gravitational acceleration;
Ω = {0,Ωcosφ,Ωsinφ}: Earth’s Coriolis vector where Ω = 7.29× 10−5 rad/s
and φ is latitude;
γ and Rs: adiabatic index and gas constant, respectively.
We adopt standard linearization by neglecting higher-order perturbations. The
variables in Equation (3) contain two types of ingredients: the ambient mean-field
component to be denoted by subscript “ 0” and the first-order quantity denoted by
subscript “ 1”:
ρ = ρ0 + ρ1, T = T0 + T1, p = p0 + p1
v = v0 + v1 = {U, V, 0}+ {u, υ, w}(
ρ1
ρ0
, p1p0 ,
T1
T0
, uU ,
υ
V , w
)
∝ ei(k·r−ωt)
 (4)
where U and V are the zonal (eastward) and meridional (northward) components
of the mean-field wind velocity (note that the wind is horizontal, and thus, the
vertical component W is zero), respectively; u, υ, w are the three components of the
perturbed velocity, respectively; and k = {k, l, m} (in which m = mr+imi) is the wave
vector, and ω is the wave frequency. Due to the existence of the inhomogeneities
in the mean-field properties in a realistic atmosphere, there exist the following
input parameters:
kρ = 1Hρ =
d(lnρ0)
dz , kp =
1
Hp =
d(lnp0)
dz , kT =
d(lnT0)
dz ;
ωv = S =
√(
dU
dz
)2
+
(
dV
dz
)2
 (5)
in which Hρ and Hp are the density and pressure scale heights, respectively, kρ,
kp and kT are the density, pressure and temperature scale numbers, respectively,
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satisfying kT = kp − kρ from the equation of state. There also exists a simple relation
among kp, g, and C: kp = −γg/C2. From now on, we use ωv to replace S in order to
expose the spatially-velocity-curl nature of wind shears. Note that the unit of ωv is
m/s per km. In dimensional analysis (a useful tool to check the validity of the algebra
of the modeling at the lowest level), this unit has the same physical dimension as
that of the wave frequency, rad/s. Thus, the unit of ωv is “m/s per km”, rather
than “rad/s”.
Note that the linearization introduced above is different from the WKB
approximation. The WKB approach assumes linear wavelike solutions in time and
2D horizontal coordinates, but not in the vertical direction only along which the
mean-field properties are supposed to vary, while keeping their homogeneities in the
horizontal plane (e.g., [24]). A 1D vertical Taylor–Goldstein equation (or, equivalently,
a quadratic equation) can thus be derived in the presence of the height-varying
temperature and wind shears to describe the vertical propagation of tsunami-excited
gravity waves. For details, see, e.g., Equation (4) in [60].
2.1. Mean-Field Properties
The undisturbed mean-field parameters and wind components in the vertical
direction up to a 200-km altitude are calculated, as shown in Figure 1, by employing
both the empirical neutral atmospheric model, NRLMSISE-00 [46], and the horizontal
wind model, HWM93 [47]. The chosen heights cover the airglow layer well within
which the peak emissions of O(1S) and OH are at ∼97 km and ∼87 km, respectively.
We arbitrarily choose a position at 60◦ latitude and −70◦ longitude for a local
apparent solar time of 1600 on the 172th day of a year, with the daily solar F10.7
flux index and its 81-day average of 150. The daily geomagnetic index is four.
In the figure, (a) displays the atmospheric mass density ρ0 (pink) and pressure p0
(blue), while (b) shows their gradients dρ0/dz (pink) and dp0/dz (blue), respectively.
Density ρ0 decreases all the way up from 1.225 kg/m3 (or 2.55×1025 1/m3) at sea
level to only 2.69× 10−10 kg/m3 (5.6× 1015/m3) at a 200-km altitude. Pressure p0
has a similar tendency to ρ0. It reduces from 105 Pa at sea level to 7.9× 10−5 Pa
ultimately. Both dρ0/dz and dp0/dz die out versus height and are nearly zero above
an ∼50-km altitude. (c) exposes the density scale height Hρ (blue) and pressure
scale height Hp (pink), while (d) gives the three scale numbers in density, kρ (pink),
pressure, kp (black), and temperature, kT (blue). Both Hρ and Hp are 8.64 km and
8.22 km, respectively, at sea level, but soar to as high as 32.7 km and 39.3 km,
respectively, when approaching a 200-km altitude (note that the two heights are not
equal; only under the isothermal condition, kT = 0, can Hρ = Hp or kρ = kp be
valid); accordingly, the altitude profiles of kρ and kp are similar to those of −Hρ and
−Hp, respectively; by contrast, kT experiences adjustments a couple of times from
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negative to positive and eventually keeps its positive polarization above the 100-km
height, which is finally inclined to zero.
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Figure 1. Altitude profiles of mean-field properties. (a) Mass density ρ0 (pink)
and pressure p0 (blue); (b) density gradient dρ0/dz (pink) and pressure gradient
dp0/dz (blue); (c) density scale height Hρ (blue) and pressure scale height Hp
(pink); (d) density scale number kρ (pink), pressure scale number kp (black) and
temperature scale number kT (blue); (e) temperature T0 (blue) and sound speed C
(pink); (f) temperature gradient dT0/dz; (g) zonal (eastward) wind U (blue) and
meridional (northward) wind V (pink); (h) zonal wind gradient dU/dz (blue) and
meridional wind gradient dV/dz (pink); in (e), a dashed line in red is given as a
reference to show an ideal atmosphere, which is isothermal at all altitudes.
(e) presents temperature T0 (blue) and sound speed C =
√
γRsT0 (pink) in the
LHS one, while (f) illustrates temperature gradient dT0/dz. Temperature T0 is 281 ◦K
at sea level. It decreases linearly to 224 ◦Kat 13 km and then returns to 281 ◦K at 47 km,
followed by a reduction again to 146 ◦K at 88 km. Above this height, the temperature
goes up continuously at higher altitudes and reaches an exospheric value of >1000
◦K above a 190-km height (at 194 km, it is 1000 ◦K). As a reference, a dashed line
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in red is depicted to show an ideal atmosphere that is isothermal at all altitudes;
the magnitude of T0 stays the same as that at sea level. Sound speed C follows
the variation of T1/20 . At sea level, it is 337 m/s; at a 200-km altitude, it is 731 m/s.
For dT0/dz, it transits twice from negative to positive below a 100-km altitude, within
10 m/s per km, and monotonously returns to zero above a 120-km height. (g) exhibits
the zonal (eastward) wind U (blue) and the meridional (northward) wind V (pink),
and (h) displays the zonal wind gradient dU/dz (blue) and the meridional one
dV/dz (red). Both of the horizontal wind components oscillate twice dramatically
within ±51 m/s in amplitude, and their gradients, dU/dz and dV/dz, are also
featured with obvious undulations. For example, the former jumps from ∼4 m/s per
km–−5.5 m/s per km within only a 25 km-thick layer at about a 100-km altitude.
NRLMSISE-00 and HWM93 demonstrated that the horizontal gradients of ρ0, T0,
p0, U and V are always at least three orders smaller than those in the vertical direction.
We consequently assume, as previous authors did, that the mean-field parameters
are uniform and stratified in the horizontal plane, free of any inhomogeneities, i.e.,
∂/∂x ' 0, ∂/∂y ' 0 and ∇ ∼= (∂/∂z)eˆz. Besides, we take 350-km and 50-km
horizontal wavelengths in our model, based on the data of the relations between
horizontal wavelength and wave periods during the SpreadFExcampaign [61].
2.2. Generalized Dispersion Relation
Acoustic-gravity waves originate from small perturbations away from their
mean-field properties and propagate in a stratified atmosphere [62]. Employing
Equation (4) to linearize Equation (3) yields the following set of perturbed equations:
∂ρ1
∂t + v0 · ∇ρ1 + v1 · ∇ρ0 + ρ0∇ · v1 + ρ1∇ · v0 = 0
∂v1
∂t + v1 · ∇v0 + v0 · ∇v1 = − 1ρ0∇p1 +
ρ1
ρ0
g + 2v1 ×Ω+ 2 ρ1ρ0 v0 ×Ω
∂p1
∂t + v0 · ∇p1 + v1 · ∇p0 = −γp0∇ · v1 − γp1∇ · v0
p1
p0
= ρ1ρ0 +
T1
T0
 (6)
which provides the following dispersion equation:
ω k l m− ikρ 0
0 ω −i f i dUdz k
0 i f ω i dVdz l
−ig 0 0 ω m− ikp
0 k l m− i kpγ ωC2


ρ1
ρ0
u
v
w
p1
p0

= 0 (7)
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from which a generalized, complex dispersion relation of inertio-acoustic-gravity
(IAG) waves is derived in the presence of nonisothermality and wind shears, if and
only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix is zero:
ω4∗ −
(
C2K2 + f 2 + gkT
)
ω2∗ + (C2m2 + gkT) f 2−
−(γ− 1)gkhω∗ωv cos θ + C2k2hω2B =
= iC2m
[
γg
C2
(
ω2∗ − f 2
)− khω∗ωv cos θ]
 (8)
in which f = 2Ωsinφ is the Coriolis parameter (where φ is the latitude); θ is the angle
between horizontal wave vector kh and mean-field wind velocity v0, defined by:
cos θ =
kh · v0
kh
√
U2 +V2
(9)
and,
ω∗ = ω− k · v0, K2 = k2h + m2, k2h = k2 + l2 (10)
For simplicity, we omit “∗” attached to ω in following texts.
Because m is complex, use (mr+imi) instead of m in Equation (8). This yields the
final expression of the dispersion relation:
mi = −kg
[
1− ω22(ω2− f 2) ωvkgVph cos θ
]
;
ω4 −
(
C2k2h + f
2 − 2−γ2 g ωvVpH cos θ
)
ω2 − (C2m2r +ω2A) (ω2 − f 2)+
+C2k2hω
2
B
(
1− 0.25RI ω
2
ω2− f 2 cos
2 θ
)
= 0
or, alternatively,
m2r =
ω2−ω2A
C2 + k
2
h
[
ω2B−ω2
ω2− f 2 − 12
ω2vω
2
(ω2− f 2)2
(
2−γ
γ
ω2− f 2
k2hVpVph
+ 12 cos θ
)
cos θ
]

(11)
in which:
kg =
γg
2C2 , k
2
gT =
gkT
C2 , k
2
G = k
2
g + k2gT ; RI =
ω2B
ω2v
= Ri +
gkT
ω2v
, Ri =
ω2b
ω2v
;
Vph = ωkh , Vp =
ωv
kp
; ω2a = C2k2g =
γ2
4(γ−1)ω
2
b , ω
2
A = C
2k2G = ω
2
a + C2k2gT
 (12)
where Vph is the horizontal phase speed and RI is the updated expression of Ri in a
nonisothermal atmosphere.
Figure 2 illustrates the vertical profiles of these parameters for a tsunami period
of 33.3 min and horizontal wavelengths of (k, l) = (400, 2000) km. (a) reveals that
the isothermal Richardson number, Ri (as represented by its inverse, 1/Ri in blue), is
mostly larger than the nonisothermal one, RI (as represented by its inverse, 1/RI in
pink), below the 85-km altitude, while it is smaller above the 85-km altitude. This
is due to the mostly negative kT below the height and the positive kT above the
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height. The maximal value of 1/Ri is 0.197, much less than four, indicating that the
velocity shear is far incapable of overcoming the tendency of a stratified fluid to
remain stratified, and thus, instabilities are sufficiently suppressed (e.g., [20,63]).
In the lower four panels, (b) shows the curves of k2gT (black), k
2
g (pink) and k2G
(blue). Take a reference from the kT-curve in Figure 1. Due to the double polarities
of kT versus altitude, the value of k2gT can be either positive or negative, depending
on the changes of kT . The values of k2g and k2G are always positive. However, the
influence of k2gT on k
2
G cannot be neglected, though the two lines of k
2
g and k2G appear
to be twins: between 20 and 50 km and above 90 km, k2G > k
2
g; while in other
regions, k2G < k
2
g. This feature is important due to the fact that k2g and k2G are directly
correlated with the two acoustic cut-off frequencies, ωa and ωA, under isothermal
and non-isothermal conditions, respectively. Have a glance at (c). Here, two pairs
of curves are presented: the above-mentioned ωa (dash pink) and ωA (thin pink);
and, the two gravity-wave cut-off frequencies, ωb (dash blue) and ωB (thin blue),
under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions, respectively. At all altitudes, ωa is
always larger than ωb; and below an ∼180-km altitude, ωA is always larger than ωB.
That is to say, the buoyancy frequency can never be larger than the cut-off frequency
in either the isothermal case or the non-isothermal one up to an ∼180-km altitude.
Nevertheless, this result does not exclude at some altitudes, when we compare the
difference of the isothermal and nonisothermal cases, ωa < ωB (say, above a 90-km
altitude) or ωA < ωb (e.g., 60–80 km). This warns us to be cautious about the different
isothermal conditions when using the two sets of frequencies in applications. Some
authors confused them by using the nonisothermal ωB as the buoyancy frequency,
but the isothermal ωa as the cut-off frequency. Frequencies under the two conditions
should not be mixed up, especially in wave analysis and data-fit modeling.
In accordance with these four frequencies, (e) depicts the four different periods:
τB (thin blue) and τb (dash blue); τA (thin pink) and τa (dash pink). The shortest
cut-off period occurs at an ∼95-km altitude in the nonisothermal case, only
τA = 3.3 min. The longest period occurs at a 200-km altitude, τb =12 min. Finally,
(d) gives the profiles of both cosθ and ωv. Obviously, cosθ is not constant versus
height, but oscillates twice up to a 200-km altitude. The wind shear ωv is always
larger than the Coriolis frequency Ω. It peaks at a 123-km altitude, 6.09 m/s per km,
∼84 Ω.
Compared to Hines’ idealized atmospheric model with a local isothermality
(i.e., the vertical temperature gradient is assumed zero) and a uniform horizontal
wind field (i.e., the vertical wind sheared effect is neglected), the NRLMSISE-00 and
HWM93 empirical models provide us a more realistic model, which shows that the
atmosphere is neither locally isothermal (i.e., the vertical temperature gradient is
nonzero), nor uniform (i.e., the wind shear exists in the vertical direction).
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Figure 2. Vertical profiles of input parameters in Equation (11). (a) Richardson
number Ri (blue) and RI (pink); (b) k2gT (black), k
2
g (pink) and k2G (blue); (c) buoyancy
frequencies ωB (thin blue) and ωb (dash blue) and cut-off frequencies ωA (thin pink)
and ωa (dash pink); (d) cosθ (blue) and ωv (pink); (e) the four periods, τB (thin
blue), τb (dash blue), τA (thin pink) and τa (dash pink), corresponding to the four
frequencies in the upper right panel.
3. Results
Equation (11) provides a generalized dispersion relation of realistic atmosphere
below a 200-km altitude, where the atmosphere is inviscid, nonisothermal and wind
sheared. As mentioned previously, the ion drag, viscosity, heat conductivity and
Coriolis effect can be reasonably neglected within this region, as already discussed in
detail in early work (e.g., [14,43–45]). To test our model by the full IAG formalism
for an isothermal and windless atmosphere (e.g., [59]), we include the Coriolis term.
It is interesting to note that: (1) the non-isothermal effect, as represented by the the
vertical derivative of the log of temperature kT , never influences the vertical growth
rate, mi; (2) if the horizontal wave vector is perpendicular to the wind velocity, i.e.,
kh ⊥ v0 (or θ = 90◦), the wind shear effect disappears; (3) only in the presence of
wind shears can horizontal phase speed Vph come into play. It influences both the
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vertical wavenumber mr and the vertical growth rate mi, inferring that the wave
growth is not only dependent on the scale height, but the wave frequency ω, as well.
Equation (11) recovers all of the previous classical wave modes under
locally-isothermal and shear-free conditions, i.e., vertical gradients in both wind
velocity and temperature are not considered. As follows, we obtain these modes
directly from Equation (11) and extend the isothermal results to non-isothermal
ones by relaxing these constraints. Then, we pay attention to the influence of the
nonisothermality and wind shears on the propagation of gravity waves from sea
level to a 200-km altitude, and we present the exact analytical expression of β.
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Figure 3. Imaginary vertical wavenumber, mi (1/10 km), of different
tsunami-excited wave modes propagating in an atmosphere. Case 1: Hines’
locally-isothermal and shear-free model; Case 2: the extended Hines’ model
under nonisothermal conditions; Case 3: inertio-acoustic-gravity waves under
nonisothermal conditions; Case 4: acoustic-gravity waves under nonisothermal
and wind shear conditions. In Cases 1–3, mi-curves are superimposed upon each
other (in blue); in Case 4, the mi-band fluctuates upon those of Cases 1–3 (in pink).
As a reference, a red straight line is shown in the figure to represent the result of
mi for an ideal atmosphere, which is isothermal at all altitudes in response to the
constant T0 in Figure 1.
3.1. Case 1: Hines’ Locally-Isothermal and Shear-Free Model
In this basic situation, the atmosphere was assumed locally-isothermal (kT = 0)
and shear-free (dU/dz = dV/dz = 0) in the absence of the Coriolis term (i.e.,
rotation-free with f = 0). Under these conditions, Equation (11) reduces to the
following:
mi = −kg = miH, m2r =
ω2 −ω2a
C2
+ k2h
(
ω2b
ω2
− 1
)
(13)
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which is the exact dispersion relation of Hines’ classical acoustic-gravity
waves [11], where miH denotes Hines’ imaginary wave number. Note that in this
locally-isothermal case, the acoustic cut-off frequency and the buoyancy frequency
are ωa and ωb, respectively. When the horizontal wavenumber kh has an opposite
sign, the solutions of both mi and m2r in Equation (13) do not change, respectively,
as demonstrated by, e.g., Equation (10.29) of [64]. The profiles of mi and m2r are
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, together with the additional three cases to
be introduced below in the following subsections.
Case 1
Figure 4. Squared real vertical wavenumber, m2r (1/km2), of different
tsunami-excited wave modes propagating in an atmosphere. Case 1: (a) Hines’
locally-isothermal and shear-free model; Case 2: (b) the extended Hines’ model
under nonisothermal conditions; Case 3: (c) inertio-acoustic-gravity waves under
nonisothermal conditions; Case 4: (d) acoustic-gravity waves under non-isothermal
and wind shear conditions. Note that there exists a “quasi-straight line” of m2r = 0
in every panel throughout all altitudes at ∼4 min in the tsunami period. This
line separates the acoustic waveband of <4 min in wave periods from the gravity
waveband of >4 min in wave periods. In (a), there are three straight lines in red,
which are located at z1 ∼ 12 km, z2 ∼ 50 km and z3 ∼ 90 km, respectively, to
separate the space into three regions; in (b), there are three additional straight lines
in blue, which are located at z′1 ∼ 4.5 km, z′2 ∼ 75 km and z′3 ∼ 110 km, respectively.
Equation (13) says that the imaginary vertical wavenumber, mi, does not rely on
tsunami wave frequency (ω; or period Tts). The blue curve in Figure 3 displays the
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vertical profile of mi (in units of 1/10 km). Note that this curve is superimposed upon
those of Cases 2 and 3. As a reference, a red straight line is shown in the figure to
represent the result of mi for an ideal atmosphere, which is isothermal at all altitudes.
It is a constant; the magnitude is that obtained by using the atmospheric temperature
at sea level. A direct impression lies in the fact that, relative to the reference line, the
profile of Hines’ mi changes in the same way as that of atmospheric temperature T0.
Check the mean-field temperature in Figure 1. Clearly, it is T0 that dominates the
vertical profile of mi.
By contrast, the features of mr do rely on wave periods. (a) in Figure 4 exposes
the squared real vertical wavenumber, m2r (in units of 1/km2), of Hines’ mode. Note
that there exists a “quasi-straight line” m2r = 0 in the panel throughout all altitudes (z)
at ∼4 min in the tsunami period (Tts). This line separates the acoustic waveband of
<4 min from the gravity waveband of >4 min. This tells us that, for tsunami-excited
gravity waves with a typical phase speed (Vph) of 200 m/s, a period of Tts =(4–60)
min corresponds to a horizontal wavelength of λh =(48–720) km.
It deserves to stress here that the “quasi-straight line” shown in the panel to
separate the acoustic and gravity wave bands is not a “constant line”, as a matter
of fact, over the whole range of altitudes. This is exposed in (e) of Figure 2, where
the feature of the cut-off frequencies varying with altitude is displayed to tell us
that a wave with a period less than ωb under isothermal conditions (or ωB under
nonisothermal conditions) would not propagate vertically as it becomes evanescent.
However, in the timescale up to 60 min used in Figure 4, several minutes of the
cut-off periods are so contracted in the panels as to appear as an expression of
“quasi-straight lines”, although they are actually “curves”. In addition, measured
tsunami-excited waves are characterized by wave periods that are longer than the
cut-off periods and, thus, in the regime of gravity waves only. Consequently, to deal
with the tsunami-excited gravity waves in this paper, we concentrate on the gravity
wave branch in Figure 4, and so on, in the rest of the text. The narrow acoustic wave
band in the figure is presented to provide a direct comparison of the m2r -features
between the two different wave regimes, rather than to help to show the transition
between the two regimes (a different topic beyond the scope of the present work).
Note that between the cut-off frequencies, ωb and ωa, under isothermal conditions
(or ωB and ωA under nonisothermal conditions), there might exist evanescent waves
that do not propagate vertically, but are allowed to propagate horizontally.
A wave becomes evanescent if m2r → 0 (or infinite wavelength λz). After
enlarging the panel in the figure, we see that this condition applies approximately
for regions of Tts ∼ (4–20) min and z > 150 km. Thus, Hines’ model allows
tsunami-excited gravity waves to be alive for Tts > 20 min and z < 150 km. By
contrast, in the acoustic wave regime, m2r > 0 is always valid, and waves never
disappear, except in the adjacent region close to Tts = 4 min. For waves propagating
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up to z ∼ 150 km, they can be either partially reflected back from the wind jet into
the lower atmosphere (e.g., [65] and the references therein) or dissipated away via
terms, like ion drag, kinetic viscosity and/or heat conductivity (e.g., [66] and the
references therein).
Furthermore, there are three red straight lines in (a) at z1 ∼ 12 km, z2 ∼ 50 km
and z3 ∼ 90 km, respectively, to separate the space into three regions. At z1, z2 and
z3, the contours on the plane with fixed Tts are featured with either crests or troughs
in m2r . The maximal value of m2r = 0.03889 (1/km2) occurs at an 88-km altitude for
Tts = 60 min. This gives λz = 31.4 km. For Tts =33.3 min, 0.00151 < m2r < 0.00492
(1/km2), giving 90 < λz < 157 km.
3.2. Case 2: Extended Hines’ Model under Non-Isothermal Condition
Hines’ local isothermal model excludes the influence of temperature gradient
in altitudes on the propagation of acoustic-gravity waves, i.e., kT = 0. When
this constraint is relaxed to kT 6= 0, and keeping other conditions unchanged,
Equation (11) offers a nonisothermal model:
mi = −kg = miH m2r =
ω2 −ω2A
C2
+ k2h
(
ω2B
ω2
− 1
)
(14)
where the acoustic cut-off frequency, ωA, and the buoyancy frequency, ωB, are
updated from ωa and ωb, respectively, in Equations (13) by taking into account the
kT-effect. Apparently, Equations (13) and (14) have the same appearance. However,
the former represents the most basic model under the locally-isothermal condition;
while the latter describes a more realistic atmosphere where the temperature gradient
brings about impacts on the dispersion relation. Note that mi stays unchanged,
still following Hines’ locally-isothermal result, as shown in Figure 3, where the
vertical profile of mi (in blue) follows exactly that in Case 1. This indicates
that the temperature inhomogeneity does not affect the vertical growth rate of
wave amplitudes.
(b) in Figure 4 illustrates the m2r contours of this non-isothermal model.
Generally speaking, the development of m2r is roughly the same as that in (a). For
example, the three characteristic heights, z1, z2 and z3, are still alive to characterize
the features of Hines’ locally-isothermal model. However, there exist a couple of
obvious differences: (1) there exist three additional heights, z′1 ∼ 4.5 km, z′2 ∼ 75 km
and z′3 ∼ 110 km, as given by the straight lines in blue, respectively; at these altitudes,
the contours are influentially disturbed in view of wave frequency; (2) there exists
a shift of all of the contours from longer wave periods (or lower wave frequencies)
to shorter ones (or higher wave frequencies) at all altitudes. This shift reduces the
evanescent regions of Tts < 20 min in (a). For instance, starting from Tts = 4 min, the
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magnitude of m2r increases at all altitudes. This indicates that waves can propagate
upward to higher altitudes in this case than in Case 1.
3.3. Case 3: Inertio-Acoustic-Gravity Waves under Nonisothermal Condition
In the presence of the rotational Coriolis effect ( f 6= 0), while the atmosphere
stays locally-isothermal (kT = 0) and shear-free (kU = kV = 0), Equation (11)
reproduces the inertio-acoustic-gravity (IAG) modes [58]:
ω4 −
(
C2K2∗ +ω2a + f 2
)
ω2 + C2k2hω
2
b +
(
C2m2r +ω
2
a
)
f 2 = 0 (15)
which reproduces Equation (14) of the IAG formulation in [59]. Related formulae
were also given in [48,49].
Now, remove the isothermal limit by allowing kT 6= 0. Equation (11) produces:
mi = −kg = miH; m2r =
ω2 −ω2A
C2
+ k2h
ω2B −ω2
ω2 − f 2 (16)
from which we see that the temperature gradient term influences both the
high-frequency acoustic branch:
ω2 ∼ C2K2∗ +ω2A + f 2 (17)
where K2∗ = k2h + m
2
r , and the low-frequency gravito-inertial branch (Equation (1a) of
Marks and Eckermann 1995),
ω2 =
k2hω
2
B +
(
m2r + k2G
)
f 2
K2∗ + k2G +
f 2
C2
(18)
which contains two modes, namely the gravity mode and the inertial mode in
nonisothermal situations, as expressed respectively by:
ω2 =
k2hω
2
B
K2∗ + k2G
, ω2 =
(
m2r + k2G
)
f 2
K2∗ + k2G +
f 2
C2
(19)
the second formula of which says that at low latitudes (φ ∼ 0◦), the inertial mode
can be neglected.
The expression of mi in Equation (16) is the same as that in Case 1. Thus, the
vertical profile of mi (in blue) in Figure 3 does not change from that of Case 1 or
Case 2. The contours of m2r in Equation (16) are portrayed in (c) of Figure 4. We see
that, relative to Case 2, the effect of the rotational Coriolis term, f 2, is not recognizable
based on the comparison between the two panels. Let us check the magnitude of
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the time scale Tf of the Coriolis parameter, f : at φ = 60◦, Tf ≈ 13.9 h, 25-times
Tts = 33.3 min. Thus, f 2 is 625-times smaller than ω2, and thus, ω2 − f 2 ≈ ω2 in
Equation (16). This means the inertial term can be reasonably omitted in dealing
with nonisothermal inertio-acoustic-gravity (IAG) modes with wave periods of tens
of minutes.
3.4. Case 4: Acoustic-Gravity Waves under Nonisothermal and Wind-Shear Conditions
In the presence of wind shears (dU/dz 6= 0 and dV/dz 6= 0), many authors
discussed the measure of the static stability of an isothermal (kT = 0), irrotational
( f = 0) atmosphere due to the destabilizing effect of the shears by virtue of the
dimensionless Richardson number, Ri (e.g., [7,20,39,67,68]). These studies assumed
that both the horizontal wavevector and the wind velocity are one-dimensional,
say along the x-direction. In this case, kh = k and |v0| = U). The criterion was
found to be Ricr = 0.25; below the value, dynamic instabilities and turbulence were
expected. By adopting this 1D model, we obtain directly the same Ri-threshold from
Equation (11):
mi = −kg
(
1− ωv
2kgVph
)
(20)
and:
ω4 −
(
C2K2∗ +ω2a −
2− γ
2
g
ωv
VpH
)
ω2 + C2k2ω2b
(
1− 0.25
Ri
)
= 0 (21)
in which cos θ = 1 (or θ = 0) is applied (note that this result also fits the situation
where U  V below an ∼85-km altitude, as shown in (g) of Figure 1). Clearly,
the shear term is introduced in both mi and the quartic dispersion equation of ω.
Different from the previous three cases where mi is only a function of altitude,
Equation (20) expresses that mi also depends on wave frequency ω through Vph.
Besides, Equation (21) tells us that for Ri < 0.25, ω2 will always be negative, and the
atmosphere is convectively unstable, leading to dynamic instabilities and turbulence;
on the contrary, if Ri > 0.25, the atmosphere may stay stable. If Ri = 0.25, acoustic
modes may just be maintained with:
ω2 = C2K2∗ +ω2a −
2− γ
2
g
ωv
VpH
(22)
Nevertheless, in a realistic atmosphere, the isothermal condition is broken.
Taking into account kT 6= 0, we obtain an extended dispersion relation from
Equation (11) as follows:
ω4 −
(
C2k2 +ω2A −
2− γ
2
g
ωv
VpH
)
ω2 + C2k2hω
2
B
(
1− 0.25
RI
)
= 0 (23)
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Interestingly, this is a result that needs only replacing Ri with RI , and ωa,b
with ωA,B, respectively, in Equation (21). Notice that mi still keeps its expression in
Equation (20).
In fact, it is not always valid to assume θ = 0 in a realistic atmosphere due to
the arbitrary directions of the waves in propagation relative to the mean-field wind
velocity. We have to relax this condition in physical modeling. For an arbitrary θ in
the absence of the inertial f term, Equation (11) gives:
mi = −kg
(
1− 1
2
ωv
kgVph
cos θ
)
6= miH (24)
m2r =
ω2 −ω2A
C2
+ k2h
[
ω2B −ω2
ω2
− 1
2
ω2v
ω2
(
2− γ
γ
ω2
k2hVpVph
+
1
2
cos θ
)
cos θ
]
(25)
Clearly, θ influences both mi and mr.
In Figure 3, the pink band attached to the blue curve of Cases 1–3 demonstrates
the vertical profile of mi expressed by Equation (24). Though the band follows the
development of that in the previous three cases, it fluctuates on the LHS or RHS of
the blue curve specifically depending on different altitudes. The fluctuations divide
the atmosphere into five layers. In the three of them, i.e., below 18 km, 87–125 km
and above 175 km, the pink band lies on the RHS of the blue curve with mi > miH ;
by contrast, in the rest of the two layers of 18–87 km and 125–175 km, it is on the
LHS with mi < miH . A comparison between mi and miH tells us that it is the wave
frequency ω that brings about the mi-variations: we scan ω in simulations with
(0–60) min in the wave period, Tts = 2pi/ω. Due the presence of Vph = ω/kh in
Equation (24), the change in ω influences mi at all altitudes. This ω-effect is zero only
at the four following altitudes: 18 km, 87 km, 125 km, 175 km; it is maximal at 80–90
km and 110–150 km, where the fluctuations of mi are up to miH ± 0.15.
(d) in Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of wind shears on m2r . Relative to Case 2,
which is in the absence of the shears, the whole envelop has an obvious elevation
upward, especially in the region of Tts > 20 min and 80–130-km altitudes; on
the contrary, above 140-km altitudes, the m2r -contours become flattened to lower
magnitudes. See m2r at 90–110-km altitudes in both Case 2 and Case 4. It goes up
from < 0.1 (1/km2) in Case 2 to 0.2 (1/km2) in Case 4. It is predictable that wind
shears make it more difficult for gravity waves to transmit to higher altitudes. In
other words, the shears play a screening role for gravity waves that only those waves
of sufficient energy can propagate upward to higher altitudes. A following paper on
ray-tracing studies of gravity wave propagation in the atmosphere will introduce the
criterion of the energy level in wave transmission and reflection.
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3.5. Case 5: IAG Waves under Nonisothermal and Wind Shear Conditions
By taking into consideration the rotational Coriolis f -term, the acoustic-gravity
modes under nonisothermal and wind shear conditions discussed in the last
subsection extend to the most generalized inertio-acoustic-gravity modes, as
expressed by Equation (11), rewritten as follows:
mi = −kg
[
1− ω
2
2(ω2 − f 2)
ωv
kgVph
cos θ
]
(26)
and:
m2r =
ω2−ω2A
C2 + k
2
h
[
ω2B−ω2
ω2− f 2 − 12
ω2vω
2
(ω2− f 2)2
(
2−γ
γ
ω2− f 2
k2hVpVph
+ 12 cos θ
)
cos θ
]
(27)
As mentioned previously, in the regime of gravity waves, the f -effect is
infinitesimal and can be reasonably omitted. Thus, Equations (26) and (27) are
equivalent to Equations (24) and (25), respectively, for tsunami-excited gravity waves,
the periods of which are within 4–60 min. In Figure 5, the 3D mi-envelop in (a)
represents the 2D pink band in Figure 3. Now, it is clear to see that the fluctuations
in the pink band originate from the summation of variations in mi versus different Tts
values at any specific altitudes. For the m2r -envelop in (b), it has no difference from
(d) in Figure 4, also because of the negligible f -effect.
Both the pink band in Figure 3 and (a) in Figure 5 exhibit that the atmosphere
has five layers concerning polarized mi-fluctuations below the 200-km altitude: Layer
I (0–18) km; Layer II (18–87) km; Layer III (87–125) km; Layer IV (125–175) km; and
Layer V (175–200) km. Layers I, III and V own a relation of |mi| < |miH |, indicating
that the growth of propagating waves in realistic atmospheric situations is attenuated
from Hines’ idealized atmospheric model; on the contrary, Layers II and IV have
|mi| > |miH |, referring to the fact that the amplitude of propagating waves is driven
from the lower Hines’ model to a higher level. For a clear look at the attenuating or
damping characteristics in wave propagation, we write the error, E , caused by the
nonisothermality and wind shears defined as follows:
E = mi −miH
miH
× 100% (28)
which turns out to be nothing else but the “damping factor”, β, after some simple
algebra to connect the theoretical work (e.g., [13,14]) with the modeling of the airglow
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layers perturbed by waves (e.g., [8,9]). A straightforward manipulation with the
mi-expression in Equation (26) and the kg-expression in Equation (12) yields:
E = β = ω
2
2(ω2 − f 2)
ωv cos θ
kgVph
→ H ωv
Vph
cos θ if f = 0 (29)
in which H = −Hp = 1/(2kg)[= C2/(γg)] is used. Figure 6 provides β-contours
(or, alternatively, E -contours) versus Tts and z. (a) is for the special case of θ = 0, and
(b) is for the generalized case of θ 6= 0.
For the special case of θ = 0, i.e., kh‖v0, (a) reveals that β0 is always positive. As
a result, the wave growth is always damped from the growth rate of Hines’ classical
model. By contrast, in the general case where θ 6= 0, (b) presents the five layers
introduced above: in Layers I, III and V, it is always valid that β > 0, validating the
previous argument that the growth of propagating waves in realistic atmospheric
situations is attenuated from Hines’ idealized atmospheric model; in Layers II and
IV, the relation of β < 0 refers to the amplitude growth of the propagating waves
being pumped, rather than damped, from Hines’ model. We point out here that
the proposed free-propagating state with β = 0 [8,9] only appears at some specific
altitudes, say, 18 km, 87 km, 125 km and 175 km.
(a)
Figure 5. Imaginary and squared real vertical wavenumbers, mi (1/10 km) and m2r
(1/km2), in Case 5 of IAG waves under non-isothermal and wind shear conditions.
(a) mi-envelop; and (b) m2r -envelop. Note that due to the negligible f -effect, (a) gives
the pink band in Figure 3; while (b) has no difference from (d) in Figure 4.
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Equation (29) shows that the polarities of β are determined by cosθ, as shown in
(d) of Figure 2: in the bottom layer, Layer I, cosθ is positive; in Layer II, it is negative;
in Layer III, it is positive; in Layer IV, it is negative; and, in the top layer, Layer V, it
is positive. In addition, the equation demonstrates that β is inversely proportional
to wave frequency ω via Vph and, thus, proportional to the wave period Tts. This
feature can be recognized in the two panels of Figure 6: the larger the value of Tts,
the higher the magnitude of β0 or β. Furthermore, the equation discloses that β has a
linear relation with the scale height, H (or −Hp). See (c) of Figure 1. The magnitude
of H oscillates twice till about a 100-km altitude and then increases monotonically
upward. This offers a vibrating feature in β0 or β below the altitude, followed by an
enhancement in amplitudes above it, as displayed in Figure 6.
Therefore, the observation-defined “damping factor”, β, is found not always to
bring about a “damping”(or attenuation) effect in wave amplitude A. This is because:
A ∼ e−
∫
midz = e
∫
(1−β)kgdz = e
∫
(1−β)dz/(2H) (30)
where Equations (4), (26) and (29) are used. Clearly, for β = 0, Equation (30) reduces
to Hines’ classical result, AHines ∼ ez/(2H); for β > 0, AHines is damped or the wave
is attenuated; for β < 0, AHines is amplified or the wave is intensified or pumped.
This gives results in concordance with the above discussions.
Figure 6. Contours of the “damping factor”, β (or, alternatively, the error, E ) versus
Tts and z. (a) special case with θ = 0; and (b) generalized case with θ 6= 0.
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3.6. Influence of Phase Speed Vph
Equation (11) reveals that, in the above five cases, phase speed Vph = ω/kh
influences wave propagation through modulating mi and m2r simultaneously, except
the identical mi in Cases 1–3. Particularly, in Cases 4 and 5, Vph also has impacts on
mi and m2r through wind shears, as denoted by ωv. The relationship between Vph
and wave propagation thus needs necessary attention.
Observations provided that the characteristic Vph is about 150–160 m/s ([69]).
We choose Vph varying from 80 m/s–240 m/s to display how mi and m2r are influenced
by Vph at a characteristic wave period Tts = 33.3 min. Due to the negligible f -effect,
in addition to the irrelevance of Vph to mi in Cases 1–3, we just need to present
Vph-dependent m2r in Cases 1 and 2 (or 3) and mi and m2r in Case 4 (or 5). Figure 7
gives the results. (a) is m2r in Case 1; (b) is m2r in Case 2 (or 3); (c) is mi in Case 4 (or 5);
and (d) is m2r in Case 4 (or 5).
The four panels expose the following features:
(1) At specific z, phase speed Vph has an effective range of values, say <200 m/s,
within which the dependence of mi or m2r on Vph is obvious; out of the regime, the
influence is negligible. At ∼95 km, for example, the upper right panel illustrates that
m2r reduces quickly from 0.12 (1/km2) with Vph = 80 m/s; however, m2r tends to be
stabilized at 0.005 (1/km2) for Vph > 200 m/s.
(2) At specific Vph, mi or m2r also changes versus z. For instance, at the low
Vph end in Case 1, the m2r -profile is not constant along z, but has a hump at about
80–100-km altitudes; in Case 4, there are more m2r -humps, which nearly fill up all of
the altitudes.
(3) The dependence of m2r on Vph is modulated by the atmospheric
nonisothermality and wind shears. For instance, in (a) of Hines locally-isothermal
and shear-free case, the m2r -profile has only one hump with a maximal amplitude of
0.08 (1/km2); when the isothermal condition is relaxed as shown in (b), the maximal
amplitude is enhanced to 0.12 (1/km2), and more humps and troughs appear to
expand to both higher and lower altitudes; stepping further to allow shears present
as drawn in (d), higher amplitude fluctuations, peaked at 0.7 (1/km2), are excited
and driven to stretch out toward the higher Vph-region accompanied by increasingly
suppressed amplitudes.
(4) Compared to the strong dependence of m2r on Vph, mi has very weak or little
relevance to Vph, as displayed in (c): with the increase of Vph, the mi-envelop appears
constant in the whole range of Vph. This implies that we can ignore the effect of Vph
on mi in dealing with gravity wave growth in space. However, we stress that mi is
heavily dependent on z, as discussed in the last subsections.
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Case 1
Cases 4 (or 5)
Figure 7. Dependence of mi and m2r on phase speed Vph at a characteristic wave
period of Tts = 33.3 min. (a) m2r in Case 1; (b) m2r in Case 2 (or 3); (c) mi in Case 4
(or 5); and (d) m2r in Case 4 (or 5).
4. Summary and Discussion
We generalized Hines’ ideal locally-isothermal, shear-free and rotation-free
model of gravity waves to accommodate a realistic atmosphere featured with
altitude-dependent nonisothermality (up to 100 K/km) and wind shears (up to
100 m/s per km). Although some of the variations in the background state are rather
extreme (e.g., the zonal and meridional winds), we first of all applied Equation
(4) in the Taylor expansion of all of the physical parameters; then obtained the set
of linearized equations, as shown in Equation (7), with vertically-inhomogeneous
ones; and finally, manipulated both sides of the equations to obtain Equation (8) or
Equation (11), the generalized, complex dispersion relation of inertio-acoustic-gravity
(IAG) waves, which recovers all of the known wave modes under different situations
below 200-km altitudes where all of the dissipative terms (e.g., viscosity, heat
conductivity, ion drag) are neglected.
We studied the modulation of atmospheric nonisothermality and wind shears on
the propagation of seismic tsunami-excited gravity waves by virtue of the imaginary
and real parts (i.e., mi and mr) of the vertical wavenumber, m, within the full band
of 4–60 min in tsunami wave periods. In five different situations, we calculated the
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vertical profiles of mi and m2r : (1) in Hines’ classical modes; (2) in the extended Hines’
modes in the presence of nonisothermality; (3) in the IAG modes by adding the
rotational Coriolis f -effect to the nonisothermal Hines’ model; (4) in the generalized
AG modes under not only non-isothermal, but also wind shear conditions; and (5) in
the generalized IAG wave modes. We also illustrated the influence of phase speed
Vph on mi and m2r .
The main results obtained in this paper are summarized and discussed
as follows:
It is well known that gravity waves propagate only when their period is longer
than the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ (BV) period. Below the period, they will become evanescent.
For example, in the mesosphere, this period is about 6 min. Those tsunami-excited
waves with a >6-minute period will be propagating in the mesosphere. Our first
result shows that this BV criterion for wave propagation is a necessary, but not a
sufficient, condition. That is to say, even though this condition is satisfied, e.g., a
wave period is longer than the BV period, the wave may still be kept evanescent
due to m2r → 0, as illustrated with Hines’ isothermal model under conditions
that the tsunami wave period (Tts) is smaller than 20 min or at altitudes above
150 km. Only beyond these regions, waves can propagate with a nonzero m2r . In the
presence of nonisothermality, the evanescent regions of m2r → 0 appear to be reduced
considerably to free more waves from evanescence to propagation. However, if wind
shears are included, an evanescent region emerges again above the 140-km altitude.
Secondly, nonisothermality and wind shears divide the atmosphere into a
sandwich-like structure of five layers within the 200-km altitude, in view of the
wave growth in amplitudes: Layer I (0–18) km; Layer II (18–87) km; Layer III
(87–125) km; Layer IV (125–175) km; and Layer V (175–200) km. In Layers I, III
and V, the magnitude of mi is smaller than that of Hines’ result, miH , referring
to an attenuated growth in amplitudes of upward propagating waves in realistic
atmospheric situations from Hines’ idealized atmosphere; on the contrary, in Layers
II and IV, the magnitude of mi is larger than that of miH , providing a pumped growth
in amplitudes of the waves from Hines’ model.
Thirdly, nonisothermality and wind shears enhance mr substantially at an
∼100-km altitude for a tsunami wave period Tts longer than 30 min. Hines’ model
gives that the maximal value of m2r is ∼0.05 (1/km2). This magnitude is doubled by
the nonisothermal effect and quadrupled by the joint nonisothermal and wind shear
effect. The modulations are weaker at altitudes outside 80–140-km heights.
Fourthly, nonisothermality and wind shears expand the meaning of the
observation-defined “damping factor”, β. It does not merely refer to the “damping”
of wave growth anymore. Instead, it is updated with a couple of opposite
implications: relative to Hines’ classical result in wave growth under β = 0, waves
are damped or attenuated from Hines’ isothermal and shear-free result for β > 0;
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nevertheless, waves can also be amplified or pumped from Hines’ result for β < 0.
The polarization of β is determined by the angle θ between the wind velocity and
wave vector.
Lastly, the nonisothermal and wind shear modulation on the wave propagation
is not influenced by the rotational Coriolis effect in the tsunami waveband of up to
one hour in wave periods.
This study provided us a better understanding of the nature of tsunami-excited
gravity waves under non-Hines’ conditions. For example, the involvement of
nonisothermality updates Hines’ classical formula of the dispersion relation by
simply replacing the isothermal parameters, ωa,b and Ri, with their non-isothermal
counterparts, ωA,B and RI , respectively. Here, we stress that it is invalid to mix
up these pairs in relevant studies (as shown in some modeling and experimental
publications), e.g., using ωb (ωB) and ωA (ωa) at the same time to analyze gravity
wave phenomena.
In addition, the angle θ between horizontal wind velocity and the wave vector
is an important parameter to reflect the modulation of nonisothermality and wind
shears on the propagation of gravity waves. It decides the polarities of β and, thus,
has a direct and an effective impact on the damping or intensifying mechanism in
wave propagation. The importance of θ was not well recognized in some publications
with a single-component horizontal wavevector (e.g., kh = kx), which was assumed
to be parallel to wind velocity, and thus, θ is always zero. This assumption excludes
realistic situations where θ 6= 0. In this case, results may be totally different. For
example, for θ → 90◦ (i.e., the directions of wind and wave tend to be perpendicular
to each other), the shear effect tends to zero, as shown by Equation (11).
Furthermore, calculations from the NRLMSISE-00 and HWM93 models
provided that either the isothermal 1/Ri or the non-isothermal 1/RI are smaller
than 0.2 (accordingly, their inverses are larger than five, as shown in the top panel
of Figure 2). This suggests that the realistic atmosphere is unable to be teared up
easily from its stratified state by any wind shears. Thus, any instabilities below a
200-km altitude appear to be sufficiently suppressed. This argument, though as a
result under the nonisothermal situation, reiterates the conclusion obtained in the
1970s under isothermal conditions by, e.g., [20,63].
Nevertheless, we argue that the above result is true only for the empirical
atmosphere provided by the NRLMSIS and HWM models. In the realistic atmosphere
observed by LiDAR and meteor radar systems, the temperature gradient and wind
shear could be much larger than those provided by the models and would bring the
atmosphere to a dynamically unstable state due to the action of planetary waves
and tides. See the details in the papers by, e.g., Li et al. [70,71], on the characteristics
of instabilities in the mesopause region and on the observations of gravity wave
breakdown into ripples associated with dynamical instabilities, respectively.
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Finally, we illustrated clearly the evanescent regions in the five cases that form
the boundary layers between the high-frequency acoustic waves (below several
minutes in wave periods) and the low-frequency gravity waves (above several to
tens of minutes in wave periods). The thickness of the evanescent regions varies in
altitude, as exhibited in the figures of Cases 1–5.
The present work offers a detailed model to describe the propagation of
tsunami-excited gravity waves in the atmosphere above sea level. It extends the
results of Hines’ and others’ classical work by taking into account the variability
of the atmospheric temperature and the wind field. It exposes the influence of the
temperature gradient and wind shears on the real and imaginary parts of the vertical
wavenumber and presents an explicit expression for the β factor, which is relevant to
and generalizes the concept of the damping/amplification of the wave amplitude
throughout the atmosphere at least in the range of 0–200 km. While the work focuses
mainly on tsunami-generated waves, the results are more general and applicable
to gravity waves of any nature and generation source. However, we admit that
the present work concerns only those tsunami-generated waves that fall into the
regime of the wave properties that would be allowed to propagate vertically after
the excitation occurring at sea level. According to the strict work done most recently
by Godin, Zabotin and Bullett on acoustic-gravity waves in the atmosphere generated
by infragravity waves in the ocean [72], not every tsunami-generated wave has
periodicity in the permitted regime; in particular, these waves are featured with a
transition frequency of about 3 mHz (34.9 min in wave periods) below which the
infragravity waves continuously radiate their energy into the upper atmosphere in
the form of acoustic-gravity waves. Therefore, in applying the results of this paper
in relevant data-fit modeling and data analysis, we must be cautious in checking
the initial and boundary conditions (not only the tsunami wave periods, but also
the zonal and meridional wavelengths, as well as the vertical wave speeds), so as
to avoid a wrong employment of the model in coding ray-tracing algorithms to
demonstrate wave propagations and in interpreting experimental signals from, e.g.,
GPS satellites, for a global manifestation of the ocean-generated gravity waves.
In addition, there exists a concern about the application of the present work
in the thermosphere, where the composition is a strong function of altitude and,
thus, affects the mean molecular weight and all of the thermodynamic quantities
related to it. Fortunately, in order to avoid such an infeasibility to thermospheric
studies, we have relied on NASA’s empirical atmospheric models, NRLMSISE-00 [46]
and HWM93 [47], to describe the mean-field atmosphere and the horizontal wind
profiles. On the one hand, the MSISE model provides thermospheric temperature
and density based on in situ data from seven satellites and numerous rocket probes
and estimates of temperature and the densities of N2, O, O2, He, Ar and H. It (1) uses
the low-order spherical harmonics to describe the major variations throughout the
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atmosphere, including latitude, annual, semiannual and simplified local time and
longitude variations; (2) employs a Bates–Walker temperature profile as a function
of geopotential height for the upper thermosphere and an inverse polynomial in
geopotential height for the lower thermosphere; and (3) expresses the exospheric
temperature and other atmospheric quantities as functions of the geographical
and solar/magnetic parameters. On the other hand, the HWM model is based
on wind data obtained from the AE-Eand DE-2 satellites. It (1) uses a limited set of
vector spherical harmonics to describe the zonal and meridional wind components;
(2) includes wind data from ground-based incoherent scatter radar and Fabry–Perot
optical interferometers, as well as the solar cycle variations and the magnetic
activity index (Ap) ones; and (3) describes the transition from predominantly
diurnal variations in the upper thermosphere to semidiurnal variations in the
lower thermosphere, as well as transitions from summer to winter flow above 140
km and from winter to summer flow below [73]. We therefore consider that the
present work will provide a reference in dealing with atmospheric studies, including
the thermosphere, where the atmospheric composition varies as a strong function
of altitude.
At the end of the paper, we remind readers that the present work temporally
neglected the effects of dissipative terms, like viscosity, although they become
appreciable above the 150-km altitudes. This is because we are dealing with
a very complicated subject related to wave excitation and propagation in the
atmosphere, where nonisothermality and wind shears play a dominant role to drive
gravity wave propagations, an important subject that, however, needs extensive
studies. The complexity of the topic requires that we pay attention first of all to
the nonisothermal and wind shearing effects in this paper, with the purpose to
approach finally a least-error solution through a series of incremental steps, so as to
be able to understand the physics and, based on the gained knowledge, to develop
appropriate algorithms for solving more realistic problems, while leaving the studies
on the dissipative terms to a following paper. Such a paper was submitted and is
under review.
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